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Abstract

The transformational approach to software development is recognised as an important formal 
route for software construction. One major benefit of this approach is the possibility of 
providing machine assistance to this development process. This thesis works towards this goal 
by systematizing four major classes of transformations into automated methods (or tactics).

The first class of transformations involves the fusion of composed expressions to eliminate 
unnecessary intermediate data structures and function calls. A producer-consumer model of 
functions is introduced to explain this transformation. With this model, we show how the 
deforestation algorithm of Wadler can be extended to all first-order programs. The extended 
transformation algorithm is presented, termination proof given and further improvements 
suggested. A similar consideration is also developed for compositions in set abstractions.

The second class of transformations involves the removal of certain higher-order features from 
well-typed programs. Three transformation algorithms are developed. Two of them are directly 
concerned with the removal of higher-order features. Termination proofs for these algorithms 
are given. A third algorithm preserves full laziness in a manner compatible with higher-order 
features removal. With these transformations, the extension of deforestation to higher-order 
programs is also developed.

The third class of transformations concerns the removal of redundant computation through 
tup ling. A survey of past techniques is presented, followed by the development of a new 
analysis technique to discover eureka tuples to remove redundancy. This new technique makes 
novel use of selection orderings to search for eureka tuples. We give some methods to 
determine appropriate orderings and provide extensions to the basic analysis technique.

The last class of transformations involves the use of constraints (or invariants) to help improve 
recursive programs. Both the finite differencing tactic and a new base-case filter promotion 
tactic are part of this category of transformations. The necessary laws and semantic conditions 
for these two tactics are systematized.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Software Problem

The past twenty years has seen another industrial revolution, this time of the information 
technology, which has been driven largely by the increase in sophistication and falling costs of 
computer hardware. Unfortunately, this rapid improvement in computer hardware technology 
has not been matched by a similar trend in software. Late schedules, over-run costs and suspect 
qualities are still features experienced in software projects. They are happening because 
software developers' productivity has not kept up with the demands of ever more complex 
tasks being entrusted to computer systems.

A fundamental cause of this problem is that there is an inherent c o n f l ic t  in the required 
characteristics of software. On the one hand, software must be specified in the c lea res t  possible 
manner in order to aid in understandability, reasoning and modifiability. This objective is 
normally achieved by using various forms of high-level abstractions, e.g. abstract data types, 
weak algorithms1 and modularized programs. On the other hand, software must be suitable for 
implementation by being e f f ic ie n t  in its use of computer resources and be able to meet 
performance requirements.

These two characteristics, c la r ity  and e ffic iency , cannot usually be satisfied simultaneously by a 
single piece of software. This is because high-level abstractions, like data abstraction, 
modularisation and weak algorithms, are constructs which make software easier to write and 
understand but are unfortunately inefficient to implement. Such constructs tend to be general 
and widely applicable. But for efficiency, we need different forms of programs which are 
specialised with respect to the way they are used. In particular, they have to exploit the specific 
contexts of programs for efficient implementation. Use of specialised contexts, as opposed to 
the generalised constructs, may improve efficiency but tend also to result in software codes that 
are more obscure, with higher interconnectivity between the various parts of the programs.

To harmonise both these conflicting requirements, many researchers have been advocating for a 
program transformation approach to software development [Darlington76,Burstall77, 
Green81,Bauer79,Balzer81]. In this approach, software is permitted to be specified using high- 
level constructs which are clear and easy to understand, without worrying about implementation 
concerns. After completing the software specification, it could be subjected to a sequence of 
co rre c tn ess -p re se rv ing  transformations that would gradually change the clear but inefficient 
specification into an equivalent program that is more efficient. Only correctness-preserving 
transformations should be used in order to guarantee that the transformed program will always 
preserve the intended meaning of its original specification.

The transformational approach represents an e a r l ie r  fo rm a lis a t io n  of both the specification and 
design phases within the software life-cycle's re q u ire m e n t , sp e c if ic a t io n , v a lid a t io n , design, 
cod ing  and testing  phases. Previously, the actual formalisation of software development occurs

1 e.g. generate-and-test algorithms are weaker (and more general) than divide-and-conquer algorithms.
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principally at the coding phase, with largely informal techniques used at the specification and 
design phases [ Wirth71,Dijkstra76,Yourdon75]. E a r l ie r  fo rm a lis a t io n  in the software life-cycle 
can help to improve one fundamental problem of software, namely the difficulty of getting it 
correct with respect to users' requirement. This is so because:

(1) it is possible to va lid a te  system earlier through executable or verifiable 
specifications.

(2) high-level specifications are less likely to contain errors.

(3) correctness-preserving transformations (cf. design) will not introduce errors.

Such formalisations are very important because they open up opportunities for providing 
m ach ine  ass is tance  in software development. These opportunities are the central theme for a 
proposal by Cordell Green, R Balzer et al [Green83], in the long-term, of providing 
Knowledge-Based Software Assistants (KBSA) which will put the machine at the centre of the 
software life-cycle activities. Possible areas where machine assistance could be provided 
include project management and supervision, acquisition and transformation of specifications, 
to automated facilities for testing, documentation and version control.

Our focus in this thesis is on the narrower but nevertheless important phase of transforming 
specifications to implementations. This phase has been viewed by many researchers as the key 
phase for large scale automation of the software construction process. However, the current 
state of art is presently some way from this goal of large scale automation.

This thesis contributes towards this goal by presenting a number of classes of transformations 
that can be automated. Each of these classes of transformations will be formalised into a 
transformation method, called ta c tic , which will be able to make appropriate use of analysis on 
program structures in order to suggest the corresponding transformations to improve the 
program. An overview of these tactics will initially be outlined in Section 1.4 before they are 
presented (in details) in Chapter 2 to 6. But first, we will address two preliminary concerns:

(1) a suitable language for specification and transformation (Section 1.2).

(2) a suitable methodology for program transformation (Section 1.3).

1.2. A Suitable Language for Specification and Transformation

The last decade has seen the development of a class of programming languages, called 
d e c la ra tiv e  languages, such as logic, functional, constraint and to some extent object-oriented 
languages2, which are more suitable for writing software. Declarative languages represent 
another level of abstraction over imperative languages, like Pascal, Fortran, Modula. This is 
because they are more problem-oriented and possess better abstraction constructs for 
supporting the spec ifica tion  o f  p rob lem s  rather than their in tr ic a te  p ro ced u ra l so lu tio ns .  In other

2 Strictly speaking, object-oriented languages are not considered as declarative languages. However, their use 
of local rather than global states (plus corresponding methods) allow each object to be be viewed as a 
process (or function) which takes a list of requests and a state in order to return new state and replies to the 
requests (see (Perry89b]). In [Goguen87], a more direct formulation is used to combine the object-oriented 
paradigm with the functional paradigm. This involves the use of special modules to support objects, methods 
and classes. Both formulations allow objects to be integrated into the declarative paradigm.
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words, declarative languages allow us to concentrate more on the 'what' rather than the 'how' 
of software and are increasingly recognised as a suitable way to specify software.

One very desirable mathematical property of declarative languages is referential transparency. 
This property makes declarative programs more amenable to mathematical reasoning and 
program transformation. The referential transparency property essentially states that each 
expression should denote the same value, wherever it may be used in a program. With this 
property, we can perform program manipulations by substituting one expression with another 
expression, which denotes the same value, and be sure of preserving the original meaning of 
the program. This is a basis by which safe manipulations of programs for transformations or 
proofs can be carried out.

The main reason why referential transparency is present in declarative languages, but not 
imperative languages, is that they do not have features like destructive assignment statements, 
which make expressions dependent on the computation history (or global memory state). 
Expressions that are sensitive to computation history are more difficult to manipulate safely.

1.2.1. An Extended Functional Language

One suitable declarative language for software specifications and transformational development 
is a functional language which has been extended to handle logic, constraint and object-oriented 
programming features. Such a language is currently under development at Imperial College, as 
a successor to H o p e +  [Perry89a,89b,Darlington89a]3. The logic and constraint programming 
features permit very high-level specifications to be written, while the applicative/functional ■ 
features allows efficient algorithms to be either written (by programmers) or derived (through 
transformations).

In a sense, this extended-functional language is a restricted form of the wide-spectrum language 
that have been used in a number program transformation systems e.g. CIP-L in CIP 
[CIP85,Bauer81], Anna/Ada in PROSPECTRA [KBruckner89], V in CHI [Phillips83]. A 
language is said to be wide-spectrum if it contains programming constructs from a range of 
programming styles. This spectrum of programming styles typically includes pre-algorithmic 
logic & set notations, applicative, imperative and even machine-oriented programming 
constructs. Wide-spectrum languages have been used in program transformation systems 
because they allow (localised) transformations to be applied, all the way, from high-level 
specifications to ultra-efficient implementations. Our extended language covers the declarative- 
end of this spectrum. It has been argued that this is quite sufficient because the gap between 
applicative and machine-oriented implementations can usually be carried out by automatic 
(optimising) compilation techniques.

Other functional languages, e.g Haskell [Haskell89], Miranda4 [Tumer85], Ponder 
[Fairbaim82], are also available. But as they do not possess logic and constraint-programming

3 Hope was originally developed by Burstall, MacQueen and Sanella in Edinburgh [Burstall80]. It has since 
undergone major language extensions in Imperial College to include continuation-based I/O, absolute set 
abstractions and constraints.
4 Miranda is a trademark of Research Software Ltd
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features, we shall not use them in this thesis. These constructs are important because they are 
needed in certain classes of transformations (see Chapter 2 and 6, later).

1.2.2. Types of Abstractions Available

As mentioned earlier, our extended functional language can provide a number of high-level 
abstractions which are useful for specification purposes. Four kinds of abstractions that can be 
supported are:

•  data abs trac tion  to support common, re-usable abstract data types

•  p ro g ra m  abs trac tion  to support common, re-usable programs

• sp ec ific a tio n  a b s tra c tio n  to support high-level specifications using problem- 
independent algorithms or techniques

• system  abs trac tion  to support the programming of large systems with multiple 
components

W e  describe  and illustrate the above abstractions next. In the process, we shall also be 
introducing the language constructs of H o p e  informally.

1 . 2 . 2 . 1 .  Data  A b s t ra c t io n

There is  an abstract w ay  o f  d e fin in g  data structures in  H o p e  th rough  data declaration  

statements. These data statements can be used to define enum era ted  types, like  week_days: 

data week_days =  mon ++ tue++ wed ++ thur++ fri++ sat++ sun;

More importantly, they can also be used to define complex recu rs ive  da ta  types, such as list and. 
tree, through a lg eb ra ic  da ta  type  statements, as follows:

data list(alpha) =  nil ++ alpha :: list(alpha);

data tree(alpha) ==* leaf(alpha) ++ branch(tree(alpha),tree(alpha));

These recursive data types are defined using constructors, such as n i l , l e a f  and branch, which 
can be used to build large and complex data structures. They represent another level of 
abstraction over the dynamic data structures used in imperative languages, like Pascal of C. 
This is because implementation concerns, like allocation-deallocation of heap spaces and 
manipulations of pointers, will be automatically handled by the functional language compilers 
or interpreters.

Furthermore, the above type declarations are each parameterised with a type variable, alpha. 

This facility, known as p o lym o rp h ism , is used to define generic data types - from which more 
specific types can be instantiated. Two examples of instantiated types are list of numbers and list of 

lists of numbers, as shown below.
type list_num =  list(num);

type list_list_num «= list(list(num));

Polymorphism, algebraic data type notation and modules5 can be used to define generic abstrac t 
da ta  types , whose representations are hidden by a set of access functions. A classic example of 
this is the abstract data type for stack. This can be defined using the list structure as the concrete

 ̂ Module facility and separate compilation are supported by Hope+ (see [Sephton89]).
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representation, together with a set of access functions, as declared below.
t y p e  stack(alpha) «  list(alpha)

d e c  empty : stack(alpha);

d e c  push : alpha # stack(alpha) -> stack(alpha);

d e c  top stack(alpha) -> alpha;

d e c  pop : stack(alpha) -> stack(alpha);

These type declarations provide an interface for the abstract stack type, whose implementation 
is realised by a set of H o p e  equations of the form, - - - LHS <« RHS, as shown below.

—  empty <= nil;

—  push(a.stk) <= a;;stk;

—  top(a::_) < * a;

—  pop(_::stk) <= stk;

1 . 2 . 2 . 2 .  P r o g r a m  A b s t r a c t i o n

Apart from data abstraction, functional languages also support p ro g ra m  a b s tra c tio n .  This 
abstraction can be used to support generic re-usable programs and is provided through 
polymorphism and the higher-order facility (or function parameterisation). An example of this 
is the following generic function for representing a class of binary divide-and-conquer 
algorithms.

d e c  d_c : alpha # (alpha -> (alpha # alpha)) # (beta # beta -> beta) # (alpha -> truval) # (alpha -> beta);

—  d_c (x,divide,conquer,primitive,basic)

<= If primitive(x) th e n  basic(x) 

e l s e  le t  (a,b)==divide(x) in  

conquer(d_c (a),d_c (b));

This abstract divide-and-conquer function can be re-used in a range of circumstances, with 
different instantiations applied to the function-type parameters, divide, conquer, primitive, basic.

More popular examples of ab s tra c t p ro g ra m s  include those used for processing the recursive 
data structures. An example is the map function which produces an output list by applying its 
parameterised function, F, to each element of its given input list.

d e c  map : list(alpha) # (alpha *> beta) -> list(beta);

—  map(nil,F) <= nil;

—  map(a::x,F) <= F(a)::map(x,F);

Such abstract programs, using higher-order functions, are frequently used by functional 
programmers as highly re-usable software components. They provide the same kind of 
abstraction benefits to programs, as data abstractions provide for data structures.

1 . 2 . 2 . 3 .  S p e c i f i c a t i o n  A b s t r a c t i o n

There is yet another form of abstraction, called sp ec ific a tion  ab s tra c tio n , which uses high-level 
mathematical set and logic constructs to write software specifications. While program 
abstraction provides a facility for abstracting out commonly-used algorithms, specification 
abstraction stresses on weak algorithmic techniques that are problem-independent and more 
widely applicable.

As an example, consider how the sorting function can be specified in an abstract or declarative 
manner using the set abstraction, { p i p e  perm(x), ordered(p)}, as shown below.
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dec son . perm : list(num) -> set(list(num)); 

dec ordered : list(num) -> truval;

—  sort(x)

—  perm(x)

—  ordered([])

—  ordered([a])

— - - ordered(a::b::x)

<= { p | p e  perm(x), ordered(p)};
<= if x -D  t h e n  { []}

e l s e  { a::p | a e make_set(x), p e perm(x - a)}; 
<= true;
<= true;
<= a<b a  ordered(b::x);

T ‘ ibove sorting specification states that a sorted output list, p, of input list, x, is a
pt Jtation of the original input (i.e p e perm(x)) which is also ordered (i.e. ordered(p)). This
specification is evaluated, as a generate-and-test algorithm, by generating all possible 
permutations using the perm function, before each of its possible solutions is tested by the 
ordered function.

Notice that we have managed to provide the above abstract specification through a set 
abstraction construct that is purely functional. This is so because each function call in the above 
set abstraction always takes in input values to produce outputs. Such a use of set abstraction is 
also known as the re la tiv e  se t a b s tra c tio n  or the se t com p rehens ion  construct. It is now widely 
accepted as a standard feature of a number of modem functional languages, like H o p e + , 

Haskell and Miranda. However, in Miranda and Haskell, a variant of this construct, known as 
list comprehension, is used. This variant simply returns a list (rather than a set) which allows 
duplicate elements and has a positional order.

Apart from this purely functional usage, the set abstraction construct could also be used to 
support the more powerful predicate-logic language's re la tio n s  (where any parameter field can 
act as either input or output). This use of set abstraction, known as ab so lu te  se t a b s tra c tio n , 

was first introduced in [Darlington86] as a means of integrating logic language feature into 
functional languages. It is achieved by allowing fu n c t io n s  (in absolute set abstractions) to be 
evaluated backwards (i.e. given an output find its possible inputs) and thus behave as re la tio n s . 
An example of this is the following alternative specification for perm.

— perm([]) <= {[]};

— perm(a::x) <= {p1 o [a ]o p 2 ))  | p e perm(x), p1<>p2 = p};

Here, we have an expression, pi<> p2 - p, making use of an append function, <>, which needs to 
be executed backwards in order to obtain various ways of splitting the p list into sublists, pi and 
p2. Such backwards evaluation of functions is done through the narrowing mechanism, using 
both unification and rewriting (see [Pull90] for details). The ability to use functions in a multi- 
mode manner, like relations, provides for a more abstract and concise way of writing 
programs.

Recently, an even more general programming paradigm, called c o n s tra in t lo g ic  p ro g ra m m ing  
scheme, was introduced by [Jaffar87]. This scheme is a proper generalisation of logic 
programming because Prolog II and III have been shown to be particular instances of this more 
general paradigm. In particular, the resolution mechanism of logic programming is just one of 
the problem-solving techniques which could be used in this more general paradigm. Other more
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complex constraint-solving methods, e.g. linear equation solving, can also be used.

This more general paradigm has also been taken up in a proposed version of c o n s t r a in t  
f u n c t io n a l p ro g ra m m in g  [Darlington89a], through an even more general use of the set 
abstraction construct. Here, cons tra in ts  are simply conditionals of the set abstraction construct, 
which could be evaluated with the help of appropriate problem-solving techniques. An example 
of this is the function, solve, for declaratively stating the solutions of two simultaneous linear 
equations, 3x+4y=5 and 7x+8y=8, as shown below

dec solve : void -> (num # num);

----- solve() <= (x,y) st 3x+4y=5,7x+8y=8;

To evaluate the above function, we need a linear equations solver but this is again an 
implementation concern and not a concern of the programmer. Note the use of a special form of 
set abstraction, expr st condi,..,condn, which returns a singleton result, expr, satisfying the 
constraints, condi,..,condn.

1 . 2 . 2 . 4 .  S y s t e m  A b s t r a c t i o n

In [Shaw89], another form of abstraction, called sys tem  a b s tra c t io n , is introduced for 
structuring and programming larger systems. For a while, software developers have been 
building systems using a number of popular abstract software architectures which are more 
suitable for structuring multi-component systems. Examples of these abstract system 
architectures include, the la y e re d  h ie r a r c h ic a l a p p ro a c h  for building operating and 
communications system, p ipes and f i l te r s  as is commonly used in UNIX, da ta  abs trac tions w ith  
in h e r ita n c e  in object-oriented systems, ru le -b ased  eng ines  for expert systems and b la c kb oa rd  
a rc h ite c tu re  for multiple knowledge-base systems. These abstract system architectures are 
extremely suitable for structuring large software systems with multiple components.

Some of these system abstractions (e.g. layered approach, pipes and filters) can be directly 
supported by the hierarchical and compositional style of functional programs, while others 
(including object-oriented systems) can be embedded within the functional programming 
paradigm.

Closely related to this system abstraction capability, is the increasing realization that the 
expressiveness of functional languages can also be used to capture common program forms of 
different parallel computer architectures, e.g. SIMD, CSP, systolic, etc. This expressiveness 
can help to map (or transform) our programs directly to forms which are suitable for these 
parallel architectures and is the basis of a transformation-for-parallelism project currently under
way in Imperial College [Sharp90,Darlington89c].

All these different types of abstractions are supported in our extended functional language - 
making it extremely suitable as a specification language.

1.3. A Suitable Program Transformation Methodology

Almost all program transformation systems are based on source-to-source transformation rules 
which are c o rre c tn e s s -p re s e rv in g  (i.e. preserve the meaning/value of the programs they
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transform). These rules are normally classified as either schematic or procedural in form.

Schematic rules are typically of the form P1 P2 IF C, where P1 and P2 are generic program 
schemes for representing classes of programs, and C  is an applicability condition, consisting of 
a set of syntactic and/or semantic tests. An expression, e, can be transformed by a schematic 
rule if it matches the first program scheme, P1, and the corresponding applicability condition, C, 

is also satisfied6. When both the matching and applicability condition are satisfied, the 
expression, e, can be replaced by the second program scheme, P2, with the appropriate 
substitutions from the earlier matching. The simplest form of matching which can be used is a 
f i r : , i - o rd e r  matching. However, if function-type variables are present in the source program 
scheme, P1, then the second-order matching technique of [Huet78] should be applied. This 
form of schematic rules was used in an early Edinburgh transformation system [Darlington76] 
and in the Munich CIP7 project [CIP85]. Such schematic rules are declarative in form and are 
easy to follow. However, not all rules can be expressed in this way.

Procedural rules, on the other hand, are normally specified in an algorithmic fashion as meta
functions of the type, expr # info -> expr. Each of these meta-functions takes an expression of the 
type, expr, together with some additional information of the type, info, to produce a transformed 
expression of the type, expr. The use of such procedural or algorithmic rules normally results in 
transformations which can be carried out more efficiently. Even more importantly, they are also 
more general because it should be theoretically possible to implement any computable 
transformations by procedural rules. However, their main weakness is that they are less 
declarative in form, i

Both forms of rules (plus hybrid rules) have been used in various program transformation 
systems. In fact, there are even some proposals to exploit the declarative versus efficiency 
aspects of schematic and procedural rules. This is done by applying the transformational 
methodology to the development of the rules themselves. In particular, a recent ESPRIT 
project, called PROSPECTRA8 [KBruckner89], allows transformation rules to be written as 
algebraic specifications between any two program schemes. These algebraic specifications 
could then be systematically tran: rmed to more efficient algorithmic rules. To support the
algorithmic rules, the PROSPE RA system also uses a specially designed functional 
language, called TrafoLa [Hecknu: 38], which directly supports higher-order pattern matching
(on expression trees) with back-tracking or non-determinism.

1.3.1. Catalogue versus Generative Set Systems

Though rules are normally classified as either procedural or schematic in form, transformation 
systems tend to be classified by the nature rather than the form of the rules. In particular, some 
researchers have classified transformation systems according to whether they are based on large 
sets of complex rules or smaller sets of more elementary rules. In [Partsch83], systems that are

6 Syntactic tests can be evaluated directly for the transformation system. However, semantic tests are more 
difficult and normally need to be verified by either the user or a separate theorem-proving system.
7 Computer-aided Intuition-guided Programming
8 PROgram Development by SPECification and TRAnsformation
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based on large sets of complex rules are known as catalogue systems, while those that are 
based on small sets of elementary rules are known as generative set systems. These two 
approaches were also known as the dictionary and the discovery approaches in [Kieburtz81].

The good thing about the catalogue system is that each of its rules represents a fairly large step 
that could be applied to perform meaningful transformations. However, the main limitation is 
that the system's range of applicability is strictly dependent on the rules available. Furthermore, 
each new rule for the catalogue must, in general, be pre-proved by the users before it can be 
added to the catalogue.

In contrast, systems based on small sets of elementary rules are often nearly complete (when 
augmented with relevant domain-related laws) in their range of applicability, and do not require 
users to add pre-proven rules. However, the main problem of such systems is that each of the 
elementary rules result in only a small change. As a result, we often require a number of them, 
in appropriate sequence, to perform meaningful transformations. Organising these small rules 
to perform useful transformations is the key problem of generative set systems.

In the early days, there was a debate about which of the two approaches is better. However, it 
is now becoming clear that the two approaches address quite distinct concerns. In particular, the 
catalogue approach is more suitable for providing large automatable transformations, while 
generative set approach, with its generality, is useful for handling the widest possible range of 
transformations. More promising systems are therefore based on a hybrid approach which uses 
small rules for generality and relying on complex rules for meaningful transformations.

1.3.2. Desirable Criteria for Transformation Systems

Experimental program transformation systems have been around for some ten to twenty years 
now but are presently still some way from being accepted in industry. For these systems to be 
adopted as formal alternatives to software development, there are at least three important criteria 
which must be present These are:

• Safety or Correctness criterion to ensure that all transformed programs 
are correct with respect to their specifications;

• Generality or Completeness criterion in order to let these systems cope 
with the widest possible range of transformations;

• Automatability to help construct transformations automatically 
whenever possible.

The first criterion is important because it is through this assurance of correctness that users can 
have confidence in their transformation systems. The second criterion of generality is necessary 
because software development is, by nature, an open-ended task where the programming 
solutions are nearly as varied as the problems themselves. Thus, in order not to be limited by 
the adopted methodology, we must choose a system which would allow the most flexibility. In 
this way, we could always fall back on user-prepared transformations whenever automated 
tools are not available. Lastly, the third criterion of automatability is vital for alleviating 
transformational programmers from much of the tedium of constructing transformations. This 
can help to improve productivity in software construction and is a powerful incentive for
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encouraging the use of transformation systems.

Most current program transformation systems are presently unable to satisfy all the above three 
criteria simultaneously. Some of them can be automated but are not generally applicable, while 
others are general but harder to automate. This thesis intends to show that, though difficult, 
these objectives can be achieved simultaneously. The first two criteria of safety and generality, 
in essence call for a generative set transformation system. Such a system is based on a small set 
of elementary transformation rules which is in some sense correct and complete.

One of the earliest generative set approach for program transformation is the unfold/fold 
methodology that was introduced by Burstall and Darlington in [Burstall77]. We shall give an 
overview of this methodology in the next section and then show how the rules are in some 
sense correct and complete (under appropriate circumstances).

However, the reliance on elementary rules can make the third criterion of providing automated 
assistance non-trivial. This is because each elementary rule can only make a small change. As a 
result, appropriate combinations of the small rules are needed to perform useful 
transformations. This task of providing automated assistance within the unfold/fold 
methodology is the principal theme of this thesis. We shall introduce larger automatable 
transformations, known as transformation tactics, which are based on the unfold/fold rules. But 
first, we need to introduce the unfold/fold methodology.

1.3.3. The Unfold/Fold Methodology

The unfold/fold program transformation methodology is based on equality reasoning of 
functional programs that are expressed as equations. It consists of six elementary rules namely, 
define, instantiate, unfold, abstraction, fold and laws, as described below.

D e f i n e  Introduce a n ew  equ ation  (fu n ction  d efin itio n ) w ith  a u n iq ue L H S .

I n s t a n t ia t e  P rov id e an appropriate in stan ce o f  a g iv e n  equation .

Unfold

Fold

Laws

R e p la c e  a fu n c tio n  c a ll  b y  its  co rresp o n d in g  fu n c tio n  b o d y , w ith  the a p p rop ria te  
param eter su b stitu tio n s.

R e p la c e  an ex p re ss io n  that m a tc h e s  a fu n ctio n  b o d y  b y  its co rresp o n d in g  fu n c tio n  

ca ll.

A p p ly  d om ain  la w s/lem m a s o f  th e la n g u a g e  con stru cts and  fu n ction s, 

e .g  v ( i f  a t h e n  b e l s e  c ) = i f  a  t h e n  v (b )  e l s e  v ( c )

A b s t r a c t io n  E xtract o u t o n e  or m ore id en tica l su b -ex p ress io n s  u sin g  the w h e r e / le t  co n stru ct.

The principal rules in the above list are define, unfold, fold  and laws. The where abstraction 
step is actually a special law for the let/where language constructs. Also, the instantiation step 
can often be combined with unfolding by a process commonly called narrowing. This is made 
up of instantiation (via unification) followed by unfolding. We will sometimes refer to this 
narrowing step as just a general form of unfolding.
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Let us consider how these rules could be used to improve a simple function, avjist, for
computing the average of a list of numbers, as shown below.

dec avjist 

dec sum 

dec length

- - - avjist(x)

- - - su m ®

-  sum(a::x)

- - - length®

-  Iength(a::x)

: list(num) -> real;

: list(num) -> num;

; list(alpha)-> num; 

<« sum(x)/length(x); 

<= 0 ;

<= a+sum (x);

<= 0;
<= 1+length(x);

The present avjist function is inefficient because it involves the double traversal of the input 
list, x, b y  two recursive calls, sum(x) and length(x). To improve this function, we must group the 
two calls together into a new function definition. We perform this by initially d e fin in g  a new 
function, say avjup , as shown below. 

define
—  avjup(x) <= ( sum(x), length(x));

This tuple function definition can be transformed to give two equations by n a rro w in g  on the 
function call, sum(x), as follows; 

narrow on the sum call to give:
-  -  - a v ju p ®  <= ( °. Iength([]));

—  avjup(a::x) <= ( a+sum(x), length(a::x));

This n a rro w in g  step corresponds to an in s ta n tia te  followed by an u n fo ld  step on sum(x). After 
this, the two equations can be separately transformed. The first equation can be simplified by 
unfolding the length function call, to give:

unfold length call 
—  a v ju p ®  <= (0, 0 );

The second equation can be transformed by three steps. These are an u n fo ld  on length call, 
followed by an ab s tra c tio n  step (using the w h e r e  construct) and finally di f o ld  step, as follows: 

unfold length call
—  avjup(a::x) <= ( a+sum(x), 1+length(x));

abstract sum(x) and length(x)
—  avjup(a::x) <= ( a+u,1+v) w h e r e  (u,v)==( sum(x), length(x)); 

fold with av_tup(x)
—  avjup(a::x) <= ( a+u,1+v ) w h e r e  (u,v)==avjup(x);

The above sequence of transformation produces the following function definition for avjup:

d e c  a v ju p  : list(alpha) -> (num # num );

—  a v ju p ®  <= (0,0) ;

—  avjup(a::x) <= ( a+u,1+v ) w h e r e  (u,v)==avjup(x);
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This is a more efficient function because it traverses its input list only once in order to compute 
the two results. We can use it to improve the original function, avjist, by replacing the two 
recursive calls with an abs trac t step and di f o ld  step, as follows:

—  avjist(x) <= sum(x)/length(x);

abstract sum(x) and length(x)
—  avjist(x) <= u/v where (u,v)==( sum(x),length(x));

fold with the original definition of av_tup(x)
—  avjist(x) <5= u/v where (u,v)*=av_tup(x);

This sequence of steps is an instance of horizontal loop combination transformation. Other 
classes of transformations could also be performed using these simple but surprisingly 
powerful rules. We shall discuss the correctness and the completeness criteria of this 
methodology next.

1.3.4. CORRECTNESS

The six elementary rules of unfold/fold methodology essentially involves equational reasoning 
and cannot therefore result in inconsistent programs. However, the rules can only preserve 
p a r t ia l correctness. This is because arbitrary use of fo ld in g  steps can sometimes introduce non
termination (i.e. a less d e f  re d  function). As an example, consider the following identity 
function, id.

dec id : alpha -> alpha;

—  id(x) <= x ;

If the RHS of the above definition is folded against itself, we would obtain a function which is 
non-terminating (even though the original definition is not so), as shown below.

—  id(x) <= x; ! fold id(x)

<= id(x);

This loss of total correctness is clearly undesirable, but fortunately there are ways of preventing 
it from happening. We discuss three possible ways to ensure total correctness in a s t r ic t  
language.

The first technique is to employ termination proofs (immediately after transformation) to check 
that the transformed programs are terminating. Those programs that are terminating would be 
accepted as being valid because they could only have arisen out of totally correct transformation 
steps. This technique was used by Manna & Waldinger in a deductive system [Manna79] that 
had elementary rules similar to the unfold/fold rules. One problem of this technique is that 
termination proof is, in general, an undecidable problem. Nevertheless, there exist heuristics 
[Dershowitz79] that could be used.

A second more direct method for ensuring total correctness arised from a theoretical study in 
[Kott78] on the validity of unfold/fold rules. Kott considered each transformation sequence on 
a function definition to be made up of a series of unfoldings, simplification (laws) and folding 
steps. With a restricted form of simplification steps, he was able to show that total correctness 
can be guaranteed if at any one time there are always equal or more u n fo ld  steps than/o/d steps. 
If each sequence of transformations satisfies this condition, then erroneous introduction of non
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termination could never arise.

Finally, there is also a proposal in [Scherlis80] for a restricted use of fold steps which could 
guarantee total correctness. He showed that fold steps based on newly defined functions, which 
contain at least one function call which has been unfolded, will always be safe to carry out. A 
similar approach was also adopted in an unfold/fold system for logic programs in 
[Kanamori87]. This restricted use of folding appears to be the simplest method to adopt for 
total correctness but it does exclude certain categories of transformation. It could perhaps be 
used in conjunction with Kott's validity condition, to ensure a wide-range of safe 
transformations.

The above three techniques to guarantee total correctness are each given under the context of a 
strict language. In the case of non-strict language, additional precautions are needed to 
guarantee that non-strict behaviours are adhered to. [Runciman89] gave a consideration of how 
the instantiation step should be applied to comply with non-strict semantics. A brief discussion 
of this non-strict semantics correctness is given in Section A2.5 of Appendix 2 where we 
explore the strictness implications of conversion-to-iteration transformations.

1.3.5. COMPLETENESS

The unfold/fold methodology is almost complete in terms of the range of program improvement 
transformations which can be carried. This generality is certainly impressive.

However, there is an asymmetry in its rules which typically allows transformation to proceed 
from a non-recursive function to a recursive function but not vice-versa. This is the basis by 
which most program improvements are carried out but it may also be possible to have some 
examples which do not improve in this way.

An example of this is the identity function for lists, 
dec idjist : list(alpha) -> list(alpha);

—  id_list(x) <= x; (1.1)

which can be transformed to:
dec idjist : list(aipha) -> list(alpha);

—  id Jist(nil) <= nil; (1.2)

—  idjist(a::x) <= a::id J ist(x ); (1.3)

but not quite vice-versa, even though the first definition is more efficient.

This asymmetry could be overcome if a better complement of the unfold/fold rules is allowed. 
For example, if a step to re-define an existing function (suggested in [Burstall77] as a 
complement of the define step) is allowed, we could have proved that idjist(x)=x from equations 
(1.2) and (1.3) and then replace them with equation (1.1) by just a re-definition.

Alternatively, we could use the law, idjist(x)=x, to transform equation (1.3) to: 
apply law idjist(x)=x to (1.3), giving:

—  idjist(a::x) <= a::x; (1.4)

After this, if a generalise step (as a complement to the instantiation step) is allowed, we could 
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generalise the two equations (1.2) and (1.4) to g ive  the m ore efficien t equation (1.1).

This example suggests two issues which need to be addressed to achieve better completeness.

• the transformation system should allow all steps which preserve correctness 
(including those which goes from loosely-specified to more-defined 
functions).

• it must be possible to derive or synthesize the necessary laws (using a reliable 
inference sub-system, perhaps the user!).

As shown in the last two sections, the unfold/fold methodology could satisfy both the 
correctness and completeness criteria. In the rest of this thesis, we shall see how the third 
criterion, automatability, could be satisfied.

1.4. Contribution of Thesis

The main contribution of this thesis is the systematisation of four major classes of 
transformations, namely f u s io n , h ig h e r - o rd e r  r e m o v a l , tu p l in g  and c o n s t r a in t - b a s e d  
transformations, which we shall show can be largely automated. These classes of 
transformations each correspond to a particular programming technique. The ability to automate 
these techniques implies successful encapsulation of the programming knowledge involved in 
implementing the transformations. Furthermore, we shall show that all these transformations 
can be formulated using the unfold/fold transformation methodology.

Chapter 2 presents a proposal for a comprehensive program transformation system (based on 
the unfold/fold methodology) which is capable of ensuring correctness, generality and machine 
assistance. We describe each of the system's key components that should be present. One of 
the most important components is the m e thod s /ta c tic s  b a n k , for containing a collection of 
transformation tactics which are able to analyse user-programs and then suggest 
transformations to improve them. We shall show how these tactics can be organised as m e ta 
p ro g ra m s  (cf. LCF proof tactics [LCF79]) and then present two very simple tactics, one 
algorithmic and the other schematic, to perform simple but useful transformations. These two 
simple tactics are used to illustrate the possibility of automation within the unfold/fold 
methodology. More substantial transformation tactics are investigated in the next four chapters.

Chapter 3 considers an important class of program transformations, commonly known as 
fusion, which improves programs by merging (or fusing) function calls of composed 
expressions. Successful fusion can often improve programs by reducing the number of 
function calls used and eliminate the need for intermediate data structures. We introduce a 
p rod uce r-c o n sum e r  model of function to explain this fusion transformation. In [Wadler88], a 
transformation algorithm, called d e fo re s ta t io n , was presented. This algorithm can fuse any 
expressions which are composed from a su b -c la s s  of first-order functions with a certain 
syntactic property. This sub-class of functions is actually a description for good consumers and 
good producers for fusion purpose. Our contribution in this thesis, is a proposal for the 
extension of deforestation to cope with all (rather than just a sub-class of) first-order programs.
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This extension helps to increase the number of instances where fusion could be applied. We 
make use of two apparatus for this extension. These two apparatus are a parameter annotation 
scheme and the let construct. They are used to identify good  producers and consumers from 
bad  producers and consumers. With these distinctions, fusion could be applied whenever a 
g ood  producer meets a g ood  consumer. We give the complete transformation algorithm to 
achieve this, together with a proof that our algorithm will always terminate. After that, we 
present an analogous technique that will enable independent function calls in se t abs trac tions  to 
be fused together. Set abstractions are usually used to specify generate-and-test programs. 
Successful fusions between generators and filters often correspond to a powerful program 
transformation technique, commonly known as filter promotion. This technique is capable of 
making drastic improvements by cutting off sub-spaces of infeasible solutions from the 
programs' search spaces.

Chapter 4 presents a new transformation tactic for removing certain higher-order features 
in functional programs. Higher-order facility provides additional expressive power to functional 
languages but it also carries additional overheads and complicates both analysis and 
transformation techniques. We show, in this chapter, how they can be removed by three fairly 
independent transformation algorithms which are applicable to well-typed functional programs. 
Two of the algorithms are used to eliminate a form of applications, called g ene ra l a pp lica tio n s , 

and a certain class of non-variable function-type arguments. A third transformation algorithm is 
concerned with preserving full laziness during the removal of function-type arguments. This 
algorithm differs from the conventional fully lazy lambda lifting technique, which requires the 
higher-order facility (rather than their removal) to preserve full laziness.

All three transformation algorithms work together for the efficient removal of most higher-order 
features. With this removal, the resulting expressions will be relatively simple and near first- 
order in form (with some residual higher-order features). We shall show how easy it is to 
extend the first-order deforestation technique of Chapter 3 to the resulting residual higher-order 
programs. This would provide an indirect route for deforestation to be applied to higher-order 
programs. Many other transformation or optimisation techniques could similarly rely on this 
higher-order removal for the extension of their techniques from first-order to higher-order 
programs.

Chapter 5 deals with a slightly more complicated transformation tactic, called tupling. This 
tactic relies on the use of the tup le  s tru c tu re  for grouping together separate function calls with 
common recursion variables. A major use of this tupling tactic is for the elimination of 
redundant calls in certain recursive functions. We present an analysis technique which works 
by systematically exploring the descendant calls of these recursive functions to discover eureka 
tuples (that would remove redundancy). A key feature of our technique is the use of an 
appropriate se lec tion  o rd e r in g  to systematically search for eureka tuples. We show how this 
selection ordering could be heuristically determined either from the syntactic representation of 
function-argument pairs or from the constructor patterns of calls of functions with pattern
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matching equations. This tupling analysis technique is one of the most general technique to-date 
among comparable work in the area. It is applicable to a very wide class of programs with 
redundant calls.

Chapter 6 investigates a class of transformations, called constraint-based transformations, 
which uses invariant or constraint relationships for program improvement. These constraint 
relationships must be maintained across recursive functions in order to allow optimisations to 
be made to their programs using the established invariants. Both finite differencing and a new 
(base-case) filter promotion technique are part of this category of transformations. We shall 
show that this class of transformation can be systematised by identifying the essential semantic 
conditions, which are needed to maintain the constraint relationships. These conditions must be 
successfully analysed and synthesized before our tactics could be applied to improve programs.

Chapter 7 summarises our achievements.

Figure 1.1 outlines the seven chapters of this thesis and provides an informal reading order for 
the various chapters.
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2. Automatic Methods

2.1. A Pitfall to Avoid

There is a pitfall to avoid when attempting to provide automated methods for generative-set 
transformation systems. This pitfall is a lesson learnt from early theorem-proving systems 
which are similarly based on small sets of generative inference rules. Many of these systems 
originally relied on u n ifo rm  search  s tra teg ies  that exhaustively search for proofs in the solution 
spaces of the specified theories. Such uniform strategies appear to be quite successful for small 
examples but immediately encounter the c o m b in a to r ia l e x p lo s io n  (or c o m p u ta t io n a l  
in t r a c ta b il i ty )  problem when larger examples are attempted. This phenomenon is caused by 
poor searching techniques in the large search space of the elementary inference rules.

Instead of uniform search strategies, we should attempt to provide appropriate m e thod s  or 
tac tics  that use various heuristics and analyses to help provide guided searches (for solutions). 
Such specialised methods or tactics could be discovered and codified into operational 
techniques, after careful identification of common patterns of problem-solving techniques in the 
particular problem domain. A number of well-known mathematical domains, such as 
in te g ra t io n  or d if fe re n t ia t io n , already have collections of useful problem-solving methods that 
are widely applicable. These collections of methods, in effect, represent intelligent procedural 
knowledge of the respective problem domains.

Alan Bundy called this approach of avoiding the fallacy of uniform search strategies, the m eta - 
in fe rence  or m e ta -re a son ing  technique [Bundy81]. Meta-inference techniques are concerned 
with formulating reasoning at the meta-level, on m e th od s  or h e u r is t ic s , for more guided 
searches which would (in turn) induce object-level inferences. In contrast, object-level 
inference techniques are concerned with the formulation of general inference rules which 
directly apply to objects. This often results in blind (rather than guided) searches.

A number of successful problem-solving systems, covering different mathematical domains, 
have been classified in [Bundy83], as having employed (directly or indirectly) meta-inference 
techniques. Some examples of these systems include Boyer-Moore's inductive theorem proving 
system [Boyer79], the PRESS system for equation solving [Sterling82] and the Geometry 
Machine [Gelemter63]. The successful applications of meta-inference techniques in these 
systems are achieved through the exploitation of domain-specific problem-solving techniques.

Fortunately, the programming domain, as exemplified by program transformation, also has a 
similarly rich structure of techniques or methods which could be exploited to provide automated 
mechanisms. Examples of useful transformation techniques that have been identified, but not 
necessarily systematised yet, include tu p l in g , lo o p  fu s io n ,  f i l t e r - p r o m o t io n ,  c o n v e r t - to -  
i te ra t io n , f in ite -d if fe re n c in g  and d ynam ic  p ro g ra m m in g .  Each of these techniques or tactics 
corresponds to a particular programming knowledge. Often, it either introduces good features 
or eliminate bad ones, with the overall objective of improving the efficiency of programs. All of 
these tactics have been observed to have fairly well-repeated sequences of rule applications.
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In this chapter, we shall consider how this tactical or meta-inference approach could be 
provided for the unfold/fold methodology. We begin by proposing in Section 2.1 a 
comprehensive program transformation system, based on the unfold/fold methodology, which 
is able to satisfy the three criterion of co rrec tness , g en e ra lity  and a u to m a ta b ility . In particular, 
we suggest how tactics could be provided as meta-programs within this comprehensive system. 
After that, we claim in Section 2.2 that each transformation tactic can normally be structured 
into two distinct phases, namely an an a ly s is  before a t ra n s fo rm a t io n  phase. To illustrate this 
common structure for tactics, we shall introduce in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 two very simple 
tactics, one a lg o r ith m ic  and the other schem a tic  in style. The algorithmic tactic is used for 
eliminating useless parameters, while the schematic tactic is used to convert linear recursive 
functions to tail-recursive equivalent.

2.2. A Comprehensive Transformation System

In this section, we shall describe the essential components of a comprehensive transformation 
system, which is able to satisfy the three objectives of safety, generality and automatability. 
Such a system would contain a number of key components as outlined in Figure 2.1. We give a 
brief descriptions for each of these components before describing them further in the next few 
sub-sections.

USER
Figure 2.1 - Components of a Comprehensive Program Transformation System

At the centre of this system is a c o o rd in a to r  which accepts requests directly from the users and 
then directs these requests to the various system components. One of the these components is a 
t ra n s fo rm a t io n  p ro ce sso r  which will accept all valid instructions to transform user-programs 
that are stored in a p ro g ra m  re p os ito ry .  This processor will only accept instructions based on a 
small set of correctness-preserving elementary rules. The use of these elementary rules will help 
to ensure both the generality of the system and the correctness of every transformation carried 
out by the processor.

Furthermore, to help provide automated mechanisms, we shall have a m ethods!tac tics  bank, 
consisting of both algorithmic and schematic tactics. These tactics would analyse user-programs
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before suggesting (to the processor) the appropriate sequences of elementary steps required to 
improve the programs. Also, to make our transformation system more complete, we shall have 
an in fe rence  sub -system  which is capable of either deriving or verifying laws about the user- 
programs. These laws (derived, verified or given) are frequently needed in transformations and 
we shall have a lem m a lib ra ry  for storing them.

2.2.1. Transformation Processor and the Script Language

At the base of our system is a t r a n s fo rm a t io n  p ro c e s so r  which is capable of accepting and 
processing tra n s fo rm a tio n  sc rip ts  based on the unfold/fold rules. Each of these transformation 
scripts is a prescription for the appropriate sequence of transformation steps that is to be applied 
to a given user program. These steps/operations must conform to a special sc r ip t language.

Such a processor and its associated script language have already been designed and 
implemented for the Flagship Transformation-Based Programming Environment. The script 
language is documented in [Pull88]. A sample list of the script operations allowed is shown 
below.

type pattern==string; 

type hope_pattern==string; 

data eqn_spec==all_eqns ++ eqspec(hope_pattern); 

data eqn_defn==eqn_defn(hope_pattern); 

data context==any ++ context_match(pattern); 

data subterm==sbterm(hope_pattern # context) ++ locn(list(num)); 

data script ==

unfold(subterm,eqn_spec). !

++ fold(subterm,eqn_spec) !

++ replace(subterm,hope_pattern) !

-H- define(eqn_defn,script) !

++ abstract(subterm) !

++ substitute(subterm) !

++ compose (list(script)) !

++ branch (list(script)) !

++ nil_script !

The argument, subterm, in some of the above operations refers to a sub-expression (within the 
current equation) which is to be transformed. This subterm could be specified using either be a 
simple tree-address  location or a more sophisticated contex t-m a tch ing  notation. As an example, 
consider the following program.

unfold a subterm using the specified equation, eqn_spec. * 

fold a subterm using the specified equation, eqn_spec. 

apply a lemma (second argument) to the subterm.

define a new equation, eqn_defn, and apply the specified 
transformation script to this new equation.

apply the where abstraction to all subexpressions which are 
identical to specified subterm

remove a let/where subterm by substituting the value of its local 
variable into the main expression of the let construct. This is a dual 
of the abstract operation.

apply a list of scripts in strict sequence.

apply a list of scripts in parallel by branching out into separate 
equations.

dummy script operator.
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dec sumdb,sum : list(num) -> num;

dec double : list(num) -> list(num);

■ - - sumdb(x) <= sum(double(x));

- - - sum([]) <= 0;

- - - sum(a::x) <= a+sum(x);

—  doubled) <= [];

—  double(a::x) <= 2*a::double(x);

(2.1)

To refer to the sub-expression double(x), in the RHS of equation for sumdb, we could use the 
tree-location, [2,2,1] (not [2,1], see footnote 1). This tree location is simply a list of numbers to 
indicate by location, a particular sub-expression within the current equation. It is ideal for use in 
scripts that are automatically generated from tactics.

Alternatively, we could also use a context pattern, sbterm("double(x)",pattern) where pattern is used 
to provide a cross-reference to uniquely identify a sub-expression. In this case, pattern could 
either be:

any if the sub-expression specified is already unique

context_match("----- sumdb(x)<=_") to provide an appropriate cross-reference using the parameter x.

context_match("----- sumdb(x)<=sum(?)") to narrow the scope of searching, where ?  indicates the place to
search for the sub-expression

Such subterms based on context patterns are easier for scripts which have to be manually 
prepared.

Let us consider a simple transformation script, called lc_script, below.
—  Ic_script <=

branch [ compose [ unfold(locn [2,2,1 ],eqspec "double([])"), unfold(locn [2],eqspec "sum([])") ]

.compose [ unfold(locn [2,2,1],eqspec "double(a::x)"), unfold(locn [2], eqspec "sum(a::x)")

, fold (locn[2,2,2],eqspec "sumdb(x)") ]

];
This script is actually a prescription to apply a loop combination transformation to equation (2.1) 
of sumdb. It could be applied (by the transformation processor) through the following request,

apply_script(lc_script,"sumdb")

where apply_script takes a script and a function for the processor to apply the specified 
transformation.

We shall now describe how this script is interpreted by the transformation processor. Initially, 
the outermost script operation, branch, is used to split the transformation into two independent 
transformations which will generate separate equations.

The first branch, using the sub-script,
compose [ unfold(locn [2,2,1],eqspec "double([])"), unfold(locn [2],eqspec "sum([])") ]

would initially perform a narrowing (instantiate and unfold) on the inner function call, double(x), 

using the base-case double equation (specified by eqspec "double([])"), before a second unfold is 
applied to the outer call, sum([]). These two steps result in a base-case equation for sumdb, as

1 Notice that the tree-address location is formulated for a higher-order language where apply nodes have to be 
taken into account. Thus, the ith argument of a function call, f(tl,..,tn), is given the relative address [2,i] 
rather than just [i] because this function call is internally represented as apply(fl,(tl,..,tn)).
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shown below (with each script operation to be processed, shown on the right).

—  sumdb(x) <= sum(double(x)); ! unfold(locn [2,2,1 ],eqspec "double([])")

—  sumdb([]) <= sum([]); ! unfold(locn [2],eqspec "sum([])")

—  sumdb([]) <= [];

Similarly, the other sub-script,
compose [ unfold(locn [2,2,1 ],eqspec "double(a::x)"), unfold(locn [2], eqspec "sum(a::x)")

, fold (iocn[2,2,2],eqspec "sumdb(x)") ]

would initially perform a narrowing on the inner call double(x) with the recursive equation 
eqspec "doubie(a::x)M, followed by an unfold of the outer sum call before a fold back on to the 
original definition of sumdb. This sequence of steps produces a recursive equation for sumdb, as 
shown below.

—  sumdb(x) <= sum(double(x)); ! unfold(locn [2,2,1],eqspec "double(a::x)")

—  sumdb(a::x) <= sum(2*a::double(x)); ! unfold(locn [2], eqspec "sum(a::x)")

—  sumdb(a::x) <= 2*a+sum(double(x)); ! fold (locn[2,2,2],eqspec "sum db(x)")

—  sumdb(a::x) <= 2*a+sumdb(x);

The result of applying the transformation script lc_script to sumdb is the following two
transformed equations (for update into the program repository).

—  sumdb([]) <= 0;

—  sumdb(a::x) <= 2*a + sumdb(x);

Such transformation scripts, based on the elementary rules, could be generated by either the 
users or automatically from the relevant tactics. They (the scripts) are the only means by which' 
the system can be instructed to perform transformations on programs.

2.2.2. Program Repository

The program repository is used to store two types of information, namely:

• user functions

• definition set.

The user functions are the primary data present in the p ro g ra m  repos ito ry . They could either be 
directly provided by users or indirectly obtained through program transformations. In addition 
to this, the program repository is allowed to keep a d e fin it io n  se t which contains all the original 
equations that defined some of our functions before transformations. An example of an original 
equation is sumdb(x)=sum(double(x)) for the function sumdb in the previous sub-section. This 
equation was transformed to two new equations but we must continue to keep it in the program 
repository. It must be kept because if a similar expression occurs in another part of our 
program, we could apply a fold step to it and thus avoid the need for the introduction and 
transformation of another identical function. This allows the re-use of previous 
transformations.

2.2.3. Lemma Library

The lem m a  l ib r a r y  is a place where useful lemmas or laws on functions are kept for use by
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transformations. The presence of relevant lemmas is important because the completeness of the 
unfold/fold transformation systems is ultimately dependent on them. To start off with, this 
library must contain all useful laws for both p r im i t iv e  fu n c t io n s  (e.g. +) and la n g u a g e  
cons truc ts  (e.g. if and le t ) .  Some examples are:

v(if a t h e n  b e l s e  c) = if a t h e n  v(b) e l s e  v(c) ! distributive law of if

0+x *  x ! left identity law for primitive function +

In addition, lemmas of interest for u se r-d e fin ed  fu n c t io n s  must also be available. These can 
either be provided by user or be synthesized by the system. See Appendix 3 for the possibility 
of synthesizing some useful distributive lemmas.

2.2.4. Inference Sub-System

Transformation systems are normally incomplete without the presence of some general 
inference capability. In the unfold/fold methodology, this capability is in d ire c t ly  provided by 
allowing law s  to be used but little consideration has been given to the way these laws could be 
obtained.

For a transformation system to be as self-contained as possible, we need a general inference 
(both inductive and deductive) capability that is able to v e r ify  or syn thes ize  laws (or lemmas) 
needed by transformations. To help provide this capability, we actually need a separate 
in fe re n c e  sub -sys tem . However, such a sub-system need not have to use a separate logical 
framework. This is because most inference steps also involve equational reasoning and could 
therefore be embedded within the unfold/fold transformations.

For example, consider the right identity law, x<>[]=x, for a list append operator, <>, of the 
following definition.

- f l o y  <= y;

— a::x o  y <= a::(xoy);

This law can be inductively proved by embedding the equational reasoning required in a 
sequence of transformations. This is achieved by initially defining a new function (representing 
the proof) for the above law, as follows:

define a proof function for the expression to be proved  

— proof 1 (x) <= x<>[] = x;

After that, we can narrow the append operator, <>, and follow it with a sequence of 
simplification steps, as shown below.

— proof 1(x) A ii X A V CZJ II X ! unfold o

- - -proof 1 ([]) <= D - D :
<= true;

! law (x=x) = true

— proofl (a::x) <= a::(xo[])= a::x; I law (c(ti,..>tn)=c(t1,I..Itn'))

<*= a=a a  * o [ ]  *s x; ! law (x=x) = true

<= x o Q  « x; 

<= proofl (x);

I fold proofl

The final equations from the above transformations are:
— proof1([]) <= true;

— proof1(a::x) <= proofl (x);
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This transformation actually represented an inductive proof which split into two cases. The first 
case (represented by the base case equation) was simplified to true; while the second case used a 
fold step to form a recursive equation for proof 1. This use of a fold step2 in effect mimics the 
application of an induction hypothesis step, called fertilisation in [Boyer79].

The results for such inductive proofs are represented by the final form of the transformed 
(proof) functions. A  proof is considered to be successful if only the values true and recursive 
calls (representing induction steps) are found in the final transformed program. This is indeed 
the case for the above proof, as represented by the transformed equations of proof 1. With it, we 
have established the right-identity law for the append operator, o .

Hilbert claimed that all mathematical activity can be formulated as proof in some formal system. 
Program transformation is one such activity and a number of researchers have attempted to 
formulate this as a theorem proving activity (e.g. [Manna80]). We could make the corollary 
claim that proofs (involving equational reasoning) can also be formulated within program 
transformation by the above embedding.

2.2.5. Methods or Tactics Bank

The methods or tactics bank is an extensible collection of meta-programs (cf proof tactics of 
[LCF79]) to provide either automatic or semi-automatic transformations. These meta-programs 
are allowed to analyse and manipulate user-programs but are not themselves allowed to make 
direct updates to the program repository. Instead, each meta-program should return a script, 
after analysing its given program. This script must then be passed to the transformation- 
processor before the specified program is transformed and updated in the program repository.

Thus, tactics will typically be of the form: 
dec tactics : program # addjnfo -> scripts;

where addjnfo signifies the additional information which may have to be supplied from the 
user.

Forcing the tactics to return scripts, which are then passed to the transformation processor, may 
involve duplicate work by both the tactic and the processor. However, this arrangement allows 
ordinary programmers (and not just system designers) to add tactics to the system safely. This 
is possible because tactics will always have to return scripts, containing correctness-preserving 
elementary rules, before they are accepted by the processors. This safe extension of the tactics 
bank (by both ordinary programmers and system designers) is a key difference between our 
system and other catalogue-based systems.

2 We need to be careful about the fold step for proof (in the same way as that for transformation). It must not 
result in a loss of total correctness (i.e. the introduction of non-termination).
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2.3. Common Structure of Tactics

The library of transformation tactics is, in effect, a collection of knowledge base for our 
program transformation domain. Possible transformation tactics range from those that are 
simple and completely automatable, to those that are complex and may require either user 
guidance or intelligent inference techniques to assist in the transformations.

Early optimisation techniques, frequently employed in imperative language compilers, such as 
dead code e l im in a t io n , cons tan t fo ld in g  and cons tan t-code  m o tio n  o u t o f  lo op s  can also be 
formulated at the functional language level. These techniques correspond to very simple 
automatable tactics that result in minor but useful optimisations.

Other more sophisticated transformation tactics are also possible. Some of them can even 
change the algorithmic structures present in user programs. For example, [Smith85] introduced 
a transformation tactic which was able to synthesize divide-and-conquer programs from 
generate-and-test programs. Similarly, [Bird87b] formulated theorems, using function-level 
notation, which state the conditions required to obtain g reedy  algorithms from certain kind of 
minimising/maximising search programs.

This thesis will examine a range of tactics, from simple tactics (like elimination of useless 
parameters and conversion-to-iteration) to more sophisticated tactics (like fusion, finite- 
differencing, filter-promotion and tupling). Our formulations of these tactics represent further 
systematisations and extensions over the present state-of-art for automated transformations. We 
show how each of these tactics can be formulated within the unfold/fold methodology.

From our experience in formulating these tactics, we observe that most tactics can be structured 
into two distinct phases, namely an ana lys is  followed by a tra n s fo rm a tio n  phase. The analysis 
phase is used to determine if a given program satisfies the applicability conditions of its tactic. 
After the appropriate analysis, the transformation phase is normally achieved by applying a 
straightforward sequence of unfold/simplify/fold steps.

The form of analysis needed varies according to the particular transformation tactic. It may be a 
simple s yn ta c tic  te s t to see if some program forms are satisfied or a sem an tic  te s t  to see if 
certain algebraic conditions are present, or even a combination of both. The analysis may also 
be on the function parameters to see if certain s ta tic  p ro p e rtie s  are present. Or it may involve 
repeated f a i lu r e  a n a ly s is  to obtain an appropriately g e n e ra lis e d  program form that is more 
suitably transformed (i.e. folded).

We shall see this common two-phase structure repeated for all our transformation tactics. To 
illustrate this, we shall consider two ve ry  s im p le  tactics in the next two sections. One of them is 
an algorithmic tactic for eliminating useless parameters, while the other is a schematic tactic for 
performing conversion-to-iteration transformations. We shall show how both of them can be 
formulated as unfold/fold transformation tactics and also identify the analysis techniques needed 
to make these tactics automatable.
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2.4. An Algorithmic Tactic: Removing Useless Parameters

It is frequently possible for functions to possess parameters that are not required in their 
computation. Such parameters are said to be useless and are undesirable because they cause 
both redundant computation and use up unnecessary storage spaces.

An example of this is the second parameter, w, of function traverse, as shown below:
dec traverse : list(num) # list(num) # list(num) -> list(num);

- - - traverse([],w,t) o= t;

- - - traverse(a::x,w,t) traverse(x,a::w,3*a::t);

The second parameter in this function is useless because it does not contribute to its function's 
result. This function may have been written by a careless programmer. But it is also possible 
for such a function to be an intermediate result of another program transformation tactic, e.g. 
finite differencing tactic of Chapter 6.

Useless parameters are one source of dead codes3 for functional programs. Conventional 
compiler optimising techniques [Aho77] for detecting (with dataflow analysis) and eliminating 
dead codes in imperative programs are therefore quite similar and could be applied here.

However, we would like to illustrate this elimination through the unfold/fold methodology, 
where correctness is formally assured. Our tactic for eliminating useless parameters will involve 
both an analysis and a transformation phase. The analysis phase will be used to identify which 
of the parameters are useless. This result can then be utilised by the transformation phase to 
apply a correct sequence'of steps which would eliminate the identified parameters.

2.4.1. A Simple Functional Language

To simplify our presentation, we shall only consider this tactic for a simple first-order 
language. The complete treatment for higher-order programs can also be provided but this is 
more easily done after the removal of some of the higher-order features by another tactic that is 
presented in Chapter 4. For the interested readers, we have therefore provided the treatment for 
higher-order programs in Appendix 1.

A lso , instead of the first-order H o p e  language, we shall use an even simpler language which 
contains the minimum (essential) features that are typically present in a functional language. In 
particular, we shall use a case construct to replace the use of pattern-matching functions, let 
and conditional If constructs. The extension of our presentation to a fully featured (or sugared) 
language is straightforward and will not be shown.

Consider a simple first-order language where each user function is of the form:
- - -f(v1,..,vn) <= tl;

and where vi,..,vn are the parameter variables of the function and tf is a RHS term that can be 
represented by the grammar rules below.

 ̂ Another source of dead codes is those functions which are never referred to (directly or indirectly) by the 
main function of the program.
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V
C(t-)
(̂t-J 1” ^ ^ )

case tg In p-j => t-| | .. | pr => tr end 
v | c(p.|,..,pn)

! variable 
! constructor term 
! function call 
! case construct 
! pattern

The first grammar rule, t, is used to specify either a variable, a constructor term, a function call 
or a case expression. The second grammar rule, p, is used to denote constructor patterns that 
are used in case constructs. With this simple first-order language, the earlier function, traverse, 

shall have to be translated to:

- - - traverse(x,w,t) <= case  x In Q => t

1 a::x «> traverse(x,a::w,3*a::t) end;

Note that the case construct is not a standard feature of H o p e + . However, it could be provided 
because each case construct of the form:

case to In pi => t-| |.. | pr => tr end

is simply equivalent to a lambda application of the form:
( lambda pi => t-j l .. | pr => tr end ) to

2.4.2. Phase 1: Analysis for Useless Parameters

The analysis phase requires an appropriate technique to help identify useless parameters. For 
this task, we can turn to recent research on the abstract interpretation method (first introduced 
for functional programs in [Mycroft81], collection of papers in [Abslnterp87]) which is capable 
of providing a range of safe analysis techniques for various static properties of functional 
programs. The general method of abstract interpretation works by computing in the abstract 
domain using abstract functions (rather than the standard domain and standard functions) to 
discover the static properties of programs.

An illustrative example of the abstract interpretation method is the 'rule of sign' technique for 
finding the sign of the sum of two numbers. Using an abstract sign domain of + (positive), - 
(negative), ? (don't know), together with an abstract addition function, add#, represented by the 
semantic table below,

add#

we can quickly find a safe approximation for the sign of the sum of two numbers by 
interpreting in the abstract sign domain (rather than the standard numeric domain). For 
example, the sign of add(6,7) can be computed by interpreting add#(+,+), under the sign domain, 
to give a value of + where add and add# are respectively the standard and abstract functions for 
addition. Such interpretations in the abstract domains can normally be done more quickly4 than 
interpretations in the standard domains but may involve a loss of information as we are only 
calculating safe approximations.

More useful static properties may also be analysed by abstract interpretation. Two analysis

4 In fact, abstract interpretation can be performed in finite time (i.e. terminating) if a finite abstract domain 
is used. This is an essential condition for analysis of compile-time optimisation techniques.
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techniques, which have attracted considerable interests, are:
(1) s tric tness  a n a ly s is  [Mycroft81,Burn87b] to determine the parameters which can 

be evaluated strictly in a lazy program, and
(2) com p ile -tim e  s to rage  ana lys is  [JonesSB89] to determine places where constructor 

cells (storages) can be safely o ve rw r itte n  in a functional program.

Similarly, useless parameters may also be analysed by interpreting in an appropriate abstract 
domain. For this analysis, we introduce an abstract domain consisting of two values, p re se n t 
and absen t, which are abbreviated as P and A respectively. The first value, P , is used to signify 
the possible presence of a parameter variable for computing the result of an expression, while 
the second value, A , is used to denote the definite absence of the parameter in the function's 
result.

With this abstract domain, each parameter of a function, say f, can be analysed sepa ra te ly  by the 
abstract call, f# ( ..,P ,..) , where the parameter of interest is given the value P , while the rest of the 
parameters are each given the value A . If this parameter is possibly used in its function's body, 
then the result from the above call should be P ; otherwise the value of A  will be returned to 
signify that the parameter is not needed at all (i.e. useless). Notice that we have to analyse the 
parameters individually in order to find out if each parameter would (possibly) contribute 
towards the re su lt  of the function.

The outcome of this analysis is assured by the way the standard expressions are translated into 
abstract expressions by the syntax-directed translation rules, called use, in Figure 2.2. For 
example, each constructor term, c(t1f..,tn), is translated to set_OR{useHt1I,..,useHtn]I} because the 
re s u lt  of a constructor term is dependent on the sum effect of its arguments. The semantic 
function, se t_O R , and its auxiliary function, or, act as the least upper bound functions 
(summation of re s u lt)  for the abstract domain where A is lower in the domain ordering than P . 

Also, the last translation rule (for the case construct) uses a let construct to propagate the 
abstract value of t0 to each of the auxiliary variables, v-|..vaux, of the patterns p-j..pr. These 
values are used in the combined result of t-|..tr, as represented by set_OR(v0,used t1D,..,use[[tr J). 

The abstract expressions of t0 and t-j ..tr are combined together because the final result of the case 
expression is again dependent on all of them. These translation rules effectively provide an 
abstract expression to analogously compute the required flow analysis5.

With this set of rules, each function of the form:
---f(vi,..,vn) <= tf;

shall have an abstract function of the form: 

f#(vi,..,vn) = u se  [[tf]]

5 as used in traditional compiler analyses
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dec use : expr -> expr; 
use dv U <= V

use dc(ti,..,tn) 1 <= set_OR {usedti |..,u sed tn 1}
use df(ti,..,tn) 1 «= f# (use | t i  J,..,usedtn 1)
use dcase tg in p-| =>t-| | .. | pr => tr end ] <= let v0== use dtg 1 in

W H E R E

set_OR {}

!et v1..vaux==v0..v0 in
set_OR(VQ, use dt-j J,..,usedtr 1) 

where v1 ..vaux==vars [ p-( ..pr]
Note that vars [ p-|..pr] returns all variables in 

the patterns, p-| ..pr.

<= A

set_OR {x} <= X

set_OR (x) u  S <= or (x,set_OR(S))
or (A,x) <= X

o r(P .J «= P

F ig u re  2.2 - T ra n s la t io n  R u le s  fo r U s e le s s  P aram eter A n a ly s i s

Applying the syntax-directed translation rules for use to the function, traverse, would give us its 
abstract function through the following sequence of translations and simplifications6.

traverse#(v,w,t) u se  [ case v in Q => t

| a::x *=> traverse(x,a::w,3*a::t) end]] 

let VQ==use | v | in 

let (aIx)==(v0,v0) in

set_OR {vQ.use | t j  ,use d traverse(x,a::w,3*a::t) J} 

let vq==v in 

let (a,x)==(v0,v0) in

set_OR {vQ.t ,traverse#(use |[ x] ,use | a::w]] ,use II 3*a::t])} 

let (a,x)==(v,v) in

set_OR {v,t ,traverse#(use | xj ,use d a::w]] ,use d 3*a::t]])}

= set_OR (v, t, traverse#(v,or(v,w) ,or(v,t))}

The final abstract function is recursive and can run into non-termination if directly computed. 
But as the domain of our abstract function is finite, we can use fix-point iteration to find the 
least fix-point value of the recursive function. A range of efficient fix-point iteration techniques 
can be found in [Martin90]. Using it, the semantic values for the three calls (of interest), which 
represent the analyses for the three parameters, are:

traverse#(P,A,A) = P

traverse#(A,P,A) = A

traverse#(A,A,P) = P

From these analyses, we can safely state that the first and the third parameters may be needed in 
our function's computation but not the second parameter because traverse#(A,P,A) returns a 

value of A.

6 The simplification steps are not strictly needed for computing the abstract function. It is shown here to 
provide a clearer definition for the abstract function.
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This method of analysing for the static properties of parameters is also known as f o r w a r d  
a n a ly s is  because we provide abstract inputs in order to compute the corresponding abstract 
output. Alternatively, there is another static analysis technique, known as b ac kw a rd  a n a ly s is , 

which is also able to analyse for useless parameters. This alternative technique works by 
computing backwards, the possible con tex t of inputs from the con tex t of the required output. A 
range of backward analysis techniques is clearly presented in [Hughes88].

2.4.3. Phase 2: Transformation

After the identification of useless parameters, we can proceed with the second transformation 
phase to eliminate all the identified parameters. Initially, we shall informally describe, using 
traverse as our example, the necessary transformation steps needed in this phase.

Our transformation begins by defining a new function, say tr_good, to compute the same value 
as the original function, but w ith o u t  the useless parameter, as follows: 

dec tr_good : list(num) # list(num) -> list(num);

—  tr_good(v,t) <= traverse(v,w,t); (2.1)

More ...

Dropping the useless parameter in the new function definition of (2.1) results in an unbounded  
f r e e  v a r ia b le ,  w, where an unbounded free variable is a variable on the RHS which does not 
appear in the LHS of the equation. Because of this free variable, the definition of (2.1) is not a 
syntactically valid functional program. However, it is still meaningful because we are simply 
saying that the value of this variable is immaterial to the outcome of the function. More 
importantly, this can be regarded as a temporary condition which can be removed by 
subsequent transformations. In fact, an unfold step followed immediately by a fold step will be 
sufficient to remove the unbounded variable, as shown below.

- - - tr_good(v,t) <= traverse(v,w,t); ! unfold traverse(v,w,t)

<= case v in [] => t

| a::x => traverse(x,a::w,3*a::t) end; ! fold tr_good 

<= case v in [] => t

| a::x => tr_good(x,3*a::t) end;
We are able to achieve this removal of the unbounded variable because the second parameter of 
traverse is indeed useless. With this removal, the new function, tr_good, can now be used to 
replace all occurrences of the old function, traverse, by fo ld in g  with the original definition (2.1) 
of tr_good.

Notice that though this useless parameter analysis could be formally proven/shown to be correct 
(either by way of [Bum87a] or [Hudak88]), the unfold/fold rules will also ensure correctness 
in some sense. This is because if a wrong parameter is selected for elimination, the resulting 
transformed equation will still have an unbounded free variables on its RHS - giving the system 
sufficient reason to reject the transformation!

2 .4 .3 .1 . Transformation A lgorithm
The above informal transformation can be formalised into a transformational algorithm, which
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ue will denote with the symbol, V . This is possible because we need only three types of 
elementary rules, namely define, unfold and fold, to remove the useless parameters.

To simplify the presentation of our transformation algorithm, we shall assume the following:

1) Each identified useless parameter will be annotated with the symbol, A.

2) All the useless parameters, of each function, will be logically grouped together 
as the first m parameters. Each function call will therefore be represented as 
f(tl A - tmA 'tm +l--tn) where m>0 and n>m. Those functions without any useless 
parameters will simply have m=0.

These two assumptions simplify the presentation of our transformation algorithm but do not 
reduce generality. This is because we can either permute the parameters of each function to 
satisfy the above condition or modify the algorithm to handle arbitrary parameter orderings. 
Based on these assumptions, the transformation algorithm to eliminate useless parameters is 
made up of four 'll rules in Figure 2.3. These rules belong to a meta-function of the type:

V : expr -> expr;

They will transform any expression, which may have useless parameters, to equivalent 
expression without useless parameters.

G iv e n  f(v1,..,vn) = tf;

(1) x/ttv ]] <= V

(2) Xf|[c(ti ,..,tn) 1 <= c{v |[til],../u Htn]])

(3) V [[case t0 in p-| = > *1  |.. | pr => tr end B

<= case V |tol] in p-| =>v [[t-j B

(4) Ti If(ti A --tmA ,tm_l_ 1 ..tn) ]]

a) if m=0 (no useless parameters)

<= f(xi llt-jD-.x/ Etn]])
b) if m>0 and f_old(vm +i ,..,vn)=f(vi ..vm,vm+1 ..vn) e  def_set; then (fold)

<= f_old(Xf [[tn]])

c) otherwise (m>0) (define & unfold)

«= f_new(T/ Etm + 1 [[tn]]) 

define  f_new

a n d  def_set:=def_set U  {f_new(vm+1 ,..,vn)=f(v1 ..vm ,vm +i ..vn)} 

f_new(vm+1 ,..,vn).f(Vl ..vm,vm+1 ,.vn) 

u n fo ld  f ca ll

f_new(vm+i,..Ivn)='UlItf[v1/v1,..lvn/vn] J

F ig u re  2.3 - T ra n sfo rm a t io n  R u le s  fo r E lim in a t in g  U s e le s s  P a ram ete rs

A brief description for each of the four rules now follows. Rule 1 deals with variables. Rule 2 
deals with constructor terms by recursively examining only their sub-terms. Rules 3 deals with 
case  constructs, again by examining only the sub-terms. All these three rules simply apply 
recursive applications of 'll rules to the sub-terms (where available) without affecting the 
outermost constructs. The main rule for eliminating the useless parameters occurs in Rule 4. 
This rule deals with function calls of the form f(tiA..tmA,tm+i..tn) where there are three courses 
of possible action.
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If none of the parameters in the function is useless, i.e. m=o, then the call is left alone with 
recursive transformation applied to just the arguments (see V  4a). However, if there are some 
useless arguments (i.e. m>0), together with the fact that there is a previously defined function 
(i.e f_oid) with a RHS that matches the call, then a fold is applied to remove the useless 
arguments (see V  4b). Otherwise, we will replace the function call with a newly defined 
function (i.e f_new), without the useless parameters, and proceed to transform the body of the 
new definition, after the original call has been unfolded (see V  4c).

Notice also that both the steps, V  4b and V  4c, use a definition set in the form of a global 
variable, def_set, for all newly defined functions. This definition set is extended by step V  4c 
for each newly defined function. In addition, it is also used by V  4b to check if folding can be 
applied for re-occurring function calls. Presently, we are using the global variable to simplify 
the presentation of our rules (i.e. avoid an additional rule parameter). However, this non
functional global variable can also be removed, as suggested later in Section 2.4.3.3.

2 .4 .3 .2 . An Example
The meta-function, V , is used to transform expressions. To use it on programs, we will have to 
apply the rules to each RHS of functions, as follows:

---f(v1,..,vn) <* v[tq

Let us illustrate this application to the earlier example, traverse. Applying it to the RHS of the 
function results in the following sequence of steps, where the rules taken at each step is shown 
on the right.

- - - traverse(v,w^,t) <= V [ case v in [] => t

| a::x «> traverse(x,a::w^,3*a::t) end J 

<= case V |v | in [] «> V j[t I

| a::x =>l/[traverse(x,a::w^,3*a::t) ] end 

<= case v in 0 => t

| a::x =>v [traverse(x,a::wA ,3*a::t) ]| end 

<= case v in Q => t

| a::x =>tr_jgood(x/|[x]]/U|[3*a::t ]])end 

<= case v in [] => t

| a::x => tr_jgood( x,X/ H3 *aJ :ru p  ])  end 

<= case v in □ => t

| a::x =>tr_jgood(x,3*a:: t ) end

! V 3 

IV 1,1

! V 4c, define tr_good

IV 1,2 

! V 1,..
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At one of the above steps, a new function, called tr_good, is introduced by V  4c. This new 
function will also be transformed by the V  rules to a function without the useless parameter, as 
shown below.

D e f in e

- - - tr_good(v,t) 

U n fo ld  traverse

- - - tr_good(v,t)

<= traverse(v,w,t)

<= t/[case v in [] *=> t

| a::x =>trjgood(x,3*a:: t ) end J 

<= case 1/1[ v ] in □ => X/11 ]]

| a::x =>'U|[tr_good(x,3*a:: t ) ]| end 

<= case v in Q *=> t

j a::x =>trjgood(x/|[x]]/u[3*a::t]])end 

<= case v in [] => t

| a::x =>tr_good(x, 3*a::t) end

!u  3

! Ti 1,1,4a 

! V 1,2,..

The result of this transformation is the following more efficient function definition for traverse.

- - -traverse(v,w^,t) <= case v in [] => t

| a::x => tr_good(x,3*a:: t ) end ;

- - -tr_good(v,t) <= case v in Q => t

| a::x =>trjgood(x,3*a::t) end ;

2 .4 .3 .3 . A Version of v  which Carries the Definition Set
As noted earlier, the V  rules are presently specified in a non-functional way because they make 
use of a global variable, def_set, for storing newly defined functions. This non-functional 
apparatus can be removed by changing our rules from the t y p e : '

V : expr -> expr;

to the type:
V : expr # def_set -> expr # def_set ;

where def_set is passed as both a parameter and a result. The necessary changes to the rules are 
shown in Figure 2.4. These changes are quite straightforward and involve the passing of 
definition set, ds, from one V  call to another in order to accumulate each new function 
definition introduced. To help us do this, we also have an auxiliary meta-function, T/_list, 
which operates on a list of expressions (rather than a single expression) by passing the 
definition set which results from one expression to the next expression along the list.
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dec v  : expr # def_set -> expr #  def_set;
dec 1/Jist : list(expr) # def_set -> expr # def_set;

(1) tj Q v ]) ds <= (v, ds)

(2) x/|c(t1,..,tn) Id s  <= let (t'i..t'n, d s > =  x/Jist 1 ds in

(c(t’i ds')
(3) V [case t0 in p-| => t-| |.. | pr => tr end ]ds

«= let (t'ot'i..t'n, ds')== X/Jist poH--V 1 ds in 

(case t'o in p-| *=> t'i |.. | pr => t'r end, ds')

(4) 1/ [ f( ti^ ..tmA,tm+i..tn) ]]ds
a) if m=0 (no useless parameters)

<= let (t'i ..t'n, ds')== x/Jist [[t-( ..tn 1 ds in 
(f(t'1,..It'n),ds')

b) if m>0 and f_old(vm+1 ,..,vn)=f(v1 ..vm,vm+1 ..vn) €  ds ; then (fold)

l®t 0 m+1-* n* ds )== ^ _list I[tm+i ..tn ]] def In
(f_old(t’m+i ..t'nJ.ds’)

c) otherwise (m>0) (define & unfold)
<=. lGt d s '== {f-new(vm +1,..,vn)=f(v1..vm,vm +1..vn )} U  ds 

in
let (t,m+1..t'n,ds")== X/Jist lltm+1..tn 1 ds' in 
let (tf, ds'")== V tttf[v-|/vi ,..,vn/vn] l ds" in 

(f_new(t,m+i,..,t'n)Id s"’) 

n o w  function to repository  
f_new(vm+1,..,vn)«tf'

■ u jistll] J d s  «= ([],ds)

X/Jist [[t::rest ]] ds <= let (t',ds’)==X/ [t]]ds in
let (rest',ds")==x/_list |rest]]ds' In 

(t'xrest'.ds”)
Figure 2.4 - Modified Rules to Carry the Definition Set, ds

2 .4 .3 .4 . A Version of v  which Returns Scripts
Furthermore, as our transformation tactic is supposed to return a script rather than the 
transformed expression, we should actually change the meta-function to the type:

V  : expr # location # def_set -> script # def_set;

where location indicates the position of the present expression, expr, within its equation.

This new version of meta-function, V , is shown in Figure 2.5. Again, there is no major 
problem involved in the change. Instead of returning a transformed expression, we simply 
return a corresponding script that records the desired transformation. The only additional work 
needed is the correct maintenance of the location parameter. This parameter is used to indicate 
the correct tree-address for the current sub-expression.
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dec v  : expr #  location #  def_set -> scripts #  def_set
dec V J i s t : list(expr) #  location #  def_set #  num ->  scripts # def_set

(D ll Hv flloc ds <= (nil_script,ds)

(2) X/[[c(ti ,..,tn) Jloc ds X/Jist [[ti ..tn]] loco[2] ds 1

(3) V lease to in p-| «>  t-| | .. | pr « >  tr end J loc ds

<= X/Jist HtQt-j ..tr]] loc ds 0

(4) l i If ( t1A ..tmA ,tm +1..tn) 1 loeds
a) if m=0 (no useless parameters)

<= Xljist [ti ..tnj] loc<>[2], 1

b) if m > 0  an d  f_old(vm +i ...-vn)=sf(v 1”vm*vm + 1 -vn) €  d s: then (fold)

<= le t (sc,ds')==xijist|tm+i..tnll loco[2],ds, n+1 In

(compose[fold(locn loc.eqspec "f_old(vm+-j ,..Ivn)M),sc],ds')

c) o th e rw is e  (m > 0 ) (define & unfold)

<= le t ds'== {Lnew(vm +1,..,vn)=f(v1..vm,vm +1..vn)} U  ds in  

le t (sc_arg,ds")== X/Jist [tm+1..tn | loco[2] ds' 1 in 

le t (sc_tf, ds'")== v  [tf[vi/vi,..,vn/vn] ]j [2] dsH In  

(compose[define(" f_new(vm+i ,..,vn)=f(v1 ..vm,vm+1 ..vn)",

compose[unfold(locn [2],eqspec "f(v^,..,vn)"),scjf] 

,sc_arg] ,ds'")

X/Jist H[] ]] loc ds no <= (nil_script,ds)

x/Jist [[t::rest ]] loc ds no <= le t (st.ds'J^xi |tjloco[no] ds In

le t (srest,ds")«=xiJist frestj loc ds' no+1 in
(compose[st,srest],ds")

F ig u r e  2 .5  -  M o d if ie d V R u le s  to  R e tu r n  T r a n s f o r m a t io n  S c r ip t s

In the presentation of the other algorithmic tactics in Chapter.3 and 4, we shall leave out the' 
versions of meta-functions which return scripts or carry the definition set. These corresponding 
versions can be easily formulated, as shown here for the V  rule. We shall ignore them to 
simplify the presentation of our tactics.

2.5. A Schematic Tactic: Conversion-to-lteration

The next tactic to be presented is the conversion-to-iteration tactic for transforming linear 
recursive functions to tail-recursive equivalent. Tail-recursive functions are desirable because 
they correspond directly to the imperative while loops.

For example, the higher-order (generic) tail-recursive function, f J t ,  shown below,
— f_it(x,w,B,H,N) <= If B(x) th e n  w ! a tail recursive function

e ls e  fJt(N(x),H(x,w),B,H,N);

is actually equivalent to the following function from an imperative language, e.g. Pascal, where 
while loops and assignment statements are allowed.

fJ^x.w.B.H.N) = w h ile  not(B(x)) d o  ! an imperative function

b e g in

w:=H(x,w); x:=N(x) 

e n d

re tu r n  w; ! result of function call is in w

Successful transformations to tail-recursive form could thus improve recursive functional 
programs by eliminating the need for the storage-expensive recursion mechanism.
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The general techniques for conversion-to-iteration transformations are now pretty well- 
understood. One of the earliest presentations for some of these techniques were made in 
[Cooper66] and [Darlington76]. More recent and thorough treatments can also be found in 
[Bauer82] as transformation schemes and in [Harrison86] as theorems between linear-recursive 
functions and their tail-recursive equivalent. These techniques have largely been presented as 
transformations between pairs of equivalent program schemes.

The most general of these transformation schemes could convert any linear-recursive function 
to its tail-recursive equivalent by employing a two-pass iteration. The first-pass is used to find 
the base-case value of the last recursive call and to collect a data stack of argument values. 
These are then used in the second iterative pass to compute the function call, bottom-up, from 
the base-case value. However, this most general scheme offers little improvement because of 
the need for a two-pass iteration and a data stack.

More efficient conversion-to-iteration transformations normally require additional syntactic and 
semantic conditions to be present. These extra conditions can be specified in alternative 
transformation schemes. A comprehensive list of these schemes is documented in [Bauer82]. 
They can be combined into a conversion-to-iteration tactic for transforming any applicable linear 
recursive function to its tail-recursive counterpart.

Program transformation techniques, like conversion-to-iteration, which can be structured into a 
limited number of general transformation schemes, are suitable for formulation as schematic 
transformations. This category of transformations has traditionally been specified in catalogue 
systems, like CIP, where the schematic rules are provided and pre-proved by users/designers.

What we would like to show in this thesis is that schematic rules can also be present and 
applied in generative-set systems. The main difference is that these schematic rules would be 
constructively built from the elementary rules, rather than directly provided by the users. The 
advantage in doing this is that separate proofs for these rules will be unnecessary because they 
will be correct by construction.

Specifically, we would like to show that schematic rules can be provided under the unfold/fold 
methodology. In CIP, a wider form of scheme expressions (where free functional variables are 
allowed) was provided to specify schematic rules. We shall show that this is unnecessary 
because program schemes are just generic programs which can be formulated using higher- 
order functions. In addition, the applicability conditions of schematic rules can be specified (in 
our higher-order programs) as attached constraints.

In the rest of this section, we shall construct a simple schematic rule using the unfold/fold rules 
and then examine the techniques required to apply it within our transformation methodology.

2.5.1. Constructing a Schematic Rule

One sub-class of linear recursive functions which always have an efficient tail recursive 
equivalent, is commonly referred to as having a special right-commutative outer functional and 
constant-at-termination property. This sub-class of functions can be represented by the
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following higher-order function:
- - - f l(x ,B ,H ,N ,c ) <= if B (x) th e n  c

e ls e  H (f1 (N (x ),B ,H ,N ,c ));

with four fixed parameters, B ,H ,N ,c , and one recursion parameter, x. The base case result of this 
function, c, is a constant (hence the term constant-at-termination) and its outer function 
operator, H , is right-commutative because it does not use the recursion variable, x, as one of its 
inputs.

We select this sub-class of functions to illustrate because its transformation has never been done 
before under the unfold/fold framework. This is because it requires the constraint specification 
mechanism which was not available in (un-extended) functional programs.

Specifically for this transformation, we will need to define a new function, call it f i  j t ,  in terms 
of the old function, f i ,  as follows:

— f1 J t(x ,w ,B ,H ,N ) <= H n(f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c )) s t w = H nc ; (2 .1 )

This new function has an additional parameter, w . It also has a RHS definition that is rather 
unusual as it applies the outer functional parameter, H , to the function call, f l (x ,B ,H (N ,c ), n times 
where n is a logical variable that is specified indirectly through the constraint w = H nc. The n-times 
application of the parameter, H , can be defined as follows.

H 0 (x) =  x

H n+1(x) -  H n(H (x))

Also, the constraint used, w = H nc , is solely to assist in program transformation and is not 
suitable for direct execution. With its help, we are able to transform this new function into an 
efficient tail-recursive equivalent.

— f1 J t(x ,w ,B ,H ,N ) <=■) H n (f1 (x ,B lH ,N ,c )) s t w = H nc; ! unfold fl

<=2 H n(if B (x) th e n  c

e ls e  H (f1 (N (x ),B ,H ,N ,c )) s t w = H nc; ! distribute if construct

<=3 If B(x) th e n  H n (c)

e ls e  H n H (f1 (N (x ),B ,H ,N ,c )) s t w = H nc; ! substitute w=Hnc

<=4 If B(x) th e n  w

e ls e  H n H (f1 (N (x ),B .H .N .c )) s t w = H nc; ! law HnH=Hn+1

<=5 If B(x) th e n  w

e ls e  H n+1 (f 1 (N (x ).B ,H ,N ,c )) s t w = H nc; ! law a=b —> H(a)=H(b)

<=6 If B(x) th e n  w

e ls e  H n + 1 (f1 (N (x ),B .H .N .c ) s t H w = H n + 1c;; ! fold fl_it

<=7 If B(x) th e n  w

e ls e  f1 _ it(N (x ).H (w ).B ,H .N )

F ig u r e  2 .6  -  T r a n s f o r m in g  a  G e n e r ic  F u n c t io n  to  Its
E q u i v a l e n t

T a l l - R e c u r s iv e

The detailed unfold/fold sequence of transformation steps to achieve this is shown in 
Figure 2.6. Notice how the constraint is used to simplify the expression, H n(c ), to w , in step 
<=4. Also, the fold rule in step <=7, requires w = H n(c) to be converted to H (w )= H n + 1 (c) before the
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main recursive expression can be successfully folded.

The final transformed equation for f1_it, shown below, is tail recursive and is free of the 
previous constraint because the logical variable, n, is no longer required in the main expression!

— f1_it(x ,w ,B >H ,N ) <= if B(x) th e n  w

e ls e  f1 _ it (N (x ),H (w ),B ,H )N);

To complete our schematic rule, there is one last thing to be done. Notice that the relationship 
between the old and the new functions, in the original definition (2.1) of f1_it, is not totally clear. 
This can be made explicit by instantiating the logical variable n to 0, followed by simplification 
steps, as shown below.

In s ta n t ia te  w ith  n = 0

f1 J t(x ,w ,B .H ,N )  =  H °(f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c )) 8 t w = H °c

A p p ly  L a w  H ^ x = x

f1 J ^ x .w .B .H .N )  = f1 (x .B .H .N .c ) s t w =c

S u b s t itu te  w = c  f ro m  C o n s tra in t  

f1 J t (x ,c ,B ,H ,N )  = f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c )

The final equation from this simplification, f i_ i t (x 1c 1BlH >N )=  f i  (x .B .H .N .c ), directly relates the tail 
recursive function with the original linear recursive function, and is a representation of our 
schematic rule between higher-order functions. In the unfold/fold methodology, this schematic 
rule can be regarded as a lemma between two generic functions. With it, any function that is an 
instance of fi can be safely transformed into its tail-recursive form f i_ it .  We can represent this 
schematic transformation rule with the equality relationship, as shown below.

Schematic Rule 1 - for f l  it

f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c ) = f1 _ it (x 1c IB ,H IN)

In this particular case, no constraints are needed for the equality to hold. Other schematic rules 
may be more complex (see Appendix 2).

2.5.2. Applying the Schematic Rule

Having shown the way schematic rules are constructed, we are now ready to examine how they 
can be used to transform expressions within the unfold/fold system. Each of these schematic 
rules is, in essence, an equality relationship (possibly with some constraints) between two 
generic expressions involving higher-order functions. This rule can be applied to instances of 
expressions, which match the first generic expression (and satisfy the constraints), by replacing 
them with corresponding instances of the second generic expression.

However, the primary form of matching used in the unfold/fold rules is first-order matching. 
This is unfortunately not appropriate for generic expressions of schematic rules which may 
have function-type variables to instantiate. For generic expressions, it is better to use the 
second-order matching technique of [Huet78] to help us determine if an expression (or a 
function) is an instance of another given generic expression (or function).

More specifically, we have formulated a matching technique, called Function Equivalence 
Match (FEM), that is based on a mix of equational reasoning and second-order matching for
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testing to see if a function is an instance of another higher-order function. This technique begins 
by equating a specific function to the generic one and then apply equational reasoning to see if 
the two functions match, and if so, obtain the instantiations for complete function equivalence. 
Like inductive proofs (of Section 2.2.5), we shall see that this technique can also be embedded 
within the unfold/fold framework.

As an example, consider the following linear recursive function for finding the length of a list.
- - -length(n) <= 0 ;

— Iength(a::x) <= 1+ length (x);

This function is actually an instance of the higher-order function, f l . To test if this is indeed the 
case, we must initially define an equivalence function, call it m a tc h l, to equate the length function 
to an fi call, as shown below.

- - -m a tch l (x ,B ,H ,N ,c ) <= length(x) *  f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c);

In this equivalence definition, each of the unchanged (or fixed) parameters, i.e. B ,H ,N ,c , is kept 
independent while the changing (or recursion) parameters, i.e. x , of the two calls are made 
equal. Which parameters are fixed and which are changing (in a recursive function) can be 
detected by simple parameter analysis.

The detailed transformation to show that the two function calls match is given in Figure 2.7. 
The fold step in <=12 corresponds to an induction step during the matching. Also, second-order 
matching is applied in <=14to instantiate the function-type parameter variable, H , as H (z )= U z .

The end-result of this transformation-based matching is shown below.

- - -m a tch l ([],B ,H ,N ,c) < =  B ([])=true a  0 = c;

— m atch l (a ::x1B ,H ,N ,c )< =  B (a::x)=fa lse a  N (a ::x)=x a  1+z = H (z)

a  m a tc h l (x ,B ,H ,N ,c );

It essentially contains the following substitutions for the four fixed parameters,
B = la m b d a  [] =>  true | a::x =>  fa lse en d

N = la m b d a  a::x =>  x e n d

H = la m b d a  z = > 1 + z o n d

c = 0

in order for function length to be made equal to an f i  function call.

There are three consistency checks which can be used to determine if a matching task is 
successful. They are:

1 ) no part of the conjunctive expression must ever be false

2) each equality relationship (obtained from the matching) which involves a fixed 
functional parameter, e.g. B ,N ,H , must be a valid equation, e.g. B ([])= true but not 
B([])=x where x is not a fixed parameter7.

3) descendant recursive call, e.g. m a tch l (x .B .H .N .c ), are allowed. This is because it 
represents a match for the recursive function.

7 Fixed parameters, being a constant, can appear on the RHS of an equality without having to be present on 
the LHS.
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Define a new matching task
— m atch l (x ,B ,H ,N ,c) <=1 length(x) * f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c )

Unfo ld  le n g th ([])

— m atch l ([],B ,H ,N ,c) < =2 0 = f1 ([],B ,H ,N ,c) ! unfold f 1

<=3 0=if B(D) then c e lse H (f1 (N ([]),B ,H ,N ,c )) ! law C(e) = (e=z) a  C(z)

<=4 B ([])=z a  0=if z  then  c else H (f1 (N ([]),B ,H ,N ,c )) ! instantiate z=true

<=5 B([])=true a  0=if true then c else H(f1 (N ([]),B ,H ,N ,c ))

! law if true then a else b = a

< = 6 B ([])=true a  0=c

Unfo ld  le n g th (a ::x )

— m a tch l (a ::x ,B ,H ,N ,c )<=7 1+ length(x) = f1 (a ::x ,B ,H ,N ,c ) ! unfold f l

<=8 1+length(x) = 'if B (a::x) then c else H (f1 (N (a ::x ),B ,H ,N ,c ))

! law C(e) = (e=z) a  C(z)
h

<=9 B (a::x)=z a  1+length(x) = if z then c else H(f1 (N (a ::x ),B ,H ,N ,c ))

! instantiate z=false

< *1 0 B(a::x)=false a  1+length (x) = H (f1 (N (a ::x ),B ,H ,N ,c ))

! law C(e) = (e=z) a  C(z)

<=11 B (a::x)=fa lse a  1+y = H (f1 (N (a ::x ),B ,H ,N ,c ))

a  length(x)=y ! fold against matchl

<=12 B (a::x)=fa lse a  1+y = H (f1 (N (a ::x ),B ,H ,N ,c ))

a  y= f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c ) a  m a tc h l(x ,B ,H ,N ,c ) ! subs y=fl(x,B,H,N,c)

<=13 B (a::x)= fa lse a  1 + f1 (x ,B ,H ,N ,c ) = H (f1 (N (a ::x ),B ,H ,N ,c )

a m a tc h l(x ,B ,H ,N ,c > ^ ! second-order match'

<=14 B (a::x)=false a  N (a::x)=x a  1+z = H (z)

a  m a tc h l (x ,B ,H ,N ,c )

Figure 2.7 - Function Equivalence Matching (FEM) between length and f1

This transformation-based matching has therefore established the following equality.
length(x) = f1 (la m b d a  [] =>  true | a::r =>  false e n d ,

la m b d a  a::r = >  r e n d , la m b d a  x=>  1+x e n d , 0, x)

It could be used as an alternative definition for length which could then be transformed (using 
Schematic Rule 1) to:

length (x) = f1 _ it( la m b d a  [ ]= >  true | a::r =>  false e n d ,

la m b d a  a::r = >  r e n d , la m b d a  x=>  1+x e n d , 0 ,x )

We now have a function, le n g th , which is tail-recursive because it calls the tail-recursive 
function, f i_ it .  However, there are some higher-order arguments present in this call which can 
be removed. This removal can be automatically applied by another tactic, called higher-order 
removal tactic, which is described in Chapter 4. Its application will give us following efficient 
first-order program.

— length(x) <= len g th _ it(x ,0 );

— length _ it([],w ) <= w;

- - -length_it(a::x ,w ) <= length_it(x ,w +1);

The final program is now tail-recursive and could be directly compiled into an efficient w hile
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loop by a functional language compiler.

The FEM technique has not been implemented yet. At first glance, this looks like an arbitrary 
hard technique because we have formulated it as an equational reasoning between two function 
calls. Indeed, such equational reasoning is, in general, an undecidable problem because we 
could also use it to test if two functions are equivalent under this framework! However, the 
primary task of FEM is to test if a function is an instance of another higher-order function. 
Because of this, we could (by suitable restrictions) view the FEM technique as a simple 
extension of the second-order matching algorithm of Huet & Lang [Huet78]. The simple 
extension involves the ability to match a pattern-matching function with a conditional function 
and the independent treatment of fixed parameters (see Section 2.5.4 on a discussion of this 
extension). With appropriate restrictions, the author believe that it should be possible to build 
an FEM technique that is no less automatable than the second-order matching algorithm. This 
work is, however, left to a later date.

2.5.3. The Stages for Rule Applications

The above application of schematic rules can be summarised as consisting of three stages. 
These are:

1) Function Equivalence Matching to check if a function is an instance of another 
higher-order function.

2) Transformation of expression by (a) replacing each matching function call with 
its equivalent higher-order function call and then (b) apply the-appropriate ~ ; 
schematic rule between higher-order functions.

3) Tidy-up by removing all unnecessary higher-order arguments, where possible.

The first two stages can be viewed as the analysis and transformation phases of the conversion- 
to-iteration tactic. These two phases are sufficient for obtaining tail-recursive program, albeit a 
higher-order one. As for the third tidying-up stage, we will regard it as the application of a 
separate transformation tactic (which normally follows our conversion-to-iteration tactic).

To illustrate the generality of this schematic rule, let us consider a linear recursive version of the 
fibonacci function.

—f ib_tup(0) <= (1,1);
—fib_tup(n+1) <= H(fib_tup(n));
— H(u,v) <= (u+v.u);

This function can be similarly shown by FEM to be an instance of the higher-order function, f 1. 
Application of a subsequent transformation step to fl J t ,  followed by the removal of higher- 
order arguments would similarly convert fibjup to the following tail-recursive equivalent.

- - -fib_tup(n) <= fib_it(n,(1,1));
- - -fibjt(0,(u,v)) <= (u,v);
— fibjt(n+1,(u,v)) <= fib_it(n+1 ,H(u,v));
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2.5.4. Wider Applicability of our Approach

Our application of schematic rules, involving detailed steps for matching and an additional stage 
for higher-order removal, may look unnecessarily long but it is more flexible. The earlier 
example already illustrated this flexibility by successfully matching a conditional function, fi, 
with a pattern-matching function, length. In addition to this, the transformation-based matching 
is not obstructed (or confused) by the presence of parameter variables - a perceived weakness 
often cited by proponents of function-level languages, like FP, [Harrison86,Kieburtz81] 
against object-level functional languages, like H o p e .

To see why, we shall illustrate an example where the presence of extra parameters does not 
confuse our technique. This example, addjen, is a slightly modified version of the function 
length, with an extra fixed parameter, b, that is added to its result for each item of its input list.

— add_len([],b) 0;

— add_len(a::x,b) <= b+add_len(x,b);

Direct second-order matching, as used by catalogue systems like CEP, between this function 
and the program scheme for fi will fail. This is because the extra parameter, b, will upset the 
matching.

However, the more flexible Function Equivalence Matching is able to find a match between 
addjen and fi. This is done by initially providing the following equivalence definition,

— match2(x,b,B,H,N,c) <= addjen(x.b) = f1 (x,B,H,N,c);

where each of the fixed parameters (including b of addjen) is kept independent. After that, a 
sequence of corresponding transformation and matching steps could be applied to try to prove 
that addjen is an instance of f 1. These steps would result in the following.

- - -match2([],b,B,H,NIc) <= B(Q)=true a  0 = c;

— match2(a::x,b,B,H,N,c)<= B(a::x)=false a  N(a::x)=x a  b+z *  H(z)

a  match2(xIb,B.HIN,c);

The above substitutions for the fixed parameters could then be used to provide an alternative 
definition for add jen , in terms of fi, before it is transformed to a tail-recursive f i j t  call, as 
shown below.

- - -addjen(x,b) <= f1 ( la m b d a  [] => true | a::r => false e n d ,

la m b d a  a::r => r e n d ,la m b d a  x - >  b+x e n d ,0 ,x );

<= f1 J t ( la m b d a  [] => true | a::r => false en d ,

la m b d a  a::r => r e n d ,la m b d a  x= >  b+x e n d ,0 ,x );

A final tidying-up stage could similarly be applied to remove the higher-order arguments. This 
gives the following efficient tail-recursive program.

— addjen(x.b) <= addjenjt(x,b,0);

— addJenJt(Q,b,w) <= w;

— addjenjt(a::x,b,w) <= addjenjt(x,b,w+b);

Using this approach, our matching technique is less sensitive to the presence of additional 
parameter variables. We simply have to equate changing parameters together and allow the 
fixed parameters to be independent for FEM.
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2.5.5. Benefits of Schematic Rules

So far, we have presented a con version-to-iteration scheme which applies to programs that have 
the right-commutative and constant-at-termination property. Apart from this particular scheme, 
there are also a number of other conversion-to-iteration schemes (with different syntactic and 
semantic conditions) for linear recursive functions. These other schemes would be needed in a 
more complete transformation tactic. For this purpose, we have presented three more 
conversion-to-iteration schemes in Appendix 2. In particular, we show how these schemes can 
also be constructed directly using the unfold/fold rules.

One of the primary benefits of organising transformations into schematic rules is that they 
represent large, generally-applicable rules which are easier to apply. The clever combinations of 
elementary steps (in Figure 2.6) need only be applied once to discover the schematic rules. 
Once discovered, the result of each of these rules could be applied to any program instance 
which matches the source program scheme and satisfies its constraints. The matching and some 
syntactic constraints can be checked by the transformation system. In addition, we may also 
need the more general inference capability to verify the semantic constraints. These checks are 
often much easier than trying to re-discover the clever combinations of steps for each program.

Another potential benefit of the schematic rules is that they could be used as the basis of a more 
sophisticated learning component within our program transformation system. In [Chin89], we 
outlined this possibility by introducing a learning capability, based on the explanation-based 
generalisation technique [DeJong86, Mitchell86]. Explanation-based generalisation technique is 
a recent learning technique which could leam from single examples with the help of domain 
knowledge that is able to explain or reason about the examples. This contrasts with similarity- 
based generalisation technique [Mitchell82,Michalski83] which could only leam from two or 
more close examples by noting their similarities and differences.

In the case of program transformation, we can leam from a single transformation instance 
(containing source program, target program and script) by generalising it to a transformation 
scheme (source scheme, target scheme, and constraints). This is achieved by applying 
generalisations to the source and target program to obtain their generic (higher-order) 
counterparts in such a way that all critical transformation steps (serving as explanations) are 
preserved in the new scheme (particularly the steps leading to the self-recursive fold). 
Schematics rules are suitable for this form of learning because they capture generalised versions 
of program classes quite naturally.
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2.6. Summary of Chapter 2

In this chapter, we outlined the key components of a comprehensive transformation system, 
based on the unfold/fold methodology, which satisfies the generality, safety and automatability 
criteria. An important component, from the point of view of automated assistance, is the 
methods/tactics bank which contains meta-programs as our transformation tactics. These meta
programs are required to return scripts (for the transformation processor) rather than make 
direct updates to program repository itself. Such an arrangement helps to ensure safety.

We also noted that tactics are usually structured into an analysis and a transformation phase, 
with the analysis phase playing a key role for automating transformations. To illustrate this 
structure, we presented two very simple tactics, namely a useless parameter elimination tactic 
and a conversion-to-iteration tactic. The algorithmic useless parameter elimination tactic uses an 
abstract interpretation technique to help identify the useless parameters before its transformation 
algorithm is applied to remove these redundant parameters. Correspondingly, the schematic 
conversion-to-iteration tactic uses a special matching technique (based on equational reasoning 
and second-order matching) to check if a program is an instance of another higher-order one. 
This matching effectively represents the necessary analysis (before transformation) to indicate if 
a given program can be transformed to its tail-recursive equivalent.

In the next four chapters, we shall present four classes of more substantial tactics. Each of these 
tactics will involve some form of analysis before transformations. Also, each of them will_be ‘ 
based on the elementary unfold/fold rules.
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3. Fusion

3.1. Introduction

Structural and modular approaches to software development, as first advocated in [Dijkstra72, 
Pamas72], involve a style of program development where sound techniques (like abstraction, 
modularisation, hierarchical development, information hiding) are used to structure large 
systems into meaningful components. This approach has been shown to produce systems that 
are generally more complete and robust. In terms of actual implementation, the software is often 
structured into hierarchies of modules, where complex programs are built or composed from 
simpler ones. Such modularisation helps to simplify the task of implementing large systems. It 
also aids in software reusability.

Though good for software development, modular or compositional styles of programming is, 
in general, less efficient. This is because compositions of separate programs, while offering 
better clarity and modularity, usually involve more computation time and space than if they 
were integrated or fused together. The process of integrating separate programs, which are in 
some form of composition, into a single definition can often be achieved by a program 
transformation technique that is commonly referred to as fusion. The availability of this 
technique is extremely useful coupled with the modular style software development. It implies 
that we can continue to use this style without incurring the runtime penalties of modularisation.

We examine two common forms of program composition in functional programs and look at 
how the fusion transformation can help to improve their efficiency.

3.1.1. Two Forms of Composition

Two possible ways in which programs can be composed together in functional languages are

• functional composition, where function calls are connected by nesting (or 
juxtaposition).

• set abstractions, where function calls are connected by intermediate 
variables.

3.1.1 .1 . Functional Composition

Functional composition is one of the basic means by which programs are put together in 
applicative languages. Essentially, this is used to route the output of one function call to the 
input of another. A simple example of this is the composition, F(G(x)), in the definition below 

---P(x) <= F(G(x));

where the inner function call, G(x), is supposed to produce an intermediate output for the outer 
function call, F.

Such a composition of functions can be inefficient. In particular, if the intermediate output 
produced by the inner function call is a large (recursive) data structure, our program may incur 
considerable amount of storage and computation expense in order to construct this data before it 
is used or consumed by the outer function call.
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An example to illustrate this phenomenon is the following definition of sumdb.
dec sumdb,sum: list(num) -> num; 

dec double: list(num) -> list(num); 

dec sqr: num -> num;

— sumdb(x) <= sum(double(x));

— sum([]) 0;

— sum(a::x) <= a+sum(x);

— double([]) o= [];

— double(a::x) <= 2*a::double(x);

This function, sumdb, has a composition of two simpler functions, sum and double. A call to it 
would cause the inner call, double(x), to produce an intermediate list by doubling every item in 
its input list, x, before the intermediate list is totalled up by the outer function, sum. This 
creation of an intermediate list is expensive (for both strict and non-strict languages).

A more efficient definition can be obtained by fusing the two composed function calls together 
and in the process, eliminates the need for the intermediate list. This can be done by a 
straightforward sequence of transformations, involving only the unfold and fold steps, as 
shown in Figure 3.1. Our transformation initially unfolds (narrows) the inner call, double(x). 

This produces two symbolic intermediate terms at steps <=2 and <=4, which can be partially 
consumed by unfolding the outer function call. One of these two steps, results in a base case 
value of 0 (at <=3), while the other results in an expression which can be folded against the 
original definition of sumdb (at <=6). The end-result is a more efficient fused definition, shown 
below, which no longer needs the intermediate list

— sumdb([]) 0 ;

— sumdb(a::x) <= 2*a+sumdb(x) ;

— sumdb(x) <=1 sum(double(x)) ! narrow double(x)

— sumdb([]) <=2 sum([]) ! unfold sum([])

<=3 0

— sumdb(a::x) <=4 sum(2*a::double(x)) ! unfold sum(a::x)

<=5 2*a+sum(double(x)) ! fold back to sumdb

<=6 2*a+sumdb(x)

Figure 3.1 - Fusion Transformation on sumdb

This kind of transformation is also known as (vertical) loop combination1. The merging of the 
two recursive calls into a single self-recursive definition, has the effect of halving the number of 
function calls required. It can thus be viewed as combining the two recursive loops into a single 
equivalent loop. Martin Feather makes heavy use of this particular transformation technique 
(also called combining tactic) to semi-automatically transform (using his ZAP transformation 
system) a small multi-pass compiler into a more efficient two-pass compiler [Feather79,82].

1 There is also another form of loop combination, called horizontal loop combination, which involves the 
tupling of independent recursive calls instead of the fusion of nested calls. An example of this was given in 
Section 1.3.3. This horizontal loop combination can be considered as a special case of the Tupling Tactic in 
Chapter 5.
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3 . 1 . 1 . 2 .  S e t  A b s t r a c t i o n

Set abstractions provide another way in which program units can be composed together. In this 
case, intermediate variables are used to link separate program units together. This is frequently 
used to concisely specify generate and test programs. A schematic example of this is the 
following function,

- - -prog(x) <= {pipegen(x),filter-| (p),..,filtern(p)} ;

where each output represented by intermediate variable, p, is taken from a generator, gen(x). 

This intermediate output must satisfy every test, filter1(p),..,fiitern(p), before it is accepted as one 
of the results.

The use of (relative) set abstraction and the associated programming style provides higher-level 
abstractions to functional programs. However, this style of generate and test programming is 
often very inefficient. This is because loosely composed generators and filters frequently cause 
many infeasible intermediate solutions to be generated. Such inefficiency can normally be 
removed by using a fusion technique to merge the generator and filters together. This has the 
potential benefit of obtaining a superior generator, which could automatically cut off some sub
spaces of infeasible solutions. These cut-offs are achieved by parts of the filter being promoted 
into the new generator during the transformation - hence the name filter promotion 
[Darlington78] for this kind of transformations.

As an example, consider the following generate-and-test program for finding all complete paths 
in a set of nodes for a given graph.

dec all_path,perm: set(nodes) -> list(nodes); 

dec path: list(nodes) -> truval; 

dec path': nodes # list(nodes) -> truval; 

dec arc: nodes # nodes -> truval;

— all_path(s)

- - -perm({})

— perm(s)

- - -path(Q)

— path(a::x)

- - -path'(Q.a)

- - -path'(b::x,a)

<= (p |p e  perm(s),path(p)};
<= {□> ;
<«= {a::p | a e s,p e perm(s-a)}; 
<= true ;
<= path'(x,a) ;
<= true ;
<= arc(a,b) a  path'(x.b) ;

The main function of this program, all_path, has a generator, p e perm(s), that produces all 
possible permutations, p, from a set of nodes, s. Each of these solutions is then tested by path 

(which make use of a graph-specific function arc) to check if it is a valid path within the given 
graph.

This classic generate-and-test program is grossly inefficient. To improve its efficiency, we can 
apply the fusion transformation, as shown in Figure 3.2. This transformation results in the 
following fused program, with an auxiliary function, all_path’, introduced at step <=10.
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— all_path({}) o= {[]} ;

— all_path(s) <* {a::p | a € s,p e all_path’(s-a,a)};

- - -all_path*({},a) <= {[]} ;

- - -all_path'(s,a) <= {b::p | b e s,arc(a,b),p e all_path'(s-b,b)} ;

The above program is a more efficient because part of the filter, denoted by arc(a.b), has been 
promoted into the recursive generator of all_path’ during the transformation. As a result, 
subspaces of infeasible solutions are now avoided by the better generator. Before this 
transformation, the complexity of our program was 0(n!), where n is the number of nodes. With 
filter promotion, the complexity of the transformed program has been reduced to between O(n) 
and O(nl), depending on the connectivity of the input graph.

— all_path(s) <=1 ( P ip e  perm(s),path(p)} ! unfold perm(s)

- - -all_path({}) <=2 { P ip e  {Q},path(p)} ! substitute p

<=3 {[] 1 path([])} ! unfold path([])

<=4 {[1 1 true} ! remove true

<=5 {[]}

— all_path(s) <=6 {p |p e  {a::p | a e s,p e perm(s-a)},path(p)} ! substitute p

<=7 {a::p | a e s,p e perm(s-a),path(a::p)} ! unfold path

<=8 {a::p | a e s,p e perm(s-a),path'(p,a)} ! define all_path'

<=9 {a::p | a e s,p e all_path'(s-a,a)}

d e f in e

— all_path'(s,a) <=10 {p |p e  perm(s),path’{p,a)} ! unfold perm(s)

- - -all_path’({}) <=11 {P 1 P g {0},path'(p,a)} !: ! simplify

<=12 {[]}

— all_path'(s,a) <=13 {p |p e  {b::p | b e s,p e perm(s-b)}Ipath,(p,a)} ! substitute p

<=14 {b::p | b e s,p e perm(s-b)1path,(b::p,a)} ! unfold path'

<=15 {b::p | b e s,p e perm(s-b),arc(atb),path,(p,b)} ! fold all_path'

<=16 {b::p | b e s,arc(a,b),p e all_path'(s-b,b)}

Figure 3.2 - Filter Promotion on the function all._path

Apart from generators and filters, there is another form of composition in the set abstraction 
construct that may also benefit from the fusion technique. This other form of composition is 
between generators and processors which give results to the set abstraction. An example of this 
is illustrated in the following program,

- - -all_cost(s) <= (cost_path(p) | p e all_path(s)} ;

— cost_path([]) <= 0 ;
- - -cost_path(a::x) <= cost_path'(x,a) ;

- - -cost_path’([],a) <= 0 ;

— cost_path'(b::x,a) <= cost(a,b)+cost_path'(x,b) ;

where the generator is the previous function, all_path, and the processor function is cost_path for 
computing the cost of the entire path. Using the previously fused definition of all_path, this pair 
of generator and processor can be similarly transformed to give us the following fused 
program.
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- -all_cost({}) <= {0};

- -all_cost(s) <= {c | a e s,c e all_cost’(s*a,a)};

- -al!_cost'({},a) <= {0};

- -all_cost'(s,a) <= {cost(a,b)+c | b e s,arc(a,b),c e all_cost'(s*b,b)}

The intermediate list has been completely eliminated and we have also avoided some redundant 
computations which are experienced by the cost function.

3.1.2. Consumer-Producer Model

Both functional composition and set abstraction share some similarity; notably, the manner in 
which intermediate outputs are produced by one function call and then consumed by another. 
As a result, the transformation techniques to fuse these composed function calls are quite 
similar. They typically require the define, unfold and fold steps, making the mechanisation of 
the technique seems promising.

To help us explain this fusion technique, we would like to introduce a producer-consumer 
model of functions. Under this model, each function call is viewed as both a consumer of 
inputs (through its parameters), and at the same time a producer of output (through its results).

The objective of the fusion transformation is to try to fuse, where possible, compositions of 
consumers and producers together so that the resulting program could operate as an integrated 
(strongly synchronised) and more efficient unit. We have seen fusion applied to a composition 
between sum (as a consumer) and double (as a producer) in order to give an integrated function, 
sumdb. Similarly, the composition between perm (as a producer) and path (as a consumer) was 
also fused to give anintegrated program containing two functions, all_path and all_path'.

However, not all compositions between function calls can be successfully fused together. Some 
of these function calls may not be in the appropriate form for fusion. Let us call a producer that 
is in an appropriate form for fusion, a good producer, and a consumer that is in an appropriate 
form for fusion, a good consumer. Correspondingly, we shall also call consumers and 
producers, that are not in the appropriate forms for fusion, bad producers and bad consumers, 
respectively. With this characterisation, a composition can be successfully fused if both the 
producer and consumer are of the appropriate form (i.e. good producer and good consumer). 
But what are these appropriate forms?

Recently, Phil Wadler invented an important transformation technique called deforestation 
[Wadler88], which is capable of eliminating some intermediate data terms in functional 
compositions. He formulated this as an automatic transformation algorithm that can 
successfully transform any expressions which are composed solely from a sub-class of first- 
order functions. This sub-class of functions has a syntactic property, called 
pure treelessness. This property is actually a description for functions which are both good 
producers and good consumers in the above producer-consumer model. We shall present the 
notation used and main results of his work in Section 3.2.

Our contribution in this chapter is a gradual extension of this area of transformation to include 
all first order functions, rather than just a subset, for possible deforestation. We shall introduce
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two apparatus for this extension. Firstly, in Section 3.3, we introduce a novel parameter 
annotation scheme which can be used to classify parameters of functions into two categories, 
namely those that are suitable for deforestation and those that are not. More specifically, they 
actually constitute a way of differentiating good consumers from bad consumers. With this 
annotation scheme, the class of expressions which can be deforested is considerably extended. 
We give the target expression form, transformation algorithm and prove that our algorithm 
terminates. Secondly, in Section 3.4, we widen the class of expressions which can be 
deforested to all first-order expressions. We achieve this by making use of the let construct to 
help make certain situations appear deforested. This is only needed whenever we encounter bad 
producer functions. With this apparatus, we are able to provide deforestation for all first-order 
programs.

We complete this area of work, in Section 3.5, by suggesting further improvements that are 
possible for deforestation. We also make a comparison between Turchin's supercompilation 
and our extended deforestation in Section 3.6. Finally, in Section 3.7, we apply analogous 
results to the way compositions in set abstractions can be fused together.

3.2. Wadler's Deforestation

Wadler's deforestation work is based on a simple first-order functional language, where each 
term or expression, t, can be described by the following one-line BNF grammar: 

t ::= v | c (t1 ,..,tn) | g (t0,t-j ,..,tn) | f (t-j ,..,tn)

Here, v is a variable, c is a constructor and f and g are two kinds of ̂ user-defined functions. 
These two kinds of functions are used to distinguish functions with pattern-matching 
parameters2 from those without pattern-matching parameters, and are defined as follows: 

- - - f ( v 1 , . . ,v n) <*= tf

-•-9(Pl.vi...,vn) <= tg-,

---g(Ppv1-.vn) <“ *9r

where each pj=Cj(v’i,..Iv'j) is a pattern and tf,tg1 ,..,tgr are first-order terms.

Notice further that there are two simple restrictions placed on the pattern-matching parameters 
of g-type functions. These are:

• only one pattern-matching parameter (the first one) is allowed per g-type 
function

• each pattern, pj=cj(v1 ’....vj’), is allowed to be only a single constructor deep.
In [Augustsson85], this is called a simple pattern.

2 The original deforestation work of [Wadler88] is based on a first-order language which uses case constructs 
in the place of g-type functions. This old formulation tended to produce large programs by maximally 
unfolding all pattern-matching functions. In this chapter, we shall use the more recent formulation by 
Ferguson and Wadler (in [Ferguson88]) which uses pattern-matching functions to replace case constructs.
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Despite these two restrictions, there is no loss of generality because methods exist 
[Wadler87a,Augustsson85] to transform functions, involving arbitrary number of pattern 
matching parameters with nested patterns, to equivalent functions with the above restrictions. 
These methods were given for expressions involving the case constructs but could easily be 
adapted for the above language.

Far from reducing generality, the two restrictions are extremely useful. They help to simplify 
the forms of functions permitted and as a result make both the specification of the 
transformation algorithm and the proof of its termination much simpler.

3.2.1. Pure Treeless Form

Using this first-order language, Wadler and Ferguson identified a sub-class of expressions
which forms the basis of deforestation. This sub-class of expressions has a special syntactic
characteristic, called pure treelessness. An expression is said to be pure treeless3 if it has no
intermediate terms and is linear. This characteristic can be defined formally, as follows:

Definition 3.1 - Pure Treeless Form
A term is said to be pure treeless if it is linear and satisfies the following 
grammar:

tt : >  v  | c  (tti ,..,ttn ) | f (v-j ,..,vn) | g (v0 ,v1 ...,vn)

WHERE f and g are pure treeless functions and each free variable, v, occurs 
only once (i.e. is linear) in the expression.

Correspondingly, a function is said to be pure treeless if its definition (RHS of 
its defining equations) is made up of pure treeless terms.

The most distinctive feature of the above pure treeless grammar is that each function call, 
f (v 1 ,..,vn ) or g (v 0 , v i I..,vn), must take only variables as its arguments. This condition helps to 
ensure that no function call nesting exists and hence there are no intermediate terms in the 
expression, as required. The second criterion of requiring terms to be linear is also important 
because non-linear parameter arguments can cause losses in efficiency when large expressions 
(which are expensive to compute) are duplicated by unfolding. This is clearly undesirable and 
one way of preventing this is to strictly enforce the linearity criterion for all pure treeless 
expressions.

Three examples of pure treeless functions are:
d e c  append: list(alpha) # list(alpha) -> list(alpha); 

d e c  rev_tree: list(alpha) #  list(alpha) -> list(alpha);

d e c  twos: list(num);

— rev_tree(leaf(a)) <=

— rev__tree(node(x,y)) <=

- - -append(D,y) <=

— append(a::x,y) <=

- - -twos() <=

leaf(a);

node(rev_tree(y),rev_tree(x));

y;
a::append(x,y);

2::twos();

has been called pure treeless form to distinguish it from other restricted or extended forms of treelessness. 
We shall see the other forms of treelessness later.
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Notice that each RHS term of these three functions is linear and satisfies the pure treeless 
grammar. The first two functions are pattern-matching g-type functions, while the third function 
is an f-type function without any parameters.

3.2.2. Deforestation Theorem

The pure treeless form is actually a way of characterising functions which are both good 
producers and good consumers. With this treeless form, Wadler was able to formulate the main 
result of deforestation as the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2 - Deforestation
Every linear term, containing only occurrences of (pure) treeless functions, can 
be effectively transformed, by the Deforestation Algorithm, to an equivalent 
(pure) treeless term, without loss of efficiency.

Under this theorem, the sub-class of expressions which can be transformed are those making 
use of only pure treeless functions. An expression which belongs to this sub-class is 
append(append(x,y),z). This expression satisfies the requirements of the Deforestation Theorem 
and can thus be transformed to an equivalent treeless expression by the Deforestation 
Algorithm. The rules of this algorithm, denoted by T ,  are given and described in the next 
section. We briefly illustrate, in Figure 3.3, how this transformation algorithm works by 
applying it to the simple expression, append(append(x,y),z). The end result of this transformation 
is a treeless expression, app(x,y,z), which uses a newly defined function, a p p , that is also 
transformed to treeless form. The resulting program is more efficient because it no longer 
produces an intermediate list

T  [[append(append(xIy ) Iz) ]] can be transformed by deforestation to:
=> T  Happend(append(x,y),z)] ! T  7, define app

=>

d e fin e
app(x,y,z)

- - -app(x,y,z) <= append(append(x,y),z) ! unfold append(x,y)

- - -apP(D.y.z) <= T  [Iappend(y,z) J ! T  4, treeless call
<= append(y.z)

— app(a::x,y,z) <= T  [[append(a::append(x,y),z) J ! T  5, unfold append
<= T  [[a::append(append(x,y)1z) J ! T  2, skip constructor
<= T da]] ::T  ffappend(append(x,y),z) 1 I T  1, skip variable
<= a::T |append(append(x,y),z) ] ! fold against app
<= a::app(x,y,z)

Figure 3.3 - Deforesting a Simple Expression with T
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3 .2 .3 . Transformation Algorithm

The deforestation algorithm for the Wadler's theorem is made up of seven4 rules in Figure 3.4. 
These rules rely principally on the syntax of expressions to direct transformation steps, that are 
made up of the define, unfold and fold operations. We briefly describe each of these rules next.

Rules T 1 and 2 are used to handle variables and outer constructor terms. These rules leave the 
outer expressions intact and transform the inner sub-expressions, where applicable. Rules T 3 
and 4 are used to deal with f- and g-type function calls which are already treeless (with variables 
as their arguments). Such calls are just left unchanged.

The main deforestation rules are T5, 6 and 7, which may each have one or more intermediate 
terms to eliminate. These three rules use a context notation, ...t..., to describe a sub-term, t, 
inside a nesting of pattern-matching g-type function calls, where:

...t... 11 g (...t...It1,..Itn)

More specifically, the context notation is used to refer to an innermost function call, last_call, in 
a nesting of g-calls, e.g. gi(g2(—gN(|ast- call'ti*-tn)—'tl '--tn,)'tl" - 'tn”)» where there are zero or 
more (N > 0) outer g-calls, gi.--.9N- F°r example, the innermost call for the expression, 
append(append(x,y),append(a,b)), is append(x.y) and not append(a.b) because the first call lies in the 
pattern-matching parameter of the outer append function call but not the second call.

Rule T  6 handles each innermost f-type function call, while rule T  7 handles each innermost 
g-type function call with a variable in its pattern-matching-argument. Each of these calls is 
unfolded/narrowed to produce an intermediate result, possibly with an outer constructor. Those 
intermediate results with outer constructors are consumed (or propagated) by rule T  5, which 
unfolds each g-type function call with a matching constructor term as its first argument. The 
overall effect of these three rules is to unfold/narrow some innermost function calls and then 
propagate out any intermediate constructor terms produced. This corresponds to the typical 
transformation sequence for the fusion technique.

The given rules involve principally the unfold steps (in T  5,6 and 7) and a define step (in 
T  7). For some expressions which may re-occur during transformation, we also need th& fold 
steps in this otherwise infinite transformation. These fold steps are considered to be implicit 
steps needed in Wadler's deforestation rules. They can be implemented by checking each new 
expression to see if it is a re-occurrence (modulo renaming5) of the previous expressions 
encountered by the T  6 and T 1 rules. Rule T  5 can be left out of folding because there 
could never be an infinite sequence of just T  5 steps.

4 Actually, the original deforestation algorithm of Wadler consists of only 5 rules. We have added two more 
rules, T 3 and 4, to explicitly detect function calls that are already treeless and hence do not require further 
transformations. These are just minor optimisations.
5 An expression which differs from another expression by just the names of variables used. In other words, 
an exact match.
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G IV E N  ftv! ,...vn) = tf

a n d g(P l,vi,..tvn) = tg-,

g(Pr.vi,..,vn) = tgr where pj=Cj(v-j’,..,Vj')

(1) T |Iv J <= V

(2) T ttc(t1....tn) 1 <= c ( 7 | [ t i I , .,7 M )

(3) T Kf(v-|...,vn) 1 <= f(v i,..vn)

(4) T IIg(vo.v1...,vn) 1 <= g(vo.v1(..,vn)

(5) T [...g (cj(t1,l..,tj,),t1l..ltn)...l <= T  tt...tgi[t17v1,p..,tj,A/j,,t1-

(6) T H-..f(t 1 ,..itn)...]] <= rn...tf[t1/v1,..,tn/vn]...]]

(7) T L ..g (v0lt1,..,tn)...]] <= g_new(vo,wi,..,Wj)

where w 1 t . . , W j  = v a r s [ . . . g ( v 0 l t 1 t . . , t n ) . . . ]  -  v 0  

define  g _ n e w ( v 0 , w 1 , . . , W j  ) = . . . g ( v 0 , t 1 l . . , t n ) . . .  

u n fo ld  o n  the in n e rm o st  call, g ,  to g ive : 

g _ n e w ( p i , w 1 l . . , W j  ) = 7  ( [ . . . t g 1 [ t 1 / v 1 ,..,tn/vn]..-ll

g _ n e w ( p r . w 1 , . . IW j ) - T  II...tgr [t1/v1 ,..,tn/vn]...]|

N ote: v a r s [ e x ]  w i l l  r e t u r n  a l l  f r e e  v a r i a b l e s  i n  e x p r e s s i o n ,  e x .

Figure 3.4 - Wadler's Deforestation Rules

Furthermore, to enable folding, an implicit define step is also needed to introduce new function 
definitions for expressions encountered by 7 6. This define step could either:

1) be made explicit (as in 77) for each new expression encountered (by 
76) that has not been previously defined, of 4 ^

2) be inserted retrospectively by re-transformation whenever an expression 
re-occurs.

The first option of using explicit define steps may cause too many (unnecessary) intermediate 
functions to be defined, while the second option (using re-transformation) is both inefficient 
and difficult to implement. The proposal made in [Ferguson88], uses a labelled tree to give a 
trace of steps taken and corresponds essentially to the first option where unnecessary6 
intermediate functions may be introduced. We suggest a better alternative in the next section.

3.2.4. Making all Steps Explicit

The implicit define and folding steps of Wadler’s deforestation rules can be made explicit by 
making simple modifications to rules 7 6 and 7, as shown in Figure 3.5. Firstly, we add a 
new parameter, ds, to carry all new function definitions introduced so far by the 7 rule. This 
set of new definitions is used to check for foldable expressions at steps 7 6b and 7a.

Secondly, explicit define steps are used by both 7  6c and 7  7b. Each of these steps introduces 
a new function definition for each new expression encountered. However, there is an 
optimisation possible for expressions of the form,...f(t1,..,tn)..., which are encountered by 7  6.

6 It was suggested by Wadler, in personal communication, that unnecessary intermediate functions may be 
removed by an additional post-processing stage.
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If the innermost f-type call is from a non-recursive function, then a re-occurrence of this 
expression cannot occur and we can directly unfold such innermost calls, as specified in rule 
T 6a.

For example, the expression append(twos(),y) may re-occur during transformation because the f- 
type function call, twos(), is recursive. This expression must therefore be handled by either T 6b 
or T 6c. In contrast, another expression, append(id(x),y) where id(x)=x, cannot re-occur during its 
transformation because the innermost f-type function call, id(x), is from a non-recursive 
function. It can therefore be handled in a more efficient way by T 6a. This optimisation will be 
shown (in Section 3.2.5) not to affect the termination property of the deforestation algorithm.

(6) T  [...f(t-j,..Itn ) . . . ld s

a )  i f  f  i s  n o n - r e c u r s i v e  t h e n  ( u n f o l d )

<= T  | . . . t f [ t 1/ v 1 , . . l t n / v n ] . . . ]  d s

b )  i f  f _ o l d ( w i , . . , W j )  =  . . . f ( t - j , . . , t n ) . . .  G  d s  t h e n  ( f o l d )

*= f _ o l d ( w i , . . , W j )  

w h e r e  w - | , . . , W j  = = v a r s [ . . . f ( t - j , . . , t n ) . . . ]

c )  o t h e r w i s e  ( d e f i n e  &  u n f o l d )  < =  f _ n e w ( w i , . . , W j )

w h e r e  w i , . . , W j  « « v a r s [ . . . f ( t - j , . . , t n ) . . . ]  

w h e r e  n e w _ d s « d s  u  { f _ n e w ( w - j , . . , w j )  =  . . . f ( t i , . . , t n ) . . . }  

define  f _ n e w ( w - |  . . . . w p  *  . . . f ( t i , . . , t n ) . . .  

u n fo ld  o n  the in n e rm o st  call, f ,  to g iv e :  

f _ n e w ( w i , . . , w j ) =  T  I . . . t f [ t 1/ v i , . . , t n / v n ] . . . ] ] n e w _ d s

(7) T  |[...g(v0 lt1 ,..ltn )...]l .ds ...

a )  i f  g _ o l d ( v 0 , w 1 , . . , W j ) = . . . g ( v 0 , t 1 , . . , t n ) . . .  G  d s  t h e n  ( f o l d )

< =  g _ o l d ( v 0, w i , . . (W j )  

w h e r e  w 1 t . . , W j  = * v a r s [ . . . g ( v 0>t 1l . . , t n ) . . . ]  -  v 0

b )  o t h e r w i s e  ( d e f i n e  &  u n f o l d )  < =  g _ n e w ( v 0, w i , . . 1w j )

w h e r e  w -j.^ wj — ■vars[...g(v0 ,t1 ,..,tn)...] - v0  

w h e r e  new_ds=*ds u  { g_new(V0 ,w i(..,Wj )=...g(V0 ,ti,..,tn)...} 

define  g_new(v0 ,w1 ,..,Wj )«...g(v0 ,t1 ,..ltn)... 

u n fo ld  o n  the In n e rm o s t  call, g, to g iv e :
g_new(p1,w1,..,wj ) = 7  | [ . . . t g i  [ t 1/ v 1, . . , t n / v n ] . . . I  n e w _ d s

g_new(pr,w1,..,wj )=T H . . . t g r  [ t - i / V !  , . . , t n / v n ] . . . l  n e w _ d s  

Figure 3.5 - Modified Rules to Make All Steps Explicit

3.2.5. Proof for Deforestation Theorem

The deforestation theorem can be proved by showing the following three lemmas, which
together, demonstrate the validity of the theorem.

Lemma 3.3 - Adherence to (Pure) Treeless Expression Form
Each expression, which satisfies the condition of containing only treeless 
functions, can always be transformed by the Deforestation Algorithm to an 
equivalent pure treeless expression.
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Lemma 3.4 - No Loss in Efficiency
Each expression, which results from the Deforestation Algorithm, will be no 
less efficient than the original un-transformed expression, where efficiency is 
measured by the number of function calls that will be invoked.

Lemma 3.5 - Termination of Algorithm T

Under the pre-condition of using expressions containing only (restricted) 
treeless functions, the Deforestation Algorithm (T rules) will always terminate.

Proof for Lemma 3.3 ton treeless form)

The first lemma can be proved by structural induction on the seven T rules of the Deforestation 
Algorithm. It can be trivially shown that every expression and new function defined in the RHS 
of each of the T rules is indeed treeless. Also, the equivalence between the original and the 
transformed expression automatically follows from the correctness of the unfold/fold rules.

Proof for Lemma 3.4 (on efficiency')

The second lemma can again be proved by structural induction. The only transformation steps 
used by the rules are the define, unfold and fold steps.

The unfold step always results in a more efficient expression by virtue of requiring one less 
function call, provided no large expressions are duplicated. This is the case because all the 
expressions used are linear. Hence, this step will always produce a gain in efficiency. The 
define step introduces a new intermediate function, which we would regard as a loss of 
efficiency. However, each define step is always accompanied by an unfold step. Thus, the 
inefficiency introduced by define is always cancelled out by an unfold.

Lastly, each fold step against a previously defined function can, in general, cause either a gain 
or a loss in efficiency - depending on the sequence of transformation steps which have been 
applied between the define step and its correspondingly fold step. If the sequence of 
transformation steps prior to a given fold step (but after the define step) results in a gain in 
efficiency, then this fold step will allow the efficiency gain to be amplified in the newly 
introduced recursive call. Correspondingly, if the prior sequence of steps results in a loss of 
efficiency, then this fold step will amplify the loss. As all the other rules are efficiency
preserving, the fold steps of the T rules will never cause a loss of efficiency. Hence, the 
efficiency-preserving characteristic of the T rules.

Proof for Lemma 3.5 ton termination")

The termination proof for the transformation algorithm is the most difficult of the three lemmas.
To simplify the termination proof, Ferguson and Wadler [Ferguson88] actually used a slightly
more restricted form of treelessness where each term is permitted to have only a single outer
constructor. This form, known as restricted treeless form, is used in place of pure treeless
form and can be defined by the following grammar rules:

rt ::= if  | c (rt’1,..,rt,n)
rV v  | f (v1t..,vn) | g ( v o ^ , . . ^ )

where f and g are restricted treeless functions and each term is linear
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Even though this is a more restrictive form, there is no loss of generality involved because each 
pure treeless expression can always be converted to an equivalent restricted treeless expression 
by introducing suitably defined intermediate functions. With the restricted treeless form, the 
termination proof in [Ferguson88] was given in two parts. We briefly outline the proof in this 
section in order to give the reader a flavour of how termination proofs could be given for 
transformation algorithms.

Firstly, some measure, related to the size of expressions occurring during transformation, must
be shown to be bounded by each of the T  rules. The measure used, called function nesting, 
was as follows:

N |[v | = 0
N [[c(t-j ,..,tp|)J = max{N |[ti [tn]]}

N ff(t1 ...,tn)l = 1+max{N Ht■)!],..,N |tnJ}

n |g(t0.-.tn)l = 1+max{N|[toIl,..,N |tnB}

It was shown to be bounded by proving that:
For each transformation step, T [ t ] <= ..... T  H tj ] ....... V i. N H t ]] > N |  tj ]

This is possible because all the unfoldings in T involve only restricted treeless function calls. 
These unfoldings will never increase the function nesting of their expressions because each 
treeless function's body has a measure of at most one, which at worst, replaces the nesting of 
the function call just unfolded.

Notice that the function nesting measure does not take into account constructor terms. Showing
that this nesting measure is bounded is not, on its own, sufficient for termination proof. What
is needed is a proof to show that the size of expressions (represented by the depth of
expressions tree) encountered by the transformation rules is bounded, with respect to the initial
expression. By using the restricted treeless form, Ferguson and Wadler provided this proof by
showing that each term encountered by their T rules can only have a single constructor. This
was proved by showing that each new term encountered at the RHS of T satisfied the grammar
form of fct, whenever the previous term (on the LHS of T) satisfied fct where fct was a
grammar (for expressions with a single constructor each) of the following definition:

fct ft | ...c(ti,..,tn)...
...t... 11 g (...t...,fti,..lftn)
ft v | f (ft-j ,..,ftn ) | g (ftQ,..,ftn ) W H ERE f and  g are restricted tre e le ss  funct ion s

The initial term is assumed to satisfy the grammar of ft without loss of generality (because each 
constructor can always be replaced by a corresponding intermediate treeless function).

The presence of an upper bound on the size of expressions which could be encountered by 
Wadler's T rules (for any given initial expression) is sufficient for termination proof. This is 
because:
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(1) With an upper bound on the size of expressions handled by the T rules, the 
number of different expressions (based on an initial finite set of function and 
constructor symbols) which could be encountered during transformation will 
be corresponding finite. This implies that there will only be a finite number 
of steps involving T 5,6,7 (of Figure 3.4), as any re-occurrences of 
expressions (for these steps) are assumed to be terminated by the implicit 
fold steps.

(2) The other recursive rule, T  2, could never form infinite sequences of rule 
applications on its own. This is because it operates on successively smaller 
sub-expressions.

Because of these two reasons, the four recursive rules, T 2,5,6,7, could never form an infinite 
sequence of applications for any given initial expression. Hence, the termination of algorithm, 
T.

Wadler's rules relied on the presence of implicit fold steps to handle expressions which re
occur during transformation. This was already noted in Section 3.2.3 to require either a 
complex retrospective mechanism for introducing the necessary define steps or a less than 
optimal solution which introduces an intermediate function for each new expression 
encountered. To improve this situation, we introduced explicit define&unfold rules for T6c 
and 77b in Section 3.2.4, together with the corresponding explicit fold rules, r6b and 77a. 
We also introduced direct unfold rules, T5 and T6a, which we claimed do not require the fold 
steps. We shall outline the additional termination proof which allows this optimisation. ....

With the (slightly) modified rules, the number of explicit define&unfold steps will continue to 
bt  finite. This is because there is still an upper bound on the size of expressions which could be 
encountered. However, the direct unfold rules of T’5 and T6a could no longer rely on the 
presence of fold steps to terminate any re-occurrences of their expressions. This is still fine 
provided we can prove that, during the transformation, there could only be finite sequences of 
steps involving just the (other recursive) rules T 2, T 5 and T 6a.

If we are able to prove this, then the total number of recursive T steps will always be finite for 
any given expression. This is because each addition of a finite sequence of steps for T 2,5,6a, 
among the finite number of the define&unfold steps (71 6c,T7b) will never extend the total 
number of steps into an infinite one. Hence, the termination of the modified T rules. The other 
rules, namely T 1,3,4,6b,7a, need not be considered because they are the terminating cases.

To show that there could never be an infinite sequence of steps, involving just rules T 2,5,6a, 
we must show the presence of some well-founded decreasing measure for these rules. A well- 
founded decreasing measure is one which decreases to its smallest value in a finite number of 
steps. Informally, this is possible because:
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(1) Rule T 5 propagates constructor terms outwards. This means that the 
position of the constructor within our expression (after each application of 
this rule) can be used to show a well-founded measure which decreases.
This measure would guarantee that there could never be an infinite sequence 
of just T  5 steps.

(2) Rule T 6a is used to unfold non-recursive f-type function calls. To show a 
well-founded decreasing measure, we could assign a function hierarchy 
number, H l pj, to each function p (for both f-type and g-type functions), 
such that each of its auxiliary function, say p_aux, has a hierarchy number,
H [Ip_auxj that is less than H fl pH. Correspondingly, each mutual recursive 
function, p_rec of p, should have a hierarchy number, H [p_rec]], that is equal 
to H |p U.

With this function hierarchy numbers, we can show that the expression 
which results from each unfolding of a non-recursive function call will have 
a decreasing multi-set (bag) measure that is made up of the hierarchy 
numbers of all its functions. This (well-founded) decreasing measure will 
show that there could never be an infinite sequence of the just T 6a steps.

(3) Lastly, the T  2 rule deals with successively smaller sub-expressions. We 
could therefore use the size of expression as the basis for a (well-founded) 
decreasing measure for this rule.

Of course, the above three (different) measures are presently applicable to each of the rules 
individually. What is needed is a single well-founded measure which can be shown to be 
decreasing for all the three rules simultaneously. If this can be proved, then there could only be 
finite sequences of steps involving just T 2, T 5 and T 6a. There is indeed such a measure, 
taken by combining the above three separate measures into a single complex measure. This new 
measure and the proof that it is decreasing for the three rules is given in the Appendix 5. With 
this well-founded measure, the total number of recursive T rules will always be finite (under 
the conditions of the Deforestation Theorem). Hence, the termination of the modified T rules.

This style of termination proof will be repeated for a number of transformation algorithms in 
Chapter 3 and 4. We shall always begin by showing that the explicit define&unfold steps (with 
fold rules) will only occur a finite number of times. This is possible as long as there is a bound 
on the size of expressions used by these define&unfold rules. After that, we shall show that 
there is a well-founded decreasing measure for the other recursive rules. This will help to 
confirm that the total number of recursive steps will be finite because finite sequences of the 
other recursive steps (from the well-founded measure) could never increase the overall number 
of steps (within the finitely many define&unfold steps) by an infinite number.

3.2.6. Blazed Treeless Form

One important extension to the above work is to widen the definition of treeless form so that 
deforestation can be safely applied to an even a larger class of expressions. Wadler has 
proposed differentiating terms, depending on their type information, to either:-
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1) re cu rs ive  type terms, like lists and trees, which can be gainfully deforested;
or

2) simple atomic type terms, like true-false and num7, which are better left 
alone because of negligible gains possible from recovering unit storage.

This differentiation is indicated by annotating each term (or expression) with a + if it is of 
re c u rs iv e  type, or with a " if it is of atomic type. Wadler called this term-based annotation 
process blazing and provided the following definition8 for blazed treeless terms.

Definition 3.6 - Blazed Treeless Form
A term is considered to be blazed treeless if it satisfies the following grammar: 

bt::=bv | c (bt-j ,...btn) *  | f (bv1 | g (bv0 ....bvn)*

bv::=v* | v° | c (bv1 ,..,bvnr  | f (bv-| ,..,bvnr  I g (bv0 ,..,bvnr  

W H ERE  f and g are blazed treeless functions; and v *  must be linear; v“ can be non-linear

Correspondingly, a function is considered to be blazed treeless if its definition 
is made up of blazed treeless terms.

The grammar of this form is a considerable extension of pure treeless form. Nested calls are 
now allowed for terms which are annotated as In addition, non-linearity is also allowed for 
variables which are annotated as As a result, blazed treeless form can now include many 
more functions. An example of a function which is blazed-treeless but not pure treeless is:

- - - up_to([],n) o= [];

—  up_to(a::x,n) < * n::up_to(x,n+1);

This function is not pure treeless because of the nested call up_to(x,n+i) andthe non-linearity 
of n.

A similar Deforestation Theorem was given in [Wadler88] for blazed treelessness, together with 
a modified transformation algorithm. The main modification to this algorithm involves the 
extraction of all subterms which are annotated as ° before introducing new function definitions. 
This generalisation enables fold operations for recursive expressions and also ensures that large 
expressions are not duplicated by the unfolding of non-linear parameters.

As an example, the expression double(up_to(x,i)) can be deforested by initially extracting out all 
subterms annotated as", as follows, 

let v==1° In doublefup.tofx^.v'3) * ) *

7 The basic num type is presently assumed to be a directly implemented type. This is why it is considered as 
an atomic type. Alternatively, we could also define the number type recursively in peano-style. In this case, 
it would be considered as a tree-like type. Of course, there is nothing to stop us from having both versions 
of num in our programs (referring to them by different names).

8 The original blazed treeless definition were formulated for expressions with case construct but we have 
adapted it here for pattern-matching functions.
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This is then deforested to:

let v==1“ In d_to(x'5\v0),c’

W H E R E

---- d_to([],n) <= [];

- - -d_to(a::x,n) <= let v== n+ T  In 2*nD::dJo(x‘5\v°)'c’’

Using our consumer-producer model, blazed treelessness can be viewed as a way of marking 
all atomic-type terms as bad producers and bad consumers. This is because the fusion of 
expressions involving them do not result in any significant gains in efficiency. Annotating them 
differently will allow these terms (or compositions) to be disregarded during deforestation.

3. 3 .  Our Extension to Deforestation

Despite its wider applicability, the type-based annotation of Wadler does not go far enough. 
This is because there are still many functions outside blazed treeless form which can also be 
safely deforested. The main feature of these functions is that some but not all of their recursive- 
type parameters are suitable places for deforestation.

An example is the following iterative list reversal function.
dec r e v j t : list(alpha) # list(alpha) -> list(alpha);

— revjt([],w) <= w;

- - -rev_it(a::x,w) <= rev_it(x,a::w);

This function has two linear, list-type parameters. It is not considered (blazed) treeless because - 
it has a nested constructor term, a::w, as the second argument of the recursive call, revjt(x,a::w). 

In contrast, the first parameter does not have this problem and appears to satisfy the treeless 
requirement of not having an intermediate term because there is a variable, x, as the first 
argument of its recursive call. Thus, it should not be surprising to learn that an expression like 
rev_it(double(x),[]), with an intermediate term in the first parameter of revjt, can still be safely and 
successfully deforested.

This consideration suggests that a change to the annotation scheme should be made. Instead of 
annotating individual terms, our new scheme will directly annotate each function's parameter 
with either a ^ or a “ to indicate if the parameter is suitable for deforestation or not.

Firstly, as before, atomic-type parameters are not suitable for deforestation. This is because the 
gains arising from eliminating the atomic-type arguments' unit storage are negligible. Hence, 
they should continue to be annotated % as in blazing. But what about recursive-type 
parameters? There are two kinds of recursive-type parameters, as we have just seen in revjt. 

There are some parameters which are suitable for the safe elimination of intermediate terms and 
these should be annotated as At the same time, there are also parameters which are 
unsuitable for the elimination of intermediate terms and these should be annotated as °. This 
additional consideration (on annotating all parameters) gives us a more complete way of 
distinguishing good consumers from bad consumers.
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As it turns out, there are some specific criteria to help us distinguish between these parameters. 
We present these parameter criteria next.

3.3.1. Parameter-Based Annotation Scheme

Apart from type information, there are two other important criteria which need to be considered 
for determining if an argument is suitable for deforestation or not. These are:

• Variable-Only Criterion

• Linearity Criterion
3 .3 .1 .1 . Variable-Only C rite rion
A close examination of the way deforestation's transformation works, suggests that there is a 
very useful parameter criterion which could guarantee successful folding in recursive 
expressions that are being transformed. This criterion, which will be known as the variable- 
only parameter criterion, was implicitly used in pure treelessness where all function calls are 
obliged to have only variables as their arguments. However, instead of requiring all parameters 
of function calls to be variable-only, we can relax our consideration by permitting parameters to 
be either variable-only or not.

For example, the earlier revjt function has two parameters, one of which is variable-only while 
the other is not. Another example is the function swap below. The first three parameters of this 
function are variable-only while the fourth parameter is not, as dictated by the recursive call, 
swap(x,c,b,w<>[aj), of the second equation. *

dec swap : list(alpha) # beta # beta # list(alpha) -> (betajist(alpha));

— swap([],b,c,w) «= (b.w);

— swap(a::x,b,c,w) <= swap(x,c,b,wo[a]);

This criterion is primarily relevant to parameters of recursive functions where a parameter of a 
function is considered to be variable-only if the corresponding parameter argument in each 
recursive call of our function definition is made up of only variables. Non-recursive functions 
need not worry about this criterion because their function calls can always be unfolded without 
requiring folding. This syntactic criterion can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 3.7 - Variable-Only Parameter Criterion
Given a set of mutually recursive functions, Pv-Pk. where k>l. The jth- 
parameter, Vj, of the ith-function with definition:

Pj(V1 ,...Vj,...Vn ) <«= tfj

is considered to be variable-only if all its recursive calls, pj(ti,..,tj1..,tn), in each 
of the definition of mutual recursive functions, p-|.-Pk» have the jth-argument, tj, 
as a variable.
Also, all parameters of non-recursive functions are trivially considered to be 
variable-only, since there are no recursive calls.

This simple syntactic criterion is sufficient to ensure successful folding of recursive expressions 
during deforestation. Two informal reasons (though not the only reasons) for this are:
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• If this criterion holds for the pattern-matching parameter, then this 
parameter is likely to be used as a consuming parameter for deforestation 
purposes (see first parameter of rev_it).

• If this criterion holds for the non pattern-matching parameters, then it is 
likely that only some form of permutation in the arguments will take place 
during transformation and this will help ensure folding (see second and 
third parameters of function swap).

In contrast, those parameters which are not variable-only tend to accumulate results in their 
arguments. This may cause infinite number of function calls (containing different arguments) to 
occur during transformation, thus preventing folding from taking place (unless we apply 
appropriate generalisations). For example, try transforming the expression, rev_it(double(x),[]), 

without ever generalising the second argument, []. This would simply result in the following 
infinite number of expressions (containing the revjt call) for new function definitions (during 
its transformation).

rev_it(double(x-| ),[a]) 

rev_it(double(x2 ),[a,ai ])

rev_it(double(xn),[a,a-| ,..,an.i ])

3 .3 .1 .2 . L inearity C riterion
Apart from the variable-only criterion, there is another very important parameter criterion, called 
linearity, which is needed to ensure no loss of efficiency in the transformed programs. This 
criterion is important because functions with non-linear parameters run the risk of losing 
efficiency when expensive sub-expressions are duplicated by unfolding. An example of this is 
the function, twotimes, with a non-linear parameter, x, as shown below.

— twotimes(x) <= x+x;

Calls of such functions must be considered carefully. If a large expression appears in the non
linear argument, e.g. twotimes(y*y), then the call should not be unfolded, as its unfolded 
expression, y*y+y*y, will be less efficient because of the duplicated arguments. However, if a 
variable or a constant is present in the non-linear parameter position, then the call can still be 
unfolded without loss of efficiency, e.g.

twotimes(a) can be efficiently unfolded to a+a, and
twotimes(4) can be efficiently unfolded to 4+4

But how should the linearity criterion be determined? The simplest method of identifying non
linear parameters is to check if multiple occurrences of parameter variables are present in each 
equation. Those parameters which occur more than once are simply considered to be non
linear. This method can be performed quite efficiently and is used by Wadler.

However, it is not accurate enough. This is because some parameter variables, though 
occurring more than once in their function's definition, are only evaluated once (even in the
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call-by-textual substitution parameter mechanism). A simple example of this is the parameter, c, 
of function p below.

— p ( b . c )  < =  if (b,2*c,c);
— if (true.x.y) <= x;
— if (false.x.y) <= y;

This parameter, c, occurred twice in the body of p. However, each occurrence of c appears in 
disjoint paths of the conditional function, if. This means that c is unshared and will only ever be 
evaluated once. As a result, function calls like p(b,twotimes(c)), can still be unfolded without any 
loss of efficiency, assuming that we have a lazy rather than strict evaluation mechanism. Hence, 
a more accurate linearity criterion is one which augments syntactic counting with a modified 
form of sharing analysis [Hudak85] for multiply occurring parameters. This criterion can 
be defined as follows:

Definition 3.8 - Linearity Parameter Criterion
A parameter of a function definition is said to be linear if

• it occurs at most once in each equation's RHS, or
• it occurs more than once but is unshared (according to sharing analysis).

Otherwise it is considered to be non-linear.

The linearity criterion is an important consideration for unfolding. In [Sestoft88], this 
consideration is also known as duplication risk analysis.

3.3.1.3.  Annotation Scheme

The above two parameter criteria, together with the type criterion of blazed treelessness, can be 
used in the following parameter annotation scheme for determining the suitability of a parameter 
term for deforestation.

Definition 3.9 - A Parameter Annotation Scheme for Deforestation

A parameter of a function definition will be annotated as +, and therefore 
marked as a suitable candidate for deforestation, if and only if, it satisfies all 
the three criteria below:

• is a recursive type

• is linear
• is variable-only

If it does not satisfy all three criteria, then the parameter will be annotated as “.

As an example, the earlier function rev_it will have the following annotations.

- - -revJtfll .̂wT <= w;
— revj^a-x^.w0) <s= rev_it(x,a::w) ;

Both parameters of this function are recursive-type and linear but only the first parameter is 
variable-only, hence the annotations are as shown.
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3 . 3 . 2 . Extended Treeless Form

With the new annotation scheme, the parameters of each function can be logically separated into 
two groups of either + or ° annotation. Henceforth, we shall represent this logical separation by 
using the following three forms of function calls for both the f- and g-type functions:-

0(to".ti*.tm*.tm+r..tn")

For the purposes of exposition, we shall require all + parameters to occur before " parameters, 
apart from the pattern-matching parameters of g-type calls which may either be + o rD. It should 
be noted that this is merely for convenience in describing the transformation (later). It does not 
represent a programming restriction as we can cater for it by either automatically permuting the 
parameters of the functions during transformation or simply modify our transformation rules to 
accept arbitrary orderings. With this assumption, we are able to define a new kind of 
treelessness, called the extended treeless form, as follows.

Definition 3.10 - Extended Treeless Form
A term is said to be e x te n d e d  tree le ss  if it satisfies the grammar below. 

et:>v | c(et1,..,etn) | f(v1*..vn)*,etm+1‘..etn-) | g(v0* v 1*..vm*,etm+1-..etn")

| g(et0-,v1*..vm*,etm+1-..etn-)

Note that all arguments in parameter positions annotated as ® must be 
variables, as in v-|..vm; while those arguments in parameter positions annotated
“ can be terms, as in etm+-|..etn. Also, g and f are e x te n d e d  tre e le ss  functions.

Similarly, a function is said to be e x te n d e d  tre e le ss  if and only if its definition 
is made up of e x te n d e d  tre e le ss  terms.

This extended treeless, or e-treeless, form is a generalisation of blazed treelessness because:

1) recursive-type arguments, annotated as °, are allowed to contain nested 
terms, and

2) linearity is no longer a pre-requisite on any variable.

It is a significant generalisation of treelessness. As an example, consider the following set of 
functions for finding an infinite list of prime numbers by the sieving technique. With blazed 
treelessness, only functions, if, fP, filter and infjnt are considered to be (blazed) treeless but not 
functions, prime and sieve. However, with the extended form of treelessness, a l l  the six 
functions are (extended) treeless.
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dec prime : list(num);

dec sieve.infjnt : list(num) -> list(num);

dec filter: list(num) # num -> list(num);

— primeQ <= sieve(inf_int(1)) ;

— sieve ([]“) <= D  ;

- - -sieve ( a::x") <= a::sieve(filter(x,a)) ;

— infjnt ( n“) < s = n::inf_int(n+1) ;

- - -filter ([]*, a°) <= D ;

— filter (biix^.a0) <= fl'(x,b,a) ;

— f  l' ( x*. b°, a“ ) <= if (b mod asO.filte^x.aJ.bidilte^x.a))

- - -if (true“,x* y*) <= x ;

- - -if (false“,xc°’,y'0’) <5= y ;

Of the above functions, sieve appears to be the most interesting. This function is not considered 
to be blazed-treeless because its definition contains a recursive call, sieve(filter(x,a)), with an 
intermediate list-type term. However, by annotating sieve's parameter to we have managed to 
include this function under the new extended treeless form. As a result, we could now deforest 
expressions which use these functions. We shall see an example of this later.

Also, unlike the restricted treeless form, we allow arbitrary nesting of constructor terms to be 
used. This helps to avoid unnecessary intermediate functions which will otherwise cause the 
programs to be larger and less efficient. For example, consider the following e-treeless 
function:

dec thrice_ones:list(alpha) -> list(num)

— thrice_ones([]) <= [] ;

— thrice_ones(a::x) -0 = 1::1::1::thrice_ones(x) ;

The previous restricted form of treelessness would have required this function to be translated 
into the following alternative program, with two intermediate functions to break the nesting of 
constructors.

- - -thrice_ones([]) <=

- - -thrice_ones(a::x) <=

- - -thrice_ones'(x) <=

— thrice_ones"(x) <=

D;
1 ::thrice_ones'(x) ; 

1 ::thrice_ones"(x) ; 

1 ::thrice_ones(x) ;

This restriction was imposed to allow the proof of termination in [Ferguson88]. We shall show 
that this is unnecessary by providing a different termination proof in Section 3.3.6 .

3.3.3. Extended Deforestation Theorem

A theorem for deforesting expressions, which use e-treeless functions, can be stated as follows:
Theorem 3.11 - Extended Deforestation

Every term, even non-linear ones, containing constructors and occurrences of 
functions which are extended treeless, can be effectively transformed, by the 
Extended Deforestation Algorithm, to an equivalent extended treeless term, 
without any loss of efficiency.
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The Extended Deforestation Algorithm referred to in the above theorem will safely and 
successfully eliminate all intermediate data terms that appear in parameter positions annotated 
as J  Each such elimination will normally produce a gain in efficiency. We shall present the 
transformation algorithm in Section 3.3.4 and the proof for the above theorem in Section 3.3.6, 
but first, let us look at a simple expression, rev_it(double(x),[]). This expression cannot be 
deforested using Wadler's transformation algorithm because the function revjt is not considered 
to be pure or blazed treeless. However, it is an e-treeless function. We can therefore use our 
Extended Deforestation Algorithm, given in Figure 3.7, to transform this expression into an e- 
treeless equivalent. Such a transformation is illustrated in Figure 3.6, where a new function, 
rev_db, is defined. This transformation resulted in the expression, rev_db(x,[]), together with the 
following e-treeless function:

— rev_db([],w) <= w ;

— rev_db(a::x,w) <= rev_db(x,2*a::w) ;

Notice that the rules had (correctly) generalised the second argument of revjt, in the expression 
revjt(doubie(x),Q), before the function rev_db was defined. The reason for this is that the second 
parameter of revjt does not have the variable-only criterion.

T [[revJt(double(x)‘5',[n]] can be transformed to:

=> T  |[revJt(double(x),[])]] ! T 9b, define rev_db

rev_db(x, T  I  Q 1) ! T  3

=> rev_db(x, [])

d e f in e

— rev_db( x,w ) <= revJt(double(x),w) ! narrow double(x)

— rev_db( [],w) <= Tffrevjt([],w) 1 ! T 6a, unfold rev jt
<= T  [[ w B IT  1
<= w

— rev_db( a::x,w) <= T  {[revJt(2*a::double(x),w) 1 ! T 6a, unfold rev jt
<= T  [[rev_it(double(x),2*a::w) ]] ! T  9a, Fold with rev_db

<= rev_db(x,T [[ 2*a::wjQ) IT  2,

<= rev_db(x,T I[ 2*a]]:rT [[w]]) IT  1,3,1,2

<= rev_db{x,2*a::w)

Figure 3 .6 - A Simple Example of Extended Deforestation

3.3.4. Transformation Algorithm

The Extended Deforestation Algorithm is made up of the nine transformation rules in 
Figure 3.7. To shorten these rules, we use the abbreviation, t-| n, to represent a list of 
arguments, t-j ,...tn; and t PI-j n to represent Tttt1i,..,Tpn]]. Also, each expression used for this 
transformation can be any combination of constructors and extended-treeless functions, as 
shown below:
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eft ::= v | c(eft1...,eftn) | f(eft1 ..m4 ,eftm+1 >n°) | g(eft0*  eft! eftm+1 f )

I g(eft0°.efti m'0sIeftm+1 n°)

The first five rules (Rules T 1 to T 5) deal with simple situations where the outermost 
expressions (function calls or constructors) are already in extended treeless form. These 
outermost expressions are left alone, with the transformation rules applied only to the remaining 
subexpressions.

The main elimination rules (for intermediate terms) are T 6 to T9. Each of these rules deals with 
a function call, say last_call, which lies in the leftmost innermost position of pattern-matching 
parameter positions, annotated as +, of zero or more outer g-type calls. This leftmost innermost 
call could only be one of the following forms:

f(tl

"trf)
g(c

g(t0“,t1..tm« Itm +1. V )

If it is not one of the above calls, then it must be of the form g(t0*t1..tm*trn+1..tno), where there 
is another inner function call in the pattern-matching argument, t0, that is annotated as *

Such an innermost function call could be concisely represented by the expression, 
oo,last_cali..., which uses a context notation (represented by outer ellipses) that is defined by the 
following grammar.

This expression is actually a shortened notation for

gi (g2(~.gN(last- call‘5’«t1 1t’m'+l ’W l  ^ V ’")

where N > 0 . With the help of this notation, the (leftmost) innermost function call for the 
expression, append(sieve(inf_int(2°)D)^ ,y^), is sieve(inf_int(2°)D) and not inf_int(2D) because the 
former lies in a 41 pattern-matching parameter position but not the latter.

In each of these rules, we can either perform a define & unfold, unfold or fold step. In the case 
of the define & unfold steps (T 6b,7c,8b,9b), a generalisation and renaming process using the 
auxiliary meta-function, gen_ren, is always performed on the expression first. This is done 
before a new function definition is introduced, whose innermost call is unfolded, before further 
transformation.

The generalisation and renaming meta-function, gen_ren, simultaneously extracts out all sub
terms that are annotated9 as “ and renames all the variables that are annotated as 4\ This ensures 
that the resulting expression is linear and and has only variables for arguments annotated as °. 
Thus, given a term, eft, this meta-function would return a tuple of five items, 
(eft~,te-| s ,ve-| s ,vo-| k,vn-| k), where eft~ is the generalised and linearised expression, te-j s are

9 by virtue of its occurrence in the annotated parameters.
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the extracted subterms annotated as “and ve-| s are the corresponding substituted variables. 
Also, vo! k are the old variables with + annotations and vn-j k are the new renamed variables. 
As an example, gen_ren [[revjt(double(x,0‘),<\[n ]] would return:

(rev_it(double(a's’)'5\b“), [[]], [b], [x], [a])

where the generalised and renamed expression is revjt(double(a'5“)‘5s,b°), extracted sub-term in [], 
replacement variable is b, old name of variable annotated as ^ is x and new variable name is a.

We represent by eft~ the generalisation and renaming of a term eft. Similarly, the generalisation
and renaming of context expression ...eft... will be represented by the notation ...eft~...~. These
generalised expressions will conform to the following grammar:

eft~ v | c(eft~1l..,eft~n) | f(eft~1>>m*,vm+1.>n°) | g (e fr0* , e f r 1 vm+1 n°)

lg (v0^eft~1..m ^vm+1..rT)
...t...~ ::= t| g (. . . t . . .~ *e fr1-m * v m+1 n°)

The generalisation operation is important because it can help to ensure the termination of the 
transformation algorithm through successful folding. We shall formally see this requirement 
later, in the termination proof of Section 3.3.6.

The fold steps (T 7b,8a,9a) must work in tandem with the corresponding define steps for 
recursive expressions. Each of these fold steps checks previously defined function definitions 
in def_set10 to see if there is an earlier function definition whose RHS matches exactly with the 
generalised and renamed expression. Whenever such a definition exists, we apply the fold step 
in preference to the define step;

Also, we have a direct unfold step in rule T 6a and T7a. This is applied in rule T 6a to deal with 
the consumption of nested constructor terms within outer g-type function calls. We apply direct 
unfolding whenever the arguments annotated as “ in the innermost matching g-call are all 
variables. This can be done, without worrying about folding, because there can never be an 
infinite sequence of steps requiring just the rule T 6a. The only time the define step of T 6b is 
used is when one or more of the arguments annotated as “ are non-variables.

As for Rule T7a, there are two pre-conditions which must be satisfied before we are allowed to 
perform direct unfolding. These pre-conditions are:

• the expression is non-recursive, otherwise a define step is needed for 
subsequent folds, and

• the = arguments of the innermost function call (an f-type call) are variables, 
otherwise loss of efficiency may result from duplicating its non-linear 
arguments.

I® To simplify the T rules, def_set is not passed as a rule parameter. Instead, it is presently assumed to be a 
global data structure. See Section 2.4.3.3 for the necessary changes to enable this definition set to be passed 
around as a rule parameter.
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If both these pre-conditions are not satisfied, then we simply perform an indirect unfold 
through the define step of T7c.

0)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

T Rv J

T | [ c ( t 1 , .. .tn ) ] |

T (V1 ..m ^m + l ..n 
T Ig (vo^,v1..m'G>,tm+1..n 
TIg(to°.vi

c f T ^ l U T  EtJ) 

f (v 1 ..m ,,r H* Hm+1..n )

9  (v 0 ,v 1 ..m ,<r H* Hm+1..n ) 

g(T |t0l. v 1#>miT  |[tlm+1..n )

a ) If tm + i n a re  a ll v a r ia b le s  (unfold)

<= T  [[ ...tg jtt '/v 'i j,t/v-| n] ...I l

b) otherwise (define & unfold) «= f_n ew (v o -| j^.T ([teJ-j s  )

w h e r e ( . . .g (c i(t,'’ 1 j ) ,t“' 1 m,vem+1 n)...'“,te1 s ,ve-j s ,

vo1..k-vn1..k) —  gen_ren|I...g(Ci(t,i . <j),t1>.m.tm+l..n)-II
define

f_ n e w (v n 1..k ,v e 1.-s) - . . . g ( c i( r 1 i. j ) , r 1 . i( Il ,v e m + 1 . .n) . . .~  

unfold on call f to give:

f_new(vn1 ..k-ve i..s )= T  IT— tgi[t,~A/,i ..j,t~/v1 ..n,ve/vm+1 M ]...~J 

T II—W l..m 's’*tm+1..n )— U
a ) if f is  n o n -re c u rs iv e  a n d  t m +1 n a re  a ll  v a r ia b le s  (unfo ld )

<= T  tt-..tf[t/v-| n]...J

b) if f_old(vn>j..k,ve1 ..s)= .-f(t~1 ..m' vem+1 ..n)— ~ G def_set; then {fold)

<= f_old(vo1t<klT  )

w here  (...f(t~1: m-vem +1..n )-~-te1..s-ve1..s-

vo1..k’vn1..k) —  gen_ren([...f(t1<>rnitm+1>>n )-II
c) otherwise {define & unfold) <= f__new(voi k.T ttteJi>>s )

where(...f(t~i m,vem +i n)...M e, s ,ve,..s ,

V01 ,.k'vn1 ..k) —  gen_ron|[...f(t1 J
define and add to def set

f_new(vni ..k.ve1>-s)= ...f(r1->mivem+1>-n)...~ 

unfold on call f to give:

f_new(vn1 ..s )» T  [[...tf[t~/v1 ..m,ve/vm+1 „n] -~ ] l

(8) T [...gCvQ^.ti . .m ^ m + l- .n  )—U

a) if g_old(vn0 ,vn-| k.ve1i>s)=...g(vn0ir 1> mivem+1 n)...~ €  def_set; then (fold)

<= g_old(v0,voi k.T )

where (...g(vn0>r 1..mivem+1>in)...-ite1>>s,ve1i>s,

v0 vo 1 ..k|Vn0vn 1 ..k) “  9 en_ ren[I-9(vo.ti..m,tm +i. .n )- Il

b) o th e rw is e  {define & unfold) <= g_new(v0 ,vo-j k-7  IItelll..s )

where(...g(vn0 , r i . . m,vem +i n)...~,te1 s ,vei s ,

v0vo 1..k-vn0vn1..k) “  g 0n- renI I - g ( vO-t1..m-tm +1..n)-]l 
define and add to def_set

g_new(vn0 ,vn1 >>k.ve 1 ..s )B- 9 ( vn0-r  1 ..m-vem+1 ..n )-~  
narrow on call g to give:

g_new(p1 .vn-, -k.ve1 s )= r  H-.-tg-j[t~/v-,..m ,ve/vm+1 ..n].»“'ll 

g_new(pr,vn1 _k.vei..s)= T  |...tgr[r/ v1><m,ve/vm+1>.n]...~]|
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(9) TII...g(to )— I

a) if g_old(ve0 ,vn1 ..klve1 iS )=...g(vn0 ,t“' i  ..m,vem+1 >>n)...~ G def_set; then (fold)

<= g_0ld(T ItoB.vo-i >k,T fftej 1 >>s ) 

where (...g(ve0ir 1..m,vem+1_>n)..."',t0te1>iS,ve0ve1^Sl

vo1..k>vn1..k) == gen_renII...g(toIt1„m,tm+i. . n ) - ]
b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= g_new(T [to]],vo1 k,T [teJi s )

where(...g(ve0,t~i m,vem+1 ^ ...“ .tote! s ,ve0ve-| s ,

vo1..k’vn1..k) - -  gen_renB...g(t0 .t1..In,tm+1 n)...l 
define and add to def_set

g_new(ve0,vn1 ..k.vei . . s )= -9 (ve0. t 'i  ..m,vem+1 

narrow on call g to give:

g .n e w ^ ,v n 1 <>k,ve1 _s )= T  K-.-tg-,[t~/v-,..m,ve/vm+1

g_new(pr,vn1 k,ve-i s )= T I...tgr[t~/v1 ..m,ve/vm+1

W H E R E

gen_ren[[v]] <= (v~,[],[],[v],[v~]) ! where v~ is a new variable

gen_rend  c(t-| J <= (c(t~iI..ir n),teJt,veJt,vo_lt,vn_lt)

where ( t ~ i. . rn,te_ltIve_lttvo J t Ivn Jt)«gen_ list[[t i..tnB

gen_renQ  (('!..m*,’m+1..n") I

<= vem+1 ..n ).> *J o lm+1 ..tn,v e J to v e m+1 n,voJt,vn_lt)

where (t"i m,teJt,ve_lt,voJt,vn_lt)==gen_list[Itoti mU 

gen_ren|I g t V M ,  n“)]

<=
(g(r 0 -r 1 ..m-v e m +1 ..n).te- tt<>tm +i. .t rvv e jt< > v e m+1i>niv o j t lv n jt)

where /m,teJttveJt,vo_lt,vn_lt7==gen_list[[tgti

g e n _ re n [g (t0-,ti..m<\tm +1..n-)]

«= (g(ve0 .t'i..m.vem+1..n)'te- l,<>totm+i- t nveJt<>ve0vem+1 n,
vo jt.vn jt)

where (t~i m,teJtIveJt,voJt)vnJt)==gen_listH t1 m5 

g e n j is t f t  t-j..tn ]l <= (t~i..t"'niteJt-j..teJtnive_lt-j..veJtn,voJt^..voJtn,vnJti..vnJtn)

where V i e  1..n (t~j,teJtjIveJtj,vo_ltjvn_ltjI)==gen_renf tj]]

Figure 3.7 - T Rules for Extended Deforestation Algorithm

3.3.5. An Example

We illustrate the increased capability of extended deforestation with a slightly more complex 
expression, second(prime()). This expression finds a list of alternate prime numbers. It uses the e- 
treeless function, prime (from Section 3.3.2), and a treeless function, second, as shown below.

d e c  second .second ' : list(alpha) -> list(alpha);

- - -second([]) <= []

- - -second(a::x) <=  se con d '(x )

— second'([]) <= []

— second '(a::x) <=  a::second(x)

In its original form, the expression presently constructs an intermediate list. This intermediate 
list can be eliminated by Extended Deforestation as shown by the transformation sequence in 
Figure 3 .8 ,  where two new function definitions, new _sieve  and n e w _sie ve ’, are introduced. The 
new definitions are correctly generalised using rule T9b, by extracting out all sub-terms
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(arguments) annotated as This generalisation enables the functions introduced to be 
successfully folded during transformation.

T  flsecond(prime()‘0’)]]

=> T  ttsecond(prime()) J ! T7a, unfold prime()

T  |second(sieve(inf_int(1))) ]] ! T 9b, define new_sieve

=> new_sieve(T [  inf_int(1) ]]) ! T  3

=> new_sieve(inf_int(T H 1 J)) ! T  2

=> new_sieve(inf _int(1))

d e f in e

- - -new_sieve( x“ ) <= second(sieve(x“ )) ! narrow sieve(x)

- - -new_sieve( []“ ) <= T  [[second([]) ] ! T 6a, unfold second

<= T i n i !T  2

«= []

- - -new_sieve( a::x“) <= T  l  second(a::sieve(filter(xIa))) J ! T 6a, unfold second
<= T  [[ second'(sieve(filter(x,a))) ]] ! T 9b, define new_sieve’
<= new_sieve'(T l  filter(x.a) }) !T  3

<= new_sieve’(filter(x,a))

d e f in e

— new_sieve'( xD) <= second'(sieve(xD)) ! narrow sieve(x)

— new_sieve'( []“) <= T  Hsecond'([]) B ! T 6a, unfold second'
<= T [ D 1 ! T  2

<= U

— new_sieve'(a::x°) <= T  |  second'(a::sieve(filter(x,a))) J ! T 6a, unfold second'

<= T  l  a::second(sieve(filter(x,a))) ]] !T  2

<= T[[ aj:^r |[ second(sieve(fitter(x,a))) J !T  1
<= a::T [[ second(sieve(filter(x,a))) J ! T 9a, Fold with new_sieve
<= a::new_sieve(T [  fitter(x.a) | ) !T  3
<= a::new_sieve(filter(x,a))

Figure 3.8 - Another Example of Extended Deforestation

3.3.6. Proof for Extended Deforestation Theorem

The proof for the Extended Deforestation Theorem will essentially follow that of the basic 
Deforestation Theorem in Section 3.2.6. Again, three lemmas have to be proved in order to 
support the validity of our theorem. These lemmas are:

Lemma 3.12 - Adherence to Extended Treeless Form
Each expression, which satisfies the theorem's condition of containing only 
constructors and e-treeless functions, can always be transformed by Extended 
Deforestation Algorithm to an equivalent e-treeless expression.

Lemma 3.13 - No Loss in Efficiency
Each expression transformed by the Extended Deforestation Algorithm will not 
result in a loss of efficiency, where efficiency is measured by the number of 
function calls invoked.

Lemma 3.14 - Termination of Algorithm T
Under the condition of the theorem, the Extended Deforestation Algorithm, 
using T rules, will always terminate.
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Proof for Lemma 3.12 (on e-treeless form')

Lemma 3.12 can be trivially shown to be correct by using structural induction on every 
expression and newly defined function that results from the transformation rules. Also, the 
equivalence between original and transformed expressions holds by the correctness of the 
unfold/fold rules.

Proof for Lemma 3.13 Ton efficiency!

No loss of efficiency results from the transformation because every define step in the rules is 
always accompanied by an unfold step. This ensures that there will be no net increases in the 
number of intermediate function calls being introduced. Furthermore, all non-linear arguments 
annotated as “ will always be variables before unfolding. Hence, these rules will never result in 
a transformed expression which is less efficient than the original expression.

Proof for Lemma 3.14 Ton termination'!

The termination proof for the Extended Deforestation Algorithm must again show that the size 
of expressions occurring during transformation is bounded (w.r.t. the original expression). In 
fact, we shall show that the RHS of each new function definition introduced (rather than each 
expression encountered) will have a size that is bounded w.r.t the given initial expression. If 
this can be established, then the number of different new functions which could be introduced 
(based on a finite set of function and constructor symbols) will also be finite. This means that 
each transformation of a given expression will have a finite number of define&unfold steps, 
with any re-occurrences handled by the corresponding fold steps. The other recursive rules can 
be separately shown to have some decreasing measure (or ordering) to confirm that there will 
only be finite sequences of their steps. The net effect of these separate proofs is to show that the 
total number of the recursive T steps will be finite (and therefore terminating) for any given 
application of the algorithm, under the conditions of the Extended Deforestation Theorem.

Thus, for the termination proof, we shall initially show that there is a measure (not the size of 
expression) that is bounded by all expressions occurring during transformation. After that, we 
shall show that the size of expressions used for new function definitions is, in turn, bounded 
by this measure. This would confirm that there is a finite number of define&unfold step for any 
given expression. Lastly, we shall outline the presence of a well-founded decreasing measure 
for the rest of the recursive T rules.

The measure, we shall show will be bounded, is the function nesting on arguments which are 
annotated as This nesting measure, 7{, can be defined as follows:

(t1..m'G’>tm+1..n0)J 

^ Il9  (to >tl ..m*’*m+1 ..n )!

0
max{tf|[t1]]i..X|[tn]]} 

m a x {1 + m a x {^ It I l1>tm} X | [ t l m + i..n} 

m ax {1+m ax {^ IIt0 ] ] X P l i . . m } X I I t l m + i..n} 

m a x {1 + m a x {^  It]] 1 m} X  ttt0 J X  It  Jm+1 ..n }
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where ^QtJh n is a short-hand notation for and max{}=0.

Notice that this measure is not directly related to the size of expressions because it ignores the 
constructors and sub-terms in parameter positions annotated as °. Notice further that each e- 
treeless expression will have an X  measure which is < 1.

The lemma, stating that this nesting measure is bounded by each transformation step of the T 
rules, is given below.

Lemma 3.14.1 - Nesting Measure, is bounded by the T Rules
The nesting measure, 7{y on expressions being transformed is bounded by all 
nine Extended Deforestation T rules.

For each transformation step, T  |[ 1 1 < = ..... T  |[ tj J .......V  i. X I 1 1 ^  XI tj 11

The proof for the lemma is presented in Figure 3.10. The crux of the proof is that all unfoldings 
of e-treeless function calls, with only variables in the arguments annotated as ", will never 
increase the nesting measure, X  Furthermore, since the T rules make use of the meta-function, 
gen_ren, to generalise and extract out sub-terms from the expression, we also need a secondary 
result in our proof which states that:

Lemma 3.14.2 - Each Nesting of Generalised and Extracted sub-terms is 
always less than the Source Expression

The generalised expression and each extracted sub-term from gen_ren will 
always has a nesting measure which is less than or equal to the source 
expression. This condition can be formally stated as follows:

XU ]]>max{^lir l,^ IteJ i_  s> where Sl_lj:,_)==gen_renff-t J •-
The proof for this secondary result can be shown by structural induction on each equation of 
gen_ren. This is detailed in Figure 3.9.

Having shown that the measure, X  is bounded by the rules, we shall now proceed to show that 
the size of expressions for new function definitions is, in turn, bounded as well. More 
specifically, we shall show that the size of generalised expressions from gen_ren (used by each 
new function definition) is bounded by the measure, X

We provide the rest of our proof in two parts. The first part shows that all the expressions 
(occurring during transformation) conform to a special grammar form. After this, we show that 
the size of generalised expressions from this special grammar form is bounded by the nesting 
measure, X

Part One - Expressions conform to a Special Grammar Form

We observe that in any finite program, there is always some maximum finite nesting on its 
constructor terms. Let us assume a very large number, say Q, to denote the maximum possible 
contiguous (unbroken by function call) constructor nestings for our program. We further 
assume that this limit is so large that it will never be reached in practice by any program. Using 
it, we can introduce an alternative grammar, eft, which implicitly states that such a limit exist, 
as follows:
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eft ::= eft{£I}
eft{x} ::= eftjx-1} | c(eft{x-1}i ,..,eft{x-1}n)

eft(O) :>  v |f(ett1..m<!',eftm+1..n-)|g(eft0*e f t 1 m*,eftm+1 

|g(elt0-,eft1-.m«'.eflm+1..n-)

These rules represent a class of grammars with different limits, n, that are progressively more 
general (cover larger classes of expressions) with bigger n. As this limit can be arbitrary large, 
we can always assume that there is some version of this class of grammars which will accept 
any expression that the original grammar, eft, accepts.

Correspondingly, the e-treeless form can also be specified in this manner with the grammar: 
et ::= et{Q}
et{x} ::= et{x-1} | c(et{x-1}1(..,et{x-1}n)

et{0} fid(v) | f(Vl vm+1 ..n°) | g(v0*  v-, ..m*  etvm+1 ..n)

I g(etv0°.v1..m‘fr-etvm+1..n“) 
etv v | et{£2}

Again, we permit an arbitrary large nesting, Q, of constructors to appear in the outer expression 
and in each argument, that is annotated as However, this time we also use a special identity 
function, fjc((v)=v, in place of each variable, v, found directly within a constructor term (not 
variables within a function call). The use of this special identity function does not involve a loss 
of generality or efficiency because they can be easily added or removed from the e-treeless 
expression. We can visualise this identity function as existing to separate out variables from 
constructors, through intermediate functions. With it, we can show that any substitutions of 
arguments, satisfying the grammar of eft{£2}, into the variables of a term of the above e-treeless ' '  
form, et{£2}, will result in a term which satisfies the original grammar form, eft{Q}. This 
condition will help to show that our transformation preserves the form of eft{Q}.

Using these alternative grammar forms, we can show that all expressions occurring under 
extended deforestation will always satisfy the grammar of eft{£2}. Such a result can be stated as 
follows:

Lemma 3.14.3 - Each expression, during deforestation, always satisfies
e ft{Q  }

Given an expression of the form, eft{Q}, for transformation by the Trules, the 
expression encountered during the recursive application of rules will continue 
to satisfy the same grammar form, eft{ft}.

The proof for Lemma 3.14.3 is given in Figure 3.11. In the proof, we also make use of the 
following secondary lemma which states that the generalised term and the extracted sub-terms 
from gen_ren will always satisfy the grammar form of eft{Q}.
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Lemma 3.14.4 - Each Generalised or Extracted Subterm of eft{ft} always 
satisfies eft{ft}

Given a term, ...t..., together with the extracted subterms, te-j s, and the 
generalised term, ...t~...~, as shown below.

s,_,_)==gen_ren[I ...t... J
If the term, ...t..., satisfies eft{Q}, then the extracted subterms and generalised 
term will continue to satisfy the grammar of eft{£2}. This can be formally stated 
as follows:

...t... e eft{&} => (V i e 1..s tej e eft{£2}, t~e eft{£2}, V  x e eft{Q} => ...x...~ e

eft{Q})

The proof for this secondary result is trivial because the corresponding grammar the generalised 
expressions, eft~{Q}:

eft~ := eft~{£2}

eft~{x} := eft~{x-1} [ c(eft~{x-1}i ,..,eft*~{x-1 }n)

elt'fO} v |f(eft~1..m'!,,vem+1 n") | g fe tt 'o^e fT , m*,vem+1 n‘)

| g(ve0-,eft~l m*,vem + 1 n -)

is a subset of the grammar of eft{Q} where all arguments annotated as - are generalised to 
variables. Thus, each extracted subterm from the generalised expressions will also satisfy the 
grammar form of eft{Q}.

Part Two - Size of Generalised Terms is bounded by

The size of generalised term, satisfying the grammar form eft~{Q}, must now be shown to be 
bounded by function nesting, We introduce a new measure, S, on the actual nesting of all 
constructors and functions to denote the actual size of expressions as follows.

5 |vB = 0
s  |[c(t1,..ltn)]| = 1+max{5 tttj}

S  If ( ^ . .m ^ W l. - r f ) !  -  1+max{5 [ t j }

US O o * t1 ..m *tm+1..rOl “ 1+max{5 [[to]],..,5 H tJ}

S  Hg (to^1..m‘C3-tm+1..n°)ll -  1+max{5 |[tn]]}

This size measure, S, can be shown to be bounded by the function nesting, 7̂ , as stated in the 
following lemma.

Lemma 3.14.5 - Size, 5, of Generalised Expression is bounded by
The nesting measure, 7{, directly bounds the size, 5, of generalised expression, 
denoted by eft'".

In fact, we can prove that the following bounded relation, s  [ eft~{Q}]] < Q+1+ (f̂ +1)* -̂1[ eft~{Q}]], 

holds for each generalised terms, eft~{£2}. This proof is given in Figure 3.12 by showing the 
relation holds for each case of the grammar rule, eft~{x}.

The presence of a bound on the size of each new function definition, together with a finite 
(initial) set of constructor and function symbols implies that the number of new definitions 
introduced is bounded. This means that there is a finite number of different (modulo renaming) 
new function definitions which could be introduced. As a result, the number of define&unfold
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steps (T7c,8b,9b) will be finite for the transformation of each expression, that satisfies the 
Extended Deforestation Theorem conditions. The other (recursive) Trules, can be divided into 
two groups, namely:

1) those which operate on successively smaller sub-expressions,
T 2,3,4,5,7b,8a,9b, and

2) the direct unfold rules (T6a,7a) and the define&unfold rule (T6b), without 
the corresponding fold rules.

The rules of the first group have a decreasing measure (size of expression) and cannot therefore 
have infinite sequences between themselves. The rules of the second group are a little 
problematic because they do not decrease the size of expressions. However, the unfold steps of 
rules T 6a,6b propagate constructor terms outwards. There is therefore a decreasing measure on 
the number of deep constructors that are present in the expression (after each application of 
these rules). Correspondingly, the direct unfold step of 77a replaces a non-recursive function 
by its set of auxiliary functions. We could again use the function hierarchy numbers (see 
Section 3.2.5) to show that the overall expression has a decreasing measure whenever a non- 
recursive function call is unfolded. This would give a well-founded measure for rule 77a.

These two well-founded decreasing measures can be combined with the size of expressions to 
give a more complex measure that is decreasing for these two groups of recursive T rules. A 
detailed proof for such a well-founded measure is given in [Chin90]. This proof is very similar 
in style to that given in Appendix 5 for the Basic Deforestation Algorithm.

With this well-founded measure, each sequence of steps involving these rules will always be 
finite. As these finite sequences of steps could only occur among a finite number of the 
define&unfold rules, the overall sequence of (recursive) steps could never be infinite. Hence, 
the Extended Deforestation Algorithm will terminate under the conditions of its theorem.
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P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  3 .1 4 .2
P ro v e :  F o r  e a c h  e q u a t i o n  o f  m e t a - f u n c t i o n ,  g e n _ r e n

X ttt ] > m a x { X l t ~  J X I t e J t  ] } w h e r e ( t ~ , t e j t , _ , _ , j = = g e n _ r e n l t  1

C a s e  (1 ) t=v :
From definition of X  X l v ] = 0

-  max{ X E v ~  5}

Hence: ] > m a x { X I I v ~ ]}  w h e r e ( v ~ , [ ] , _ ,_ , j = = g e n _ r e n l v  ]

C a s e  (2 )  t=c(t-j , . . , t n ) :

From definition of X  X I c (t-| ." .tn ) ] = m a x {X  p i  ] , . . ,X  I t n ]}

Given V i e  1..n (t~j,teJtj,_,_I_)==g©n_r©n[Iti ], 

by induction, we have V ie  1..n m ax{X  |[tj ]}> m a x {X  [[t~j ] X  fftejtj ]]} 

thus: tflc(ti,..,tn) 1 > m ax{^  It~1 ] ] , . . X i r n D X IIte J t

From definition of X  > m ax{X  Jc (t~i ,..,t~n)]],X Itejt]-|_ n}

Hence: Xlc(t-|,..,tn) ] > max{ X  [[c (t~^ ,..,\~n) W  It e j t ]  1 _<n}

w h e r e  (c  ( t j  , . . ,t~ n ) ; t e j t i  n ,_ ,_ , J = = g e n _ r e n I c ( t i  , . . , t n ) 1

C a s e  (3 ) t=f(ti . . m ^ m + l  ..n ) •
From definition of X

^ I , (t1 ..m -tm + 1 ..n ) 1 = m ax{1+m ax{X  I t ] ^ >m}, X  I t ] m + 1 ..n }

Given V i e  1..n ( t~ j,te _ ltj,_ ,_ ,_ )= = g e n _ r en [[tj  ],

by induction, w e h ave V i e 1..m  m ax{ X  Itj ] } > m a x { X  I t J  ] X  I t e j t  ],}

Thus: tflf(ti..m.tm +1..n)l *  m ax{1+m ax{X  I t ~ ]  i . >m,X  t t t e j t ]  X  I t ] m+1 „n }

> max{1+max{X It~ ] i..m},1+max{X Ete jt] ^  m}, X  I t ] m+1..n}

> m ax{1+m ax{X  I t ~ ] i . . m },X  I t e j t ]  1 m, X  I t ] m+1 „ n >

From definition of X  : > m a x{X  If ( t j  .m ,vem+1 n ) ] , X  t t t e j t ]   ̂..m , X  Et] m+1 „n }

Hence: X I f ( t i . . m .tm + 1 ..n ) 1 ^  m a x{X  fff ( t ~ i . .m ,v e m+1 >n ) I X  E t e J t ] 1--m , X  C t ]m+1->n}

w h e r e  (f (t~ 1 . .m ,v e m+1 . .n )Jm +1 . . J O i . . n ._ l_ . J = = g e n _ r e n I f ( t 1 . .m ,tm +1 , .n ) ]

C a s e  (4 ) t= g (t0 * , t 1 m * t m+1 >n“) : Sim ilar to C a s e  (3)

C a s e  (5 ) t= g (t0° ,t1 tm+1 n“) : Sim ilar to C a s e  (3)

Figure 3.9 - Proof of Lemma 3.14.2 (gen_ren produces smaller terms)

P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  3 .1 4 .1
A s s u m e  L e m m a  3 .1 4 .2 : x i t ] £ m a x { x i t ~ ] ] . X I t e ] i  s }

where (t~,te-| s ,_,_,J==gen_ren[It 1

P ro v e :  F o r  e a c h  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  s t e p ,  T i t ]  < = ........... T  I tj ] ...........V i. X 1 1  ]  > X I  h ]

Case for Rule T  1 - v : nothing to prove 

Case for Rule T 2 -  c(t-j ,..,tn) :

From the definition:Xlc(ti,..,tn) ] = m ax{Xttti].--.XPnIli

• thus V ie 1 . .n  X lt j  ] ^ X I c ( J  ,..,tn)]

Case for Rule T 3 - f(v  ̂..mitrn+1 ..n) •

From the definition: X If ( v i  m,tm+1 ..n) ] -  max{ X I *  ] m+1 n}

• thus V ie  m+1..n X P i  ] < X If (v i. .m,tm +i..n)]

Case for Rule T 4  - gCvg^.v-i ..m^rn+l ..n): Similar to Case for Rule T 3 

Case for Rule T 5  - g(to“.v i..nvtm+1..n) • Similar to Case for Rule T 3
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Case for Rule T 6  - ...g(Cj(t*i j)*,t1<>m*s,,tm+1 where g(ci(vi'..vj,),v1..vn)=tgj:

a) tm+i n are variables:

From Definition: t f |g  (Cj(t'ii.j).ti..rrvtm+1..n) 3
-  max{1+ max{ ..jX lIt li ..m W  IM m + l ..n} 

Since tm+-| n are variables ■  1+ max{r?sn[t,]]1 . . jX P

Since g is e-treeless, ^ [ tg j  J< 1 > ^fftgj J+  max{ ^ p l i t t t j  1 ..mJ

^ tfltgj [t*/v*i ..j.t/v-i ..m,t/vm+1 n] 1

Adding a context to each side:

• [f/v^ jft/v1 n]...u< ^ [...g (c i(t’1..j),t1..m,tm+1..n)... 1

b) otherwise:
From Lemma 3.14.2 on gen_ren:

^ E  — g (ci(t 1..j)>t1..m>tm+1..n)—  3
> max{3^l[...g(Cj(t,~ 1 ..m,vem+i n)...~ I X l t e J i  s }

• Thus : V  i e 1..s: r^Ite,]] < ̂ ([...g (c-^t  ̂ p.t-, <<m,tm+1 >n)... 1 

Also, From Definition: X  Ig(Cj(t'~i..j).t~i..m>vem+1..n) 3

« max{1+ max{ X W ~ h  . j X t t H i  ..m )X Eve ]]m+1 n}

*  1 + m a x {^ | r i l1 m }

Since g is e-treeless, ^E tgj 1< 1 > ^ It g j l+ m a x {^ [ [ t ’‘'Il i jX [[t~]]i m}

> t f| tg j[r  /v\ :yC  /v-j >m,ve/vm+i n] 1

• Thus: ...tgj[v’ /v’-| j,t~ /v1t.m,ve/vm+1>>n]...~B< tf|[...g (Cj(t,1..jMi..m,trn+i >.n)... 1

Case for Rule T 7  ...f (ti..m‘s\tm +i >>n“)..., where f(v-j,..,vn)=tf:

From Lemma 3.14.2 on gen_ren:

^ E - f ( t i - m 'tm +1..n)- 1 *  max{^[[...f(r1 ..m,vem+1 n)...~ J X E te  ^ . . s }
a) tm+i n are variables: Similar to Case for Rule T 6a

b) apply fold against old definition:

• From Lemma3*.14.2: V re 1 ..s 't ,‘X E teil3^^(E— ^(fi..nvtrTr+1..n)— 3 ‘
c) otherwise: Similar to Case for Rule T6b  

Case for Rule T  8 - . . .g fV Q ^  tm+1

From Lemma 3.14.2 on gen_ren:

^E --g (vo>t1 ..m*tm+1 ..n)"- 3 -  m ax{^E -g(vn0 -r 1 ..m-vem+1 . .n ) - “' l ^ E t e  I l ^ . s } :
a) apply fold against old definition:

• From Lemma 3.14.2: V  i e 1..s: ^ E te jB < # E --9 (v0 't1..rTvtm+1..n)"- 3
b) otherwise:

• From Lemma 3.14.2: V  i e 1..s: #Etej]]<#E—9(v0>t1..m>tm+1..n) — 3 
Also, From Definition: #E9(vno-t~1..m-vem+1..n) 3

= max{1 + max{^[[vn0]]Xp~ ]]i >m }Xttve]]m+1 n}

-  1+ max{ 3 t̂tt~]|1 m }

For each equation g(pj,vi,..,vn)=:tgj: 

Since g is e-treeless, X I tgj I  < 1 >

>
^I[tgj]|+max{:^|ir B1>m}
^Etgj[v' N \  .j,t~ /v1..m,ve/vm+1 n] 1

• Thus: ^ E - t g j [ V  /v*i_j,t N-\..m,ve v̂m+1 ..nl-" 3 - ^ E " * 9 (v0^1..m*^m+1..n)-" 3 
Case  for Rule T  9 -...g(to°.ti..mK>-tm+1..n“)— : Similar to Case for Rule T 8

Figure 3.10 - Proof of Lemma 3 . 1 4 . Is bounded)
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Proof o f Lemma 3.143
Assume Lemma 3.14.4: ...t... e eft{£2} => (V  i e 1..s te e  eft{ft}, t~e eft{Q}

, V x  e eft{Q} => ...x...~ e eft{Q}) where (...t~...~,te-| s,_,_>=gen_ren[I...t... fl

Prove: F o r each step, t  [[ t ]] <=.....t  I  tj J ...... V i. t e eft{£2} => tj e eft{Q}

Case for Rule T  1 - v : nothing to prove 
Case  for Rule T  2 - c(t-) ,..,tn) :

c(t-| ,..,tn) e eft{£2} =» c(ti ,..,tn) e c(eft{Q-1}1 ,..,eft{Q-1}n)

• thus V ie  1..n => tjeeft{Q-1}

=> tj e eft{£2}

Case for Rule T  3 - f ^  tm+1 n“) :

hvi ..m^m+l ..n) 6 e^ {^ } => f(v1..m>Vn+1..n) 6 f(eft{£2}i-JT),eft{£2} m+1..n)

• thus V ie  m+1..n => tj e eft{Q}

Case for Rule T  4 - g(vo* v 1..m'Cs'tm+1..n°) • similar to case for T  3 

Case for Rule T  5 - g(to“*v i..m'0’'tm+1..n°) : similar to case for T  3

Case for Rule T  6 - ...g (C j(tY /M i..m^ t m+1 n“)...f where g(ci(v1,..vj,),v1..vn)=tgi: 

a) tm+i n are variables:

...g (cj(t-j j),t-j m,tm +i n)... e eft{Q}=*

Since g is e-treeless, tgj e et{£2}, =>

• Adding the context - ■ =>. ■ 

b) otherwise:

From Lemma 3.14.4 on gen_ren =>

• Thus: each extracted term =>

Also, =>

Since g is e-treeless, tgj e et{Q}, =>

• Adding the generalised context: =>

Case for Rule T  7 ...f (t-j m*,tm+1

a) tm+i n are variables: Similar to Case for T  6a

b) apply fold against old expression:

From Lemma 3.14.4 on gen_ren =>

• Thus: each extracted term, =*

c) otherwise : Similar to the generalise, define,

9 (cih'l ..jMl ..m^m+1 ..n)

e g (Cj(eft{Q-1}1#tj),eft{Q}1><m,vm+1i>n)

V i e  1..j t'je eft{Q-1},V i e 1..m tje eft{Q} 

tgj [t’/v’̂  j.t/vi ..m.t/vm+1>>n] e eft{ft}

'••tgj [tVv'-j >>j,t/v1 „m,t/vm+1 ..„]••* €--eft{£2F- -

- 9  (ci(r 'l..j)-r 1..m-vem+1..n) G eft{Q ) . 

V i e  1..s tej e eft{Q}

tej e eft{Q}

V i e  1..j t~'je eft{Q-1},V i e 1..m t~je eft{£2}

*9i h~7v’l ..j*t~/v 1 ..m>ve/vm+1 ..nl 6 eft(Q } 

•••t9i[rV v ,1..j-r / v 1..m-ve/vm +1..n]-~  € eft(^ }

- M t i . . m^ m + 1..n“) e eft{Q} , 

V  i e 1..s tej e eft{£2} 

tej e eft{£2} 

unfold step of T  6b
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Case  for Rule T  8 ...g(v0,s,It1e.m's,,tm +i..n0)....

a) apply fold against old expression: Similar to Case for T  7b
b) otherwise:

From Lemma 3.14.4 on gen_ren =>

• Thus: each extracted term

Also,

For each equation, g(pj,vi,..,vn) =tg; 

Since g is e-treeless, tgj e et{£2},

• Adding the generalised context:

- 9  (v0 't~1..m'vem+1..n) e eft(n } - 

V i e  1..s tej e eft{Q} 

tej e eft{£2}

V ie  1..m t"j e eft{Q)

*9i [v'/v'l..j'r / v 1..m.ve/vm+1..n] c ef<fO} 
[vW1..i.r / Vl..m.ve/vm+1..n]-~ 6

Case for Rule T  9 - ...g(to°,ti ..m^.tm+i >>n“)...: Similar to Cases for T  8

Figure 3.11 - Proof of Lemma 3.14.3 (eft{Q ) Is preserved)

Proof o f Lemma 3.14.5
To Prove: For each grammar case of eft~{x}, 5feft~{x}]]< (x+ 1)+ (n+ 1 ) * ? { |eft~{x}]

Case (1), when x*0, eft~{x} -> eft~{x-1}:

To Prove: S  Reft~{x-1}] < (x+1 )+(£2+1 ) * X  Heft~{x-1}]]

By Induction: S  I[eft~{x-1}]) < ((x-1)+1)+(Q+1)*7^ |eft~{x-1}]]

=> < (x)+(Q+1)*^Ieft~{x-1}II

=* < (x+1)+(Q+1)Xtteft~{x-1}I
Hence the above proof.

Case (2), when x*0, eft{x) ^  c(eft~{x-1)i ....eft^x-l}^."

To Prove: 5  [[c(eft~{x*1 }-| ,..,eft~{x-1 }n)]J < x+1 +(ft+1 )*7^|Ec(eft~{x-1 }i ,..,eft~{x-1 }n)]]

From Definition: 5  |c(eft~{x-1}i ,..,eft~{x-1}n)J]

-  1 +max{5 fleft~{x-1 }•( ]],.. ,5 |eft~{x-1}n]}

From Induction V  i e 1..n,5 |[eft{x-1}j]]< (x-1)+1+(Q+1)*7f[[eft{x-1}j]l :

< 1+max{(x-1)+1+(Q+1)‘7^I[eft{x-1}i]] ,..,(x-1)+1+(Q+1)*:7^[[eft{x-1}n]l} 

=> < 1 +(x-1 )+1 +(£2+1 )*max{7if[[eft{x-1} -jJ ...XJeftfx-l } n]]}

=> < x+1+(fi+1)*max{7^|eft{x-1}-|] ,..X[[eft{x-1 }n]}

From the Definition of ?{: < x+1 +(£2+1 )*?*£|[c(eft~{x-1} -j ,..,eft~{x-1 }n) J 

Hence the above proof.

Case  (3), when x*=0, eft{x) -> v:

To Prove: S  |v]] < 1+(£2+1)*?£ Rvl

By the definitions of + and *:

0 < 1+(£2+1)*0
Hence, by the definitions of s  and ?{, we have:

5  HvJ < 1+(£2+1)X |[v]l
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Case (4). when x=0, eft{x} -^f(eft~{Q)i m*,v m +-| n°):

To Prove: 5 |[f(eft~{i2>1 ..m,vm+i _n)]| < (0+1)+(£2+1)XIIf(eft~{Q}1 ..m,vm+1 ..n)B 

From Definition: 5  |[f(eftM{£2>i..m.vm +i ..n)B

-  1+max{5 Heft~{^}li m}

From Induction V ie  1..m, 5  [eft{f^}j|< Q+1+(Q+1)*7^|[eft{Q}j]] :

< 1+max{fl+1+(fl+1 W le ft lf i} ! ] )  ,..,Q +1+(Q +1)X  ffeft{Q}m]]}

< 1+max{(Q+1)*(1+^|[eft{Q}1]l ),..,(Q+ir(1+tf |[eft{£2}ml)}

< 1+(Q+1)‘(1+max{3^|[eft{Q}]li>>m})

From the Definition of < 1+(n+1)*^Uf(eft"{Q}-j m,vm+i n)]]

Hence the above proof.

Case (5), when x=0, eft{x} - » g(eft~{£l}o*,eft~{f2}i m*,vm+-| n“): Similar to Case (4)

Case (6), when x=0, eft{x} g(vg°,eft~{£2}-j ,.m* vm +1..r0: Similar to Case (4)

Figure 3.12 - Proof of Lemma 3.14.5 (s Is bounded by 7{ for all generalised terms)

3.3.7. A Minor Improvement to Extended Deforestation

There is a minor improvement possible to rule T3 of Extended Deforestation. Previously, this 
rule left each outer f-type function call, which is already e-treeless, unchanged. This is not the 
most desirable thing to do because non-recursive f-type function calls, which do not cause any 
loss of efficiency, can always be improved by direct unfolding. Thus, we can change T 3 to the
following:

(3) T |f (v-j ..m*f*m+1..n ‘
a ) if f is  n o n -r e c u r s iv e  a n d  tm + -j n a r e  a ll  v a r ia b le s /c o n s ta n ts

<= T [ [ t f  [v /v1>im,t /v m + 1 . .n ] ... I l

b )  o th e r w is e  <= f ( v ^ v ^ T  I t  Hm + l. .n )

The new direct unfold step (T3a) need not introduce any new function definition because the f- 
type call, being non-recursive, cannot re-occur by unfolding. In addition, Lemmas 3.14.1 to
3.14.5 of the termination proof continue to hold with this new step.

Notice that this improvement can only be applied to T 3 and not to analogous rules, T 4 and 5, 
of g-type function calls. This is because g-type function calls cannot be directly unfolded 
because we would like to adhere to the language restriction of one pattern-matching parameter 
per g-type function.
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3.4. Deforestation for First-Order Expressions

Thus far, both the basic and extended Deforestation Algorithms are only applicable to 
expressions composed solely from treeless functions. But what about those expressions which 
use a mix of treeless and non-treeless functions? Such expressions may still contain 
intermediate terms that are worth eliminating and we should strive to extend our technique to 
work for them as well!

L e t  us look at an example of a non-treeless function, called revjlatten, as shown below.
d e c  revjlatten : list(list(alpha)) -> list(alpha);

- - -revJlatten(Q) <= [] ;

— revjlatten(a::x) <= append^vJIattenM ^.a"5’) ;

This function operates on a list of lists and is used to simultaneously flatten and reverse the outer 
list. The main reason why the above function is non-treeless is that its second equation contains 
a recursive term in the first parameter (annotated as +) of the append function call. As a result, 
the Extended Deforestation Algorithm cannot guarantee the safe transformation of expressions 
which use this non-treeless function. This includes the RHS expression of the function itself.

For example, if we attempt to transform the RHS of revjlatten definition, using T, we will 
simply enter into non-termination as shown in Figure 3.13. Here, we get progressively larger 
intermediate function definitions, revjlatten-|,revjlatten2 ,.., revjlatten^,.., being introduced as 
new functions!

— revjlatten([]) < * T il DJ ! T 2
<= []

— revjlatten(a::x) <= T  [[ append(revjlatten(x),a) 1 ! T 9b, define revjlatten ̂

<= revjlatten i (x,a)

define
— revjlatteni (x,a-|) <= append(revjlatten(x),ai) ! narrow revjlatten

— revjlatten-|([],ai) <■ T  H append(Q,a-|) I ! T 6a

<= T il a1 1 ! T 1

<= a 1

— revjlatten-j (a2 "x,a-|) <= T I  append(append(revjlatten(x),a2 ),a-j) J ! T 9b, define rev_flatten2

<= revjlatten2(x,a2,ai)

define
— revjlatten2(x,a2,ai) <= append(append(revjlatten(x),a2 ),ai) ! narrow revjlatten

define
— revJlatten|sj(xIafVj..ai) <= append(...append(revjlatten(x),ajg)...,ai) ! narrow revjlatten

Figure 3.13 - An Unsuccessful Application of T on a mix of treeless and non-
tree less functions

The main reason for this non-termination is that the revjlatten function is itself non-treeless and 
should n£i therefore be selected for unfolding. Unfolding such non-treeless function calls will
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simply result in successively larger expressions, and violate the bounded nesting measure 
property. Under our consumer-producer model, this kind of recursive functions are actually the
bad producers!

There is simply no way in which revjlatten can be converted to treeless form by the purely 
unfold/fold means of the deforestation algorithm. Only special transformation techniques which 
make use of semantic laws, like associativity, may possibly be able to convert such functions to 
e-treeless form. However, this use of laws is not generally automatable.

All is not lost, as there is one very neat method (or trick!) which could be used to make any 
non-treeless expression appear treeless. This method involves the use of the let construct to 
extract out the offending subterm, so that the expression becomes pseudo-treeless. The earlier 
equation for revjlatten can be made pseudo-treeless by this trick, as follows:

- - -revjlatten(a::x) <= let v==revjlatten(x) In append(v.a) ;

Here, a local variable, v, is introduced by the let construct to abstract out the offending sub
term, revjlatten(x), in append(v.a). The overall effect of this is that both subexpressions, 
revjiatten(x) and append(v.a), of the let construct are now treeless. As a result, the entire equation 
appears treeless.

One caveat in this use of let constructs is that it is too general and can actually convert anv 
expression into pseudo-treeless form. This is a cause for concern because we ought to avoid 
pseudo-treelessness if an expression can be deforested into genuine treeless form. As an 
example, let us look at the sumdb function.

— sumdb(x) <= sum(double(x)) ;

This definition contains a nesting of two treeless functions, sum and double. It is not yet treeless 
but can be transformed into genuine treeless form by the deforestation algorithm. As such, it 
would be unnecessary to use the pseudo-treeless let construct, in the following way:

— sumdb(x) <= let v==double(x) In sum(v) ;

The trouble with the pseudo-treeless form is that the abstracted intermediate term has not been 
eliminated. It is merely separated out to make the overall expression appears treeless. Because 
of this, pseudo-treeless let constructs should only be used when deforestation rules cannot 
cope. In the next few sub-sections, we shall present a safe generalisation of Extended 
Deforestation which will only introduce let constructs when really needed. This safe 
generalisation will allow deforestation to be applicable to any first-order expressions.

3.4.1. Universal Treelessness

We shall call a new treeless form which uses the pseudo-treeless let construct, the universal 
treeless form, and formally define it as follows.
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Definition 3.15 - Universal Treeless Form
A term is said to be universal treeless if it satisfies the grammar below: 

ut ::= 
ut’ ::=

where v-|..vm are variables annotated +, and ut’m+1..ut’n are argument terms 
annotated and g and f are universal-treeless functions.

Correspondingly, a function is said to universal treeless, if its definition is 
made up of universal treeless terms.

This new universal treeless, or u-treeless, form is a simple generalisation of e-treeless form 
with the addition of a let construct. To simplify matters, we have restricted this let construct to 
be present only as an outermost construct. This does not involve a loss of generality because 
inner and nested let constructs can always be removed by replacing them with intermediate 
functions. Also, we shall restrict the use of this let construct to be present only in the f-type 
functions, again, without loss of generality.

With this universal treeless form, we propose a corresponding deforestation theorem as 
follows:

Theorem 3.16 - Universal Deforestation
Any first-order term, containing only constructors and universal treeless 
functions, can be effectively transformed, by Universal Deforestation 
Algorithm, to an equivalent universal treeless term, without any loss of 
efficiency.

The transformation algorithm, referred by this new theorem, is: a simple generalisation of fhe ’ ̂  
Extended Deforestation Algorithm. Apart from the original nine T rules (in Figure 3.7), we 
need two more rules (to deal with the let constructs and f-type functions containing the let 

constructs). These two rules are presented in Figure 3.14, as rules T 10 and T 7d.

Rule T 10 preserves each outermost let construct by transforming just its sub-expressions, 
while T 7d is an alternative step of T 7. This alternative step handles each expression which 
contains an innermost f-type function call with a let construct. We can view each function, with 
a let construct, as a function which is pseudo-treeless. If it appears in the expression as an 
innermost function call, then it can be unfolded by T 7d; but we also need the following 
distributive law:

to allow the let construct to be made outermost. This law is used implicitly in T  7d and is 
always allowed because let constructs are not nested under our language restrictions. It is 
useful because the presence of outermost let construct makes it easier for our rules to identify 
all f-type functions which are pseudo-treeless (or bad producers).

... let v==ti in tg--- => let v==t-| in ...t2 -.. .
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(7) T  [•••<(ti..m'C>>tm+1..n )"*H
d) if f(v1,..,vn)=let v*=tl-| in tl2  then

<= f_new (vo-, k ,T  IteJ-i s ) 

w h e r e ( . . . f ( t ~ i  m ,v e m +1 >>n) . . . ““.te - ,..s .v e i  . .s ,

v o 1 ..k *v n 1..k ) - -  g e n _ re n [[ . . .f ( t i  m - tm + l- .n )— !
define

f_new(vn1J<Ive1 _s )=...f(t~1..m,vem + 1 _n)...~ 

unfold on call f to give:
f_ n e w (v n 1 k .v e ^  s ) - le t  v . . T | t l - |  [ t~ /v 1 n ,v e /v m+1 n]J in  

r l - . t l j r / v ,  . .n ,v e /v m +1

(10) T jlet v==ti int2l  <= letv « - T  ttt-jl in T

Figure 3.14 - Two Additional Rules to Deal with the let construct

3.4.2. Proof of Universal Deforestation Theorem

The proof for Universal Deforestation Theorem follows by extending from the proof of the 
Extended Deforestation Theorem in Section 3.3.6. Like the original nine rules of Extended 
Deforestation, each of the two new rules for Universal Deforestation could only produce terms 
which are u-treeless (by structural induction). In addition, they do not cause a loss in efficiency 
because each intermediate function defined is always compensated by an unfold step.

Additional Proof Cases fo r  Lemma 3.14.1

Pro\e\ The nesting measure, 7{ , on expressions being transformed is also 
bounded by rule T 7d and 10.

Assume', ^ t  J>m ax{#| [f 'l,^| Ite ]]1 s } where (t~.te1 SI_,_,_)==gen_renlIt 1 
Case for Rule T7 ...f (ti..m‘°\tm +1..n“)... : 

d) given f(vi ,..,vn)=let v==tl-| in H2

From Lemma on gen_ren, we have:

^tt-..f(ti..m.tm +1..n)- 1 *  m ax{^...f(t~1..m,vem+1 n)...~ IXHteJ-j s }

• Thus : V  i e 1..s : 7^[tej]l<3\(|[...f(ti -m.tm+l ..n)-- 1

• Also, From Definition: ^llf(t~i.-m>vem+1 ..n) J

-  max{1 + max{ X H ~ h  ..m W live Jm+1 n}}

> 1+ m a x {t f [n 1t.m}
Since f is u-treeless, ?^|[let v==tl-| in t^ I  ̂  1

> 9 f[le tv« tli intl2l+max{^[t~]li m}
> max{^tttl1IlXiItl2l}+max{^'It~ Hi m}
> max{ X I tl-| 1+ max{ |[t 1  ̂ m} , X I tl2 ll+ max{

> max{ X l^ -\  [t"/v-| ..n,ve/vm+1 n] 1 X 1  tl2 [t~/v-| ..n,ve/vm +i n] 1}

Thus: ...tl2 [t /v-| >n,ve/vm+-j n]... J<  ^tt-..f(tii.rn.tm+ i..n )-" 1

and ^ [ t lf it  /v-j n,ve/vm+i n] ]J< 7^I...f(ti m,tm+i n)... 1 

Case for Rule T  10 let v==t-j in t2  :
From Definition:^[[let v==tli in t^J ■  max{ ^|[tli]] X d t ^ I }

Therefore, X l^ - \ l  < X  flet v==tl-j in tl2]], X l ^  <^fl[let v==tl-| in tl2I]

Figure 3.15 - Additional Proof of Lemma 3.14.1 to show that X Is bounded by the
new Universal Deforestation Rules
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Most importantly, the two new rules do not cause the termination property to be lost. This is 
because they continue to bound the function call nesting measure H; given in Section 3.3.6, 
when we include the following additional definition.

^ R l e t  v = = t i  i n  t 2 I  -  m a x { 3 ^ I t i B . 3 ^ I t 2 D }

The proof that this nesting measure is bounded by the two new rules is given in Figure 3.15. 
Furthermore, the restriction on single outer let construct helps to ensure that there will never be 
more than one such construct in our expression. As a result, the actual size of expressions 
occurring during transformation will continue to be bounded by % Thus, the proof that T 
terminates goes through, as before.

3.4.3. Converting Functions to Universal Treeless Form

The Universal Deforestation Theorem, as presented, is directly formulated for dealing with 
individual expressions. But what is really needed is a re-formulation of deforestation to 
transform individual functions to u-treeless form. We refer to this process of transforming 
individual function to treeless form as conversion, and define it as follows:

Definition 3.17 - Function Conversion
A function, k, which can either be an f- or g-type definition,

-  -  - k ( v - |  , . . , v n ) < =  t

o r  -  - - k ( p 1 , v 1 , . . , v n ) < =  t-(

-  -  - k ( p r , v 1 , . . l v n ) < =  t r  w h e r e  p j = C j

is considered to be successfully converted to a universal treeless function 
if and only if the application of the deforestation algorithm,. T, to each,
RHS term of the function's definition (as shown below) will terminate and 
result in universal treeless expression.

--------k ( V !  , . . . v n )  < =  T i t ] ]

o r  - - - k ( p 1 , v 1 , . . , v n ) < =  T U t - i B

- - - k ( p r , v 1 , . . , v n ) < =  T ] t r l

With the help of the let constructs, we claim that it is always possible to convert any first-order 
function safely to an equivalent u-treeless function. This result can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 3.18 - Universal Conversion
All first order functions can be safely converted to universal treeless form.

The proof for this Conversion Theorem can be given by showing the following three main 
results, which together support the validity of the theorem.

• applying conversion, in a bottom-up manner, will help ensure that 
auxiliary functions are always converted (to u-treeless form) before the 
main function

• non-recursive functions, with auxiliary functions which are u-treeless, can 
always be successfully converted.

• recursive functions, with auxiliary functions which are u-treeless, can also 
be successfully converted.

These three results will be given in the next few sub-sections.
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3 .4 .3 .1 . Bottom-Up Conversion Strategy
The set of functions of any given programs is normally specified in a defining hierarchy with 
each function making possible use of both its auxiliary as well as its mutually recursive 
functions. The auxiliary functions are those which are lower in the defining hierarchy, while the 
mutually recursive functions are considered to be at the same level. As each expression to be 
deforested must make use of functions which are u-treeless, we will normally have to apply our 
conversion to auxiliary functions (which are lower in the hierarchy) before the main function 
and its mutual recursive set. This can be done through a bottom-up conversion strategy.

bottom_up(i,er\\r) <=
if visited(f.env) then env 
else

let mut_set = =  mutual_recursive{f,env) u  {f} in 
let aux_set = =  u  { auxiliary_fn{m) | m e mut_set} In 

a//_convert(rnut_set,a//_botton7_up(aux_set,env)); 
all_bottom_up{a\Jx_se\,env) <= 

if aux_set={} then env
else let (a, rest)==singleton_sp lit(aux_set) in 

all_bottom_up(res\,bottom_up(a,env)y, 
all_convert{mut_set,env) <=

if mut_set={} then env
else let (m, rest)==singleton_split(m ut_set) in 

a//_ con vert{ rest, con vert_and_mark(m, e n v ) );
WHERE

env - data containing function definitions, hierarchy and visited m arkings 
singleton_split - g iven a set, return an arbitrary element together with the set with 

that element removed.
visited - test if a  function has been marked a s  visited 
mutual_recursive - returns a set of mutual recursive functions 
auxiliary_fn - returns a  set of auxiliary functions
convert_and_mark - apply deforestation algorithm to function 's definition and — 

mark the function asrvisited

Figure 3.16 - Algorithm for Bottom-Up Conversion

The bottom-up conversion strategy would have to be recursively applied because the auxiliary 
functions may themselves be making use of other auxiliaiy functions. This recursive application 
can be specified as an algorithm in Figure 3.16. The given algorithm simultaneously considers 
each function and its set of mutually recursive functions (if any), in such a way that all their 
auxiliary functions are dealt with, before the main function and its recursive set. Each function 
which has been converted is marked as visited so that none of the function is ever transformed 
more than once. If this is not done, some functions may be processed more than once because 
we normally have a graph rather than tree structure for the defining hierarchy.

With this strategy, we can inductively assume when considering a function for conversion, that 
its auxiliary functions will have been converted to universal treeless form. This assumption is 
used in the next two lemmas on function conversions.

3 .4 .3 .2 . Conversion fo r Non-Recurslve Functions
Each function of a given program is either recursive or non-recursive. We propose two 
lemmas, in this and the next section, to show that both kinds of functions can be converted to 
universal treeless form.
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Assuming the use of the bottom-up conversion strategy, the conversion for each non-recursive 
function can be stated as follows:

Lemma 3.19 - Conversion for Non-Recursive Functions
Every non-recursive function, using only auxiliary functions which are u- 
treeless, can always be safely converted into an equivalent u-treeless form, 
without any loss of efficiency.

Proof

Let k be a non-recursive function with auxiliary functions, ka-j..kam (m>0), which are all u- 
treeless. Each RHS term of this non-recursive function, k, is simply an expression which 
contains only u-treeless functions (i.e. ka-|..kam). Such terms satisfy the requirement of 
Universal Deforestation Theorem and can therefore be deforested successfully by its 
transformation algorithm. Hence, the validity of the above lemma on the conversion of non- 
recursive functions.

3 .4 .3 .3 . Conversion for Recursive Functions
Similarly, the conversion for recursive functions can be stated as follows:

Lemma 3.20 - Conversion for Recursive Functions
Every set of mutually recursive functions, using only auxiliary functions 
which are u-treeless, can always be safely converted to an equivalent set of 
u-treeless functions.

P/.Ottf

Let k-|..ks  (s> 1) be a set of mutually recursive functions whose auxiliary functions, ka-)..kam 

(m > o), are all universal treeless. Each RHS term of these mutually recursive functions may 
now contain a mix of both treeless functions (i.e auxiliaries k a 1 ..kam ) and possibly non-treeless 
functions (i.e recursive k-|..ks ).

As seen earlier with revjlatten example, such a mix of expressions can cause non-termination if 
the deforestation rules are not applied carefully. However, it is still possible to perform safe 
transformation on such mixed expressions if we can ensure that all the current recursive 
function calls, k-|..ks, (possibly non-treeless) are never unfolded. This assurance is provided by 
two additional rules, in Figure 3.17, for handling these possibly non-treeless function calls, 
denoted with the symbol k. (Note that the k functions can be either f-type or g-type functions.)

Rule 11 merely skips over each outer non-treeless k call, in order to recursively transform only 
its arguments. Rule 12 is used to handle a context expression, ...k(ti,..,tn)..., of nested g-calls 
with an innermost k call. This innermost k call should not be unfolded. Moreover, as this is one 
of the situation which may be non-treeless, we must use a let construct to abstract out the k-call 
so as to make the expression appears treeless. We also use an intermediate f-type function, 
f_new, to contain this let construct in order to ensure that the construct is outermost.

These two additional rules are sufficient to convert any recursive function to universal treeless 
form. A close examination of the expressions resulting from these two rules shows that they are 
indeed u-treeless. In particular, notice that the parameters of each recursive function, k, are
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currently un-annotated. This parameter annotation would only be assessed after deforestation 
has converted the set of recursive functions to u-treeless form. At the very worst, all the 
parameters could be annotated as “, and the expression would trivially satisfy the u-treeless

form.

(11) T|[k(t1,..,tn)]| «= k e r m i. - . T  [tn]|)

(12) Tl...k(t,,..,tn)...I <= f_new(vo.| k,T HteJi s ) 

where(...k(t~1,..lt~n)...~.te1 s ,ve1 s .

vo 1 ..k'vn 1 ..k) —  gen_ren[[...k(t1 ,..,tn)— D

definef_new(vni |<tve1 s )= let v==T l  k(t~i >..,t~n) ]] inT [...v... "J

W H E R E  gen_ren rule for k calls is:

gen_rendk(t1,..)tn)]l <= (k (t~i,..,t~n)1te_lt,veJtIvoJt,vnJt)

where (t~-j ..t~n ,teJt,ve_lt(vo_lt,vnJt)==gen_llstlIti ..tn]]

F igu re  3.17 - Rules to Deal with Non-Treeless Function Calls

Furthermore, the new deforestation rules can also be shown to terminate. This is because none 
of the possibly non-treeless function calls are ever unfolded. As a result, we still have a 
bounded measure, as the proof in Figure 3.18 shows. Thus, the Universal Deforestation 
Algorithm, in conjunction with these two additional rules (for handling the current recursive 
functions) can be used to safely convert any recursive function to its u-treeless form, as claimed 
in the Recursive Function Conversion Lemma.

Additional Proof fo r  Lemma 3.14.1 - ~

Prove: The nesting measure, H , on expressions being transformed is bounded 
by rule T i l  and 12.

Assume Lemma 3.14.2: J>max{^l[r Halite ^  s }
w h e re  s ,_ ,_ ,_ ) *= g e n _ re n [ It  J

D efine : 1= 1+max{^It1Il,..X I[tn l}
C a s e  fo r R u le  T 1 1  - k(t-|,.Mtn ) :

From  the definition: ^ ( l[k ( t i I ..,tn ) 1 = 1 + m a x {^ [[ t i] ] , . .X  [[tnl]}

• t h u s  V i e 1..n 7^|[tj J < 3^[[k(t-| ,...tn )Il

C a s e  fo r R u le  T 1 2  - ... k (ti ,..,tn )...:

From  Lem m a on ge n _ re n  for k (with a result sim ilar to constructor terms): 

tf[[...k(t1l..Itn)... I  >  m ax{^ ff...k  ( r i , . . , r n )...~ l . ^ d t e l l - i  s } :

• thus : V i e 1..s : ^fftej]] < ̂[[... k(t-j ,..,tn )...]]
Also  from lemma ^|[...k (ti ..tn )... ]]>7\([[...k (t~-j..t~n)...~ J, we get:

• ^tt...k (ti,..,tn)... 1 >  7{\[...v...~ B (another generalisation)

• TyfU...k(ti ,..ftn )... 2 >  tfffk ( r i , . . , r n ) 1 (an extracted sub-term )

Figure 3.18 - Additional Proof for Lemma 3.14.1 to show that It holds for
Rules T 11 and T 12

3.4.4. Example of Universal Treeless Conversion

With the Universal Conversion Theorem, any first order function can now be transformed into 
its u-treeless equivalent. We illustrate this by showing how the bottom-up conversion strategy 
would apply to the following set of four functions.
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d e c  main:list(list(num)) -> list(num);

d e c  list_double:list(list(num)) -> list(list(num));

- - -main(x) <= rev_flatten(list_double(x));

— list_double([]> < * » [ ] ;

- - -list_double(a::x) <= double(a)::list_double(x);

- - -double® ) <=  [];

- - -double(a::x) <=  2*a::double(x);

- - -rev_flatten([]) <=  [];

- - -rev_flatten(a::x) <=  append(rev_flatten(x),a);

The above function, m ain, takes in a list of lists of numbers and uses the function list_double to 
double every item in its input, before the intermediate output is flattened (and reversed) by 
re v jia t te n .  One sequence in which the bottom-up conversion could be applied is: 1) double 

2) iist_double 3) revjia tten  4) main. This sequence ensures that all auxiliary functions are converted 
before their parent functions.

The first two functions, double and list_double, are already in u-treeless form. Applying the 
deforestation rules will make no changes to them. The third function, revjiatten, could however 
be deforested as shown in Figure 3.19. This conversion results in two mutually recursive 
functions, rev jia tten  and re v jla t ',  with a new let construct introduced in re v j la t ’.

- - -re v jia tten® ) <= T [ [ Q J  

<= (]

IT 2

- - -revjlatten(a::x) <= T  ([ append(revjlatten(x),a) ]] 

<= re v jla t '(x .a )

! T 12, define revjlat'

d e fin e
- - - re v j la t ’(x,a) <=  le t v = = T |  revjlatten(x) 1 in r f f  append(v,a)J IT  11

<= let v=x=revJlatten(T I  x ]) J in T  ff append(v.a) 1 IT 1
<= let v « re v j la t te n (x )  in T  I  append(v.a) J 

<= let v«*=revjlatten(x) in append(v.a)

IT 4

Figure 3.19 - Converting Function rev_ flatten

There is actually no gain in efficiency11 arising from the conversion of function revjiatten. This 
conversion is however needed to enable the function main to be improved. In particular, the 
deforestation of m ain , as shown in Figure 3.20, manages to successfully eliminate an 
intermediate term. This last conversion results in the following final deforested program.

- - -m ain® )

— main(a::x)

— m ain’(x,a)

— main_aux([],a) 

— main_aux(b::v,a)

<= [];
<= m ain’(x,a):

<= let v==m ain(x) In m ain_aux(v,a); 

<= double(a);

<=  b::m ain_aux(v,a);

11 In fact, there is a loss in efficiency from the introduction of an intermediate function with a let construct, 
without being compensated by a corresponding unfold. This always occurs for T 12 and is a penalty of 
pseudo-treelessness. Nevertheless, this loss of efficiency can be undone by a post-processing stage, after 
deforestation, which unfolds each function with a let construct.
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— mam(x) <= T I  rev_flatten(list_double(x)) ] ! T 8b, narrow list_double

- - -mam([]) <= T l  rev_flatten([]) 1 ! T 6a, unfold rev_flatten

<= T il []] IT  2

«= []
— mam(a::x) <= T tt rev_flatten(double(a)::list_double(x)) ]] ! T 6a,unfold rev_flatten

<= T I  revJlat'(list_double(x),double(a)) } ! T 7d, define main'

<= main'(x,a)

de f in e

- - -main'(x,a) <c= rev_flat’(list_double(x),double(a))

<= letv==T [[ rev_flatten(list_double(x )) ]]

in T l  append(v,double(a)) 1 ! T 8 a,fold with main

<= let v==main(x) in T  I  append(v,double(a)) 1 ! T 8b, define main_aux'

<= let v==main(x) in main_aux(v,a)

de fin e

— main_aux(v,a) <= append(v,double(a)) ! narrow append

— main_aux([],a) <= T  | double(a) ]| I T  4

<= double(a)

— main_aux(b::v,a) <= T  l  b::append(v,double(a)) ]] ! T  2

<= T | b]J ::T |[ append(v,double(a)) J IT 1
<= b::T | append(v,double(a)) J ! T 8a,fold with main_aux
<= b::main_aux(vta)

F igu re  3 .2 0  - C o n ve rt in g  F u n ct ion m ain

3.5. Further Improvements to Deforestation

The deforestation transformation, though complete for first-order programs, may at times be 
less than optimal. Some of these less than desirable situations are:

1) It is sometimes possible for recursive programs to have some unnecessary 
mutual recursive function calls (which can be unfolded away). When this 
happens, we describe the program as having a poor mutual recursion 
structure. It is undesirable because deforestation will propagate the poor 
structure to newly transformed programs - leading to bigger programs 
which could have been improved.

2) Certain pattern-matching parameters may be variable-only but non-linear.
This is sometimes caused by non-linearity in one or more of its auxiliary 
variables, resulting in the pattern-matching parameter being conservatively 
marked as unsuitable for deforestation. Such parameters should be 
linearised, if possible, to improve deforestability.

3) Some pseudo-treeless expressions, which cannot be deforested by the 
unfold/fold steps, can often be made into genuine treeless form by using 
special laws. These laws, if available, would boost the performance of the 
deforestation transformation.

We examine these issues and suggest some improvements in the next three sub-sections.
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3.5.1. Eliminating Unnecessary Mutual Recursive Functions

One source of unnecessary intermediate functions may be found in some mutually recursive 
programs. This could happen with functions that are badly written. For example, we could 
have re-specified the revjt function to use an intermediate mutual-recursive function, intm, as 
follows.

- - -revjtdl .̂w*) <= w;
- - -revjtfaiix^.w*) <= intm(x‘!>,a::w“) ;

* - -intm(x'5\w=’) < * re v jtfx^ .w *);

The intermediate function introduced serves no useful purpose. It may have made the second 
parameter of revjt appears variable-only but this is merely transferring the accumulating 
condition to the second parameter of intm. Far from being useful, such intermediate functions 
are undesirable because they result in bigger and inefficient programs.

Another possible problem of intermediate mutual recursive function is that it may actually 
introduce a form of pseudo-treelessness. An example of this is the following.

* - -prog(0,z) <= z ;

- - -prog(a::x,y) <= prog_mut(x,double(y)) ; ! a kind of pseudo-treelessness

— prog_mut(x,z) <= prog(x,triple(z)) ;

This program has a mutual recursive call, prog_mut(x,double(y)) in the definition for prog, which 
can be regarded as existing to abstract out the sub-term, double(y). Our deforestation rules cannot 
presently unfold this prog’ call because this call will be considered to be a possibly non-treeless 
function call by rule Ti l .  In contrast, if this function callcah be unfolded, it would have helped' 
to reveal an expression, triple(double(y)), for genuine deforestation, as shown below.

— prog(Q.y) <= y ;

- - -prog(a::x,y) <= prog(x,triple(double(y))) ;

These two examples illustrate the problem caused by certain unnecessary mutual recursion. We 
have a problem because our rules will propagate (but not create12) these poor recursion 
structures to newly transformed program. To illustrate this propagation, consider the following 
function which uses the above revjt function.

— rev_db(x,w) <= rev_it(double(x),w) ;

This function can be transformed by deforestation to:
— rev_db([],w) <= w ;

— rev_db(a::x,w) <= intm_db(x,2*a::w) ;

— intm_db(x,w) <= rev_db(x,w) ;

which has an identical mutual recursion structure to the above revjt function. We are presently 
unable to prevent this propagation with our rules (unless expensive retrospective re
transformation with implicit define steps of Section 3.2.3 is resorted to).

12 the T 7 rule presently introduces a new intermediate function definition for every recursive expression with 
an innermost f-type call. This can propagate mutual recursion structures but not create new ones.
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All is not lost because we can introduce a pre-processing stage (before deforestation) to avoid 
such poor mutual recursions in the first place. This pre-processing stage would unfold each 
intermediate mutual recursive function call which satisfies the following conditions:-

1) is an f-type function, and

2) is strictly mutual recursive with no self-recursive13 call in its definition, 
and

3) must not cause loss of efficiency from its non-linear arguments.

3.5.2. Linearising Pattern-Matching Parameters

The linearity criterion for each pattern-matching parameter is determined by the total status of all 
the variables of its patterns. This is occasionally an undesirable situation because certain 
pattern-matching parameters may be variable-only but still marked as unsuitable for 
deforestation, whenever one or more of its auxiliary variables are found to be non-linear. An 
example of this phenomenon is the pattern-matching parameter of function, square, for squaring 
every element in an input list, as shown below.

- - -square([]“) <= [1 ;

- - -square(a::x“) <= a*a::square(x) ;

The parameter of this function is actually variable-only but is non-linear because of its auxiliaiy 
variable, a. As a result, the parameter has to be marked as °. This means that we could not 
eliminate intermediate terms in expressions like square(double(x)).

Fortunately, we can improve this situation by applying techniques that could make such pattern- 
matching parameters linear. A simple technique is to introduce an intermediate function to 
abstract out each sub-expression which has multiple occurrences of the auxiliary variables. 
Applying this technique to square would give us:

— square(a::x*) <= sq(a)::square(x) ;

— sq(aD) <= a*a ;

This linearising technique could help to improve deforestability. However, it may sometimes be 
possible for the introduced function call, which is non-recursive (e.g. sq), to be unfolded 
during deforestation; thus un-doing our earlier attempt at making the parameter linear.

A  more permanent and simpler solution is to use the let construct to abstract out each non-linear 
auxiliary variable, as shown below.

- - -square(a::x'0') <= let v==a In v*v::square(x) ;

This alternative use of let construct (which is not to be eliminated) will help improve 
deforestability and make the linearised parameter more permanent.

*3 if  the mutual recursive function, calls itself and another mutual recursive call, we do not select it for 
unfolding because the process will be non-terminating otherwise.
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It is important to note that this linearising technique should only be applied under certain 
circumstances. In particular, we will only consider its use if the pattern-matching parameter in 
question satisfies the following two conditions.

1) is variable-only, and

2) with the non-linearity caused by auxiliary variables, and not by the main 
descent variable (e.g. a non-linear auxiliary variable, a, satisfies the 
conditions for linearisation allowed but not a non-linear descent variable, 
x, of the above example).

If both these conditions are not satisfied, then we are not likely to obtain any improvements by 
linearising the pattern-matching parameter.

3.5.3. Laws to Improve Deforestation

The deforestation algorithms presented relied on just the define, unfold and fold transformation 
steps for eliminating intermediate terms. However, certain expressions may also require laws to 
perform genuine deforestation on their intermediate terms. An example of this is the function, 
sizejree, for computing the size of a binary tree in terms of function length and flattenjree, as 
shown below.

— size_tree(t) <= length (flatten_tree(t));

— flatten_tree(leaf(a)) <= [a];

- - -flatten_tree(node(x,y)) <= append(flatten_tree(x),flatten_tree(y));

If we apply the original universal deforestation rules to these functions, we.will only obtain a . 
partially deforested program, which uses the pseudo-treeless let construct, as shown below.

— size_tree(leaf(a))

— size_tree(node(x,y))

- - -size_tree’(x,y)

- - -app([],y)

- - -app(a::x,y)

— flatten(leaf(a))

— flatten Jree(node(x,y))

- - *flat'(x,y)

- - -appJlat(D.y)

- - -app_flat(a::x,y)

<= 1+0 ;
<«= size_tree’(x,y);

<* let v==flatten(x) In app(v,y);

<= size_tree(y);

<= 1+app(x,y);

<= lal;
<= flat'(x.y);

<= let v==flatten_tree(x) In app_flat(v,y); 

<= flatten_tree(y);

<= a::app_flat(x,y);

In contrast, if the distributive law of length, namely length(append(x,y)=length(x)+length(y), is 
permitted, then we are able to obtain the following fully deforested function, sizejree, which is 
also much smaller.

— sizejree(leaf(a)) <= 1+0;

— sizeJree(node(x,y)) <= sizejree(x)+sizejree(y);

It would obviously be desirable to obtain the latter program with genuine deforestation where 
possible14. A preliminary investigation suggests that two major changes may have to be made

14 assuming that the appropriate laws are made available from either the user or a synthesis sub-system (see 
Appendix 3).
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to Universal Deforestation if these laws are to be incorporated into our transformation 
algorithm. These two major changes are:

• We may have to withdraw the use of let constructs, and substitute it with 
explicit (function) annotations for the bad producers.

• We may have to allow the unfolding of bad producer functions if laws 
exist to distribute the terms that are causing the non-treeless characteristics.

These two changes are fairly major. A thorough re-consideration of Universal Deforestation is 
therefore needed to ensure that the laws could be safely incorporated. We leave this as an area 
for future research.

3.6. Supercompilation - A Related Work

In [Turchin86], an automatic program transformation technique, called super compilation, for 
applicative REFAL15 programs was presented. This technique works by symbolically 
evaluating a given program in order to observe the possible history of computational states, 
called configurations, which could result from the program. Based on this computational 
history, Turchin's supercompiler would try to construct/compile a better program.

The symbolic evaluation used, called driving, is based on the outside-in evaluation of the lazy 
semantics. This outside-in driving will essentially locate one or more innermost function calls, 
which are currently preventing the outermost function call from being unfolded. Each of these 
located function calls is unfolded to produce another symbolic expression (as the next 
configuration). This process is repeatedly applied in order to build a history or graph of 
configurations.

The graph of configurations, during driving, is potentially infinite. In order to obtain a finite set 
of configurations, supercompilation needs to perform two additional tasks, namely folding and 
generalisation. Folding is applied for a configuration that matches a previous configuration, 
while generalisation is needed to obtain a more general configuration, for a configuration that is 
close but does not match a previous configuration. This more general configuration is then 
selected for re-supercompilation. It is needed because driving and folding alone may still 
produce an infinite number of configurations. Thus, the generalisation algorithm, presented in 
[Turchin88], is a key part of supercompilation. It is needed to ensure termination of the 
supercompilation process.

The sub-class of transformations which could be performed by Turchin's supercompiler, 
appears to be similar to what we could achieve with the Universal Deforestation Algorithm. It 
essentially covers the fusions of functional compositions.

^  the REcursive Function Algorithmic Language
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The principal difference between Turchin's supercompilation technique and our Universal 
Deforestation is that the former uses an on-the-fly generalisation technique for finding more 
general configurations whenever any two configurations are close enough. This approach to 
generalisation was classified as an on-line approach in [JonesN88a] because it performs 
generalisations at transformation-time. In contrast, our Universal Deforestation algorithm uses a 
parameter annotation scheme (before transformation) to support an off-line generalisation 
technique.

This off-line (pre-processing) technique is used to determine in advance the various places (i.e. 
parameter positions) where generalisations must be applied. It is a simpler and more efficient 
technique than Turchin's on-line technique which requires both a complex algorithm to 
determine when generalised configurations have to be introduced, and re-supercompilation of 
the generalised configurations whenever they are introduced. In addition, our off-line technique 
allows the Universal Deforestation algorithm to be extended to higher-order programs (see 
Chapter 4 later). Turchin's super-compiler is currently available for only first-order REFAL 
programs.

3.7. Fusion in Set Abstractions

In set abstractions, intermediate variables are often used to route the output of one function call 
to the input of another. A simplified form of program to illustrate this phenomenon is shown 
below..

- - -prog(v-|,..,vn) <= { process(w,v-| ,..,vn) | w e generate^  ,..,vn), filter(w,v-| ,..,vn)};

Here, we have an intermediate variable, w, which is used to link together three functions, 
generate, filter and process. This is a generate-test-process program. The generator function call, 
generate(vi,..,vn), produces a set of intermediate outputs. Each of these intermediate outputs, 
denoted by w, must satisfy the test, filter(w,v1 ,..,vn), before it is converted into an appropriate 
result by process(w,v1 ,..,vn). Often, the intermediate outputs are recursive data structures. As a 
result, the opportunities for fusion in set abstractions are similar to those we encounter for 
fusion in functional compositions (deforestation).

Two kinds of fusions can be identified in the above program. The first kind involves the fusion 
between a generator, we ge n e ra te ^  ,..,vn), and its filter, filter(w,v1(..,vn). This kind of fusion is 
frequently known as filter promotion, where the filter and generator are fused together in order 
to produce a better overall generator. We have already seen an example of this in the 
introductory section of this chapter.

The second kind of fusion is between the fused generator and the outer processor function call, 
process(w,vi ,..,vn). This fusion is closer in form to deforestation because the intermediate term, 
represented by w, can be truly eliminated. Compare this with the filter promotion technique, 
which merely merges the generator and filter together, without actually eliminating its 
intermediate output term.
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In the next two sections, we shall show how the algorithmic transformation technique of 
deforestation can be formulated analogously for these two forms of fusion.

3.7.1. Filter Promotion

Unlike deforestation where each user-defined function may act as either a producer and/or a 
consumer of intermediate outputs, the functions used in set abstractions have clearly distinct 
roles. In particular, all generators will act as producers, while all filters will act as consumers of 
intermediate outputs produced by the generators.

Furthermore, the types of these functions are also different. Assuming the presence of an 
intermediate output of (recursive) type, Rtype, the typical function types for generators and 
filters are as follows:

dec generate : (ot-|..an) -> set(Rtype); 

dec filter: (Rtype # Pi..Pn) -> truval;

Each generator must return a set of results, while each filter is a test function which returns a 
boolean value.

These two classes of functions (with distinct roles) could either be f-type or g-type functions. 
However, as they play different roles in fusion, we shall further differentiate these functions 
with capitalised suffix subscripts, q and p, to distinguish between generator and filter functions 
respectively.

3 . 7 . 1 . 1 .  D e s i r a b le  F i l t e r  F o r m

In the case of filter functions, we are allowed to have the following f-type and g-type functions. 
---fF(v1,..,vn) <= btf
— 9f (P1 ,V1 ,-->vn) <* btgi

— gp (pn ,v-| ,..,vn ) <= btgn W H ERE  pj=Cj(v'i,..,Vj), and the suffix, p, denotes a filter function

The RHS terms of these functions shall be boolean terms. For the purpose of fusion, we would
like to differentiate the filter functions into those which are suitable for fusion and those which
are not. Those filter functions which are suitable must be good consuming functions. The main
criterion which can be used to determine if we have a good consuming function is whether its
RHS boolean terms satisfy a certain desirable form, as defined below.

Definition 3.21 - Desirable Filter Form
A filter function is regarded to be of desirable form for filter promotion, if each of 
its RHS terms satisfies the following grammar.

bt::=bt' | bt-| a  bt2  I bt-| v  bt2

bt'::=v | true | false | gp ^ o + t^ ..,^ ) | fF (tn |kp(t1

where t-| ,..,tn are general terms, kF (either f-type or g-type) is a filter function that 
does not satisfy the desirable filter form and gF & fF are desirable filter functions.

Notice that each desirable g-type filter function call, g F (vo+ ,ti,..,tn), must only have a variable in 
its pattern-matching argument. This requirement ensures that the desirable g-type filter functions
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are good consumer functions - a condition essential for successful fusion. We shall see later 
how this desirable expression form can be used in a transformation algorithm for merging 
filters and generators together. At the moment, there is one assumption which could be taken to 
help simplify our transformation algorithm.

Our algorithm could be made much simpler if we are able to assume that only g-type functions 
are considered as good filter functions. In other words, we would like to regard f-type filter 
functions as being unsuitable for fusion. This is a reasonable assumption to make because only 
g-type functions are the real consumers. The f-type filter functions are either bad filter functions 
or are intermediate functions which could disappear (before fusion is applied) by direct 
unfolding. We shall therefore make this assumption in our transformation algorithm.

3 . 7 . 1 . 2 .  D e s i r a b le  G e n e r a t o r  F o r m

Similarly, generators are allowed to be either f-type or g-type functions, as shown below.

---fG(v1>-vn) <= stf1
- - -9G(P1-V1 * -Vn) <= st9l

— 9G (Pn-V1 >"'Vn) <■  stgn W H ERE pj=Cj(v'i and suffix q  denotes a

generator function

But this time, we do not require desirable generators to be just g-type functions. This is because
both f-type and g-type functions could be good producers. The main factor which determines if
a generator is a good producer is whether its RHS terms satisfy the following form.

Definition 3.22 - Desirable Generator Form
A function is considered to be a desirable generator, if each of its RHS terms 
satisfies the following form.

St :*= st’ | sti u  st£ |st-| n  st2 ! outermost set expressions
St' st” | {} | { p ! bt 1»-->bt"r } ! set results
St" I Q G ^ I ' - W ! set variable and function calls
bt" := w e st" | bt' ! generator or filter
P := v | c(p-| ,..,Pp|) ! variable or constructor term

where w is an intermediate variable

The above expression form represents a particular canonical form for set expressions. It is also 
a desirable form for producing intermediate terms that could be consumed by other functions. 
This is because:

• The set union and intersection operators, placed on the outermost 
positions, help to normalise the expression. This normalisation enables 
distributive laws to be applied whenever these operators are present (or 
unfolded) inside another set abstraction.

• We have restricted the set results to either intermediate results, like 
{p | bt"-j ,..,bt"r} where p is a constructor term, or make direct use of other 
good generator functions, like fQ(t-i or gQOo.ti

This restriction ensures that either suitable intermediate outputs (for the 
consuming filters) or good producers (for further fusion) are provided.
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With both these desirable expression forms (for generators and filters), we can now present a 
transformat ion algorithm for the filter promotion technique.

3 .7 .1 .3 . Transform ation A lgorithm
The transformation algorithm for fusing filters and generators together (in set abstractions) is 
more complex than the deforestation algorithm for functional compositions. Apart from the 
define, unfold and fold steps, we shall also need a number of lemmas to help transform set 
abstractions into a form which is similar to the canonical form of desirable generators.

To simplify our presentation, we shall fuse only a pair of one desirable generator and one 
desirable filter at a time. Selecting one pair of generator and filter at a time corresponds to a 
form of incremental transformation which have to be applied repeatedly. This must be 
performed until no more pairs of desirable generators and filters are found.

To help us achieve this, we shall use the following notation for an arbitrary selection of a pair 
of desirable generator and filter from the set abstraction, under transformation, as follows:

{... | w e  generate^,..,tm). filter(w,tm+i,..,tn),...}

The selected pair is taken arbitrarily from the set abstraction and need not necessarily be the first 
two sub-terms (conditions) of the set abstraction. More generally, we shall use the notation, 
{...|t,...}, to denote the selection of a sub-term, t, arbitrarily from the conditions, t,..., within the 
set abstraction.

Such a selected pair of sub-expressions would be used to define a new function that is to be 
fused, as shown below.

— new_generate(v-| ,..,vn)<={w | w e generate^  ,..,vm), filter(w,vm+i ,..,vn)};

Except for the intermediate variable, w, we shall generalise and linearise (as shown above) all 
the other arguments, t-j ..tm ,tm + 1 ..tn , of the two function calls, g e n e r a t e ^  ,..,tm ) and 
filter(w,tm +i ,..,tn). This total generalisation will help to maximise the chances of successful 
transformation through appropriate folding. With it, we can perform the following sequence of 
transformation steps in order to achieve filter promotion.

1) Narrow on the generator call to produce an intermediate output.

2) Apply relevant lemmas to distribute out the unions or intersections of 
intermediate output, in order to ensure canonical form for our expression.

3) Unfold the filter function call, if possible, and perform further 
normalisation where applicable.

4) Apply folding, if applicable.

5) If there are more pairs of generators and filters, either define a new 
function and repeat the same transformation sequence or fold it with a 
previously defined function (if it matches).

6) If there are no more pairs of generators and filters, then terminate.
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0 )  Q M ) 1  <=

(2) Q I v l  <=

(3) Q C { P }B <=

(4) Q | A u  BJ <=

(5) Q [[A n B B  <=

(6) |[{ ... | x  v  <t=

(7) £ [ { .. .  |XAy,...}J «=
(8) Q J{... | w e  A uB ,...}! <=

(9) g  [[{... |we AnB,...}]J <=

(10) g  !{... Itrue,...}! <=

(11) g  [{... | false,...}] <=

(12) Q |[ {w | w g  1} 1 <=

(13) Q &{... | w e  {},...}! <=

(14) g  |[{... |we {p |b1,..,bm},...}l «=

(15) Q [{... | g F (Cj(pi,..,pj)+ ,ti,...tn),...}]]

0
v

{P>
Q EAB kjq IBB 
Q ffAJ n Q  IB ]]  

q |[{... |x,...}]]u$ |[{... |y,...}]l 

Q (I{... |x,y,...}l
Q ([{... | w e  u Q [[{... | w e  B,...}]] 

Q ([{... | w e A ,...}]| r \Q  ([{... | w e  B ,...}]]

Q IK- I—II
{}
t

{}
Q II { - [P  /w]|... [p/w], bi,..,bm) I

a ) if t-j . . tn a r e  v a r ia b le s /c o n s ta n ts ,  th e n  (unfo ld )

«= Q HI-1 bgtj[p/v’ n],...}]

b ) o th e rw is e  (define & unfold) <= fG _ n e w (l i - - f n ^ n + l - vz)

define
f(3_new(vi..vn,vn+i ..vz)={... | g F (ci(p1..pj)+ ,v1..vn)I...}

unfold the generator
fG_new(vi..Vn,vn+ i..vz)=g  I{...| bgtj[p/v’ i..j,v/v1 n],...}l 

w h e re  vn+-j..vz« v a r s  [{... |...}]

(16) <? [[{... |we fG (t1,..,tm).gF(w+»tm+1--tn)— -

a) If fG _old(v1,..,vn )={ w | w e f G ( v i - . v m), g F (w,vm+1 ,..,vn)} €  def_set, th e n  (fold)

<= g  [ [{ ... | w e fG_old(t1 ..tm,tm+1 ..tn),...J

b ) o th e rw is e  (define & unfold) <= g  [[{...( w e fG_new(ti..tm,tm+-|..tn)I...]| 

define and add to def_set

fG_new(vi,..,vn)={ w | w e fG(vi...,vm), g F (w,vm+i,..,vn)} 

unfold the generator
fG _new(v1,..Ivn) - 0  I  { W  I w e stf, g F (w,vm+1,..,vn)}]|

(17) g  [{... |w e gG(to.ti.-,tm),gF(w+tm+1l...tn),...}l

a ) if g G_old(vo,v1 ,..,vn ) * {  w | w e g c ( v 0 -v 1 - - v m)- 9 F (W-Vm +1 - . v n)} G def_set,
th e n  (fold)

<= Q M - l  w  e gG_old(t0 .ti..tmitm+1..tn)I...Il

b ) o th e rw is e  (define & unfold) «= g  [[{ ... | w e g G _ n ew (t0 - K - - W t m +1--tn)>*” ll

define and add to def_set

gG-new(v0,v1 '" 'v n )={ w  I w  e 9 G (V0-V1 - - Vm)- 9 F (w ’v m + 1 -> v n)) 
narrow on the generator

9 G -new(Pl >V1 .".vn)«9 I  { w | w e stg-j, g F(w,vm+1 ,..,vn)} 1

9 G -new(Pr*v1 »”>Vn)=<5 II { w | w e stgr, gF (w,vm+1,..,vn)} 1 

(18) g  [[{-.. * <= if none of the above rules applies anymore

F ig u r e  3 .2 1  -  g  R u le s  f o r  F i l t e r  P r o m o t io n

Such an iterative sequence of transformation steps can be performed by sixteen rules in 
Figure 3.21. These rules are ordered in such a way that, should any two rules be applicable at
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the same time, the lower numbered rules are selected in preference.

Rules 1 to 5 are used to handle outer constructs which are already in the desirable expression 
form. These are skipped over to transform just their sub-expressions (where applicable). 
Rules 6 to 9 apply distributive laws of both boolean and set operators (in relation to the set 
abstraction construct) in order to normalise the expression under transformation. 
Rules 10 to 13 help to identify opportunities for simplification in the set abstractions. This can 
happen whenever part of the expression is reduced to either true or false (w e {} is also equal to 
false) or to a set by itself ({w | w e t} is equivalent to t).

Also, Rule 14 is used to collapse an inner set abstraction (an intermediate result from unfolding 
a generator) by substituting the variable, w, with the constructor term, p (from the inner set 
abstraction). The rest of the conditions, bi..bm (from the inner set abstraction), are also 
appended to the main set abstraction. Rule 15 identifies a filter function call with an intermediate 
term that can be consumed by unfolding. Either a direct or indirect unfold takes place here.

The main rules for discovering pairs of desirable generators (f- or g-type) and filters (g-type) are 
Rules 16 and 17. Rule 16 deals with an f-type generator, while Rule 17 deals with a g-type 
generator. In both cases, we can apply either a define & unfold step or di fold  step. In the case 
of the define & unfold step, all the arguments (except the intermediate variable) of the two calls 
are generalised before we introduce a new function definition. After that, the generator function 
call is unfolded before the original expression and the newly defined function are subjected to 
further transformations. Also, the fold'step works in tandeln with the define & unfold step for 
folding pairs of generators and filters that re-occur.

Lastly, Rule 18 is applied whenever none of the earlier rules are applicable. This could happen 
when all pairs of desirable generators and filters have been selected for fusion.

3 . 7 . 1 . 4 .  A n  E x a m p le

We shall now illustrate the application of transformation algorithm, Q, through a simple 
example.

Consider the function, alljength, for finding the length of all sub-sequences (of an input list) 
which are valid paths of a given graph. This function can be defined using a set abstraction with 
a generator, w e sub(x), and a filter, path(w), as shown below. The two functions, sub(x) and 
path(w), are of the desirable forms for generators and filters respectively.

— alljength(x)

- - -sub(Q)

— sub(a::x)

- - -path([])

— path(a::x)

- - -path’([],a) 

— path’(b::x,a)

<= (length(w) | w e sub(x), path(w)};

<= {[]};
<= sub(x) u  {a::w | w e sub(x)};

<= true;

<= path’(x.a);

<= true;

<= arc(a,b) a  path’(x,a);

We also have a processor function call, length(w), but this function call will be handled by a later
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transformation technique in Section 3.7.2.

Our present concern is the application of transformation algorithm, Q, to the RHS of function 
aiijength. This results in a sequence of transformation steps, as shown in Figure 3.22, causing 
the original generator and filter to be successfully fused together.

— alljength(x) <= Q II { length(w) | w e sub(x), path(w)}]) ! Q 17b,define sub_path

<= Q I  { length(w) | w € sub_path(x)}]| ! Q 18,nothing left

<= { length(w) | w e sub_path(x)}

d e fin e
— sub_path(x) <= { w | w e  sub(x), path(w)} ! narrow sub

— sub_path([]) <= Q II { w | w e {□}. path(w)}]] ! Q 14,subs w
<= ^  1 { □ 1 path([])} I ! Q 15,unfold path([])
<= Q I  { D 1 true} 1 ! Q 6,simplify

<= Q tt lD U ! Q 3,terminate
<= {[]}

— sub_path(a::x) <= Q | { w | w e sub(x) u  (a::w | w e sub(x)}, path(w)}}]] ! Q 10,distribute u

<= Q I  { w | w e sub(x), path(w)}]] ! Q 17a,fold

u  Q [ { w | w e {a::w | w e sub(x)}, path(w)} ]] ! Q 14,subs w

<= Q J { w | w e sub_path(x)} 1 ! Q 12,simplify

uQ  | { a::w | w e sub(x), path(a::w)} J ! Q 15,unfold path

<= sub_path(x) u  Q |[ { a::w | w g sub(x), path’(w,a)} 1 ! Q 17b .define sub_path'

<= subj3ath(x) u  Q | { a::w | w g sub_path’(x,a)} | ■ ! £  18,no-more

<= subj3ath(x) u  { a::w | w g sub_path'(x,a)}

d e fin e
- - -sub__path’(x,a) •*= { w | w g sub(x), path'(w.a)} ! narrow sub

— sub_path'([],a) Q E { w | w g {□}, path’(w.a)} J ! Q 14,subs w

<= Q 1 {[] 1 path'([],a)} 1 ! Q 15a,unfold path'
<= Q I  {□ 1 true) I ! Q 10,simplify
<= Q U  DU ! Q 3,terminate

<= {[]}

— sub_path'(b::x,a) «= Q 1 { w | w g sub(x)

u  {b::w | w g sub(x)}, path'(w.a)}}]] ! Q 8,distribute u

<= Q | { w | w g sub(x), path’Iw.a)}] ! Q 17a,fold

u  Q H { w 1 w g {b::w | w g sub(x)}, path'(w,a)}]| ! Q 14,subs w

<= Q | { w | w g sub__path'(x,a)} ]] ! Q 12,simplify

uQ  [ {  b::w | w g sub(x), path'(b::w,a)} J ! Q 15,unfold path'

<= sub_path’(x,a)

vQ  tt{ b::w | w g sub(x), arcla.bj.path'lw.b)}]] ! Q 17a,fold

<= sub_path'(x,a)

u  Q 1 { b::w | w g sub jath’Ix.b), arc(a,b)}]| ! Q 18,no more

<= sub__path’(x,a) u  { b::w | w g subjDath'Ix.b), arc(a.b)}

F ig u r e  3 .2 2  - A n  E x a m p le  o f  F i l t e r  P r o m o t io n  w ith  th e Q R u le s
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T h e  end  result is a new pair of efficient generators, sub_path and sub_path\

— altlength(x) <=
- - -sub_path([]) <=
- - -sub_path(a::x) <=
- - -sub_path'([],a) <=
- - -sub_path'(b::x,a) <=

{length(w) 1 w g sub_path(x)};

{[]};
sub_path(x) u  { a::w | w g sub_path'(x,a)};

{[]};
sub_path'(x,a) u { b::w | w g sub_path'(x,b), arc(a,b)};

This application of fusion has successfully promoted part of the filter, arc(a.b), into the new 
generator function, sub_path\ Such a promotion improves the above program by helping to cut 
off sub-spaces of infeasible solutions from its search space.

3 . 7 . 1 . 5 .  U n d e s i r a b le  E x p r e s s io n  F o r m s

Our transformation algorithm for filter promotion requires both the generators and filters to be 
in their respective desirable forms before they can be selected for fusion. However, it may (at 
times) be possible for functions to be defined in a form which is presently unsuitable, but could 
be subsequently converted or transformed to the desirable form for fusion. In such 
circumstances, it would be advantageous to apply these conversions before the filter promotion 
transformation. Doing this would help to improve the chances of successful fusion.

In the next two sub-sections, we shall investigate two possible unsuitable forms and suggest 
appropriate techniques which could transform them into desirable forms.
3 . 7 . 1 . 5 . 1 .  U n d e s i r a b le  G e n e r a t o r s

For ease of specification, some generator functions may be^written in "absolute sfet abstracfibns; 
rather than relative set abstractions, where functions are required to be executed backwards 
using the unification mechanism. Two examples are the functions front and subjist, as shown 
below, for obtaining all initial sub-lists and arbitrary sub-lists, respectively, from their input 
lists.

— front(x) <= { w | w o _ = x };

— sub_list(x) <= { w | _ o w o _ = x };

The above definitions are more concise in form but they are also unsuitable for the earlier 
transformation algorithm. In their present forms, our technique will simply mark these two 
functions as undesirable generators.

However, we can transform these two functions to the desirable generator form. This is 
achieved by removing, where possible, all the unification (or backwards execution) features. 
For this very purpose, we can turn to a transformation tactic, called the removal-of-unification 
tactic, which was recently formulated by Helen Pull. A systematic description of this tactic 
appears in [Pull90], and we shall briefly illustrate the essence of this tactic with a simple 
example.

Pull's removal-of-unification tactic operates in two phases. The first phase is made up of a 
series of transformations consisting of narrowing, unfolding, simplification and folding steps, 
which would work together to transform expressions with the unification features to equivalent 
expressions without them. This transformation phase often results in a set of equations which
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may have overlapping LHS. The second phase is meant to resolve the possible overlaps of 
LHS. This is done by applying appropriate instantiations and union of set equations.

To illustrate these two phases, let us consider this transformation for the function, front, given 
earlier. The first transformation phase would apply the following sequence of steps in order to 
remove the unification features.

— front(x) <= { W 1 w o _ = x };

- - -front(x) <= { Q 1 _“x 1;
<= {[]};

— front(x) <= { a::w | a ::w o_=x};

- - -front(a::x') <= { a::w | a=a,w o_=x’};

<= { a::w | w e front(x')};

! narrow <>
! substitute _=x

! unify a::w<>_ with x 
! fold back with front

This sequence essentially consists of a narrowing step (on o ), followed by simplification steps 
(e.g. a=a -> true) before a fold operation. It results in two equations with an overlapping LHS, as 
shown below.

- - -front(x) <= {[1};

— front(a::x') <= { a::w 1 w e front(x')};

Narrowing of a function call introduces or-parallelism whenever logical variables (as opposed 
to bound variables on the LHS of equations) of absolute set abstractions are instantiated. This 
or-parallelism semantics implies that a set result from the various branches of narrowing must 
now be returned. Equations could therefore be allowed to be overlapping because we must take 
the set union of the results from each of the equations during execution. Howeveff this overlap- - 
of equations (and the need to take a union of the results) is not very satisfactory from the stand
point of functional programs.

Because of this, a second phase of symbolic manipulation was devised by Pull to get rid of 
overlapping equations. In particular, notice that the LHS of the first equation is more general 
than the LHS of the second equation. To resolve this overlap, an instantiation of the first 
equation using list's two cases 0 and a::x' is required, giving:

- - -front(D) «= {[]};

- - -front(a::x') <s= {[]};

- - -front(a::x’) <= { a::w | w e front(x’) };

This instantiation results in three equations. Two of them (the second and third equations) have 
a common LHS. These two equations can be combined by uniting the two RHS with a set 
union, as shown in the second equation below.

- - -front(Q) <= { [H:

---- front(a::x') <= {[]} u  { a::w | w e front(x')};

Once this is done, the final equations will no longer be overlapping. Furthermore, they also 
satisfy the desirable generator form and are without the unification features.
3 .7 .1 .5 .2 . Undesirable Filters
Like generators, filters may also be in the wrong form for fusion. Consider the following 
generate-and-test program to find all sub-sequences (from the input list) whose lengths are less
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than 8.

— short_sub(x) <= { w | w e sub(x), length(w)<8};

- - -sub([]) <= ( Dl;
- - -sub(a::x) <= sub(x) u { a : :w | w e  sub(x)};

- - -length([]) <= 0;

- - -length(a::x) <= 1+length(x);

The filter of this program is actually an expression, length(w)<8. The outermost function of this 
filter expression is a primitive operator, <, that is certainly not the desired pattern-matching 
function needed for fusion. However, there is another function call length(w) within this filter
expression, that is a proper function call for consuming the intermediate output, w, of the
generator.

If this function, length, is tail-recursive or has an associated function which is tail-recursive, we 
will be able to convert the whole expression into a desirable filter function. As it turns out, there 
exists an equivalent tail recursive version of this function that is obtainable through the 
conversion-to-iteration transformation tactic. This tail-recursive function, lengthjt, is defined to 
be related to the original length function, as follows.

— length(x) <= length Jt(x,0);

— length Jt([],m) <= m;

- - -length_it(a::x,m) <= length(x,m+1);

Using this tail-recursive function, we can define a new filter function, as shown below,
— fil_fn(x,m) . <=. lengthJt(x,m)<8;. :■ .i-.t.* ■

which can be directly transformed (by an unfold followed by a fold step) to:
— fiL.fn([].m) <= m<8;

— fil_fn(a::x,m) <= fil_fn(x,m+1);

Such a filter function is of the desirable form that we need. The steps used to obtain it can be 
automated because the conversion-to-iteration tactic and the transformation to a tail-recursive 
filter function can be mechanised. With the new filter function, we can replace the filter 
expression, length(w)<8, in the earlier generate-and-test function, as shown below.

— short_sub(x) <= { w | w e sub(x), fil_fn(w,0)};

With this replacement, we can apply the Q rules to the function, short_sub, to obtain the 
following fused program.

— short_sub(x) <= n_sub(x,0);

- - -n_sub([],m) <= {[] | m<8};

— n_sub(a::x,m) <= n_sub(x,m) u  {a::p | p e n_sub(x,m+1)};

The main improvement to this fused definition is a merged generator which does not need to re
compute the length of each generated sub-sequence. This is possible because the length of the 
partially evaluated sub-sequence is kept in an accumulating parameter, m, of function, n_sub.

However, the promoted filter, m<8, has ended up in the base-case equation rather than the 
recursive equation of the generator function, n_sub. As a result, there is actually n<2 cut-off in 
the search-space of the transformed program. This example shows that not all fusions between
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generators and filters necessarily produce generators which cut off sub-spaces of infeasible 
solutions.

Nevertheless, those filters that have ended up in the base-case equations could sometimes be 
promoted into the recursive portion of generators by another transformation technique. This 
other technique uses invariants (rather than fusion) for its filter promotion and is presented in 
Chapter 6. Our present fusion technique is still useful because it can help to prepare generate- 
and-test programs (by transforming them to recursive functions with base-case filters) for this 
other form of filter promotion.

3 . 7 . 1 . 6 .  A n  E x t e n s io n  ( P a t t e r n s  in s t e a d  o f  V a r ia b le s )

In this section, we will consider a simple extension to widen the class of expressions which 
could be handled by the transformation algorithm, Q.

Often, a constructor pattern rather than a simple intermediate variable is used to link separate 
program units together in the set abstractions. An example of this is the following program, 
taken from the paragraph problem in [Bird86], for generating all valid permutations of 
paragraphs (lists of lists of words) from a given text of words (a list of words).

dec paragraph.lines: list(word) -> set(list(list(word)));

-paragraph(x) 

-lines(Q) 

-lines(a::x) 

-nonil([]) ^ 

-nonil(a::x)

{w| w 6 lines(x),nonil(w)};

{Q::w | w e lines(D)} u  {[]};

{[}::w | w e lines(a::x)} u  { (a::b)::w | b::w e lines(x)}; 

true; .

a*0 a  nonil(x);

The generator function, lines, produces all possible paragraphs, while the filter function, nonil, 

rules out all the invalid paragraphs that contain one or more empty lines. This program is not 
only inefficient, but it is actually non-terminating because the function, lines, returns an infinite 
set. Also, there is a constructor pattern, b::w with logical variables b and w, in the second 
equation of function lines. This constructor pattern is used for holding intermediate results of the 
recursive generator but it violates one of the earlier grammar rules for the desirable generator 
form.

To extend our transformation technique to cope with the above example, we must first permit a 
more general grammar rule for the desirable generator form of Definition 3.22. In particular, 
we must change the grammar rule bt" to allow pattern term p (instead of just a simple variable) 
to be used with generators as p € st’. This change is reflected in the following two modified 
grammar rules.

bt"::= p e st' | bt' 

p ::= v | c(p1t..,pn) | (pi ,..,pn)

The pattern term, p, could either be a simple variable, v, a constructor pattern, c(pi„.,pn), or a 
tuple pattern, (p1t..,pn). With this more general form, we must also modify three Q rules, namely 
Rules 14, 16 and 17 of Figure 3.21, to handle this wider class of expressions.
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The modified rules are given in Figure 3.23. Rule 14 collapses an inner set abstraction and 
must now apply variable substitutions that are obtained by matching pattern and term. These 
variable substitutions are obtained from pattern matching by a meta-function called match, 
whose definition is also given in Figure 3.23. Also, the other two rules, Rule 16 and 17, to 
select appropriate pairs of generators and filters (for fusion) must be modified to handle the 
more complex pattern link. To help us specify these two rules, we have employed a new 
context notation, ..w.., for describing an intermediate variable, w, within a pattern term, as 
shown below.

..w.. ::= w I c(....w ....) | (....w ....)

This more general pattern link is used to replace the simple variable link in the previous Q rules.

(14) Q [{... | pattern g { term |b-(

<= Q I {-[t/w i..nl I ... [t/w1i>nJ, bi...,bm} J 
where t/wi n ==match [term.pattern]

(16) [[{... | ..w.. e fG(ti.-..tm),gF(w+ ,tm+1l..Itn)l...}]I

a) If fG_old(v1,..,vn )={ ..w.. | ..w.. € fG (v1_,..Ivm)l gF (w,vm+1 ,..,vn)} e  def_set, then (fold)

<= Q G{...| ..w.. g fG_old(t1 ..tm,tm+l ..tn),...IJ

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= Q |{...| ..w.. g fG_new(t-)..tm,tm+.|..tn)I...I

define and add to def_set

fG_new(vi,..,vn)={ -w.. I ..w.. g fG (v1 ,..,vm), gF(wIvm+i,..,vn)} 
unfold the generator

fG -new(v1»-vn )= 9 .l{  -w.. |..w.. e stf, gF (w,vm+1,..,vn)} J

(17) Q [{... | ..w.. g gG (t0,ti ,..,tm)Ig F(w+ ,tm+i ,..,tn),...}l

a) if gG_old(v0 ,v1(..,vn )={ ..w.. | ..w.. e gG (v0,vi ,..,vm), g F (w,vm+1 ,..,vn)} e  def_set,

then (fold)

<= Q |{...| ..w..e gG_old(t0,t1-tm.tm+v-tn),...l

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= Q |[{...| ..w.. g gG_new(to,ti..tm,tm+i..tn),...]]

define and add to def_set

9 G -new(v0 'v1 ••••vn)={ -w.. | -w.. g gG (v0,vi,..,vm), gF(w,vm+1,..,vn)} 
narrow on the generator

gG_new(Pl ,V-| ,.,Vn)=S l  { ..w.. I ..W.. G s\gv  gF (w,vm + 1 ,..,vn)} 1 

gG_new(pr,v1(..,vn)=S |  { ..w..| ..w.. g stgr, gF (w,vm+1l..,vn)} 1

WHERE
match [t,v] <= [t/v]

match [c(t-jI..,tn),c(p1,..Ipn)] <= match [t1/p1] o...omatch [tn/pn]

match [(t-| ,..,tn),(Pi ,..,pn)] <= match [t-(/p-|] o...omatch [tn/pn]

Figure 3.23 - More General Q rules which accept Com plex Pattern L ink

These modified Q rules can be applied to the earlier non-terminating paragraph program in order 
to obtain the following more efficient (and terminating) program.

- - -paragraph^]) <= {[]};

— paragraph(a::x) <= {(a::b)::w | b::w g paragraph'(x)};

- - -paragraph'd]) <= {[]::[]};

— paragraph'(a::x) <= {[]::w| w g paragraph(x)} u  { (a::b)::w | b::w g paragraph'(x)};
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3. 7 . 2 . Fusions between Generators and Processors

After the successful fusion of generators and filters, we can proceed to combine the resulting 
generator with its outer processor function (where applicable). Typically, such a pair of 
functions would be of the form:

- - -new_gen(v1 ,..,vn) { process(w,vm+i ,..,vn) | w e generate^

where the function call, process(w,vrn+1,..(vn), is a consumer of intermediate output, w, from the 
generator, w e generate^,..,vm).

However, there is one important pre-condition which must be satisfied before we can consider 
any fusion between a generator and its processor function. This pre-condition (not needed in 
the earlier fusion between generators and filters) requires that each intermediate variable should 
only be present in its generator (as output) and its processor (as input) and nowhere else.

Should the intermediate variable be present in other parts of the set abstraction, complete fusion 
between the generator and processor functions could not take place. This is because we will not 
be able to completely eliminate the need for the intermediate output (and thus the generator) by 
such fusion.

This is why we must always apply filter promotion technique (to reduce the number of 
references to the intermediate variable) before this form of fusion.

3 . 7 . 2 . 1 .  D e s i r a b le  P r o c e s s o r  F o r m

In a similar manner to filters of the previous technique, we must also identify a desirable form 
for the processor functions which could act as good consumers of intermediate outputs. Each of 
these processor functions will typically be of the type:

dec process : (Rtype # 8-j ..8n) -> Ptype;

which takes an intermediate output of the type, Rtype, together with the other arguments, 5-j ..5n, 

in order to produce a new result of the type, Ptype.

Like the desirable filters, we could also simplify the presentation of our transformation 
algorithm by restricting the desirable processors to just g-type functions. The f-type processor 
functions are assumed to be either bad consumers or capable of disappearing by direct 
unfolding.

With this assumption, we shall consider only g-type functions as our desirable processor 
functions, denoted with the suffix p, as shown below.

----- gp (p1,vi,..,vn) <= t-i

----- gp(pr,v-| ,..,vn) <= tr W H ERE  pj=c,(v'i the suffix p stands for processor function

The RHS terms, t-j ,..,tr, of these processor functions will be general (first-order) terms. The 
only requirement on them is that the desirable g-type function calls must only have variables in 
their pattern-matching arguments, as defined below.
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Definition 3.23 - Desirable Processor Form
A processor function is considered to be of desirable form for fusion, if each of its 
RHS terms satisfies the following grammar.

t v | c(t-j | kP (t! ,..,tn) | gpiVQ+.t! ...,tn)

where kP (either f-type of g-type) is a processor function that does not satisfy the 
desirable processor form.

As for the generator functions, the desirable form remains identical to Definition 3.22 (given in 
Section 3.7.1.2).

3 . 7 . 2 . 2 .  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  A l g o r i t h m

With these desirable expression forms, we can formulate a transformation algorithm for the 
fusion of desirable generators and processors. However, this transformation algorithm need not 
be completely new because most of its rules are essentially similar to the previous Q rules for 
filter promotion. In fact, all the previous rules, except Q 14, 16 and 17 (for dealing with the 
filter functions), could be re-used for the new fusion algorithm.

(19) Q  | [ { . . . g p ( c j ( p i ,..ipj)+ ,ti,..ttn)...

a) if t-j ..tn are variables/constants, then (unfold)

<= Q [{...gtjlp/v' 1 ..j,t/v1..n]...|...}l

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= fG_new(t1 -tn>vn+1”vz)

define
fG -new(v1”vn-vn+1”vz H - 9 p ( c i(Pl-Pj)+ .v l " vn ) -  I 

unfold the processor
fG_new(Vi..vntvn+i..v2)^I{V-.gti[p7^ i.j.V/v-i n]...|...} l ~

where vn+1 ..vz==vars [ { .......|...} ]

(20) Q I{...gp(w+ ,tn+i,..Itm)... | w e  f Q ( t i }1! w must not be present elsewhere !

a) if fG_old(v1 ,..,vn )={ g P (w+ ,vn+ 1 ,..,vm ) | w e  fG (v1 ,..,vm)} e  def_set, then (fold)

<= Q [{...W...| W  e f Q _ o l d ( t - j . . t n),...|

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= Q [{...W...| W  e fG_new(t-|..tmitm+-|..tn),...]l

define and add to def_set

fG -new(v1>"'vn)={ 9C(W+-Vn + 1 *-Vm) I w e fG(v1 - -vm)> 
unfold the generator

fG_new(v i,..,vn)=S  I[ { gc (w+ ,vn+1 l..,vm) | w e stf} ]

(21) Q I{...gp(w+ ,tn+i,..)tm)...| w e g G ^ I - ^ m ) ' — ,w must not be present elsewhere \

a) if gG_old(v0 ,v1 f..fvn )={ gP (w+fvn+ 1 ,..fvm) | w e gG(vo-vi,..,vm)} e  def_set, then (fold)

<= Q [{...W...| W  e gG_old(to,ti..tm.fm+1 -^n)— -l

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= Q [{...W...| W e  gG _new(t0>t1--tm>tm +1"tn)>-” }l

define and add to def_set 

gG _new(v0 ,v1 ,..,vn)={ gp(w+ ,vn+1 ,..,vm) | w e gQ(t0.ti 

narrow on the generator
gG_new(p1,v1,..,vn)=S I  { gP(w+vn+1l..,vm) | w e s tg ^ J

9 G -new(Pr-v1 - ' vn)=(?  I  { 9 p(w+ ,vn+1 ,..,vm) | w e stgr} J

F ig u r e  3 .2 4  - A d d i t io n a l  R u le s  f o r  t h e  F u s io n  o f  G e n e r a t o r s  a n d
P r o c e s s o r s
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As a consequence, only three more rules (analogous to the three rules Q 14, 16 and 17) are 
needed for a transformation algorithm to appropriately fuse generators and processors. These 
three rules are given in Figure 3.24 as Q 19, 20 and 21. In each of these rules, we use a context 
notation, ...gp(w,tm + i,..,tn)..., for selecting a sub-term which has a desirable processor function, 
gp , with an intermediate variable, w, as its pattern-matching argument.

Rule 19 is used to consume an intermediate output term by either direct or indirect unfolding of 
its matched processor function call. Rules 20 and 21 are used to select pairs of generator and 
processor functions which are suitable for fusion. In both these rules, the intermediate variable, 
w, must not occur anywhere else in the set expression. Either a define & unfold step or a. fold 
step is taken in each of these two rules, in order to perform the appropriate fusion.

3 . 7 . 2 . 3 .  A n  E x a m p le

To illustrate the new transformation algorithm, we shall use the earlier function, a llje n g th ,  

which was transformed in Section 3.7.1.4 to:

— alljength(x)

- - -sub__path([])

- - -sub_path(a::x)

- - -sub_path'([],a) 

— sub_path'(b::x,a)

{ length(w) | w e sub__path(x)};

{[11:
sub_path(x) u  { a::w | w  e sub_path'(x,a)};

{[]};
sub_path’(x,a) u  { b::w | w e sub_path '(x,b)> arc(a,b)};

This transformed function contains a generator, sub_path(x), and an outer producer function call, 
length(w). Such a.pair of generator and producer can be fused by applying the new Q rules’ to the -*r 
main function, a lljength . The transformation sequence for this fusion is shown in Figure 3 .2 5 .

This transformation results in a more efficient program (shown below) which does not make 
use of the previously present intermediate list.

— alljength([]) <=

— alljength(a::x) <=

— alljength '([l,a) < *

— alljength '(b::x,a) <s=

{0 };
a lljength(x) u  { 1 + W  | W  e alljength '(x,a)};

{0 };
alljength '(x,a) u  { 1 +W  | W  e alljength '(x,b), arc(a.b)};
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- - -a lljength (x ) <= Q 11 { length(w) 1 w e sub_path(x)} ]] ! Q narrow sub_path

— all_length([]) <= Q I  { length(w) | w  e {[]}} 1 ! Q 14,substitute

<= Q I  { length([])} ] ! Q 19,unfold length

<= ! Q 3 ,singleton

<= { 0 }

— all_length(a::x) <= Q H { length(w) 1 w e sub_path(x) ! narrow sub_path

u  { a::w | w  e sub_path '(x,a)}}]] ! Q 8,distribute u

<= Q H { length(w) 1 w e sub_path(x)}U ! Q 21 a, 12,fold

u  Q [  { length(a::w) | w e sub_path'(x,a)} ]] ! Q 19, unfold length

<= a lljength (x )

u  Q 11 { 1+length(w) | w e sub_path'(x,a)} J ! Q 21b,define all_length'

<= alljength(x) u  Q [  { 1+W  | W  e all_length'(x,a)}]l ! Q 18,no more

<= alljength(x) u  { 1 + W  | W  e a lljength ’fx.a)}

d e f i n e

- * -all_length'(x,a) <= { length(w) l w e sub_path'(x,a)} ! narrow sub_path'

— all_length'([],a) <= Q II { length(w) | w e { D}} 1 ! Q 14,substitute

<= 9 II ( l e n g t h e n ! Q 19,3,unfold length

<= { 0 }

- - -alljength '(b::x,a) <= Q H { length(w) | w e sub_path'(x,a)

u  { b::w | w e sub_path'(x,b), arc(a,b)}}J ! Q 14,substitute

<= Q I  { length(w) | w e sub_path'(x,a)} ]] ! Q 21b

u  Q | { length(b::w) 1 w e sub_path’(x,b), arc(a,b)} ]]! Q 19,unfold length

<= Q {[ { W | W  e alljength'(x,a)} 1 \Q 12

u  Q |[ { 1+length(w) | w e sub.jiath'lx.b), arc(a.b)} ]]! Q 21b,fold

<= alljength’(x,a)

u Q U  1+W | W  e allJengthXx.b), arc(a.b)} 1 ! Q 18,no more

<= alljength'(xfa) u  { 1+W ] W e alljength'(x,b), arc(a,b)}

F ig u r e  3 .2 5  -  A n E x a m p le  to  I l l u s t r a t e  t h e  F u s io n  o f  G e n e r a t o r s  a n d  P r o d u c e r s

3.8. Summary of Chapter 3

In this chapter, we presented two major transformation algorithms, denoted by Tand Q, which 
can be used for fusing function calls in functional compositions and set abstractions 
respectively. These transformation techniques improve programs by eliminating the need for 
intermediate data structures and/or reduce the number of function calls used (whenever 
possible). We also introduced a producer-consumer model of functions to help us explain the 
way fusion transformation works. In particular, we stated that successful fusion could only 
take place when a good producer meets a good consumer. We gave precise descriptions (in the 
form of grammar rules) for identifying good from bad producers and consumers.

In the case of functional compositions, we showed how the original deforestation algorithm of 
Wadler, could be gradually extended to all first-order programs. This was achieved by two 
apparatus. The first apparatus is a novel use of the variable-only parameter criterion (together 
with linearity and type information) to mark out those parameters which are bad consumers. 
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Correspondingly, the second apparatus, the let construct, was used for identifying 
(transforming out) bad producers. These two simple but effective apparatus enabled us to 
formulate the Universal Deforestation Algorithm which was proved to be terminating and 
applicable to all first-order programs16.

A similar consideration (of the fusion technique) for set abstractions was also formulated but 
this formulation is more complex. To simplify our presentation, we restricted good consumers 
(filters or processors) to just g-type functions. This simplification still leaves us with an 
impressive range of programs which can be successfully fused, as illustrated throughout 
Section 3.7.

In the next chapter, we shall apply similar algorithmic transformation techniques towards the 
removal of higher-order features. This removal will help us improve program efficiency. It will 
also pave the way for an even more general extension of deforestation to higher-order 
programs.

16 Remember that programs from the full first-order language can always be transformed (by Augustsson and 
Wadler’s pattern-matching translation algorithm) to an equivalent program of the restricted first-order 
language in this chapter (i.e. single, unnested pattern-matching parameter for each g-type function).
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4. Higher-Order Removal

4.1. Introduction

An extremely attractive feature of functional languages is their ability to handle higher-order 
objects. This feature enables functions to be treated as first-class citizens, where they can be 
passed around as arguments and returned as results, in just as the same way as data terms can. 
It is desirable because of the extra level of program abstraction which can be obtained by 
parameterising functions. In particular, it encourages and eases the construction of generic 
functions, which are often the building blocks for reusable software.

Though highly advantageous for ease of programming and software reusability, higher-order 
functions are inefficient to implement. Expensive closures (on heap space) are frequently 
needed to support the execution of higher-order programs. Furthermore, the generality of 
higher-order functions is often a source of complications for both program analysis and 
transformation techniques. For example:-

• Deforestation can be formulated successfully for first-order programs 
([Wadler8 8] and Chapter 3) but encounters complications to its 
transformation algorithm when we try to consider it directly for arbitrary 
higher-order programs.

• Backward analysis techniques work well for first-order programs but face 
difficulty when considered for higher-order expressions [Hughes&8]. This - -  
is because function-type arguments, unlike ground-type ones, have to be 
propagated in a forward manner for analysis.

• Forward analysis techniques (abstract interpretation) [Mycroft81,Bum87a] 
can be neatly formulated for strongly-typed higher-order functional 
programs. However, they still experience intractable complexity problem 
[Hunt89] in their fix-point analyses. This is due primarily to the much 
larger domain spaces required for function-type parameters.

One method of partially addressing this problem is to provide a means by which most of the 
higher-order features can be eliminated. We propose in this chapter a transformation tactic that 
can eliminate significant classes of higher-order features from source programs.
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4.1.1. A Simple Higher Order Language

A simple higher-order language can be provided by making a few extensions to the first-order 
language given in Chapter 3 (for deforestation). This higher-order language will continue1 to 
support the two kinds of functions, denoted by f and g, of the following form:

- - -f(V1 ...,vn) <= tf

---g(p1,v1,..,vn) <= tg!

— g(Pr.v1.—vn) <S! *9r W HERE pj -  ci(v,i,..,v,j)

In addition, the RHS terms (tf, tg-j,..,tgr ) of these functions will now be terms that can be 
described by the following BNF grammar, 

t f |c (t1f..,tn)
t' ::= v | fid j la m b d a  (v-|,..,vn) «*> t e n d  | t' (t-j,..,tn) 
fid f|g

This grammar allows functions to be returned as results in the form of function identifiers, 
(f and g), lambda abstractions (i.e la m b d a  (vi,..,vn) => t e n d )  or applications (i.e. t'(ti,..,tn)) which 
return function results. It also allows function-type expressions to be present in any of the 
arguments, t1t..,tn, of both applications, t’(ti and constructor terms, c(t1 (..ttn). 
Furthermore, this grammar describes an uncurried language where partial applications are 
always expressed using lambda abstractions. For example a partially applied function call, 
f t-|..tn_1, where the arity is n, can be denoted using la m b d a  v =>f(t1,..,tn_i,v) e n d . We use 

this uncurried notation because it helps to simplify the formulations of our transformation 
algorithms later. In particular, it is easier to consider the unfolding of (uncurried) function calls 
because they will always have all their arguments present.

Of all the features present, the two most interesting features for the higher-order removal 
transformations are:

• applications, denoted by t,(t1,..,tn).
• function-type arguments in applications and constructor terms.

In the case of the applications, t’(ti,..,tn), we can re-classify them into three categories, as shown 
by the following alternative BNF grammar.

t'(t-i ,..,tn) fid (t-j ,..,tn) | va (t1 ,..,tn) | ga (t-| ...,tn)
va v | va (t1(..,tn)
ga fid (t-i ,..,tn) | la m b d a  (v1 ,..,vn) =>  t en d  (t1 | ga (t-j ,..,tn)

If t'is a function identifier, as in fid(t<j,..,tn), then its form will be similar to the first order 
function calls, like f(t-j ,..,tn) or g(t0,..,tn). We will refer to this application as just a function call or 
a function application. Also, if t'(ti,..,tn) contains a leftmost functional term that is a variable, 
like va(t1 ,..,tn), we will refer to this application as a variable application. Otherwise, if v has a 
leftmost functional term which is either a function call or a lambda abstraction, as in ga(t1t..,tn),

1 The distinction between f-type and g-type functions, though useful for universal deforestation, is not 
essential for higher-order removal transformations. We could avoid it by using the case construct language 
of Section 2.4.1. However, as we intend to provide higher-order extensions to deforestation later (Section 
4.5), we shall put up with the slight complication of having to formulate transformation rules separately for 
f- and g-type functions.
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we will refer to it as a general application. These are the only three forms of applications which 
are allowed in the above language.

The other higher-order feature of interest is the function-type arguments. These arguments may 
appear inside constructor terms or applications. We shall frequently refer to them as either 
higher-order or function-tvpe arguments.

In this chapter, we shall see that all general applications and a certain class of higher-order 
arguments (from function applications) could be eliminated by using just the define/unfold/fold 
transformation steps. We shall initially give brief overviews of these eliminations through some 
examples first. After these overviews, we shall present (later in the chapter) the complete 
transformation algorithms to perform automatic eliminations.

4.1.2. Overview of General Application Elimination

Each general application can be viewed as an application of the form: 
e (t 1 ,..,t

where the leftmost functional expression, e, is either a function identifier or a lambda 
abstraction. This leftmost expression, e, has the type (alt..,am) ->.. (51,..,5n) -> y where 
( a 1, .. ,am)..(81,..,8n) are the types of the arguments, (t’-j and 7 is the result type

from the above general application.

General applications of the above form can always be eliminated by using the 
lump uncurrying technique. This technique can always convert each of these general 
applications to a function application of the fOrm, tnew(t,1 ,'..,tn) where fhew is a new
intermediate function of the type (a1,..Iam,..,81,..,8n) -»7. Uncurrying is the conversion of an

application involving a function of the type, a 8 -» 7 , to a function of the type, 
(a,..,6) -» 7. Lump uncurrying is simply a more general technique where tuples of parameters 
are involved.

To illustrate this technique of eliminating general applications, consider a simple program 
consisting of two functions, prg and inc.

— - -prg(u) < * inc(u)(4);

— inc(x) <= lambda y => y+x end;

Here, we have only one general application, inc(u)(4), in the function prg. This general 
application can be eliminated by the lump currying technique, using a new intermediate 
function inc', to:

—  prg(u) <= inc'(u,4);

—  inc'(u,x) «= u+x;

However, the introduction of new intermediate functions in lump uncurrying is not always 
necessary. At times, it is also possible to eliminate general applications by just direct 
unfoldings. A direct unfold is an unfold operation which does not introduce intermediate 
functions. With the earlier example, we could also have eliminated the given general application 
by two direct unfold steps, as shown below.
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— prg(u) <= inc(u)(4); ! unfold inc(u)
<= (lambda y => y+u and) (4); ! unfold lambda application

<= 4+u ;

The removal of this general application by direct unfolding has managed to transform prg into a 
more efficient definition, without the need for the intermediate function, inc'.

As we shall see later, the combination of direct unfolding and lump uncurrying could be used 
for (efficiently) eliminating all general applications.

4.1.3. Overview of Higher-Order Argument Elimination

Some instantiated higher-order arguments of function applications can also be removed by 
transformations. This elimination of instantiated higher-order arguments can be seen as a form 
of function specialisation like those used in partial evaluation and mixed computation 
[Futamura71,Ershov82,JonesN85,PE&MIX88]. In function specialisation, a function call of 
two arguments, p(k,u), where one argument, k ,  is known (or grounded) and the other 
argument, u ,  is unknown (e.g. a variable), can often be specialised to a semantically equivalent 
but more efficient call, p|<(u). This new call uses a specialised function, P k ( u ) = p ( k , u ) ,  which can 
often be made more efficient through the specialised context of the known argument, k .  Our 
elimination of higher-order arguments can be viewed as this specialisation process where the 
known or partially known arguments are the instantiated function-type arguments.

To illustrate this process, consider a function double which uses a map function call, to double 
every element in its input list, as shown below.

dec double:list(num) -> list(num); ^ V r“

dec map:list(alpha) # (alpha -> beta) -> list(beta);

— double(x) <= map(x,lambda a => 2 *a end);

— map([],F) <= [];

— map(a::x,F) <« F(a)::map(x,F);

The m ap call in the function definition of doub le  has a higher-order argument, 
lambda a = > 2 *a end. This higher-order argument can be eliminated by initially narrowing the
map call, followed by an unfold and then a fold step, as shown below.

— double(x) 

— double([]) 

— double(a::x)

<= map(x,lambda a => 2 *a end); ! narrow map

<= [];
<= (lambda a => 2 *a end ) (a) ::map(x,lambda a => 2 *a end); ! unfold lambda 
<= 2 *a::map(x,lambda a => 2 *a end); ! fold double(x)
<= 2 *a::double(x);

The result of this transformation is a purely first-order definition for double which is sightly 
more efficient because there are fewer applications needed. We are able to specialise this higher- 
order map call because of the unchanged!fixed parameter, F, in the map function. A parameter of 
a recursive function is said to be unchangedlfixed if it does not change across its successive 
recursive calls. This property can guarantee successful folding needed to specialise recursive 
function calls. However, there is a more general parameter criterion, called the variable-only 
parameter criterion (introduced in Section 3.3.1.1 for Extended Deforestation), that could 
provide a more general way of indicating the arguments which are specialisable.
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Consider another higher-order function, with two function-type parameters F and G, which are 
being swapped around with each recursive call.

dec alt_map:list(alpha) # (alpha -> beta) # (alpha -> beta) -> list(beta);

- - -alt_map(0,F,G) <= [];

— alt_map(a::x,F,G) <= F(a)::alt_map(x,G,F);

These two parameters are not fixed but they satisfy the variable-only criterion. As a result, we 
are able to specialise any instantiated use of the function-type parameters of alt_map. For 
example, the following function with instantiated arguments, sqr and cube,

— every_other(x) <= alt_map(x,sqr,cube);

can be transformed or specialised to the program below (with a similar sequence of 
define/unfold/fold steps as the previous example).

- -  -every_other([)) -0 = [];

- - -every_other(a::x) <= sqr(a)::every_other'(x);

— every _other'([]) <= [];

— every_other'(a::x) <= cube(a)::every_other(x);

Notice that we have effectively eliminated both the instantiated function-type arguments from
the alt_map call2.

Apart from the above higher-order arguments which can be (easily) eliminated, it is also 
possible to have higher-order arguments which are harder to eliminate. These arguments are 
those w ith o u t  the variable-only parameter criterion. As an example, consider the parameter, F, 
of function acc_map below.

dec acc_map:list(num) # (nurn => uum)~-> list(num);  ̂ -

- - -acc_map([],F) <= [];

— acc_map(a::x,F) «e» F(a)::acc_map(x,lambda b => b+F(a) end);

This parameter acts as a kind of accumulating parameter and could generate infinite versions of 
recursive calls during unfold/fold transformations. For example, if we try to specialise the 
function call acc_map(x,id) where id is the identity function, with just the define/unfold/fold 
transformation steps, we may obtain the following infinite versions of recursive function calls 
to specialise!

acc_map(x,lambda b-) => bi+id(a-j) end),

acc_map(x,lambda b2 => b2+(lambda b-j => bi+id(a-|) end(a2)) end),

acc_map(x,lambda b2 => b3+(lambda b2 => b2+(lambda b-| => bi+id(a^) end(a2)) end (33)) end),

Such higher-order arguments, without the variable-only criterion, are harder to eliminate. They 
frequently require either laws or more complex sequence of transformation steps before they 
can be eliminated. Because of this, we shall ignore these arguments in our higher-order removal 
tactic.

2 To achieve this higher-order argument removal, we have introduced two new functions, every_oth er and
e v e r y _oth er', to replace the instantiated function call. This increase in program size is frequently a
consequence of program transformation techniques. However, as the storage used is statically determined 
before run-time, it is less expensive than the dynamic heap spaces required by closures for higher-order 
arguments.
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4.1.4. Overview of Full Laziness Technique

An important efficiency concern for higher-order programs is the preservation of full laziness. 
This concern was first recognised in [Wadsworth71], where it was observed that the evaluation 
of functional expressions may cause losses of efficiency, unless free expressions of lambda 
abstractions are always shared before the lambda bodies are duplicated.

A free expression in a lambda abstraction (or a given expression) is a 
subexpression which does not contain any of the bound variables of the lambda 
abstraction (or the given expression).

Wad worth's full laziness technique is a run-time technique which always searches for free 
expressions (other than simple variables or constants) for sharing, before lambda abstractions 
are about to be duplicated/copied. This technique carries some run-time overheads.

Subsequently, Hughes proposed a compile-time technique, called fully lazy lambda lifting 
[Hughes82], which provided inherent laziness through the parameter sharing mechanism. This 
technique combined the need for full laziness into lambda lifting. We discuss the lambda lifting 
technique next, before looking at how full laziness was built into the lambda lifting technique.

Lambda lifting is a transformation technique for removing free variables from lambda 
abstractions. As lambda abstractions may be nested, lambda lifting must be applied to the inner 
lambda abstractions before the outer ones. Given an inner lambda abstraction, 
lambdax-j..xn = > Eend, with free variables, v-|..vm in E, the lambda lifting technique works by 
converting the given lambda abstraction to (lambda v1..vm,x1..xn«>E end) (v-|..vm).The result of 
this conversion is a new'lambda abstraction; lambda vi..vm,x1..xn => E end, which does not 
contain any free variables because the free variables have been added as bounded parameters of 
the new lambda abstraction. Such lambda abstractions, without free variables, are called 
supercombinators by Hughes. They are useful because compiled codes could be provided to 
support their argument instantiations during program execution. This is more efficient than 
using the interpretive method (of recursive tree-walk) needed to instantiate lambda abstractions 
with free variables.

Even though lambda lifting technique is useful, it does not preserve full laziness. To preserve 
full laziness, Hughes suggested the extraction of maximal free expressions (rather than just free 
variables) during lambda lifting.

A maximal free expression (or MFE) is a free expression in a lambda 
abstraction (or a given expression) that is not contained within another free 
expression.

The technique of extracting out MFEs is known as the fully lazy lambda lifting technique. It 
works by considering the inner lambda abstractions before the outer ones. In addition, it must 
also deal with single-parameter lambda abstractions. Each multi-parameter lambda abstraction, 
lam bdax-|..xn => E end, would have to be converted to a nesting of single-parameter lambda 
abstractions, lambda x-| => (lambda => ••• (lambda xn => E end) ... end) end before it could be 
converted by the technique. Thus, given the above innermost lambda abstraction, 
lam bdaxn => E end, the fully lazy lambda lifting technique will search for all MFEs, say e-j..ef,
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in E . These MFEs will be extracted from the lambda body to 
give (lambda v-, ,.vf xn «> E [v-|/e1 ,..,vf/ef] end) e<)..ef. The extraction process is repeatedly applied 
to all lambda abstractions until each of them is made into a fully lazy supercombinator. To 
illustrate this fully lazy lambda lifting technique, our simple program would have to be 
expressed in curried form (in order to allow the easy extraction of both ground-type and 
function-type free expressions), as shown below.

- - - p y  -0= duplambdax«*> + (sqry)x end;

-  dupv <= + (v3 )(v4 );

This program must also be converted to use single-parameter lambda abstractions, as follows.
- - - p  -o= lambda y => dup lambda x*>  + (sqry) x end end;

- - - dup lambda v => + (v 3) (v 4) end;

- - - inc'(u,x) <= u+x;

In this form, we can only find one MFE, + (sqr y), which occurs in the inner lambda abstraction 
of the function p. To extract it, the fully lazy lambda lifting technique would introduce an 
intermediate function, h (i.e. a supercombinator), to hold the MFE. This extraction and the 
lifting of all lambda abstractions gives:

- - -p y o= dup h (+ (sqr y));

- - -h Y x <= Y  x ;

- - -dup v <= + (v 3) (v 4);

The MFE extracted, + sqr(y), is actually a partial application. The effect of this extraction is the 
introduction of another function, h, which has a function-type argument, Y. Such extractions of 
partial applications and the corresponding introductions of higher-order functions (with 
function-type parameters) are the means by which fully lazy lambda lifting preserve full 
laziness. However, the technique contradicts with the goal of higher-order removal 
transformations because of its introduction of function calls with higher-order arguments. The 
goal of our transformation is the removal of higher-order arguments and not their introduction.

To preserve full laziness, we shall propose (later in this chapter) a new full laziness 
transformation technique which does not need to introduce higher-order features. We give a 
brief introduction of how the new technique works here.

Instead of extracting out all MFEs, our full laziness technique will only extract out the ground- 
type MFEs.

A ground-type MFE (GT-MFE) of a lambda abstraction (or a given 
expression) is a ground-type free expression, other than a simple variable or 
constant, which is not contained within another ground-type free expression.
Also, an expression is ground-type if it returns an object-type result, like 2 ,
[’a'/b*], as opposed to a function-type result, like lambda x«> x+1 end.

Notice that simple variables or constants are not regarded as GT-MFE because they do not 
cause any losses of laziness when duplicated.

The extraction of only GT-MFE will help to ensure that we do not introduce higher-order 
arguments. With the earlier example, this means that we shall extract out the GT-MFE, sqr y,
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rather than the MFE, + (sqr y). This extraction would result in the following fully lazy program, 
without any introduction of functions with higher-order arguments.

— P(y) <= dup h'(sqr(y)) ;

- - -h’(Y) <= lambda x => Y+x end;

— dup(v) <« v(3) + v(4);

Our alternative technique does not need lambda abstractions to be converted to single-parameter 
lambda abstractions. This is because it could directly examine each lambda abstraction of the 
form, lambdax-|..xn »=> E end, to find and extract out the GT-MFEs that may be present in E. 

However, some GT-MFEs may be trapped under function calls. These trapped GT-MFEs must 
be revealed by other transformation techniques. As an example, consider the following 
alternative program for p.

— p(y) <= dup (lambda x => h(y,x) end);

- - -h(y,x) <= sqr(y)+x;

— dup(v) <= v(3) + v(4);

O n  the surface, the lambda abstraction, lambda x => h(y,x) end in function p, does not contain any 
explicit GT-MFEs. However, if we allow the direct unfold of function call, h(y,x), in the lambda 
abstraction, this would reveal the implicit GT-MFE, sqr(y), trapped under the function h, as 
shown below.

- - -p(y) <= dup (lambda x => h(y,x) end); ! unfold h(y,x)

<= dup (lambda x «> sqr(y)+x end);

The use of transformation techniques, like unfolding, to reveal and allow the extraction of 
implicit GT-MFEs are vital instruments of our new full-laziness technique. We shall see how 
they are carried out later in this chapter.

4 .1 .5 .  O verv iew  o f F u lly  Lazy H igher-O rde r A rgum en t E lim ina tion

Previously, we illustrated the elimination of higher-order arguments without considering a 
possible loss in efficiency that is closely related to the full laziness concern. In particular, the 
primary technique used to eliminate instantiated higher-order arguments is unfolding. This may 
sometimes duplicate (non-linear) instantiated higher-order arguments and cause possible losses 

-of efficiency.

As an example, consider the fully lazy function, p, from the previous section.
- - -P(y) <« dup (h’(sqr(y)));

— h'(Y) <= lambda x => Y+x end;

— dup(v) <= v(3) + v (4 );

To eliminate the higher-order argument, h'(sqr(y)), in dup call of function p, we could apply the 
following sequence of transformation steps.

— p(y) <= dup (h'(sqr(y))); ! unfold dup

<= h'(sqr y)(3 )+h'(sqr y)(4); ! unfold h' twice

<= (sqr(y)+3)+(sqr(y)+4);

This sequence of transformation steps has produced a first-order function without any higher- 
order arguments. However, the transformed function also contains two identical sub
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expressions, sqr(y), that arise from the duplication of non-linear function-type argument of dup 

call. This redundancy is related to full laziness concern because we have duplicated a non-linear 
higher-order argument with GT-MFEs.

To avoid this loss of efficiency, we must always extract out all GT-MFEs from the non-linear 
function-type arguments before they are duplicated by unfolding. The only GT-MFE in h'(sqr(y)) 

is sqr(y). Note that we are using a more general definition of GT-MFE which does not have to 
be from a lambda abstraction (see the bracketed alternative in the definition of GT-MFE in 
previous sub-section). Extracting this GT-MFE out with another intermediate function, pnew,

would give us:
- - -P(y)
— pnew(Y)

— h ' ( Y )
— dup(v)

<= pnew(sqr(y));

<* dup (h'(Y));

<= lambda x => Y+x end; 

< * v(3) + v(4);

The new instantiated higher-order argument, h'(Y) in pnew, does not now contain any GT-MFEs. 
It could therefore be (efficiently) eliminated by unfolding the dup function call to give:

- - -pnew(Y) <= (Y+3)+(Y+4);

We shall call such a technique for eliminating higher-order arguments, the fully lazy higher- 
order argument elimination transformation.

4 .1 .6 .  O utline o f S tages fo r the H igher-O rder Removal Tac tic

As shown with the earlier examples, the two principal higher-order features, general 
applications and higher-order arguments, can be eliminated by unfold/fold tr"ansformaticns.?In 
fact, we shall show that these eliminations can be formulated as automatic transformation 
algorithms, which will be known respectively as:

1) Elimination of General applications (denoted by A)

2) Elimination of Higher-Order A2(guments (denoted by 10

In addition, we shall also need a new full laziness transformation technique to make programs 
fully lazy without introducing any new higher-order arguments. This technique works by 
extracting out ground-type MFEs from lambda abstractions, where possible. We shall show 
that it can also be formulated as a transformation algorithm which will be known as:

3) Full Laziness Transformation (denoted by L )
Our full laziness algorithm shall be compatible with the higher-order removal transformations. 
In particular, it will help to float out both implicit and explicit ground-type MFEs to places, 
where they could be shared, before the elimination of higher-order arguments via % This is 
especially important for the fully lazy elimination of non-linear higher-order arguments.

These three transformation algorithms, A, L  and % together make up the higher-order removal 
tactic. They are closely inter-related because some of these transformations may introduce 
features which have to be eliminated by the other transformations. For example, the elimination 
of higher-order arguments, % may in its process introduce general applications which have to 
be eliminated by A, and vice versa.
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However, instead of organising it as a single complex transformation, it is better for us to 
separate them out as three fairly independent algorithms which are applied in some appropriate 
sequence. One suitable application sequence is shown in Figure 4.1. This sequence contains 
three principal transformation stages (denoted by the thick arrows), which must each be applied 
exhaustively to an entire program before moving on to the next stage. These stages are intended 
to gradually transform our expressions to more desirable forms - starting with the elimination of 
general applications, then the preservation of laziness and finally the elimination o f instantiated 
higher-order arguments from function calls. These stages are best illustrated by looking at the 
expression forms, E l, E2a, E2b and E3, before and after each of the above three 
transformation stages. The various expression forms are:

E l - any expression from the simple higher-order language

E2a - without general applications

E2b - fully lazy and without general applications

E3 - fully lazy, without general applications and without instantiated 
higher-order arguments (that have the variable-only property).

s ' "  Elimination of General Applications 

Full Laziness Transformation

11" Fully Lazy Elimination of Higher-Order Arguments

Figure 4.1 - Complete Transformation Stages for the Higher-Order
Removal Tactic

As mentioned earlier, the three transformation algorithms cannot be made completely 
independent from one another. This is because it is still possible for the % and the L 
transformations to re-introduce general applications. Nevertheless, these re-appearances can be 
removed by re-invoking the % transformation, as shown by the dotted arrows. These re
invocations will not result in non-termination, as we shall see in our termination proofs.

In this chapter, we shall describe all three transformation stages which together constitute our 
higher-order elimination tactic. We begin by describing, in Section 4.2 and 4.3, the two 
transformation stages for eliminating general applications and higher-order arguments 
respectively. In each of these cases, we present the transformation algorithm, target expression 
form and proof that our transformation is both safe and effective. For simplicity, the 
presentation of higher-order argument elimination will initially ignore the full laziness concern. 
This laziness issue is considered retrospectively in Section 4.4, where we present a new 
approach to full laziness and show how this new approach can be made compatible with higher-
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order argument elimination. After describing these three stages for higher-order removal, we 
shall show in Section 4.5 one very useful result of these eliminations, namely that we are able 
to extend the previous universal deforestation algorithm of Chapter 3 to higher-order programs! 
This extension will also have the advantage that it is able to eliminate lists and trees of functions. 
We shall conclude in Section 4.6 by comparing our tactic to some related research works.

4.2. Elimination of General Applications

The source of the transformation stage, X, is any higher-order expression, while the target is a 
class of expressions that is devoid of all general applications. We shall call the target expression 
form, the applyless form, and formally define it as follows.

Definition 4.1 - Applyless Form
A term is said to be applyless if it does not contain any general applications. This 
form can be described by the grammar below,

t ::= va | c(t-( ,..,tn) | la m b d a  (v-| ,..,vn) «> t a n d  | f(t-, ...,tn) | g(t0,ti ,..,tn) 
va ::= v | va(t-) ,..,tn)

where g and f are applyless functions.
Correspondingly, a function is said to be applyless, if its definition is made up of 
applyless terms.

The distinctive feature of this applyless form is the absence of general applications. We shall 
show that general applications can always be eliminated by transformation algorithm, This 
result is stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 - Elimination of General Applications
Any higher-order expression, which is well-typed can always be effectively 
transformed by algorithm, A, to an equivalent term that is applyless, without any 
loss of efficiency.

The theorem states that all higher-order expressions can always be converted to applyless form 
if the expression is well-typed. An expression is well-typed if it satisfies the Hindley-Milner's 
polymorphic type checking algorithm [Hindley69,Milner78]. This requirement is important for 
proving the termination of the transformation algorithm, as we shall see later in 
Section 4.2.3.3. Also, to convert an entire program into applyless form, we have to apply the 
transformation algorithm, .2 , using the bottom-up conversion strategy of Section 3.4.3.1. This 
will help to ensure that all auxiliary functions are always converted before their parent 
functions. The proof for this elimination of general applications theorem shall be given in 
Section 4.2.3.

4 .2 .1 .  T rans fo rm a tio n  A lgo rithm , 7\.

The twelve transformation rules for A are given in Figure 4.2. To shorten these rules, we 
frequently use the abbreviation, t1>>n, to denote a list of arguments, t-j ,..,tn.

The first nine rules (3 1 to 9) of our algorithm deal with the outer expression structures that are 
already in applyless form. The structures of these outer expressions are preserved with 
recursive transformations applied to their sub-expressions, where applicable.
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The main general applications elimination rules occur in 3  10,11 and 12. In each of these three 
rules, we start our elimination by referring to the leftmost sub-expression of the general 
application. This leftmost sub-expression, e, is specified with the notation: 

e (ti,..,tn) (te-j ,..,tea)..(tea+b,..,tes )

where e is either a lambda abstraction or a f- or a g-type function identifier. These are the only 
three types of general applications. We perform their eliminations with either one of the 
following.

1) a direct unfold step (310a, 3  11 a), or
2 ) a define&unfold step (310b, 31 lc, 312b), or
3) a fold step (311 b,312a).

Our first choice step for removing general applications is direct unfolding (3 10a, 11a). This 
direct unfolding can be used for

lambda abstractions and non-recursive f-type function calls, whose non-linear as 
well as function-type arguments are either variables or constant functions (CF).

A constant function is either a constant, like 1 or 2, or a function without parameters that 
returns a constant. These functions can be assumed to be pre-computed and thus will not cause 
inefficiency when duplicated.

To identify the parameters which determine if direct unfolding is possible, we introduce an 
annotation, @, (that can be determined before transformation) to mark all those parameters that 
are either non-linear and/or of function-type for each lambda abstraction and non-recursive f- 
type functions. These parameters are assumed to be grouped together as parameters, vm+1..vn 
(as shown in 310 and 311).

With this assumption, let us consider a general application, p(3,w)(b*b), where w and b are 
variables and p is a function as defined below.

— p(x@,v@) <= lambda a => v(x*x+a) end;

The function, p, has a non-linear parameter, x, and a function-type parameter, v. Both of these 
parameters are annotated as However, as the arguments of the function call, p(3,w), are just a 
constant 3 and a variable w, we could still perform a direct unfold using 311a. This could then
be followed by a sequence of 3  steps, as shown below, in order to transform the given 
expression to an equivalent applyless expression without any general applications.

a  [ p(3,w)(b*b) 1 is transformed to: ! * 11a

= A l  lambda a => w(3*3+a) end (b*b) J ! ^ 10a

s a[w (3*3+b*b) 1 \A 7

s w(a 13*3+b*b]J) la  8

SB w(a 1 3*31 + *  II b *bj) ! *  8,8

a: w(a|[3]ra|I3I|+a|[b]ra|[b]|)
w(3*3+b*b)

l *  2 ,2 ,1,1
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V(1) * f l v j

(2 ) a l c ( t 1 f..,tn) l

(3) ^  [ lambda (vi,..,vn) »> tf end

(4) 3 A  |  let v== t-| in t2 J

(5)

(6) ^ Ig l
(7) jjj 1 va(t! ,..ttn) 1

(8)

(9) !A | g(to.--.tn) 1

c ( R [ t 1D,..,a|[tn ]|) 

lambda (v-j ,..,vn) => A  ( tf J end 

letv— ^[t<|]| in^Ht2 l  

f

g
a|[va ]l(a |[t1]l,....H|Itn J)

I t - i l , E t n J) 
g(^Et0l ,. .^ I tnl)

(10) H  lambda (v1 ..vm.vm+1® ..vn® )  => tf end (t1 ..tm,tm +1« ,..tn® ) (tel l ..1tea)..(tea+b,..Ites ) 1

Given ®  annotates each argum ent w hich is  non-linear and/or function-type

a) If tm + i..tn are variables or constants; (direct unfold)

<= a  |[ tf [t1 /v1 ,..,tn/vn] (te-j ,..,tea)..(tea+b ,..,tes ) ]

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= f_new (^ ItJ-j n> ^ I t e l i  s )

define and unfold lambda application
f_new(v1<<n,ve1<>s) -  ^  Jtf [v-1/v^...Vn/Vn] (vei ,..,vea)..(vea+b)..,ves )I|

(1 1 ) ^ I f ( t 1 ..tm,tm +1@..tn@ ) (te1>..,tea)..(tea+bf..,tes )l

G iven ®  annotates each argum ent w hich is  non-linear and/or function-type 

a) if tm + -|..tn are all variables/CF and f is  non-recursive; (direct unfold)

<= * I t f  [1^ , . . , ^ ^ ]  (te-j ,..ltea )..(tea+b ,..,tes )B

b) if f_old(v-| p.ve-j s )= f(v1 ><m,vm+1#<n) (ve1 ,..,vea )..(vea+b,.Mves ) G def_set then (fold)

<= f_old (.alt 1 1 Ite  1 1>>s)

c) otherwise (define & unfold) <= f_new 1 1 J 1 n,̂ ? Hte 1 1 s )

define and add to def_set
f_new(v1 ..r|,ve1 .;s )--f(v1 --ni,»-m +i..n)(ve 1 ,;.,vea)..(vea+b ...,ves ) 

unfold f call to give:
f_new(vi nivei s ) = .a It f [v1/v1 ,...vn/vnl (ve1 )..,vea)..(vea+b,..,ves ) 1 

(12) g(t0 ,ti n) (tel- . t e a)..(tea+ b - * tes)l

a) if g_old(v0 lv 1<>n,ve1eiS)-  g(v0 ,v1>-n) (ve1 l..Ivea)..(vea+b ,..,ves ) G def_set then (fold)

<= g_old 1 1 1 0t-n^  I  te 11  ..s )

b) otherwise(define & unfold) <= g_new(a 1 1 1 q n,.a I  te 11  s )

define and add to def_set

g_new(v0 ,v1 ..n.ve l ..s )= 9(vo.vi..n) (vei ...,vea )..(vea+b,.Mves ) 

unfold g call to give:
g_new(p1 ,v1 s M f t g 1 [v1/v1 ,..,vn/vn] (ve1 ,..,vea)..(vea+bl..,ves ) J

g_new(pr,v1 n,ve-, --S)=a [ t g r [v1/v1 ,..,vn/vn) (ve1 ,...vea)..(vea+bl..lves ) 1 

F igu re  4.2 - R u le s  for the E lim ina tion  of G enera l A p p lic a t io n s

If the above condition for direct unfolding cannot be satisfied, we must instead use the 
define&unfold step. For example, another general application, say p(a*3,sqr)(b), cannot be 
directly unfolded by A 11a because of the presence of the non-linear argument, a*3, and the 
instantiated function-type argument, sqr. T o  eliminate this general application, we must resort to 
^  1 lb which would define a new function, say p', followed by the extraction of all the 
arguments before an unfold. This transformation is illustrated below.

 ̂ let is presently not a construct of the simple higher-order language in Section 4.1.1 but this rule represent 
how it must be handled if it is present.
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7  l  p(a‘3,sqr)(b) ]] is transformed to:

■  pjnt(a 1 a*3]],^ l  sqr|^ H b])

! define pjnt by 1 b 

17  8,5,1

*  p_int(a*3,sqr,b)

■ * -pjnt(x,v,b) <= p(x,v)(b)

<= a  [ lambda a => v(x*x+a) end (b) 1 

<= 7  |[ v(x*x+b) 1

! unfold p(x,v)

lalOa
!*7...

<= v(x*x+b) \7  7,..

We still get an apply less expression, but it is not as efficient as the earlier case. These two cases 
illustrate how we would eliminate general applications without losing efficiency by the A rules.

In addition to the direct unfold and the define&unfold steps, we also have the fold steps (^1 lb, 
^ 1 2a). These fold steps work in tandem with the define&unfold steps for handling recursive 
function calls which might otherwise cause non-termination. They check to see if there are any 
re-occurrence of general applications among the previously defined functions in def_set 

(function definition set). Notice that we do not need a fold step for rule A 10 because lambda 
abstractions are non-recursive and do not therefore have to be folded.

4.2.2. An Example

To illustrate the application of the transformation algorithm, A, let us consider a recursive 
higher-order function, app, as shown below.

dec app : list(alpha) -> (list(alpha) -> list(alpha));

— app([j) <= la m b d a  w ■ > w e n d ;

— app(a::x) ’ <= la m b d a  w  => a::app(x)(w) en d ;

This function contains a general application, app(x)(w), which can be eliminated. To eliminate it, 
we apply the X  rules to each of the two RHS terms, as shown in Figure 4.3.

- - -app([]) 7  | lambda w ■> w end 1 ! 7  3

<= lambda w «>  7  | w J end ! 7  1

<= lambda w =>w  end

- - -app(a::x) <= 7  [  lambda w = >  a::app(x)(w) end 1 ! 7  3

<= lambda w ^  f a::app(x)(w) J end ! 7  2

<= lambda w => 7  [[ a f.T l |[ app(x)(w) H end 17 1

<= lambda w =>  a :7  |[app(x)(w) J end ! 7  12b, define append
<= lambda w => a::append(^ Rx ]] ,7 Rw J ) end ! 7  1

<= lambda w => a::append(x ,w) end

d e f i n e

— append(x,w) <= app(x)(w)

— append([],w) <= 71 1 lambda w => w end (w) 1 ! 7  10a

<= 7  Iw J 17 1

<= w

— append(a::x,w) <= 7  | lambda w => a::append(x ,w) end (w) J 17 10a

<= 7  |a::append(x ,w) J ! 7  2,1,9,1,1

<= a::append(x,w)

F ig u r e  4 .3 " S u c c e s s fu l  A p p l ic a t io n  of 7  to  a R e c u r s iv e  F u n c t io n
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In this transformation, an intermediate function, append, was introduced. This function, 
together with function app, was eventually transformed to the following two applyless 
definitions.

- - -app([])

- - -app(a::x)

— append([],w)

<= la m b d a  w  =>  w  en d ;

<= la m b d a  w = >  a::append(x,w) e n d ; 

<= w;
— append(a::x,w) <= a::append(x,w);

This example illustrates how recursive g-type functions could be handled by the A  rules.

The complete proof for the General Application Elimination Theorem follows from the 
following three separate lemmas.

Lemma 4.3 - On Applyless Form
Each expression which results from algorithms, under conditions of the General 
Application Elimination Theorem, will always be applyless.

Lemma 4.4 - On Efficiency
No loss in efficiency occurs with the transformation rules of S 

Lemma 4.5 - On the Termination of S
The transformation algorithm, S, will terminate under the conditions of the 
theorem.

4 . 2 . 3 . 1 .  P r o o f  f o r  L e m m a  4 .3  (o n  a p p ly le s s  f o r m )

The first lemma can be proved by structural induction. By examining each expression which 
results from the S  rules, we can show that the transformed expressions "will always be 
applyless in form. This is because none of the results (on the RHS of the the % rules) contain 
any general applications.

4 . 2 . 3 . 2 .  P r o o f  f o r  L e m m a  4 .4  (o n  e f f i c ie n c y )

The second lemma can also be proved by induction. In the case of the define&unfold step (in 
A 10b, 1 1c and 12b), a subsequent unfold will compensate for the additional intermediate 
function introduced. No loss of efficiency occurs here. Also, in the direct unfold steps (of 
7i 10a and 1 la), no intermediate functions are introduced. This means that there will be fewer 
function applications and thus some efficiency improvement. Similarly, folding (of ̂  l ib  and 
12a) as it is used here (for recursion) does not cause any loss in efficiency. The other rules, ̂  1 
to % 9, just recursively consider their subexpressions. By induction, they do not cause any loss 
of efficiency.

4 . 2 . 3 . 3 .  P r o o f  f o r  L e m m a  4 .5  (o n  t e r m in a t io n )

The third lemma on algorithm termination needs to prove two properties in the recursive rules.

(1) The presence of an upper bound on the size of expression used on the RHS of 
each new function definition introduced. This would show that there will only 
be a finite number of define&unfold steps of ^  l ib  and A  12b, as any re
occurrences of expressions encountered by these rules could always be folded, 
in preference over another define&unfold step.

4.2.3. Proof of Theorem 4.2

These are:
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(2) The other recursive rules, % 2,3,4,7,8,9,10a,10b,lla,llb,12a, must be shown 
to have a well-founded decreasing measure. This would show that any 
sequences of steps involving just these rules will always be finite.

If both these properties can be established, then the total number of recursive steps for this 
transformation algorithm will also be finite (for any given expression that satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem). We outline the proofs for these two properties separately.

To show the first property, notice that the ft rules use only general applications (with variables 
as arguments) for new function definitions. We could thus define the size of expression by the 
maximum number of tuples which are present in each general application. This size will always 
be bounded for any well-typed program. This is because each well-typed program will only 
have functions whose type descriptions art finite. The type description of a function can be 
described by the following grammar rule, 

x ground_type | (T-j,..,xn) |x-| ->X2

Its description is said to be finite if it can be represented using a finitely-sized tree. Hindley- 
Milner’s type-checking algorithm can assign a consistent and finite typing to each function (or 
expression) only if the program is well-typed.

Because of this, each well-typed general application, e(v1 ,..,vn)(ve1 )..)vea)..(vea+b,..,ves ), which 
is used for a new function definition, will have a size (in terms of the number of tuples of 
arguments) that is never more than size_gal typelej fl, where type[[el returns the type of the 
expression, e, and s ize jga is  defined as follows:

size_gaJground_typeJ 0

size_ga|I(x1 ,..,xn)I *  0

s iz e _ g a jx i-> X2 I  -  1+ s iz e jg a ^ J

Correspondingly, in any well-typed program with a set of functions4, h-,..hm, the maximum
sized general application, say hj(t1 l..,tn)(te1 ,...tea )..(tea+bl..,tes ), which could result from the 
functions, h.j..hm, will never be more than max{size_ga[[type[Ih1]l]],..,size_ga|ltype[[hm]]]]}. In other 
words, the general applications that could result from each well-typed program will always be 
bounded to a maximum size, namely max{sizejga|type|[h.|]|]],..,size_ga|[type[[hm]j]]}, of the original 
expression. As a result, the size of expressions used for new function definitions of the ft rules 
will be correspondingly bounded.

For example, the program of the previous section containing only one function, app, whose 
type is list(alpha) -> (list(alpha) -> list(alpha)), has a bounded size, max{size_ga|[ typeffappj }=2 . As a 
result, all well-typed general applications that could result from transforming the expressions of 
this program will never be more than two tuples long, e.g. app(a)(b) and never app(a)(b)(c)!

In contrast to the finitely-typed functions, infinitely typed functions may cause non-termination 
with the ft rules. A fictitious and illegally-typed example is the function, illegaljn, which has an 
infinite type description, as shown below.

dec illegal_fn : alpha -> (alpha -> (alpha -> (....... ))) ; ! infinite type description
— illegal_fn(x) <= illegal_fn(x)(x) ;

4 including lambda abstractions
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This infinitely-typed function contains a general application, illegal_fn(x)(x), that can never be 
completely eliminated! An attempt to eliminate it will simply result in ever larger general 
applications of the form:

illegal_fn(xi )(X£) 

illegaljn(x1)(x2 )(x3 )

illegal_fn(xi)(x2 )(x3 )..(xn)

causing non-termination to the ft rules. Such illegally typed functions should be excluded from 
our language. This is assured by Hindley-Milner's type-checking algorithm. Notice that this 
exclusion does not include the fix-point operator, fix, for primitive recursion. This is because 
the fix-point operator still has a finite type description, (alpha -> alpha) -> alpha, as shown below.

dec fix : (alpha -> alpha) -> alpha ; ! finite type description

— fix(v) <= v (fix(v)) ;

The other recursive steps, ft 2,3,4,7,8 ,9,10a,10b,1 la ,1 lb,12a, can be shown to have a well- 
founded decreasing measure. Firstly, there is a set of rules (ft 2,3,4,7,8,9,11b,12a), which 
always work on successively smaller sub-expressions. This set could rely on the size of 
expressions for a well-founded measure. Secondly, there is a direct unfold rule, ft 11a, for 
removing non-recursive f-type function calls that appear as the leftmost term in a general 
application. We could use the function hierarchy number to show that the resulting expression 
from this rule has a (well-founded) decreasing measure.

Lastly, there is a direct unfold and a*define&unfold rule (ft 10a, 10b) for applications involving 
lambda abstractions. These two rules do not have corresponding fold rules. However, notice 
that these two rules always reduce the size of the present general application by at least one. 
This characteristic could be used to define a well-founded decreasing measure. All these 
separate measures are for the individual rules. They could be combined into a single complex 
measure which decreases with each application of any of the recursive rules. Such a well- 
founded measure is given and proved in [Chin90]. It is achieved in a manner similar to the 
proof of Appendix 5.

Because of this well-founded decreasing measure, there could never be an infinite sequence of 
just these recursive steps. Together with the fact that there is only a finite number of the 
define&unfold steps of ft 1 lc ,12b, the total number of steps for this algorithm will always be 
finite. Hence, the termination of algorithm ft, under the conditions of its theorem.

4.3. Elimination of Higher-Order Arguments

The second transformation stage, to eliminate higher-order arguments is more complicated 
than the first transformation stage, ft. One factor which adds to the complication is the need to 
provide fully lazy treatment during the elimination of non-linear higher-order arguments. This 
treatment is quite complex but is essential for ensuring no loss of efficiency. In order to 
simplify our presentation, we shall initially ignore the full laziness concern by assuming that all
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higher-order arguments are devoid of ground-type MFEs. This issue will instead be addressed 
retrospectively in Section 4.4.

4.3.1. Higher-Order Specialised Form

The source expression form to be used by the Elimination of Higher-Order Arguments, shall 
be the apply less expression form. The target expression form for % shall be an expression form 
which is devoid of all instantiated higher-order arguments (satisfying the variable-only 
parameter criterion). We shall call this target expression form, the higher-order specialised, or 
HO-specialised, form.

To help us define the target form, let us introduce a new parameter annotation, *, to mark each 
parameter that is function-type and satisfies the variable-only criterion. (Note that this variable- 
only parameter criterion is identical to that described and formally defined in Section 3.3.1.1.) 
This annotation identifies an important group of arguments that are to be eliminated. With this 
annotation, we can represent the two types of function calls by:

W l - W m + l ^ n ^ r - ^ q * )  or fl(to.tl-tn.ht1*-htq*)

The group of higher-order arguments, ht1*..htq*, annotated as * is the primary group targeted 
for elimination. Also, we have continued to use the previous annotation, @, for marking all 
function-type parameters (without the variable-only criterion) and all non-linear ground-type 
parameters for the f-type function calls. This could help us identify some of the non-recursive 
function calls which could be directly unfolded.

With this annotation scheme, we can define the higher-order specialised form as follows: 
Definition 4.6 - Higher-Order Specialised Form

A term is said to be higher-order specialised if it satisfies the grammar below. 
t::=va | c (t-| ,..,tn) I lambda (v-j ,..,vn) => t end

I , < t i . . W m + 1® " * n ® 'v 1* - v q‘ > I 9 ( l0 ’, 1 - t n ’v l ‘ - v q‘ >va:> v | va(tlM.,tn)
where v-| ..vq are higher-order variables, and g and f are higher-order specialised 
functions.

Correspondingly, a function is said to be higher-order specialised, if its 
definition is made up of higher-order specialised terms.

Notice that the specialised form does not have any instantiated higher-order arguments whose 
parameters satisfy the variable-only criterion. This is because our transformation will be able to 
eliminate them, leaving behind only arguments that are made up of variables (i.e. v-)..vq in the 
above grammar).

4.3.2. Transformation Algorithm, 2̂.

With this higher-order specialised form, we postulate that it should be possible to transform any 
applyless expression to this specialised form. This suggestion is stated in the following 
theorem.
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Theorem 4.7 - Elimination of Higher-Order Arguments
Any well-typed, applyless expression, composed using occurrences of functions 
or lambda abstractions which are higher-order specialised, can always be 
transformed, by algorithm % to an equivalent term that is also higher-order 
specialised, without loss of efficiency (assuming that full laziness is being taken 
care of).

The proof of this theorem is given later in Section 4.3.6. In this section, we shall just describe 
the transformation algorithm, % This algorithm is represented by twelve rules in Figure 4.4. 
Rules 1 to 7 are similar to the corresponding ones for the A rules. Each of these rules preserves 
the outer structure of the current expression by recursively transforming the inner sub
expressions, where applicable. Rules 8 and 9 deal with both f- and g-type function calls which 
are already in specialised form, namely with variables as actual arguments of its parameters 
annotated as *. These function calls are left alone with recursive applications of the rules applied 
to the (other) arguments.

The main elimination steps appear in 10 and 11 for each function call that is not yet 
specialised. The three primary steps used are:

1) the direct unfold step (^. 10a),
2) the defme&unfold step (It 10c,It 1 lb),
3) the fold step 10b,It 1 la).

If the function call is a non-recursive f-type function call which can be unfolded without any 
loss of efficiency, then it is directly unfolded (see % 10a). If this is not possible, then -a new 
function definition is defined for the function call, with the instantiated higher-order arguments 
present, followed by an unfold of the call (see 3t 10c and 3t lib). To illustrate these two steps, 
consider the following simple non-recursive function with a non-linear parameter, x (annotated 
with @), and a function-type parameter, F (annotated with *).

- - -apply_f(a,x@,F*) <= a+F(x*x);

To eliminate a function call, applyj(3,w,sqr) where w is a variable, we can apply the direct 
unfolding step of H 10a, as shown below.

2U  apply_f(3,w,sqr) J is transformed, using %  10a, to:

= H.|[3 +sqr(w*w) ]]

= 3+sqr(w*w)

This step successfully eliminates the previous call with a higher-order argument, sqr. However, 
if we are given another function call, apply_f(3,w*w,sqr), where there is a non-linear argument, 
w*w, we cannot use the direct unfold step to eliminate the instantiated higher-order argument, 
sqr. This is because we may duplicate w*w. Instead, the define&unfold step of 3^ 10c should be 
used to introduce an intermediate function for holding the non-linear argument, w*w. Thus, the 
sequence of steps to efficiently remove the higher-order argument is as follows.
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?UI apply_f(3,w*w,sqr) J is transformed, using %  10c, to:

= 3U[applyJJnt(3,w*w) fl

! define apply_f_int

■  apply_f_int(3,w*w)

- - -applyj_int(a,x) <= apply_f(a,x,sqr) ! unfold apply_f

< *  H.IIa+sqr(x) I

<= a+sqr(x)

Apart from function calls with non-linear (large) arguments, the define&unfold step is also used 
for recursive function calls. This is needed to introduce new function definitions that may be 
subsequently used by steps % 10b and ^  1 la  for folding recursive function calls that re-occur. 
In all these three steps, the resulting expressions, together with the other arguments, are 
recursively applied by % in order to convert all expressions to the specialised form.

Lastly, a very special rule for this algorithm is 1̂ . 12.
(12) H [ Ig a (t1,..,tn) l  <= * [ * [ f t x l l 9 a !fo fft1J ,. , * [ Itn ] l) ] Il

This rule deals with the re-appearances of general applications during transformation. These can 
re-appear because variable applications can be instantiated to general applications by the 
unfolding of function calls with instantiated higher-order arguments. These re-appearances 
must be removed by re-invoking the earlier A rules hid we also need a nested application of % 
rules with:

• an inner % rule applied to each sub-expression of the general application **
(with the help of auxiliary rule ^ ) prior to A, and

• an outer H rule applied to the entire expression, after A has converted the 
general application to applyless form.

The outer rule is needed because the applyless expression derived after the ft rule may not yet 
be HO-specialised. Its use can therefore help to remove further higher-order arguments. The 
utility of the inner rules is a little more subtle. There is an interplay between the and outer % 
rule which may cause non-termination without the presence of the inner rules. This happens 
whenever a recursive sufe-expression, which requires an inner ^  rule for folding, occurs (or 
will occur) as the leftmost call of its general application. If this inner fold is not done, a looping 
condition may result in the transformation. This phenomenon is best illustrated with the help of 
an example (see Section 4.3.5.3). Furthermore, the termination proof of this algorithm (given 
in Section 4.3.6) also requires the inner rules to be present.
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G iv e n  f(v1 ..vn,vh-|..vhq) « tf
a n d g(p1,v1..vn,vh1..vhq) = 191

g(pr,v1..vn,vh1..vhp) = I9r
(1) H I M <= V

(2 ) HEc(t1...,tn)3 <= c ( T lE t l l I . - ^ E t n l )

(3) lambda (v-| ,..,vn) => tf end 3 <= lambda (v-| ,..,vn) => E If 3 end
(4)5 TUI let v==t-| int23 <= let v== 1R.lt ti U in ̂ .[[ t21
(5) <= f
(6 ) ?UgJ <= 9
(7) 3.E va(t1,..,tn)3 3 U Iv a 3 M t i3 , . . , *& tn 3)

(8 ) E 1(̂ 1 ..m’1m+1 ..n® ' v 1̂ ..q ) 1 <= f(^El 11 ..rrv-̂ El II m+1..niV111..q
(9) H E 9(t0..n-vh1..q*) 1 <= g(^.Eilo..n-vhi..q)
(10) ^  E 1(il..m'1m+1..n®' ..q ) 1

a) if tm + i..n  are 8,1 variables/CFs and f is non-recursive then (unfold)

[t/v1t.m-t/vm+1..niht/vh1 „q] 1

b) if f_old(vi n,v'i h)=f(v-j n,hti q) G def_set then (fold)

<= f_old (T(.Et 3 i m, K.[[t 3 m+1 ..n>v 1 ..h)

where v'-j h=vars[hti q]

c) otherwise (define & unfold) <= f_new (tf^Jt 3 1 m,v'i ^)

where v 'i h=vars[hti q]

define f_new(v-| n,v'i h)= ^ v 1 ..ni*1t1 ..q) add to def_set 

unfold f call to give:
f_new(v1 t.ny-j..h)=5lII tf [v/v-,..n,ht/vhi^ q 3 J ••• -

CM) % II 9(to..niht1..q* ) B
a) if g_old(vo..n>vh 1 ..h) “ 9 (v0 ..n-h t1 ..q) G def_set then (fold)

<= g-0,d(^ It Do..n-v,1..h)
where v 'i h=vars [ht-j q]

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= g_new CH.lt]] 1 n,v'i ^)

where v ' i  h=vars [ht-j q]

cfef/neg_new(vot<n,v'i h) ■  9(vo..n>ht1..q) a d d  to def_set 

unfold g call to give:
g_new(p1 .v-, ><ny-| h)= I  tgn [v/v1 ..n.ht/vh-, <-q] 1

g_new(priv 1<tn,v,1<-h)-^.|[tgr [v/v1 ..n,ht/vhi q] 3

(1 2 ) 2U g a ( t 1>..Itn) l  *= 3 U ^ ia ^ Ig a l ( a a t i i . . . A l l t n ] | ) ] l ] l

W H E R E

Hx II 1 (1l >">1n) I 2UMti,..,tn)l
E 9 (1o---1n) m g ( t 0 .-.tn)l

II lambda (v-j,..,vn) =>tf end 3 <= lambda (vi,..,vn) => K.[[tf 3 end

a^| [ga (t1 l..ttn)3 «= 3tx!ga3(H .Itill,...iU [tn l)

F ig u re  4.4 - T ra n sfo rm a t io n  R u le s  fo r H igh e r-O rd e r A rg u m e n t E lim in a t io n s

 ̂ let is presently not a construct of the simple higher-order language in Section 4.1.1 but this rule represent 
how it must be handled if it is present.
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4.3.3. A Simple Example

We illustrate the higher-order argument elimination algorithm, % with a simple function, twos. 

This function, shown below, produces a list of 2 ’s that is of the same length as its input list, x.
dec twos: list(alpha) -> list(num);

- - -twos(x) <= map(x,lambda (a) => 2  end);

The present definition uses a higher-order map call which can be specialised by applying the 
rule, as shown in Figure 4.5. Notice the re-invocation of the A rule at step <=8 by \  12. This 
step is needed to eliminate a lambda application which has re-appeared from an earlier unfold 
step. The result of this transformation is a new first-order function for twos.

— twos(x) < -1 3^|[map(x,lambda (a) => 2 end) J ! Rule lib, narrow map

- - -twos(D) < = 2 H l D l ! Rule 2

<s=3 []

- - -twos(a::x) <=4 n,| (lambda (a)=> 2 end) (a)::map(x,lambda (a)«> 2  end)J ! Rule 2

<=5 3{,|[ (lambda (a)=> 2 end) (a)]] ::jR. Imap(x,lambda (a)=> 2 end)]] ! Rule 11a fold

<=6 3t,| (lambda (a)=> 2  end) (a)] ::twos(7(. [[x J ) ! Rule 1,12

<=7 iJtJIambda (a)=> 2  end ]] (K.|[a]]) 1 1 :dwos(x) ! Rule 1,3,2

< = 8 [[(lambda (a)=> 2 end) (a ) J J ::twos(x) ! Apply ^  rule

< = 9 31121 ::twos(x) ! Rule 2

< = 10 2 ::twos(x) ! Rule 2

F igu re  4.5 - A  S im p le  Exam p le  for %

Though our transformation rules have been formulated (in general) to transform individual 
expressions, we often apply them to just the RHS of function definitions. Because of this, there 
is an optimisation which is sometimes possible for the define&unfold steps (e.g. 3UOc and 

lb). In particular, if the new function which is about to be defined is identical (modulo 
renaming) to the current function whose RHS we are transforming, then there is no need for us 
to introduce another identical definition. This optimised step of not introducing a new identical 
function is used in the first step, <=1 , of the example in Figure 4.5. We shall use such 
optimised steps, where applicable, in our examples. To distinguish between the full and 
optimised define&unfold steps, we shall indicate on the comment lines whenever new function 
definitions have to be introduced. This should also be clear from context.

4.3.4. An Optimisation for the Nested Rules

The nested application of rules in % 12 may actually be a source of redundant transformation. 
Redundancy can occur because the subexpressions that have been transformed/processed by 
inner rules may be re-transformed again by the outer rules!

One way of avoiding this redundancy is to mark each subexpression which has been processed 
by the inner H rules, with a symbol p, to indicate that the subexpression is already in higher-
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order specialised form. This marking is only needed for the inner rule applications of H 12 and 
We place the markings as follows:

(1 2 ) 3 U g a ( t 1 f...tn)]|

W H E R E

^ x i g  (t0 .-.tn) I

5?.x R lambda (vi,..,vn)=>tf end J 

flxRga

HI*IK« Iga 1 CRItilp.-,n[tn JP) 1)

<ti,. .tn)I P

•*Ug (t0.-.tn> B p

lambda (v-| ,..,vn)=> 511 tf 1 end p

5lxl[gal(5UIti]pI..,5U[tn llP)

With these markings, all subexpressions that have been marked with p shall be considered as 
higher-order specialised, and may therefore be left unchanged when they are re-encountered by 
the outer 2(. rules. This no change step can be handled by a special rule, 2̂ .0, as shown below.

(0 ) 5̂  | exprp ]] <= exprp

The markings in each of these subexpressions will remain until some substitutions (say from 
unfolding) has occurred to change the subexpression and hence its form.

4.3.5. Further Examples

In this section, we will show three examples of higher-order argument eliminations, using the 
optimised rules. One of the examples, the last one, is provided to illustrate the necessity of 
the inner rules of 2̂ , 12.

4 . 3 . 5 . 1 .  m a p r e d u c e  ^

Consider a very general higher-order function, mapreduce, which can be used to define two 
popular higher-order functions, map and reduce, as follows:

dec mapreduce: list(alpha) # beta # (alpha # beta -> beta) -> beta;

dec map: list(alpha) # (alpha -> beta) -> list(beta);

dec reduce: list(alpha) # beta # (alpha # beta -> beta) -> beta;

— reduce(x,z,F) <= mapreduce(x,z,lambda (a,x) =o> F(a,x) end);

- - -map(x,F) <= mapreduce(x([],lambda (a,x) => F(a)::x end);

— mapreduce([],z,F) <= z;

— mapreduce(a::x,z,F) <= F(a,mapreduce(x,z,F));

Both the above map and reduce definitions each has an instantiated mapreduce call which can be 
specialised. We show, in Figure 4.6, the steps needed for specialising the call in function map. 

The transformation for reduce follows in a similar way and is not shown.

Notice that the inner rules at step <=5 have managed to place p markings on some of the 
transformed subexpressions. These marked subexpressions are more efficiently handled by 2(,
0. The end result of this transformation is a more efficient direct recursive map function, without 
the need for the intermediate mapreduce function.

This example illustrates that specialisation can also occur among higher-order functions, and 
not just with first- or second-order functions.
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— map(x,F) < -1 K.I[mapreduce(xI[]1lambda (a,x)=>F(a)::x end) ] ! %  1 lb, unfold mapreduce

- - -map([],F) < * 2 H I M \ % 2

<“3 []

— map(a::x,F) <==4 2(.j[ lambda (a,x). F(a)::x end

(a,mapreduce(x,[]Ilambda (a,x) => F(a)::x end)) ]] ! \  12

<®5 111 lambda (a,x) => F(a)::x end J p M  aj p

[ mapreduce(x,[],lambda (a,x)=> F(a)::x end)J p) ] 1

! * 3 , . ,1 U .3 U la  fold

< “ 6 lambda (a,x) => F(a):;x end p (ap,map(3t,IIx J ,F)p)| ] ! !RJ

<=? lambda (a,x) *>  F(a)::x end p (ap,map( x ,F)P) ] 1 ! Z  rule

<ss8 * I F ( a p)::map(x,F)p ]] \ % 2

<=9 ^ I F ( a ) I  ::^.|[map(xIF)p 1 !3t7,l;0

< = 1 0 F(a)::map(x,F)

F igu re  4.6 - A pp lica tion  o f the O ptim ised  %  R u le s  to the m ap function

4 . 3 . 5 . 2 .  tw ice_m ap

The next example, twice_map, will show that the % rules can also be applied to expressions 
which are already in specialised form. In this case, the rule merely passes over its sub
expressions without making any changes, as shown below.

■ twice_map(x,a,b) <= %  |[ map(map(x,a),b) fl \ % 9

<= map(3(.l[map(xta ) l 1b )]] ! 3^9

<=

<=

m apfm apM xfl.a) ,b ) J 

map(map(x,a),b)

!2U

Notice that the composition of the two map calls can actually be fused together. But this must be 
dealt with by a later deforestation transformation which can work with HO-specialised 
expressions (see Section 4.5).

4 . 3 . 5 . 3 .  fix-point operator and 12

Our last example uses the primitive recursion operator, fix, to define the following recursive 
function, infjnt, which produces an infinite list of increasing numbers.

dec in fjn t: num -> list(num);

dec H : (num *> list(num)) -> (num -> list(num));

— infjnt <= fix(H);

---H(v) <= lambda n => n::v(n+1) end;

— fix(v) <= v (fix(v));

The function definition of infjnt uses a higher-order function call, fix(H). This call can be
successfully specialised by the rules, through the sequence of steps given in Figure 4.7. The 
outcome of this transformation is two higher-order specialised functions. One of them is a new 
function, infjnt', that is introduced at step <=8 for the general application, infjnt() (n+1).
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This example needs the inner rules of 12 to transform successfully. In particular, at step <=7, 
an inner rule is required to cause the recursive subexpression, fix(H), to be folded against the 
original function infjnt. This folding is essential for allowing the newly specialised function, 
infjnt, to be utilised in a subsequent transformation step.

— infjnt <=1 2lP x ( H )  J ! 10c, unfold fix

<=2 * I H ( f i x ( H ) ) J ! 3U0a

<=3 %  I  lambda n => n:: fix( H ) (n+1) end J ! K.3

<=4 lambda n «o> %  [ n:: fix( H ) (n+1) Jend ! % 2

<“5 lambda n |[n J::H, [fix( H ) (n+1) Jend \ \ \

<=6 lambda n => n :: |[ fix( H ) (n+1) Jend ! \  12

<=7 lambda n => n ::

K. |^II^ttfix( H )J (?UIn+1J)J Jend ! 10b fold,%  8 ,1,2

< = 8 lambda n=>  n II-31 infJint()P (n+1 P)J Jend ! A  Rule, define inf Jnt'

<=9 lambda n *>  n :: [ infjnt' (n+1 P) Jend ! %  10b& 0

<=10 lambda n «> n :: infjnt' (n+1 ) end

— infjnt'(n) <=11 ^  | infjnt ()(n) J ! %  Rules

< = 1 2 ^  5 lambda n => n::infjnt’ (n+1) end (n) J

<=13 n::infjnt' (n+1)

F igu re 4.7 - A p p ly in g  the %  Ru le  to In f j n t '

Without this fold step, a non-terminating situation could arise as and A go into a loop; where 
a general application introduced by causes % to result in a function with higher-order 
argument; which in turn re-introduces the same general application.

Such a sequence of non-terminating transformation is illuminated in Figure 4.8, assuming the 
use of % 12 without its inner rules. Two new function definitions, G and IT, are introduced in 
this transformation. The non-terminating sequence happens at step <=13, where the re
occurrence of a general application, fix(H)(n+l+i), forces a fold with the definition of G. This 
simply results in a repetition of steps from <=8 to <=13, again and again, causing the body of 
function infjnt to be gradually unrolled. The cause of this problem is that no inner rules were 
present to fold an inner recursive expression, fix(H). In fact, we shall see that the need for the 
inner rules are also reflected in the termination proof of the next section.
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A s s u m e  the use of %  12 without the inner rules

- - -infjnt <=1 2t|[fix(H)]] ! 2t. 10c, unfold fix

< “ 2 * | H ( f ix (H ) ) i ! It. 10a

<ss3 3t. 1 lambda n «> n:: fix( H ) (n+ 1 ) end J ! Tt.3

<“4 lambda n => 3t. I  n:: fix( H ) (n+1) Jend ! H.2

<=5 lambdan=>3t. In]]:: It. p x (  H ) (n+1 ) Jend ! 2U

< “ 6 lambda n «> n :: %  [ fix( H ) (n+1) Jend ! Tt.12

<=7 lambda n «> n ::3t. [ a  |[fix( H ) (n+1) I  Jend I 71 rule, define G

<=8 lambda n => n :: %  [ G( H,n+1) J end ! It. 10a

<“9 lambda n => n :: %  I  H(fix(H)) (n+1) I  end ! %  12

A n •—* o lambda n => n :: It. I f l  f H(fix(H)) (n+1) J ] end ! 7k Rule

< = 11 lambdan => n I  H'(fix(H),n+1) Jend ! It. 10a

< “ 12 lambda n => n :: [ n+1 :dix(H) (n+1+1) J end 2 ...

<“ 13 lambdan«> n :: n+1:3t. Ifix(H) (n+1+1) Jend

....keep repeating from step <*=g to <*=13....

— G(v,n) <“ 14 * P x ( v ) ( n ) J ! 7k Rule

<“ 15 * 1  v(fix( v ))( n )U ! 7k Rule

<=16 v (fix( v )) ( n ) ! 7k Rule

— H'(v,n) <“ 17 * | H ( v ) ( n ) I ! 7k Rule

<“ 18 a  I  lambda n => n:.v(n+1) end ( n ) J ! 7k Rule

<=19 n::v(n+1 ) ! 7k Rule

F ig u r e  4 .8 - A  L o o p in g  T r a n s f o r m a t io n  W ith o u t  t h e  In n e r R u le s  o f  Tt. 12

4.3.6. Proof of Theorem 4.7

The complete proof for the Elimination of Higher-Order Arguments Theorem will again need
three lemmas, like those used in the proof of the General Application Elimination Theorem.

Lemma 4.8 - On HO-Specialised Form
Each expression which results from algorithm % under conditions stated in the 
Elimination of Higher-Order Argument Theorem, will be in higher-order 
specialised form

Lemma 4.9 - On Efficiency
Ignoring full laziness concern, no loss in efficiency results from the 
transformation algorithm %

Lemma 4.10 - On the Termination of \
The transformation algorithm % will terminate under the conditions of the 
theorem

The first two lemmas can be trivially proved by structural induction on each of the % rules. We 
will not show them here.

However, the most difficult result to prove is still the last lemma which deals with termination. 
This is especially difficult because the nested rules of 12 cause the function set, from which 
new definitions could be composed, to be increasing and not fixed. An increasing set of
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function symbols used by the expressions occurring during transformation weakens one of the 
normal pre-conditions for such termination proofs.

Nevertheless, we can still prove the termination of our rules by considering the outer rules 
se p a ra te ly  from the inner rules. In other words, we regard the outer rules from % 12 to be 
completely separate applications of the ^transformation.

With this consideration, we shall provide the termination proof in two parts. Firstly, we shall 
show that each sequence of the inner rule applications (excluding the outer rules in 12) can 
be shown to be finite. Secondly, we shall prove that there could only be a finite number of 
times in which the outer ̂ 1 2  rule could be (recursively) applied.

The first part of the proof is similar to that of previous transformation algorithms. This involves 
the determination of an upper bound on the size of expressions used for new function 
definitions and the presence of a well-founded decreasing measure for those recursive rules, 
other than the define&unfold rules with corresponding fold rules.

The second part of this proof makes novel use of the type structure of expressions, whose 
degree  or higher-order^e-w (to be defined later) will be shown to be strictly decreasing with 
each encounter by the outer rule. Both these proofs would together support Lemma 4.10 stating 
that transformation algorithm of ̂ terminates (for all well-typed programs).

Part One - To show that the inner 7t rules will always terminates

In the first part of our proof, we define a measure, sr, for the expressions to be specialised, as
fo llow s:

3-r It v B 0

* r l f l = 0

- 0

Sr II c(t1 ,..,tn) I - max{5r |It1 J,..,5r ItnJ}
S r [[ lambda (v-| ,..,vn) => tf end J = 5r |[ tf]
S r [[ let v== t-| in t2 1 ■ max{5r |[t1ll,5r |[t2]!}
5r ttva(t1(..,tn)]l = max{5r H vaj,5r 11-| 1 ...,5r | t n]]}
•Sr II 1(̂ 1 ..n’^1 ..q = max{5r 111 -i n,5r I  ht ]] q,M I  ht ]] 1 q}

H 9(to..n>ht1 ..q*) 1 rr max{5r H t J o..n»̂ r II ht 1 •) ,.q>M H ht ]] -j q}

5r Iga(ti,..,tn)D s max{5r Iga]],5r fft1 ]] ,..,5r E tnB}

I v B = 0
MU exp U « Size (I exp]] ! where size is the actual nesting
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This measure is directly related to the maximum size of expressions used for new function 
definitions during the 3̂ . transformation. Notice in particular, the use the function, size, to 
measure the actual nesting of each instantiated higher-order argument. Also, by the definition of 
this measure, every expression which is HO-specialised will have an 5r measure of 0. This

could be shown by a simple inductive proof on all the possible forms of the HO-specialised 
grammar (Definition 4.6).

We can prove in Figure 4.9 that this measure, sr, is directly bounded by all the inner 3(. rules of 
the transformation algorithm. The main reasoning used in the proof is that, the unfolding of 
higher-order function calls, whose function body is HO-specialised (i.e. 5 r=0), will never 
increase the measure of the resulting expression whenever instantiations are present for only 
function-type, variable-only arguments.

As the size of expressions which could be encountered (for new function definitions) is 
bounded, the number of define&unfold steps 10c,lib) for the inner 3$. rules will also be 
finite. This is because the corresponding fold rules (3̂ . 10b,11a) will always be applied (in 
preference over the define&unfold step) whenever an expression re-occurs. As for the other 
recursive rules, they either operate on successively smaller expressions (e.g 
3̂ . 2,3,4,7,8,9,10b,11a) or perform direct unfolds for non-recursive f-type function calls 
(3U0a). We can thus combine the expression size measure with the function hierarchy number 
to give a well-founded decreasing measure for these recursive rules. The proof for this is again 
similar to that given in Appendix 5. For the interested reader, the detailed proof appears hr 
[Chin90].
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Prove: For each transformation step, % 11 ] <=.......% [[ tj fl......where r. [ tj J is an
in n e r  rule application, then Vi.^r |[t]l> 5r [tjl 
Case for %  1 - v : nothing to prove 

Case for - c(ti,..,tn) :

From the definition: 5 r [c(t-j ,..,tn) ]] = max{5r [ti]],..,5r [[tnI]}

• thus V ie 1 . .n  ,5r I[tj J < [c(t-| ,..,tn)]]

Case for - lambda (v-j,..,vn) => tf end :

From  the definition: 5 r I  lambda (v-j ,..,vn) => tf end J = S x fftfj 

•thus 5 r [tf]j < S r [ lambda (v1t..,vn) =>tf end]

Case for 3̂  4 - let v== t-| in X2 :

From the definition: 5 r [let v== t-j in t2 l  -  max{ S r [t-j J.5,.

• thus V i e  1,2 5 r [t j l < S r [let v== ti in t2]l

Case for it. 5 - f : nothing to prove

Case for %  6 - g : nothing to prove 

Case for It.7 - va(ti,..,tn) :

From the definition: 5r [va(t^,..,tn)3 = max{ 5r [ va]],5r [t-| J,..,5r [ t n J}

• thus V i e 1..n 5 r [tj I < 5 r [va(t1(..,tn)3and5r [va B < 5 r [va(t1,..,tn)II

Case for 3*8 - f(ti..n-vh1..q*) :
From the definition: J r [f(ti n,vhi q)l *  rnax{ 5 r [ t J1 n} 

• thu s V i e  1..n J r [tj]] £ 5 r I f(t1 ..n*vh1 ..q)B 

Case for 3*9 - g(to..n>vh1..q*) : similar to 3*. 8

Case for H.10 - f(t1..m@ ,tm +1..n>ht1..q*) :
Step a) tm+i n are variables/CF

From the definition: S r [f(t-j ..m@ ,tm +i ..n>htl ..q*)ll

• -  max{5r [ t l 1 ;n,5r [h t3 1>>q,W [h t3 F  q }

since f is HO-specialised, 5 r [tf 1=0; *  max{ S r [ tf |,5r [t  l i  >n,5r [ ht 3i..q>M [ ht Hi q}

• £ max{5r [tf[t/v1 n,ht/vhi q ] l }

Step b) folding step

From the definition: 5r [f(tn „ m@ ,tm+1 ..n*ht1 ..q*)l -  max( H1 Hi ..n-5 r I ht h  ..q-w  I  ht Jl ..q 1

• thus V i e  1..n, ^ [ f j l  -  'S rH ^1 ..m ^ ,̂ m+1..n,^1..q
Step c) otherwise

From the definition: 5r [f(t1 ..m@ ,tm +i ..n'ht1 ..q *)l85 maxI II1 I I  ..n-5 r II ht h  ..q>M II ht Hi ..q } 
Each extracted argument is always no bigger than the expression

• thus V i e  1..n, Sf [tj J ^ Sf !IWl ..m^^m+1 ..n*^1 ..q

Also, S r [f(t-j ..m.tm+1 ..n.ht-) q)l > max{5r [ v e l 1>-n,5r [ h t l 1>>qiM [ h t l 1>>q }

since f is HO-specialised , 5 r [ tf J=0; > max{ S r [ tf |,5r [ ve Ji n,5r [ ht J-j q ,M  [ ht Ji q}

• > max{ 5 r [ tf[ve/v1 n,ht/vh-| ql 1}

Case for 3*11 - g(to..n>ht1..q*) : Similar to 10b and c.

Case for 3*,12 - ga(t-|,..,tn) : Consider just the inner 3*, rules.

From the definition: S r [ga(t-| ,..,tn)]| = max{ S r [ ga ]],5r [ t l i  n} 

• thus V  i e 1..n, 5 r [tj l < 5 r [ga(t1(..,tn)l 

Also for 3*^ - ga(ti,..,tn) :

From the definition: S r [ga(t-| ,..,tn)l = max{ S r [ ga J,5r [ t ]■) n}

• thus V  i e 1..n, S r [tj J< S r [ga(t-| ,..,tn)]j and S r [ga ] <  S r [ga(t-| ,..,tn)J

F ig u r e  4 .9  -  P r o o f  th a t  t h e  M e a s u r e ,  s r, Is  B o u n d e d  b y  A ll  th e  In n e r  3*. r u le s
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Pan Two - To show that for any given expression, there is a finite number of recursive 
a p p l ic a t io n s  f Q r th e  Q.UteI,% .r y le

For the second part of our proof, we must show that the number of times in which the outer ^  
rules could be (recursively) applied is finite for any given expression. In order to prove this, we 
must show that there is another measure encountered by each of the outer % rules, which is 
strictly decreasing (not just bounded!) with respect to the original expression.

To show this, consider a type structure, t, which can be obtained from each expression, e, as 
follows, type Hej=T. This type structure can be described by the following simple grammar 
which supports either ground-type (includes constructor types like list and trees), tuple-type or 
function-type.

t g ro u n d jy p e  1 (Ti,..,Tn) | x-\ ->x2

With this type, we define the order (or degree) of types in each expression by:
1+the highest possib le  degree in the e xp re ss ion 's  argum ents

using the equations:
degree [[ ground_type J «  0

degree |[ ( t l t ..,tn ) ]] «  m ax{degree | x^,..,degree I  TnJ }

degree |[ Tj -> jD =  max{1+degree |[ t  j J,degree [  x2l }

This degree of type will always be a finite value for each well-typed expression (with a finite 
type structure). With this finite degree, we can define a new measure, called 5t, which keeps a 
count of the maximum possible degree in the instantiated higher-order arguments that are to be 
eliminated. This measure, will be almost identical to the previous bounded measure, sr, 
except for the meta-function, M, which is now given as follows:

M H v l  = 0
M [[ exp J *= degree Itype I  exp! II ! type of exp ression

Such a new measure, 5t, can be similarly shown to be bounded by all the inner rule 
applications. More importantly, we can also show that each of the outer 7̂ . rule applications will 
always have to deal with an expression whose degree that is strictly smaller than that of the 
original expression. This is a very important result for the outer % rules because the presence of 
a strictly decreasing sequence implies that the number of recursive outer % applications is 
correspondingly finite. As a result, the nested algorithm will terminate because this 
decreasing sequence could only reduce to 0 (i.e. first-order specialised form when the algorithm 
will definitely terminate).

More specifically, consider an initial expression, e, which contains a number of instantiated 
higher-order arguments, ht-j..ht2, that are to be eliminated. According to the definition of 5t, the 
maximum degree of this expression is ma^{degree I type  [ ht-j J] ,degree ([ type  I htzU 1]}. Now, 
consider each general application, htj(t"1,..,t"m)..(t1,..,tn), which arises (from an instantiation of a 
variable application) during the transformation of the initial expression, e. Each of these general 
applications would have been instantiated by one of the higher-order arguments, ht-|..htz, as
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indicated by ht,. It will also be handled by % 12 which will use its inner rules to convert all the 
arguments, t"1..t,,m..ti..tn, and the leftmost sub-expression, htj, to the specialised form 
(i.e. With these inner rule applications, the function call for the outer H rule shall be:

a  M  htjl faff t"! I  t"m 1 )..(* I  ^  B.-.iUI tn 3) J (3.1)

after the 7\ rule has removed its general application. Now, this function call which will be of the 
form, say p(at1..atn ,bt1 ..btq*), may have a number of instantiated function-type arguments, say 
bt1 ..btq. These instantiated function-type arguments will have to come from the arguments of the 
general application whose arguments include t"iD II t"m 1 [[ t1 B H tn 1, and the 
arguments of n j  htjU (if this is a function call rather than a lambda abstraction). The reason for
this is that the A rule never eliminates any of the instantiated function-type arguments. As a 
result, the S[ measure of (3.1) is always less than degree [[ t y p e  [[ ht,-]]]J. This is because:

S \ l  3.1]] =  5 t d p (a t1 ..atn ,bt1..btq*)]I

From Definition of : = max{5t [[ at J-j n ,5f E bt ]  ■) q , M |  btfl-j q }

Argum ents, at-| ..atn ,bt-| ..btq are in H O *spec ia lised  form after p roce ssing  by the inner % rules:

= m ax{Af [[ bt]] 1 q}

The instantiated function-type argum ents have not been removed by A , thus:

<  max{/H|IlU[ t"3 ]) M |[?U[tJ]] 1 n , M  [[arguments of htjl}

According to the definition of degree, the order of each argum ent is a lw ays le ss than that of its function:

<  M M  htjl 1

Now, M  (and S\) is bounded by the application of n :

<  M  [[ htjl

From Definition of M  <  -• degree [[type j[ h tjlJ

<  m ax{degree |[ type C ht-|! 1 ....degree [[ type l  htz !  1}

Hence, the degree o f  the expression  (3.1) is strictly le ss than the degree o f  the o r ig in a l 

expression, e, from  w h ich  expression (3.1) w as obtained.

With this result, each outer ^  rule application will always have to deal with an expression 
whose degree is even smaller than the previous outer % rule application. As there could only be 
a finite sequence of decreasing 5t measure (to a value of at most 0 , before we get to a first-order 
term), the number of outer 3̂ . rule applications will always be finite. This result should not be 
surprising because the essence of higher-order argument elimination is to reduce the o rd e r  of 
our expressions and this could not go on forever with well-typed expressions.

Thus, together with the bound on the size of expressions for inner 3̂ , rules, we have succeeded 
in showing that the transformation algorithm, % (with nested rules), will always terminate for 
all well-typed expressions.
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4.4. Full Laziness Concern

The fully lazy lambda lifting technique of Hughes works by extracting out maximal free 
expressions during lambda lifting, in order to convert all lambda abstractions to fully lazy 
supercombinators [Hughes82]. This is a useful technique because:

1) It helps to preserve full laziness in higher-order programs by allowing 
common free expressions to be shared through the call-by-need parameter 
passing mechanism

2) It removes free variables from lambda abstractions. This allows the 
parameter instantiation operations for function calls to be compiled rather 
than interpreted.

However, the classic fully lazy lambda lifting technique is not compatible with the higher-order 
removal transformation. The reason is that it works by extracting out partial applications for 
sharing - causing functions with higher-order arguments to be introduced. This contradicts with 
the goal of higher-order removal transformation.

Apart from this incompatibility, there are also a number of shortcomings in the original fully 
lazy lambda lifting technique. The main ones are:

• It is dependent on the positional order of parameters for maximum 
laziness. Different orderings of parameters can often cause different degree 
of laziness. Some of these may not be optimal for all cases (see - 
[PeytonJ87]).

• It is possible for unnecessary intermediate functions to be introduced by 
extracting out partially applied expressions which are free but unshared.
This can result in programs that are less efficient (see [Hudak85]).

• It is possible for space-leak to occur for partially applied recursive function 
calls (see [PeytonJ87] and Section 4.4.1.5 later).

These three shortcomings can be overcome by a new transformational approach to full laziness 
which extracts out ground-type MFEs (GT-MFEs) rather than any MFEs. However, this 
selective extraction of only GT-MFEs may itself suffer from a minor loss in efficiency under 
certain circumstances. We shall show two examples of this minor loss in Section 4.4.5 and 
will argue that the loss can be either avoided (by abstracting with let constructs), ignored (as 
loss is normally limited) or partially rectified (with the help of further transformations).

We begin by presenting an alternative transformational approach for preserving full laziness. 
This approach is made up of four main techniques which together could convert each applyless 
expression to its fully lazy equivalent. We informally illustrate and describe these techniques 
before presenting a formal transformation algorithm (containing three sets of rules) to 
implement our full laziness transformation. Once this is done, we shall show how the higher- 
order argument elimination algorithm, 71, can be appropriately modified to preserve full 
laziness.
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4 . 4 . 1 . Various Techniques for Full Laziness

Our approach to full laziness will use a collection of four safe techniques to help float out both 
explicit and implicit GT-MFEs. These four techniques are:

L(a) Extract out GT-MFEs from lambda abstractions;

L (b ) Convert grounded GT-MFEs to constant functions6 (CFs);

L (c )  Direct unfolds of non-recursive function calls, where possible, to reveal 
implicit GT-MFEs;

L (d ) Re-define certain non-recursive functions, to enable unfolds that could 
reveal further implicit GT-MFEs.

We shall often refer to these four techniques as L (a ) ,  L (b ) ,  L (c )  and L (d )  respectively. We 
describe (with the help of examples) each of these techniques in the next few sub-sections.

4 . 4 . 1 . 1 .  L (a )  E x t r a c t  o u t  G T - M F E s  f r o m  la m b d a  a b s t r a c t io n s .

In the apply less form, the most appropriate places to identify and extract out GT-MFEs are the 
lambda abstractions. These are the places where free expressions may exist and are most likely 
to be duplicated during execution. Our transformation should search and extract out all GT- 
MFEs, whenever possible, from these lambda abstractions.

As an example, consider the function, F, below.
dec F : list(num) # num # num -> list(num);

- - -F(x,A,B) <= map(x,lambda a => a+A*B end);

This function is not fully lazy because of the GT-MFE, A*B, in the lambda abstraction of map 

call. To make this function fully lazy, we must extract out its free expression through an 
intermediate function, say int_F, to give:

— F(x,A,B) <== map(x,int_F(A*B));

- - -int_F(Z) <= la m b d a  a » >  a+Z e n d ;

We suggest that it is quite acceptable to consider only ground-type MFEs for extraction. This is 
true as long as there is a way of extracting out all such MFEs, that may be explicitly present or 
implicitly hidden under levels of function calls. The rationale behind this is that ground-type 
MFEs are the major source of redundancy for duplicated expressions. In contrast, function-type 
MFEs require additional inputs before being complete for computation. We shall see in 
Section 4.4.5 that ignoring the function-type MFEs will only suffer from a minor loss of 
efficiency.

4 . 4 . 1 . 2 .  L (b )  C o n v e r t  g r o u n d e d  G T -M F E s  to  C F s

Ground sub-expressions (i.e. expressions without any free variables) are also considered to be 
free expressions. Note the distinction between ground-type and ground. An expression is 
ground if there are no free variables in the expression. This same expression could also be 
ground-type provided it returns an object-type result, like 2, [’a’.’b’], as opposed to a function- 
type result, like lambda x=>x+2 end.

6 ground-type functions without any parameters
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However, instead of extracting them out and risk the introduction of (unnecessary) intermediate 
functions for their lambda abstractions, we can introduce constant functions (CF) in their 
places.

As an example, consider the function F2, as shown below, 
d e c  F2 : list(num) -> list(num);

- * -F2(x) o * map(x,la m b d a  a => a+sqr(4) e n d );

This function has a grounded GT-MFE, sqr(4), in its lambda abstraction. Instead of extracting it 
out as an argument of an intermediate function, we can simply introduce a constant function, 
sq4, in its place as follows:

---F2(x) <= m a p (x ,la m b d a  a = >  a+sq4 e n d );

- - -sq4 <= sqr(4);

By assuming that this constant function will only be evaluated once, the new program is, by all 
purpose, fully lazy. This technique is similar to the one described in [PeytonJ87] for 
introducing CAF7 during fully lazy lambda lifting. We differ from this primarily in our concern 
with only expressions of ground-type.

4 . 4 . 1 . 3 .  L ( c )  D i r e c t  U n f o ld s  f o r  n o n - r e c u r s lv e  f u n c t io n  c a l ls

Not all GT-MFEs are explicitly available for extraction in lambda abstractions. Some of them 
m ay be hidden implicitly underneath function calls. An example of this is the function F3, as 
shown below, with a non-recursive G3 function call, in its lambda abstraction.

- - -F3(x,A,B) < *  map(x,la m b d a  a=> G3(a,A,B) e n d );

— G3(a,A,B) <= a+A*B; . :.

This non-recursive call currently contains an implicit GT-MFE, A*B. One way of making this 
MFE explicit is to directly unfold the non-recursive G3 function call, as follows:

— F3(x,A,B) <= map(x,la m b d a  a=> G3(a,A,B) e n d ); ! unfold G3

<= map(x,la m b d a  a=> a+A*B e n d );

This method of unfolding improves efficiency and helps to reveal GT-MFEs for extraction by 
the first technique, L (a ).

However, we may only apply direct unfolding to non-recursive f-type function calls which do 
not result in any loss of efficiency (from non-linear arguments). This restriction of only 
permitting the unfolds of non-recursive f-type function calls can avoid two problems. Firstly, 
recursive functions may cause non-termination if they are considered for direct unfolding. 
Secondly, g-type functions may cause a violation of our language restriction (of one pattern- 
matching parameter per g-type function) if they are directly unfolded.

4 . 4 . 1 . 4 .  L (d )  In d i r e c t  U n f o ld s  b y  R e - D e f ln ln g  n o n - r e c u r s lv e  f u n c t io n s .

Lastly, not all non-recursive function calls can be directly unfolded to reveal implicit GT-MFEs. 
Some of these calls may be prevented from direct unfolding by either being g-type function calls 
or simply contain non-linear bounded arguments which are preventing the direct unfolds. An 
example is the following function, F4, which has a pattern-matching G4 function call that is not

7 Constant Applicative Form - an expression (ground or function-type) without any free variables
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allowed to be directly unfolded.
- - -F4(x,A,B) <= m a p (x ,la m b d a  a « >  G 4 (a ,A ,B ) e n d );

— G4(true,A,B) <= A*B;

— G4(talse,A,B) <= A;

This G 4 call hides an implicit GT-MFE, A ‘ B. One way of making this free expression explicit is 
to re-define the non-recursive function, G 4 , to a semantically equivalent one, G 4 ',  as shown 
below.

— F4(x,A,B)

- - -G4 ’(a,A,B)

- - -G4"(true,AB,A)

- - -G4"(false,AB,A)

-0= m a p (x ,la m b d a  a= >  G 4  '(a .A .B ) e n d );  

<*= G 4  "(a ,A *B ,A );

<= AB; 

c= A;

This re-definition floats out the implicit GT-MFE and enables the new semantically equivalent 
function to become unfoldable again. Unfolding this call will help to reveal the trapped free 
expression, A*B, as shown below.

- - -F4(x,A,B) <= map(x,la m b d a  a=> G4'(a,A,B) e n d ); ! unfold G4'

<= map(x,la m b d a  a=> G4"(a,A*B,A) e n d );

4 . 4 . 1 . 5 .  R e c u r s iv e  F u n c t io n s  a n d  t h e  S p a c e  L e a k  P r o b le m .

Both the direct and indirect unfolding techniques for revealing implicit free expressions are only 
suitable for non-recursive functions. Recursive functions cannot be handled by these techniques 
because we may run into non-termination problem. As a result, we may sometimes be 
prevented from maximising the laziness of recursive functions.

However, this may be a blessing in disguise because recursive functions can cause space leak 
problems when they are made fully lazy. This is possible because partially applied recursive 
function calls may be completely unrolled (unfolded) into a large graph/code which awaits 
additional arguments. Such unrolled codes may help to reduce computation but they also cause 
excessive storage spaces to be consumed unexpectedly - hence the space leak problem. We 
illustrate this phenomenon with the following example from [PeytonJ87].

---p  <= drop 1000;

- - -drop(n.xs) <= if n=0 th e n  xs e ls e  drop(n-1,tl(xs));

The above function, p, contains a partially applied function call, drop 1000, which could be called 
(or shared) from a number of different places. Assuming the possibility of using partial 
applications, this program could be converted by the fully lazy lambda lifting technique to:

— p <= drop 1000 ;

- - -drop n <= L n=0 (drop n-1);

— L bool nxt xs 0 = if bool th e n  xs e ls e  nxt (tl xs) ;

With this fully lazy program, the function call drop 1000 (in p) could be fully reduced or unrolled 
by one of its invocations, as follows:

p => drop 1000

=> L false drop 999 

=> L false L false drop 998

=> L false L false L fa lse .....drop 0

=> L false L false L false.....L true drop -1
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This fully unrolled code (the last line) could be retained for re-use by the other calls of 
function p. The sharing of this unrolled code helps to avoid some re-computation (involved in 
building this code/graph). However, it also takes up considerable amount of storage space and 
may even force the program to fail should insufficient memoiy space be available.

In contrast to the fully lazy recursive program, the original function of drop is actually tail- 
recursive and can potentially be optimised into an iterative loop which requires only constant 
space for execution. This could provide for a space and time-efficient program because of the 
reduced memory management overheads. Other programs may not be tail-recursive but could 
still have the space-leak problem avoided through a sacrifice of this form of laziness - which is 
peculiar to partially applied recursive function calls.

4.4.2. Full Laziness Transformation Algorithm

The above collection of techniques can be combined together to form the full laziness 
transformation. In particular, we can formalise it into a transformational algorithm that is made 
up of three main sets of syntax-directed rules, L, £  and 7. The first set of rules, L, is the main 
set of rules for full laziness transformation. This set of rules performs direct unfolding and 
invokes the second set of rules, £ , at each lambda abstraction for the extraction of GT-MFEs. 
The last set of rules, 7, is used by £  to find the GT-MFEs which may either be explicitly 
present or implicitly hidden under nesting of function calls. The 7  rules may also be involved in 
re-defining certain non-recursive functions, which could not be unfolded, in order to extract out 
the implicit GT-MFEs. These three sets of rules are formally presented and described in the 
next few sub-sections.

4 . 4 . 2 . 1 .  T h e  L  r u le s

The main set of rules for full laziness transformation, L , must be applied to each RHS of our 
functions. This must be applied in a bottom-up manner to all functions of our program, in order 
to convert each of them to fully lazy form. The set of L rules is given in Figure 4.10. It 
performs two major tasks, namely:

• The direct unfolding of non-recursive f-type function calls, whenever 
permitted (see L  8a). This implements the technique of L (c ).

• Invokes the second set of rules, £ , at lambda abstractions (L 0 and L  7a) 
for the extraction of free expressions. This leads to the techniques of L (a ),

L (b ) ,  as well as L (d ) .

Note the use of @ parameter annotation (in L  8) to help us identify all non-linear ground-type 
and all function-type parameters. This annotation is needed to avoid the unfolding of function 
calls which may cause losses in efficiency (or result in further general applications). Also, we 
avoid the unfolding of functions which contain lambda abstractions because such functions will 
not contain any GT-MFEs after applying a bottom-up transformation.

In order to achieve these two objectives, the L  rules are structured into three different cases, 
depending on the first parameter, x, of the rule. The first case, x«o (see L  0), is used when we
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are dealing with the body of the outermost lambda abstraction (the function itself). For 
example, each f-type and g-type function, shown below:

— i — tn) <= tf

- - -g(p1,t1,..,tn) <* tg1

---g (p r.t1....tn) <= tgr

must be transformed to its corresponding fully lazy form, as follows:
— f ( t v . . . t n ) <s= l  0  | t f  J
— g(Pi.tT,..,tn> <= l o  l[tg 1 u

— g(pr.t1,...tn) <= £  0 |t g r]l

Even though such outermost lambda abstractions do not contain any free variables, there is still 
a possibility of finding ground GT-MFEs which should be converted to constant functions. 
This is why the £  extraction rule is invoked by L  0. The second case, x=i, is used principally to 
locate each inner lambda abstraction (see L  7a) for free expression extraction; while the last 
case, x=2, is used purely to search for non-recursive function calls which can be unfolded. This 
last case is invoked by the £  rule (see Figure 4.11, later). It simply looks for direct unfolds and 
does not invoke the £  extraction rule when encountering lambda abstractions (see L 7b).

(0) £  0 l exprJ <= Z  I  £ 1 1 expr | J vars[expr]

(1) £ x tv]] <= V
(2) L x | c(t-j ,..,tn) l <= 0 ( 1 X 1 ^  X I  tn I)

(3) £ x |[ let v==t1 in t2  1 <= . let v==L x Iti'U ih£ x|t2 l

(4) £  X [[f 1 <= f

(5) L X | g j <= 9

(6) L x|[ va(t1t..,tn)]| <= L x dvaB (X.x Uti |,..,L x dtn I)

(7) £ x [  lambda (vi,..,vn) => tf end 1

a)  If x=1 <= Z \  lambda (v^,..,vn) => L 1 d tf J end J {}

b)  if x = 2 <= lambda (v-| ,..,vn) *=> L 2 d tf B end

(8)

a) if f is  a n o n -r e c u r s iv e , n o n - la m b d a  fu n c t io n  a n d  tm + i n a re v a r ia b le s /C F

th e n  u n fo ld

<= L  X a tf ft/^1 ..m,t/vm+i n i l

b ) o th e r w is e <= f(£ x H tj i _ m@,£ x H tj m+1 ..n)

(9) l  x l g(t0,..,tn) 1 <= 9(£xdt0 !,...£ x tttn B)

F ig u r e  4.10 - F u ll  L a z in e s s  A lg o r i t h m ,  £ , f o r  U n f o ld in g  a n d E x t r a c t io n

To illustrate the use of the L rules, let us consider the following simple program.
— P(x) <= dup(lambda a =>h1 (x,a) end);

— h1(x,a) <= h2(x*x,sqr(a));

- - -h2(x,a) <*= x*x+(a+a);

— dup(v) <= v(3)+v(4);

The only function with a lambda abstraction is the function P. To make this program fully lazy, 
we shall apply the L  rule to its RHS term through the following sequence of steps.
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- - -P (X ) <■  L  0|dup(lambda a «>h1(x,a) end)2 \ L 0

< * X  [ L 1 1 dup(lambda a «>h1 (x,a) end) J J {x} ! L  8b

<= X  |[ dup(£ 1 |I lambda a «>h1 (x,a) end ] ) J {x} ! L  7a

o= X ld u p ( x I I  lambda a =>L11[ hi (x,a)U endj {}) 1 {x} 11,8a, unfold

<= X  l  dup(x [ lambda a * » L  1 H h2(x*x,sqr(a)) ] end 1 {}) ] {x} ! L  8b...

<= X  I  dup(x I  lambda a => h2(x*x,sqr(a)) end J {}) ] {x}

These steps have accomplished two tasks. The first task is the direct unfolding of function call, 
hi(x,a), to h2(x*x,sqr(a)). This helps to reveal the implicit GT-MFE, x*x. The second task is the 
strategic placements of two Z  rule applications, ready to extract out all the explicit and implicit 
GT-MFEs. The outer Z  rule application will be used to extract out all grounded GT-MFEs 
because the complete set of variables, namely {x}, is considered to be bounded. The inner Z  
rule application will be used to extract out GT-MFEs from the inner lambda abstraction.

We shall look at the Z  rule next and will continue (later) with this example in order to illustrate 
how the GT-MFEs are extracted.

4 . 4 . 2 . 2 .  T h e  Z  r u le s

Both the explicit and the implicit GT-MFEs must be extracted by the Z  rules of Figure 4.11. 
These rules iteratively extract out GT-MFEs relative to a set of bounded variables, bset.

X I  expr J bset
le t (exprA, f® i . .p . v e i e<p) « - J ’ ffexprj bset In

1 )  If p>1

le t (exprA\ fe^ q.ve’-i q) « C r  [  (exprA, fe1..p,ve1 p)l In

a ) If q>1 <= f_new(fe'^ q,vr^ z)

w h e re  vr-j 2=*=vars [ exprA' ] - ve'-j q

cfef/ne f_new(ve'i..q,vri> z) « x  [L 2 [e x p rA' 12 {ve’i..q-vr1 ,.zl

b ) If q = 0  <= x|X,2|IexprA' 2 2 bset

2 ) p = 0  <= expr
W H E R E
CT  H (ex,fe::fe_lt,ve::vejt) 2

a ) If fe is  g ro u n d e d  th e n  <= QT [  (ex[f_CF/fe],fe_lt,ve_lt2

define f _ C F « ^  J fe J  ! constant function

b ) o th e rw is e  <*= (ex', a  Jfe 2::fe_lt,fve::vejt',)

w h e re  (e x '. fe J t '.v e J t '^ C /  l  (ex.fejt.vejt) 2

F ig u r e  4.11- X  R u le s  f o r  t h e  R e p e a te d  E x t r a c t io n  o f  G T - M F E s

The actual extraction is done with the help of the 7  rule. This is applied until no more GT-MFEs 
are left in the given expression. This iterative step occurs in Z  la and Z  lb, and terminates with 
Z  2 when no more GT-MFEs are found. Also, for each GT-MFE extracted, the rule uses an 
auxiliary meta-function, C T , to check if the MFE is:

1) a ground GT-MFE, and/or

2) a general application.

If it is a grounded GT-MFE, the CT'rule will convert it into a constant function. If it is a general 
application, the ̂  rule will be used to transform it to applyless form. There is a possibility of
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getting general applications because we are performing this full laziness transformation before 
the elimination of function-type arguments. These function-type arguments may cause the 
instantiations of variable applications to general applications during the extraction process.

The earlier example from the previous section contained two un-evaluated £  rule applications, 
as shown below.

— P(x) <= z  [[ dup(£ [ lambda a => h 2 ( x * x , s q r ( a ) )  end ]] {}) {x}

We are now ready to show the (abbreviated) steps for the extractions of GT-MFEs by the £  
rules. These extractions will help to produce a fully lazy program. At each invocation of the £  
rule, the 7  rule is called to search for both explicit and implicit GT-MFEs. In this illustration, 
we shall show the results of the /ru le  application as brief comments (the details are given in the 
next section). Each of these 7  applications returns a tuple of three items, namely the new 
expression after extraction, a list of extracted GT-MFEs and a corresponding list of new 
variables which replace the extracted GT-MFEs. They are important because the presence or 
absence of GT-MFEs determines precisely what must be done by the £  rule, as illustrated 
below.

- - -P(x)

Define fn1 b y z  

— fn1 (A)

Define fn2 by z  

- - -fn2(B)

<= Z  [dup(i; | lambda a «> h2(x*x,sqr(a)) end J {}) {x} ! Z1 a,extract

! 7  | lambda a => h2(x*x,sqr(a)) end ] {}

I returns (lambda a «> h2(A,sqr(a)) end,[x*x],[A])

<= Z  f dup(fn1(x*x)) 1 {x} I Z  2 ,terminate
I7  fdup( fn1(x*x)) J {x}

I returns (dup( fn1(x*x) ),[],[!)

<= dup( fn1(x*x))

<= Z  I  lambda a => L  2 ff h2(A,sqr(a)) J end J O  I L  rule,try unfold

<= Z  l  lambda a => h2(A,sqr(a)) end J 0 I Ela.extract
17  | lambda a => h2(A,sqr(a)) end J 0 

! returns (lambda a => h2'(B,sqr(a)) end,[A*A],[B])

<= fn2(A*A)

<= Z  l  lambda a => L  2 [[ h2'(B,sqr(a)) J end J O  ! L  rule,try unfold

<= Z  |[ lambda a => h2'(B,sqr(a)) end J O  ! Z2, terminate

! 7  tt lambda a => h2’(B,sqr(a)) end J 0 

I returns ( lambda a => h2'(B,sqr(a)) end,n.[l)

<= lambda a => h2'(B,sqr(a)) end

Re-Define h2 to h2' by 7  

— h2'(B,a) <*= B+(a+a);

The result of the above extractions is the following fully lazy version of P.

-*-P(x)

— fn1 (A)

- - -fn2(B) 

— h2'(B,a)

<= dup( fn1(x*x));

<= fn2(A*A);

<= lambda a => h2'(B,sqr(a)) end ; 

<= B+(a+a);

Two intermediate functions, fni and fn2, were introduced by the £  rules to hold the extracted 
GT-MFEs. Also, another new function, h2', was introduced by the 7  rule to help extract out the 
implicit GT-MFE from a function call, h2(A,sqr(a)), which could not be directly unfolded. Each 
of £  rule terminates whenever no more GT-MFEs are found by the 7  rule.
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4 .4 .2 .3 . The 7  rules
The search for GT-MFEs is carried out by the IT rules of Figure 4.12. Each of these rules takes 
an expression, e, together with a set of bounded variables, bset, in order to return a tuple of 
three items, namely:

(1) a new expression, eA, derived from the original expression, e, by 
extracting some or all of its GT-MFEs. (Note the use of notation, eA, to 
denote an expression which has just been processed by 7 .)

(2) a list of ground-type MFEs, say fe^.p , extracted from e which art f ree  
relative to the bound variables in bset. A given expression is free relative 
to a set of bounded variables, if none of the bound variables are contained 
in the given expression.

(3) a corresponding list of new variables, vei p, to replace the GT-MFEs 
of (2 )

Every expression examined by 7  is initially tested to see if it is a ground-type free expression by 
7  1 • If it is not, then one of the remaining 7  rules is invoked instead.

Of particular interest are rules 7  9 and 10 for dealing with function calls. Initially, the 
arguments of these calls are tested to see if there are GT-MFEs among the arguments. If there 
are, then these GT-MFEs are extracted through 7  9a and 10a. But if there are no GT-MFEs in 
the arguments and if the function call being dealt with is a non-recursive and non-lambda 
function, then we can search for implicit free expressions that may be present in the body of our - 
functions (see rules 7  9b.2 and 10b.2) via the technique of L(d ). In this search for implicit GT- 
MFEs, we must propagate the function calls arguments' status to indicate if they arc free or 
bounded, using the meta-function, divide_arg. Successful location of implicit GT-MFEs, will 
involve the re-definition of these non-recursive functions, according to L (d ), in order to float 
out the located GT-MFEs. This re-definition is done at steps /  9b.2.2.1 and 10b.2.2.1.

Lastly, an auxiliary meta-function/Jist is also used in our rules. This rule merely deals with 
the extraction from a list of expressions rather than from a single expression (as in 7 ).

(1) 7  [I e ]] bset
if  e is  a  G T -M F E  re la t iv e to  b s e t  (a n d  n o t a v a r ia b le  o r a c o n s ta n t )  th e n

<= (ve,[e],[ve]) ! where ve is a new variable

(2) 7  I  v ]] bset <= (v,[],[])

(3) 7  H c(t-, ,..,tn) ]] bset <= (c(tAi ,..,tAn),feJt,veJt)

w h e re  (tAi,..,tAn,feJt,veJt)==f J i s t  Ht-|,..,tn ]] bset

(4) 7  [[ let v==ti in t2 1 bset <= (let v==tAi in tA2 » fe_lt-| <>fe_lt2 ,ve_lti <>ve_lt2 ) 

w h e re  (tAi ,fe_lt1,veJt-j)« j’I[ti J bset 

w h e re  (tA2.feJt2.ve_lt2)==5|[t21 bset u  {v}

(5) 7  II f 11 bset <= (f.IMl)

(6) 7  (I g 1 bset <= (g.n.n)
(7) 7  II va(t-| ,..,tn) 1 bset <= (vaA(tAi I..,tAn),feJt,<>fe_ltIve_lt,<>veJt)

w h e r e  (tA-j..tAn ,fe J t ,v e _ lt )= = j:' _lis t  | t - j . . t n |  bset

w h e re  (v a A,fe_ lt,Iv e J t ,)= = j '  f  va  J bset
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(8) 7  II lambda (v-| , ..,v n)=>tf end 1 bset

<= (lam bda (v i , . . ,v n) =>  tfA e n d ,fe _ it ,fv jt )  

w h e re  (tfA,fe_ lt,ve_ lt)==  7  II tf J bset u  (v-| , . . ,v n}

(9) J , ttf(ti.-.tn)Ilbset
le t (tAi • tAn ,fe i p ,v e i  J l s t  fft-j . .tnJ] bset In

a) if p>1 th e n  <= (f(tA1 ,.. ,tAn ) , fe 1 p ,ve.| p )

b) if p = 0
b .1 ) if f is  a re c u rs iv e , p r im it iv e  o r  a fu n c t io n  w ith  a la m b d a  a b s tr a c t io n  th e n

<= ( f ( t i , . . . t n ) ,[] .I])

b .2 ) le t (free,bounded) ==d iv ide_arg  II t-j . .tnB bset In  

b .2 .1 )  if f r e e = { }  «= (f(t-, , . . , t n ),[],[])

b .2 .2 ) if f r e e s t } ,  given f (v i  , . . , v n )= t f  

le t (tfA.f0'-| ^ q .v e '^  q )= ^  I  tf J ^bounded

b .2 .2 .1 )  If q>1  <= ( f _ n ( v e _ q ,vr-j z ,vb o u n d e d ) [t/v-j n ],

fe ' l . . q [ t /v 1..n  ]>v e 1 ..q ) 
w h e r e  vr-| z « -v a r s  [ tfA] - ve-| ..q * vbounded  

define p .v ^  ..z .v b o u n d e d )= ^ A

b .2 .2 .2 )  if q = 0  <= ( f ( t1 , . . , t n ) l[ ]>[])

(10) n g ( t 0 ,...tn ) 1 bset

le t (tA0 ..tAn , fe i . .p ,v e 1>>p)— r  J l « t  |[t0 ..tn J bset in

a ) if p>1 th e n  «= (g (tA0 ,...tAn ) ,fe 1 p ,v e 1 p )

b ) if p = 0
b .1 ) if g is  a re c u rs iv e  o r  la m b d a  fn  th e n

<= (g (to> ->tn ) , [],[])

b .2 ) le t (free ,bounded) ==d iv ide_arg  I [ t i . . t n]] bset in

b.2.1 ) if f r e e = { }  <= (g(t0,...tn).n.[])
b.2.2) if f r e e s t } ,  given g (p 1 ,v 1,.. ,v n ) * t g 1

g(Pr.vi...,vn)*tgr

le t (tgA! ..tg Ar .fe ’-, ..q .ve'-, „ q ) = 5 j i s t  |[ tg 1 ..tg r 1 v a r s ^  ..p r] u  vb ou n ded in  

b .2 .2.1) if p>1 <= (g _ n (t0 ,v e 'i  q ,v r1 z ,vb o u n d e d ) [t/v1 n ],

fe ’l . .q  Ct/V 1..n  ]-v e ' l . .q ) )
w h e r e  v r1 „ z = =v ars  [tg A1 ..tgAr ] -  v e ’^ .q -  v e n d e d ’  v a rs [p -,..p r] 

define g _ n (p 1 .ve'-i .q .v ^  ..z .vbou n d e d )= t9 A1

b.2.2.2) if p=0
W H E R E

j*_ list I  [] ]] bset 

r  J i s t  I  t::rest J bset

divide_arg [[[]]] bset 

divide_arg |[tj::rest] bset

g_n(pr,ve'1 >>q,vri ..z .vbounded)=1gAr 

(g (to .-tn).n.[])

([].[].[])
(tA::restA,feJt<>fe_rest,ve_lt<>ve_rest)

where (t\fe_lt,veJt)=:F H t J bset
where (restA,fe_rest,ve_rest)=j'_list fl rest ]] bset

([].[])
if tj is free relative to bset then (i::freed,bounded) 

else (freed,Abounded)
where (freed,bounded)==divide_arg H rest ]] bset

Figure 4.12 - 7 Rules to Find both Explicit and Implicit GT-MFEs

It is important to note that the 7  rule will always extract out the explicit GT-MFEs before the 
implicit ones. Also, each invocation of the IF rule often extracts out only some of the GT-MFEs. 
This effectively means that we may have to apply the 7  rules a number of times before all the
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GT-MFEs could be extracted. This repetitive extraction of GT-MFEs is, however, handled 
outside the 7 rules (e.g. by the 2> rule).

We are now really to illustrate the extraction of GT-MFEs (by 7) using the earlier example from 
the previous section. There were four invocations to the 7  rules but only two of them produced 
any GT-MFEs. We illustrate the two invocations which result in GT-MFEs below.

7  I  lambda a => h2(x*x,sqr(a)) end J {} ! 7 8

-  (lambda a => tf end,fel,vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)==5 H h2(x*x,sqr(a)) 1 {a} 17 9 a

= (lambda a => tf end,fel,vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)==(h2(A,sqr(a)),[x*x],[A])

= (lambda a => h2(A,sqr(a)) end,[x*x],[A])

7  I  lambda a => h2(A,sqr(a)) end ]) {} ! 5 8

= (lambda a => tf end,fel,vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)==5 | h2(A,sqr(a)) U {a} !59b221 define h2'

■  (lambda a => tf end.fel.vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)==(h2'(B,sqr(a)),[A*A],[B])

= (lambda a => h2'(B,sqr(a)) end,[A‘A],[B])

Defined by7  9b.221 

— h2'(B,a) <= B+(a+a)

The first invocation of the 7  rule results in the extraction of an explicit GT-MFE, x*x. The 
second invocation is slightly more complex because it involves the re-definition of h2 to h2' (by 
step 7  9b.221). This re-definition results in the extraction of implicit GT-MFE, A*A.

As for the other two invocations which did not result in any GT-MFEs, the sequences of rule
applications are as follows.

7  [[ dup(fn1 (x*x)) | {x} !59

= let (t1,fe1,ve1)==5_llst |fn1(x*x) J{x}in  ?1 159

= let (t1,fe1,ve1)==4et (t2,fe2,ve2)==5_Hst | x*x J {x} In ?2  In ?1 ■ !59b1

= let (t1,fe1,ve1)«let (t2,fe2,ve2)==(fn1 (x*x),[],[]) In ?1 

= let (t1,fe1,ve1)==(fn1(x*x),[],[]) In ?1 !59b21

= (dup(fn1(x*x)),[],[])

7  I  lambda a => h2'(B,sqr(a)) end 1 {} 158

= (lambda a => tf end.fel.vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)==5 l  h'(B,sqr(a)) ]] {a} !59a

= (lambda a =>  tf end.fel.vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)==

le t  (t1,fe1,ve1)==5jlst f[B,sqr(a)] J {a } ln ?1  159

= (lambda a => tf end.fel.vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)==

le t (t1,fe1,ve1)==([B,sqr(a)],[],[]) In ?1 !59b222

= (lambda a => tf end.fel.vel) w h e re  (tf,fel,vel)=«(h’(B,sqr(a)),[],[])

= (lambda a *=> h'(B,sqr(a)) end,[],[])

To simplify the above presentation, we have used the notations ?1 or ?2 to denote some 
outstanding operations which depended on the result of the corresponding T^Iist rule 
applications. Also, certain steps in the above derivations have been abbreviated.

4.4.3. Fully Lazy Elimination of Higher-Order Arguments

After the application of the full laziness transformation, L  , our program will be in a form that is 
more amenable to fully lazy higher-order argument elimination. In particular, all of the lambda 
abstractions will not have any explicit or implicit GT-MFEs, as these would have been extracted 
out. Furthermore, all grounded GT-MFEs would also be converted to CFs.

Based on this fully lazy expression form, it is only necessary to modify two rules of to make 
the higher-order argument elimination algorithm fully lazy. The two rules which need to be
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changed are ^  10 and 11 for dealing with function calls with instantiated higher-order 
arguments. We change these two rules by introducing an iterative step in each of these rules. 
This iterative step searches for all GT-MFEs in its function call's non-linear higher-order
arguments.

The two iterative steps are shown in Figure 4.13 as 2UOd and They must be applied, 
where possible, in preference over the other steps (namely 2U 0 a,10b ,10c,?Ula and l ib  of 
Figure 4.4) of the same rules. If GT-MFEs exist in the non-linear higher-order arguments, they 
should be extracted out using intermediate functions as shown in % lOd and 1 lc. The resulting 
expression for the intermediate function is then recursively subjected to the same H. rule, until 
no more GT-MFEs are found. At this stage, the non-linear higher-order arguments can be 
duplicated, without loss of efficiency, by the other steps of the rules (in Figure 4.4).

Notice that the variable-only higher-order arguments are now divided into two groups, 
and htp+1 q°“. The first group, with an additional * annotation, is for the linear parameters, 
while that with the additional ° annotation is for the non-linear parameters. Also, we make use 
of the meta-function, J J is t ,  to search for ground-type MFEs in the iterative steps.

(10) II 1(ti..m®>,tm+i ->n,hti> p ‘°’,htp+ i > q ) 1

d ) let (htAp+ i .q ,fe1 a .v e !  a ) = = r j l s t [ I h t p +1 p1 0  In 

if a>1 (G T -M F E s  e x is t )

<= f_new(vr1 z,%  |fe]Ji a) 

where vr-j z=vars[t-| n,ht-j p]

define  f_new(vr-| z ,ve  ̂>>a) = *  I  _n-ht1 ,.p.htAp+ i,<q) J

(11) 3 U  g(to4i..n.hti..p**.htp+i . .q*-) 1

c ) le t (htAp+1<<q,fe1><a,ve1e>a)--5jl8t|Ihtp+1>iql{} in 

if a>1 (G T -M F E s  e x is t )

<= f_new(vr1->z, *  | fe j1>>a)
w h e r e  vr-j z=vars[to n,ht-| p]

define  f_new(vr1<>z,ve1><a) = %  I  g(to.ti,.n.ht1..p>htAp +1 -q ) ^

F ig u r e  4 .1 3  -  A d d i t io n a l  S u b - R u le s  f o r  F u l ly  L a z y  H ig h e r - O r d e r  A r g u m e n t s
E l i m i n a t i o n

4.4.4. An Example

With the modified % rules, we can now give an example of fully lazy higher-order argument 
elimination. Our starting point is the following set of three functions, which are applyless in 
form.

d ec  main : list(num) # num # num -> list(num);

--  -main(x,A,B) <= map(x,la m b d a  y=> f_1(y,A*B) e n d );

- - -f_1 (y.A) f_2(y*y,A+A);

- - -f_2(y,A) <= y*y+sqr(A);

The full laziness transformation, L, can transform it to a new set of fully lazy functions, as 
shown below.
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- - -main(x,A,B)

- - -ll_x(A)

- - -ll_x2(A)

- - -ll_x3(A)

- - -L2a(y,A)

<= map(x ,ll_x(A*B) ;

<= ll_x2(A+A);

<= ll_x3(sqr(A));

<= lambda y => f_2a(y*y,A) end ; 

<= y*y+A;

In making the above program fully lazy, three intermediate functions, ll_x, Il_x2 and Il_x3, are 
introduced to lift out some ground-type MFEs in the lambda argument, 
lam bda y=> f_1(y,A*B) end. This new fully lazy program also has a new function, f_2a, which 
arises out of a re-definition of function f_2. This re-definition is needed because the original f_2 

call cannot be directly unfolded (as it would duplicate the bounded subexpression y*y). Also, 
two earlier functions, M and f_2, are not included in our program because these are no longer 
needed by main.

The above fully lazy program can subsequently be transformed by the modified ̂  rules to give 
the following efficient higher-order specialised program.

— main(x,A,B) 

— main_1 (x,A) 

— main_2([]IA) 

— main_2(a::x,A) 

- * -L2a(y,A)

<= main_1(x,A*B);

<= main_2(x,sqr(A+A)) ;

<= [];
<= f_2a(a*a,A):: main_2(x,A) ; 

<= y*y+A;

The result of this transformation is a set of first-order functions- Two new intermediate 
functions, main_1 and main_2, are introduced to lift out ground-type MFEs, prior to the 
elimination of the higher-order map call. Also, all the previous intermediate functions, ll_x, ll_x2 

and Il_x3, are eliminated? because they have been unfolded out. ~

4.4.5. Possible Losses of Efficiency

In order to remain compatible with the higher-order argument elimination, we have constrained 
the full laziness transformation to extract out only ground-type MFEs. This restriction may, at 
times, cause a loss of efficiency because it is possible for function-type MFEs to cause 
redundancy when duplicated.

There are two sources of function-type MFEs (FT-MFEs) which may cause some loss in 
laziness or efficiency in our full laziness transformations. The first source is from the non- 
recursive g-type functions, while the second source is from the recursive functions (both f-type 
and g-type). They both arise out of our inability to directly unfold their respective function calls. 
We discuss both forms of FT-MFE next and suggest possible solutions to minimise the loss of 
efficiency.

8 This example shows that though additional intermediate functions may be created by program 
transformation, it is also possible for some of the older functions to be eliminated whenever they are no 
longer referred by the main function. This is particularly true, when we move from one transformation tactic 
to another.
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4 . 4 . 5 . 1 .  F T - M F E s  f r o m  g - t y p e  f u n c t io n s

Consider the following higher-order program,
dec Floss:num # truval -> num;

dec app_twice: (alpha -> alpha) # alpha -> alpha;

— Floss(x.b) <«

— app_twice(f,x) <=

- - -if(true,f,g) <=

- - -if(false.f,g) <=

— sqr(x) <5=

— cube(x) o

app_twice(if(b,sqr,cube),x);

f (f(x)) ; 
f ; 
g;
x*x ; 

x*x*x ;

where the appjw ice call in function Floss contains a function-type MFE, if(b,sqr,cube). This MFE 
is also a higher-order argument which needs to be eliminated. The fully lazy % rules cannot
extract it out because this would result in another intermediate function with the same higher- 
order argument. Instead, the present H. rules will simply eliminate this function-type argument 
through the following sequence of (abbreviated) steps.

— Floss(x.b) o  app_twice(if(b,sqr,cube),x); ! unfold app_twice

<= jf(b,sqr,cube) (if(b,sqr,cube) (x)); ! eliminate general application
<= if(b,sqr(if(b,sqr,cube) (x)),

cube(jf(b,sqr,cube) (x)) ); ! eliminate general application
<= if(b,sqr(if(b,sqr x.cube x)),cube(if(b,sqr x.cube x));

This elimination results in a function that is higher-order specialised, but it also incurs a minor 
loss in efficiency. The conditional if function with the common test variable, b, will be evaluated 
twice, as opposed to once, in the newly transformed program.

The main cause of this loss of efficiency is that we did not allowed the non-recursive g-type 
function calls to be directly unfolded. The reason for this restriction is that we wanted to adhere 
to the original language specification of one pattern-matching parameter per g-type function. If 
this language restriction could be lifted, we can avoid the loss of efficiency by a sequence of 
transformation steps which involve the direct unfolding of g-type function call, if(b,sqr,cube), as 
shown below.

— Floss(x.b)

— Floss(x.true)

— Floss(x,false)

app_twice(if(b,sqr,cube),x); ! unfold if function
app_twice(sqr,x); ! unfold app_twice
sqr(sqr(x));

app_twice(cube,x); ! unfold app_twice
cube(cube(x));

In this particular example, the only violation of our language is that the pattern-matching 
parameter of the resulting function did not appear as the first parameter. Additional work would 
have to be done to transform the resulting program to comply with the original language 
restriction. Though the language restriction is not essential for the higher-order removal tactic, it 
is important for the deforestation transformation (of Chapter 3) which could be applied after 
higher-order removal, as we shall illustrate in Section 4.5.

4 . 4 . 5 . 2 .  F T - M F E s  f r o m  r e c u r s iv e  f u n c t io n s

Another source of function-type MFEs is from the recursive functions. An example of this is 
the following program.
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- - -F!oss2(w,x) <« app_twice(appd(w),x);

- - -appd(w) <= la m b d a  y «> append(w.y) a n d  ;

Here, we have a function-type MFE, appd(w), which originates from the partial application of 
recursive append function (which cannot be directly unfolded). As a result, the higher-order 
argument elimination transformation would be as follows:

— Floss2(w,x) <= app__twice(appd(w),x); ! unfold app_twice
<= appd(w) (appd(w)(x)); ! eliminate general application

<= append(w,appd(w)(x)); ! eliminate general application
<= append(w,append(w,x));

The resulting function will traverse the parameter, w, twice. In contrast, an equivalent function 
that results from fully lazy lambda lifting need only traverse the parameter once with the help of 
code unrolling technique (as illustrated in Section 4.4.1.5). Code unrolling (from fully lazy 
lambda lifting) is a form of laziness which is peculiar to partially applied recursive function 
calls. It is inherently dependent on higher-order facility to support. There is just no way we 
could support this laziness while purporting to the goal of higher-order removal. The space leak 
problem associated with this form of laziness may persuade the reader that this form of laziness 
is not always desirable.

4 .4 .5 .3 . Coping with the Loss of Full Laziness
We would like to suggest three possible courses of action which could be taken, in response to 
the loss of laziness from the two kinds of function-type MFEs. These are:

• ignore the loss of laziness

• avoid the loss of laziness

• recover some of the loss of laziness

The first option is to ignore the loss of laziness. This appears to be quite acceptable provided 
there are not too many intermediate g-type function-type calls which are FT-MFEs. This is 
because real losses of efficiency could occur otherwise. As for function-type recursive calls, the 
loss of laziness may be justified by a trade-off with the space-leak problem. Furthermore, the 
removal of higher-order features may well compensate this small loss of efficiency.

A second more conservative action is to avoid the loss of laziness totally. This can be achieved 
by using the le t construct to extract out all FT-MFEs. For example, the first example of 
function, Floss, can simply avoid its loss of laziness by transforming to:

— Floss(x,b) <= le t  v«if(b,sqr,cube) In  app_twice(v,x);

This le t construct does not result in higher-order argument elimination but helps to make the 
expression appears pseudo-specialised.

A better approach is to try and recover the loss of efficiency from the g-type function calls but 
ignore the loss from the recursive function calls. We have seen how the loss of laziness from g- 
type function calls could be recovered by permitting direct unfolds to these calls. However, we 
shall also need to tidy up the program after this elimination. As for the function-type MFEs of 
recursive functions, the loss of laziness is irrecoverable because this laziness is intrinsically 
dependent to partially applied expressions of higher-order (curried) programs. This loss is
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acceptable if the prevention of space-leaks is also as one of our objectives.

4.4.6. Termination of the Full Laziness Transformation Rules

There are a number of rules involved in the preservation of full laziness transformation. The 
main rules are L (three cases), Z  and / .  These rules fall under the following invocation or 
calling hierarchy, namely {L 0 > L 1 > Z  > L  2}, {Z > 7}  and {X > /} . Apart from these 
rules, there are also a number of auxiliary rules, e.g. T̂_list, C / ,  divide_arg, but these can be 
trivially shown to be terminating, as long as the main rules are terminating. We shall therefore 
be concerned with just the main rules in our outline of the termination proof.

To prove that the entire full laziness transformation algorithm terminates, we have to prove that 
each of the above recursive rules (except L 0  which is non-recursive) terminates, and does not 
affect the termination of the other rules which use it. The full termination proof for each of these 
rules is given in [Chin90]. In this section, we shall merely outline the essence of these proofs.

Starting, with the 7  rule (which lies at the bottom of the hierarchy), we can see that each of its 
recursive rules either (1) operate on successively smaller sub-expressions or (2) operate on the 
bodies (RHS) of non-recursive functions (to look for implicit GT-MFEs). These rules can 
therefore have a well-founded decreasing measure that is made up of the function hierarchy 
number combined with expression size. Similarly, the recursive L 1 and L 2 rules either 
operate on successively smaller sub-expressions or perform direct unfolds of non-recursive 
function calls. These recursive rules could similarly have a well-founded decreasing measure 
based on the function hierarchy number and expression size. -

Rule Z  is also recursive but has a termination property that is tied very closely to the 7  rule. In 
particular, it repeatedly extracts GT-MFEs from its expression and will terminate only when no 
more GT-MFEs remain. To show that this repeated extraction terminates, we must show that 
each application of/extracts out some GT-MFEs, in such a way that there are fewer GT-MFEs 
left in the resulting expression.

To prove this, we simply define a GT-MFE measure to count the maximum number of 
extractable GT-MFEs (by 7 ) that is present in any given expression. The equational definition 
for this measure will essentially mirror the recursion structure of 7. It will always return a finite 
value because such a recursion structure has been shown (for 7) to be terminating. Having 
defined this GT-MFE measure, we could prove (by induction) that each expression that results 
from an application of 7  will always have a measure that is either (1) less than the measure of 
the original expression, or (2) zero, (i.e. unchanged from the original expression which also 
has a measure of zero; no more GT-MFEs). This well-founded decreasing measure is sufficient 
to prove that the Z  rule will terminate.

Rule % lOd and ^  1 lc also repeatedly invoke /  until no more GT-MFEs could be found. By 
the same reasoning as the Z  rule, this could not go on forever. As a result, each sequence of 
repeated extraction of GT-MFEs by %, lOd and 1 lc will always be of finite length. As these 
repeated extractions are made up of finite sequences, which always come just before the other 
steps of rules H. 10a,b,c and % lla,b, we could never obtain an overall sequence of steps that is 
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infinite. The reason for this is that there is only a finite number of steps for % 10a,b,c and \
11 a,b (previously proved).

4.5. Deforestation for Higher-Order Expressions

There are two major advantages of the higher-order removal transformation algorithms, X, L 
and % The first advantage is the efficiency gain that results from the absence of higher-order 
features; while the second advantage is the presence of a much simpler higher-order specialised 
form that is as close to first-order expressions as our transformations will produce for us.

The simpler expression form is an advantage because it helps to ease the extensions of various 
implementation, analysis or transformation techniques, from first-order programs to higher- 
order programs. In particular, it is only necessary to consider the extensions of these techniques 
to the specialised form. Once they work for expressions of this form, we can safely assume that 
they will also work for any higher-order expressions because these can always be converted to 
the specialised form by the earlier transformations.

In this section, we shall consider an extension for the Universal Deforestation transformation, 
which has already been shown in Chapter 3 to work for all first-order programs. Our extension 
involves the modifications of Universal Deforestation rules to cope with the vestiges of higher- 
order features (e.g. variable applications and lambda abstractions), which remains in the HO- 
specialised form.

We shall call the suitably modified rulesrwhich could deforest HO-specialised expressions, the 
higher-order deforestation transformation rules. However, before presenting the full 
modifications required, we shall first present an appropriate parameter annotation scheme and 
target expression form for this new result.

4.5.1. Parameter Annotations for Higher-Order Deforestation

For the purpose of higher-order deforestation, we need to categorise the parameters of our 
function calls into three major groupings. These three major groupings will be marked by the 
following parameter annotation scheme:

Definition 4.11 - Annotation Scheme for Higher-Order Deforestation
Each parameter in a function call will be marked with one of the following 
annotations depending on whether certain criteria are present. These 
annotations are:

* if the parameter is linear, variable-only and of tree-like type 

if the parameter is variable-only and function-type 

° otherw ise
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With this annotation scheme, we can present the function calls (from the HO-specialised 
expressions) in one of the following forms:

f(t1*-tm*tm+r..tn-.vh1*-vhq*)
or g(t0*,ti*..tm*ltm+1-..tn--vhr » vhq*)
or 9(to >*1 "*n ,v̂ 1 ”v^q )

The most important of these parameter groupings is the first group, t1 ..tm, for linear, variable- 
only and recursive-type parameters. This group is important because they represent intermediate 
terms (arguments) that are targeted for elimination by the deforestation stage. In addition, we 
also have the higher-order arguments, vh-j..vhq, which were significant in the previous % 
transformation stage. This group of arguments should be variables because their instantiated 
counterparts would have been eliminated by % The remaining arguments, which do not satisfy 
the criteria of the first two groups, will be lumped into tm+1 ..tn. Also, as before, there is an 
additional pattern-matching parameter argument, t0, for g-type function calls. This pattern- 
matching argument can either be annotated as * o r", depending on whether it is linear, variable- 
only and recursive-type or not; thus giving the above two kinds of g-type calls.

With this new categorisation for parameters, we are now ready to propose a possible target 
expression form for higher-order deforestation.

4.5.2. Higher-Order Treeless Form

We call the target form, which shall result from higher-order deforestation, the higher-order 
treeless, or HO-treeless, form. This HO-treeless form is a further specialisation of the HO- 
specialised form, with all unnecessary intermediate terms eliminated by our transformation. 
Such a form can be defined as follows:

Definition 4.12 - Higher-Order Treeless Form
A term is said to be higher-order treeless if it satisfies the grammar below, 

ht ::= 1 1 le t v=«t-| In t2

t := va  | c (t-, , . . ,tn) | la m b d a  ^  ,.. ,v n) =>  tf e n d  | f(v«, . .m c5,,tm+1 . .n“.v h 1 -q°)

I 9(va0<5’'v1..m'5’̂ m+1..n ,v^1..q ) I 9^0 >V1 ..m^^m+1 ..n ,v^1..q ) 
v a  ::= v | va(t-| ,..,tn )

where vh-j q are higher-order variables and g and f are higher-order treeless 
definitions.
Correspondingly, a function is said to be higher-order treeless, if its 
definition is made up of higher-order treeless terms.

Two distinctive features of this grammar, when compared to HO-specialised form, are:

• The first group of arguments, v-| m*, in each f and g-type call must be 
variables. This group represents arguments for intermediate terms which 
can be eliminated by deforestation.

• The g-type calls, with pattern-matching arguments annotated as ^  must be 
of the form g(va0*,vi m,t,m+i..n.vhi..q)> where va0 is either a variable or a 
variable application. We allow variable applications to be present because 
the presence of leftmost functional variables do not allow these terms to be
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unfolded away.

Furthermore, in order to remain compatible with the first-order universal treeless form, we have 
restricted the use of let to be present only as an outermost construct (without loss of 
generality).

This new treeless form can be used as the target for the following result.
Theorem 4.13 - Higher-Order Deforestation

Any well-typed higher-order specialised expression, whose functions and 
lambda abstractions are higher-order treeless, can always be effectively 
transformed to an equivalent term which is also higher-order treeless 
without loss of efficiency.

Notice that we require the source expressions to be well-typed HO-specialised form. This could 
be obtained from the previous higher-order removal transformations. A brief proof for this 
theorem is given in Section 4.5.6. The effective transformation algorithm to perform this 
conversion (to higher-order treeless form) is described next.

4.5.3. Modifications to the Transformation Algorithm

The transformation algorithm for higher-order deforestation shall be based on an extension of 
the first-order universal deforestation rules of Chapter 3. This extension must be able to handle:

1) three groups of arguments in each function call, as opposed to two groups 
in the first-order case;

2) possible presence of variable applications in pattern-matching parameters 
of g-type function calls;

3) lambda abstractions, variable applications and function identifiers of the 
HO-specialised form;

4) possible re-appearances of higher-order features.

We present solutions for each of these four issues and look at what rules must be added or 
modified in order to handle them.

Previously, the universal deforestation rules need only handle function calls with two groups of 
arguments, namely those arguments that are either annotated as * (linear,variable- 
only ,recursive-type) o r " (others). However, the HO-specialised form has an additional group 
of arguments, annotated as *, for higher-order arguments. This new group of arguments is 
fortunately only variables, after passing through the H. transformation stage. Thus, we can 
trivially accommodate them in the modified rules by treating them as if they were arguments of 
the - annotation category.

A more difficult issue to handle is the presence of variable applications as pattern-matching 
parameters of the g-type function calls. This requires the modification of rules T 4 and T 8 (of 
the original deforestation rules in Figure 3.7) in order to permit the possible presence of either 
variables or variable applications in the pattern-matching parameters of g-type calls, as shown in 
Figure 4.14.
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(4) ^  II 9(vao*>v1 ..n )1 ^  9(T ttvao! *v1..mT H* lm + 1 ..n)

(8) T l...g (va 0* it1..mM m+1#.n-)...]|

a) if g_old(vn0 ,vn1 k.ve! s )*...g(vn0 , r 1 m,vem+1 n)...~ E  def_set; then (fold)

<= g_old(T |[ vaoJ.vo-)_ k ,T EteJh >>s) 

where (...g(vn0, r 1..m,vem +1„ n)...'-,te1>sve1>s,

v0v° i ..k-vn0vn1 ..k) ~  gen_ren[[...g(v0 ,t1 >>m,tm+1 ..n)...]|

b) otherwise (define & unfold) <= g_new(T Evaol.vo-) k,T Eteli..s)

where(...g(vn0,t~ 1 ..m,vem+1 n)... ~,te1 -Sve1 s ,

v0vo 1 ..k»vn0 vn 1 ..k) —  gon_rentt...g(v0 ,ti..m-tm +1 ..n)-]l
define and add to def_set

g_new(vn0,vn1 >k,ve1 >s)=...g(vn0 , r i . . m,vem+1 n)...~ 

narrow on call g to give:
g_new(p1,vn1 k,ve1 s )= T  |...tg1[t*7v1 ..m,ve/vm+1 „n]...~J

g_new(pr,vn-| k.ve-) s )= T  |...tgr[t~/v1>m,ve/vm+1- 

F ig u re  4.14 - M od ified  R u le s  fo r H igh e r-O rd e r  D e fo re sta t io n

Apart from these two modified rules, we also need five more new rules for higher-order 
deforestation. These new rules are given in Figure 4.15. The first four rules are provided to 
deal with the additional constructs of the HO-specialised form. Rules T 13 and 14 are needed to 
handle variable applications and lambda abstractions. These two rules preserve their respective 
expression's outer structure and recursively transform just the inner sub-expressions. Also, 
rules T 15 and 16 are needed to skip over function identifiers.

The last rule, T 17, is not meant for new constructs. Instead, it is required for handling re
appearances of higher-order features which may arise under certain circumstances. These re
appearances must be removed by re-invoking the previous transformation algorithm, % We 
will describe why these re-appearances of higher-order features can occur under higher-order 
deforestation in Section 4.5.5 and show an example of how they can be eliminated.

(13) T  E lambda (vi,..,vn)=> tf end ]] <= lambda (vi,..,vn)=> T  H tf 1 end

(14) TEva(t-),..,tn) 1 <= T l v a K T E t ^ . - . T  Etn l )

(15) T E f  1 <= f

(16) t Eg 1 <= g

(17) T  E ...exp (ti ,..,tn)... 1 <= T I. . .H  Eexp (t1t..,tn) J... 1

where exp (t-|..tn) does not conform to higher-order specialised form.

F ig u re  4.15 - New  R u le s  fo r H igh e r-O rd e r D e fo re sta t ion

Apart from extending the deforestation rules, we must also provide a similar extension to the 
auxiliary meta-function, gen_ren. However, only one additional equation, for handling variable 
applications, is needed. This is because variable applications are the only higher-order feature 
that could possibly be ground-type and thus appear as arguments with the * annotation. 

gen_ renE  va(ti,..,tn) ]] <= (va~(t~i,..,t~n)1te jt 'o te jt,ve_ lt,<>ve_lt,vojt '<>vojt,vnjt '<>vnjt)

where (va~i ,teJt,,veJt,,voJt',vnJt')==gen_renE vaj 

where (t~i ..t~n,teJt>ve J t Ivo_ltIvn Jt)==gen_ llstE^  ..tn]J
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The other features of HO-specialised form will only be present as arguments which are 
annotated as and are therefore not processed by g e n _ re n .

4.5.4. An Example

W ith  the help of the above modified rules, we are now ready to present an example of higher- 
order deforestation. Consider the function, twice_map (from Section 4.3.5.2), which is already 
in HO-specialised form. This definition has a nested expression, map(map(x,h),k), which can be 
fused together. Applying the higher-order deforestation rules to this definition, results in a 
sequence of steps as shown in Figure 4.16. This transformation successfully eliminates the 
intermediate term of the inner map function call. Note the use of T  14 at steps <=8 and <=9 for 
handling the variable application, k(h(a)).

— twice_map(x,h,k) <=j T|[map(map(xIh),k)]| ! T 8, narrow inner map

- - -twice_map([],h,k) <=2 T I  map([],k) 1 IT 6a

<«3 T f fD l ! T  2

<”4 []

— twice_map(a::x,hIk)< » 5 T  ff map(h(a)::map(x,h),k) J IT  6a

<=6 T  |[ k (h(a))::m ap(m ap(x,h ),k ) 1 ! T  2

<=7 T I  k(h(a)) J::T I  map(map(x,h),k) 1 ! T 8 fold

<=8 T I  k(h(a)) ]]::twice_map(x,h,k) IT  14

<=9 T  | k !(T II h(a)J)::twice_map(x,h,k) IT  1; 14,1,1

<IS10 k(h(a))::twice_map(x,h,k)

F ig u r e  4 .1 6  -  A p p ly in g  T  to  t w ic e

a
.(0E
1

4.5.5. Re-appearance of Higher-Order Features

Under certain circumstances, it may be possible for general applications and instantiated higher- 
order arguments to re-appear in higher-order deforestation stage. This is possible because the 
previous % algorithm, which eliminates instantiated higher-order arguments, has left the pattern- 
matching arguments of g-type function calls undisturbed. These pattern-matching parameters 
can be an indirect source of higher-order arguments, in the form of lists or trees of functions.

As a result, the deforestation of intermediate terms from these parameters may cause higher- 
order features to re-appear again. An example of this phenomenon can be illustrated by the 
program below.

dec mairv.num # num -> list(num);

dec add_five:list(num) -> list(num -> num);

dec map_ho:list(alpha->beta) # alpha -> list(beta);

— main(x,y) <= map_ho(add_five(x),y);

- - -map_ho([],y) <= [];

— map_ho(a::x,y) <= a(y)::map_ho(x,y);

- - -addJive(O) <= [];

— add_five(a::x) <= lambda z=>z+5a end::add_five(x);

All the functions of this program are currently in HO-specialised form. The pattern-matching
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parameter of map_ho is actually a list of functions which is used to create a corresponding list of 
applications by applying each of the functions (from this list) to the second argument, y. Also, 
function add_five takes a list of numbers, x, and produces a corresponding list of functions with 
5 times the respective number from x, added to the argument of each of the functions. These 
two functions, map_ho and addjive, are composed together in the body of function main.

To convert all the functions to HO-treeless form, we must apply the T rules to each RHS term 
of the above functions. The definitions of map_ho and addjive are already HO-treeless. The T 
rules will make no changes to them. As for function, main, there is an expression, 
map_ho(addjive(x),y), which can be fused together. The sequence of transformation to fuse it is 
shown in Figure 4.17.

Notice that the presence of the pattern-matching parameters, which carries functions, has 
caused a general application, la m b d a  x=>x+5a e n d  (x), to re-appear during its transformation. 
This general application occurred in step <=6 of Figure 4.17 and must be eliminated before we 
are allowed to perform further deforestation. To do this, T 17 is applied in order to re-invoke 
the % rule and subsequently the A rule to eliminate the general application. This elimination 
enables us to completely transform the above program to the following first-order treeless 
function.

- - -main([],y) < * [];

- - -main(a::x,y) <*= y+5a::main(x,y);

This example illustrated that the combination of deforestation and higher-order removal can help 
us eliminate lists and trees of functions. This was nor achievable by either of the two 
transformation tactics on their own.

— main(x,y) <=1 T I  mapJio(addJive(x),y) 1 ! T 8b, narrow addjive

- - -main([],y) <=2 T I map_ho([],y) ]] ! T 6a

<=3 T ffQ l ! T 2

<=4 []

— main(a::x,y) <=5 T H map_ho(lambda x=>x+5a end::addjive(x),y) J ! T 6a

<=6 T [[ lambda x=>x+5a end (y ):: map_ho(addJive(x),y) J ! T 2

<=7 T | lambda x=>x+5a end (y) J :: T H map_ho(addJive(x).y) ]]! T 8a,fold

<=8 T I lambda x=>x+5a end (y) :: main(x.y) ! T 17

<=9 T [H. I lambda x=>x+5a end (y) | } :: main(x,y) ! ^  10

<=10 |[ H i  lambda x=>x+5a end J f t  I y 1 ) ]] 1 :: main(x,y)! ^ 3 ,86 ,..;!

<=11 T II %  11 *  II lambda x=>x+5a end (y) ]]]]:: main(x,y) ! !A rule

<=12 T I  %  I  y+5a ]] ]]:: main(x,y) ! %  8b,..

<“ 13 T |  y+5a 2 :: main(x.y) ! T 3

<=14 y+5a :: main(x,y)

F ig u r e 4 .1 7  - D e f o r e s t in g  a  L is t  o f  F u n c t io n s
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4.5.6. Proof of Higher-Order Deforestation Theorem

The proof for the additional rules of Higher-Order Deforestation follows by extending the 
proofs of Extended and Universal Deforestation Theorems from Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.3,
3.4.2, 3.4.3.3). Firstly, all the Trules continue to result in only higher-order treeless terms. 
This can be trivially shown by structural induction. Secondly, no loss of efficiency could ever 
arise because each intermediate function introduced is always compensated by an unfold step.

Thirdly, we can prove that the additional rules will not cause the termination property of the T 
rules to be lost This is due to the following three factors.

1) The nesting measure, 7{, will continue to be bounded for the modified 
rules, T 4,8, and the new rules T 13,14,15,16. This is shown in 
Figure 4.18 where the definition of for the four new constructs (of 
higher-order treeless form) are also given.

2) The actual size of generalised expressions for newly introduced function 
will continue to be bounded to the nesting 7{. This is because:

(i) we can ignore lambda abstractions and function identifiers because 
they could only be present in the parameter positions which are 
annotated as Thus, they will never contribute to the size of 
generalised expressions for new function definitions.

(ii) we can regard variable applications as playing a similar role to 
constructors because they are never unfolded. As a result, they will ^ 
also have a contiguous bound in the same way as constructors.

3) The 717 rule has an inner jR. rule application which could introduce new 
function symbols. Because of this, we have to treat this rule separately as 
an independent transformation. However, for well-typed programs, the % 
rule always decrease the type degree9 of the expression it transforms. By 
virtue of this decrease, there could never be an infinite number of 717 
applications for any given well-typed expression.

Hence, the additional rules of Higher-Order Deforestation will continue to be terminating under 
the conditions of its theorem.

9 suitably modified (from Section 4.3.6) by taking into account the degree of arguments within constructor 
terms.
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Additional Proof fo r  Lemma 3.14.1

Prove: The nesting measure, 7{t on expressions being transformed is 
bounded by modified rules, T 4,8, and new rules, T 13,14,15,16. 

D e fine : tf|[va(t1,..ltn)]| -  max{tf[[vaJ,tf[[t1]|,..X|[tnl|}

^dlambda (vi,..,vn) *> tf  end] ■

^[[f]] « 0

XlQi * 0
Case for Rule T 4  - gfvao^.v-i m,tm+1 n) :

From the definition: ^^ (vao^.v-j ..m,tm +i ->n) 1 = max{1+^Hva0lX l I t  3m+i > n}

• thus V i e m+1..n ^ ^ttg(vao‘S’>v 1..m'tm+1 ..n)l

^ttva0l  < ^ttg(va0* v 1<>mitm +1-n)l

Case fo r  Rule T  8 - ...g ^ao *,^  tm+1 n“) . . . :

From Lemma 3.14.2 on gen_ren:

^tt---g(v0,t1 ..n)... 1 > max{^H...g(vn0,t~i ,.m.vem+1 ..n) - ~  JXttte }:

a) apply fold against old expression:

From Lemma 3.14.2: V i e  1..s : ^tttejl <^H...g(vo,ti im,tm+i n)... 1

• By the monotonicity of X  ^[[tejl] £#tt...g(vao,ti>-m,tm+i n)... 1

• Also : ^ttva0II<^l[...g(vao,t1..mitm+1<.n)... 1

b) otherwise:

From Lemma 3.14.2: V i e 1..s: 3̂ tttej]j < ^tt...g(v0,ti m,tm+i n)... 1

• By the monotonicity of X  g(vao,t-|->m,tm+i ..n)—  1

• A l s o  : ^ | v a 0ll<^|I...g(va0lt1 m,tm+i -n)... 1

Also, From Definition: ?^I[g(vno,t~i m,vem+i n) J

= m ax{1+m ax{tf[[vno lX ttt'l1>im }X IIve ]lm+1 n) 
=-• 1+ max{ ?^|t~ J-) _ m}

For each equation, g(pj Ivi,..,vn)=tgj:

Since g is HO-treeless, ^|[tgj 3< 1 > ^tttgj 1 + max{3^|t~ 3-| m}

> „j.t~ /v1 ..m,ve/vm+1 i>n] I

Thus: X I  — tgj[v’ /v’̂ j . r  /v1> m,ve/vm+1 ^H...g(vn0 ,t-,..m,tm +i..n) -  1

• By the monotonicity of X
I  -  tgj[v' /V-1 j,t~ /v! ..m,ve/vm+1 _ n]... < X l - Q ( v a o M  . .m -W l ..n )-  1 

Case for Rule T 13 - lambda (v-j ,..,vn) *>  tf end :

From the definition: ^([lambda (v-| ,..,vn) => tf end J = T^pfB 

•thus  ^|tf 1 ^ ^([lambda (v.|,..,vn) => tf end]]

Case for Rule T  14 - va(t-j ,..,tn) :

From the definition: ̂ ttva(ti,..,tn) J = m a x ^ H v a J X H t i% ..,X  Utn]]}

• thus  V i e 1 . . n  X l*\  1 < *fl[va(ti ,..,tn)l

• *fl[va]] < ^ Iv a ^ , . . , ^ ) !

Case for Rule T 15 - f : nothing to prove

Case for Rule T 16 - g : nothing to prove

F igu re  4.18 - A dd it iona l P ro o f of Lem m a 3.14.1 to sh o w  that It h o ld s  fo r 
the New  and  M od ified  R u le s  of H O -D e fo re sta tlon
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4.6. Related Works

The proposed higher-order elimination transformations promise to bring about automatic 
removal of most of the overheads and complications of higher-order programs. In this section, 
we shall discuss and compare our result with some related research works.

4.6.1. Restricted Higher-Order Facility

Our higher-order removal tactic is formulated to handle programs from the full higher-order 
language. In contrast to this, a restricted form of higher-order facility, called higher-order 
macros, was proposed in [Wadler88] as a substitute for a certain class of higher-order 
functions. These macros can have function-type parameters but are not allowed to be recursive. 
This restriction is imposed to allow the full expansion of macro calls to first-order programs.

Even though macros are not allowed to be recursive, they could still use local recursion with the 
le t /w h e re  constructs to support a special kind of recursion where the function-type parameters 
are fixed!unchanged. An example of such a macro is the following definition which 
corresponds to the popular m ap function:

m ap(x .F ) = m(x) w h e re  m ([])=[]

m (a ::x )= F (a )::m (x );

A similar restricted proposal for higher-order facility was also argued for by [Goguen88] 
through parameterised modules. The main reason why these restricted forms of higher-order 
facility were suggested, is the ease with which macro applications (or parameterised modules) 
could be expanded out to first-order equivalent. However, with the formulation of our new * 
higher-order removal transformations, there are now fewer reasons for limiting ourselves to 
this restricted higher-order facility.

4.6.2. Translation to First-Order Programs using Explicit Closures

In the language implementation front, some researchers [Reynolds72,Bondorf88,Johnsson85] 
have proposed the use of explicit closures for implementing higher-order features directly using 
first-order programs. This technique can actually convert all higher-order expressions to first- 
order equivalent. This is done by replacing each lambda abstraction (or partial application) with:

(1) a unique constructor term to act as an explicit closure, and
(2) a new equation to apply the explicit closure.

As an example, consider the following higher-order program.
— m ain(x,y) <= m a p (y ,la m b d a  a =>  x o a  e n d );

— map([],F) <= [];
— m ap(a ::x ,F ) <= F (a )::m ap(x ,F );

To convert this higher-order program to its first order equivalent, the explicit closures technique 
will initially introduce a new unique constructor term, say c M ( x ) ,  to represent the lambda 
abstraction, la m b d a  a => x o a  e n d , as follows.

— m ain(x,y) <= m a p ( y ,c M ( x ) ) ;

This special constructor term acts as an explicit closure. It must always be applied by the
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following newly added apply equation.
---- appiy(cM(x),a) «= x o a ;

With these two changes (new constructor term and its associated apply equation) for each 
lambda abstraction, the technique must now change all variable applications (in the program) to 
use the specially defined apply function. In the above example, a variable application occurs in 
the second equation of map. This equation must be converted to:

- - -map(a::x,F) <= apply(F,a)::map(x,F);

The result of these changes is a purely first-order program, which uses explicit closures to 
represent the partially applied higher-order functions. This translation technique has been 
suggested as a simple means of supporting higher-order facility in an (untyped10) first-order 
language. However, the overheads of higher-order features are still largely present because 
explicit closures must still be created on the heap space. Furthermore, the complexity of the 
resulting program (with explicit closures) will continue to hamper both analysis and 
transformation techniques.

A better use of this technique could perhaps be made for the residual higher-order features of 
HO-specialised form, after our higher-order removal tactic has been applied.

4.6.3. Partial Evaluation

The specialisation of function calls, in order to eliminate higher-order arguments, can be viewed 
as a special form of partial evaluation [PE&MIX88]. Conventionally, the partial evaluation 
technique has relied on an abstract interpretation technique, called binding-time analysis (BTA) 
[JonesN88b], to help determine the function calls which can be specialised. Those function 
calls which can be specialised are expected to have one or more arguments which will always 
be grounded (known) or partially grounded in the program. Which of these arguments possess 
this property (of being always known or grounded), is the main analysis performed by BTA for 
partial evaluation.

In [Nielson89], the use of BTA and the partial evaluation technique was suggested as a way of 
specialising higher-order function calls with known function-type arguments. However, this 
proposal was only formulated to handle (totally known) function-type arguments without any 
free variables.

Instead of BTA, we have used a completely different parameter criterion, called the variable- 
only criterion, for specialising higher-order function calls. This criterion is used to help identify 
both function-type (e.g. higher-order argument elimination) and ground-type (e.g. 
deforestation) arguments which could be specialised.

10 because of the overloaded apply function
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We argue that our criterion is more suitable for specialising symbolic arguments. This is 
because we can:

(1) Ensure the termination of our the transformation process for any given 
program. In contrast, partial evaluation using BTA, may fail to terminate 
for non-terminating programs [JonesN88b];

(2) Accept in their natural form higher-order arguments with free variables.
In contrast, the partial evaluation technique (using BTA) needs to 
represent higher-order arguments (with free variables) as explicit closures 
[Bondorf88] before they can be analysed as partially static structures 
[Morgensen88].

(3) Support full laziness in our transformation.

(4) Use the simpler variable-only parameter analysis.

(5) Be applied to both grounded and symbolic arguments (not variables), 
while BTA could only be used on grounded or partially grounded 
arguments.

With these advantages, there appears to be a possibility of providing an alternative to partial 
evaluation by enlarging the universal or higher-order deforestation transformation to include the 
following:

• specialisation of atomic-type arguments which are variable-only and 
linear

• provide reduction and simplification steps which are needed for grounded 
or partially-grounded terms

Further investigation is necessary to determine how this alternative form of transformation 
would differ from the conventional partial evaluation through BTA.

4.7. Summary of Chapter 4

In this chapter, we presented two major transformation algorithms, A and % for eliminating the 
following two types of higher-order features:

• general applications,

• instantiated function-type arguments, annotated as *, in function 
applications

We presented both the source and target expression forms of these two transformation 
algorithms and also proved that these algorithms will always terminate for all well-typed higher- 
order programs. Furthermore, to preserve full laziness during higher-order removal, we 
formulated an alternative transformation algorithm, called L, which differs from the classic fully 
lazy lambda lifting technique of Hughes. In particular, our technique does not depend on 
parameter ordering and the extraction of partial applications for full laziness. Instead, our 
technique simply extracts out all implicit and explicit ground-type MFEs from lambda
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abstractions, whenever possible. This is the way in which full laziness can be made compatible 
with our eliminations of non-linear instantiated higher-order arguments.

We saw two major benefits of these higher-order removal transformations. The first major 
benefit is that we get more efficient programs which use fewer applications and less storage 
heap spaces (for closures). The second major benefit is that the resulting expression form, after 
higher-order removal, is much simpler. This simpler form makes it easier for us to consider the 
extensions of other transformation and optimisation techniques (which work for first-order 
programs) to higher-order programs. In particular, we showed how this was done for the 
universal deforestation transformation of Chapter 3 by simply extending it to work for the 
higher-order specialised form. This extension also permitted the removal of function-type 
arguments in constructor terms.
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5. Tupling

5.1. Introduction

There is a class of inefficient programs which when invoked result in many subsidiary function 
calls that are identical and thus cause repeated computations. A classic example of this class of 
program is the fibonacci function of the following definition:

dec fib : num -> num;

- - - fib(O) <= 1;

—  fib(1) <= 1;

---fib(n+2) <= fib(n+1)+fib(n);

A call to this function will normally cause the redundant evaluation of a number of identical 
subsidiary calls. For example, if w e  evaluate the function call, fib(5), using the following 
sequence of reductions:

fib(5) fib(4)+fib(3)

-»2 (fib(3)+fib(2))+fib(3)

-»3 ((fib(2)+fib(1 ))+fib(2))+fib(3)

—>4 ((fib(2)+fib(1 ))+fib(2))+(fib(2)+fib(1))

-»n 8

we will encounter two identical calls to fib(3) at reduction step 2 (denoted by ->2), and three 

identical calls to fib(2) at step 4. These redundant function calls cause the fib function to have a 

computational complexity of 0((i+-^)n), where n is the argument value of the initial call.

5.1.1. Memoisation and Tabulation

A very general technique for avoiding the evaluation of redundant function calls is the 
memoisation technique of [Michie68] with his proposal for memo-functions. A memo- 
function is a special function which remembers/stores either some or all of its previously 
computed function calls (in a memo-table) so that the values of re-occurring function calls can 
be retrieved rather than re-computed.

The most general form of memoisation technique may store and remember all its memo- 
functions' computed calls throughout the life-time of the whole program. However, a more 
useful sub-class of this technique, called tabulation [Bird80], need only be concerned about 
redundancy from subsidiary calls of a specified recursive function (rather than calls from the 
whole program). This subclass is more useful because it is more amenable to program 
transformation techniques and contains most of the redundancy (from recursive function calls).

Within this tabulation subclass, there is a very general technique, called exact tabulation 
[Bird80], which simply remembers all previously computed subsidiary calls for re-use. This 
exact tabulation technique can be applied to any recursive function definition and requires no 
special conditions from the program. We can even have a functional formulation of the
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transformed function by passing its memo-table around as both parameter and result of the new 
function, as illustrated in [Khoshnevisan87].

Given a schematic function of the form:
dec f: alpha -> beta;

— f(x) <= If Base(x) then K(x)

else H(x,f(c(x)),f(d(x)));

It is possible to transform this function to an equivalent function which uses a fully tabulated 
function, f_new, as shown below.

dec f_new: alpha # table(alpha # beta) -> beta # table(alpha # beta);

— f(x) <*= u where (u,_)==f_new(x,empty_table);

- - -f_new(x,tab) «= If Base(x) then (K(x),tab)

else let (flag,ans)««retrieve(tab,x) in 
if flagsfound then (ans.tab) 

else let (a1,ntab1)*®f_new(c(x),tab) In 
let (a2,ntab2)==f_new(d(x),ntab1) in 
let ans==H(x,a1,a2) in 

(ans,insert(ntab2,x,ans));

This tabulated function uses a suitable memo-table of type table(alpha # beta), to store computed 
subsidiary calls, together with corresponding insertion and retrieval functions for the memo- 
table.

Though general, exact tabulation suffers from two problems. The first is that the transformed 
function has a rather complex algorithmic structure. This makes it very difficult forms to subject' 
the tabulated function to further program transformation techniques, e.g. conversion-to- 
iteration. A second more serious problem is that it suffers from excessive table management 
overheads. This is because entries inserted in the memo-table are not normally deleted even 
after they are no longer required. Thus, the performance of such tables, for both insertion and 
retrieval operations, will deteriorate when large number of subsidiary calls occur during 
computation. Other means of providing more efficient tables should therefore be favoured, 
whenever possible, but they do require program analysis.

5.1.2. Tupling Transformation

One class of programs in which we are interested is those programs whose redundancy can be 
removed by static-sized, tables1. This class of programs can be handled by a transformation 
technique, known as tupling2 [Burstall77,Pettorossi84]. The tupling transformation technique 
uses the simple tuple structure (as a static-sized table) for grouping together a collection of 
potentially re-usable function calls to remove redundancy.

1 table whose size is known or deducible (from program structure) at compile-time
2 Tupling can either be used for removing redundancy or for horizontal loop combination (as we saw for 
function av_list in Section 1.3.3). In this chapter, we will be concentrating on tupling to remove redundant 
function calls. Those programs which require tupling for loop combination can be considered a special case 
of this where are no redundancy.
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For example, an appropriate tuple structure for removing the redundancy in the earlier fib 

definition is (fib(n+l),fib(n)). This tuple expression can be used to define a new tuple function:
dec fib_tup : num -> (num.num);

— fib_tup(n) <= (fib(n+1),fib(n));

w h ic h  can be transformed by initially narrowing the call, fib(n+l), followed by a sequence o f  

steps involving unfolding, where abstraction and folding, as shown below.
— fibjup(n) <« (fib(n+1),fib(n)); ! narrow fib(n+l)

- - -fibjup(0) <= (1 ,fib(0));

<- (1.1);
— fib_tup(n+1) <= (fib(n+1)+fib(n),fib(n+1));

<= (u+v,u) where (u,v)«(fib(n+1),fib(n)); 

<» (u+v,u) where (u,v)*«fib_tup(n);

! unfold fib(O)

! abstract fib(n+l),fib(n) 
! fold fib-tup

Note, in particular, the use of the where abstraction to collect together the fib calls, followed by 
a fold step to ensure that this redundancy is eliminated throughout the entire recursion of the 
above function. This combination of where abstraction and folding has been referred to as 
forced folding [Darlington81].

After the above transformation, we can obtain an efficient version of the fibonacci function by 
either:

(1) applying another forced fold in the recursive equation for fib, as follows:
— fib(O) «  1;

- - -fib(1) <* 1;

— fib(n+2) <= fib(n+1)+fib(n); ! abstract fib(n+l),fib(n)
<» u+v where (u,v)»«(fib(n+1),fib(n)); ! fold with fib_tup
<« u+v where (u,v)«fibjup(n);

(2) or re-define the fib function as:
— fib(n) <= v where (_,v)==fib_tup(n);

The second option would give us the following program for fibonacci function which uses the 
efficient linear recursive tuple function, fib jup.

— fib(n) <= v where (_,v)=*fibjup(n);

- - -fib_tup(0) <* (1,1);

- - -fib_tup(n+1) <= (u+v,u) where (u,v)==fibjup(n);

This program is more efficient than an equivalent memoised function because of the use of a 
static-sized tuple with constant retrieval time. In addition, we can subject the above function to a 
further transformation using the conversion-to-iteration tactic of Chapter 2. This further 
transformation can make use of the constant-at-termination and special right-commutative 
property within the definition of fibjup to produce a space-efficient, tail-recursive function, 
f ib jt ,  as shown below.
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- - -fib_ it(0, (u.v)) <= (u,v);

— fib_it(n+i.(u,v)) <= fib_it(n,(u+v,u));

where:
— fibjup(n) <= fib_it(n,(1,1));

Our primary concern in this chapter will be the tupling transformation. The main steps used by 
this transformation are the define, unfold, where abstraction and fold steps. Of all these steps, 
the most difficult is the step which introduces an appropriate tuple function definition. Due to 
this difficulty, this step is frequently referred to as a eureka step and is the key step for 
automating the tupling transformation.

In this chapter, we shall present a very general analysis technique which could automatically 
discover eureka tuples for a large class of programs. We begin our presentation by describing a 
common tabulation analysis tool, called Dependency Graph (DG for short, see [Bird80]). This 
tool could be used to analyse for appropriate tables which would remove redundant calls. After 
that, we discuss in Section 5.3 a range of past analysis techniques. These past techniques can 
be classified into two main approaches, namely those which rely on algebraic properties of 
programs and those which perform direct analysis with the DG. One direct DG analysis 
technique, proposed in [Pettorossi84], provides a very suitable formal framework for tupling 
analysis but it presently lacks a systematic method for mechanically finding the appropriate 
eureka tuple. We describe Pettorossi’s tupling framework in Section 5.4, before presenting 
extensions that would give a mechanisable tupling analysis technique.

Our tupling analysis technique employs selection orderings to search for eureka tuples which 
could be used for tupling transformations. We shall show this new tupling analysis to be 
mechanisable and widely applicable in Section 5.5. Furthermore, in Section 5.6, we shall show 
a simple extension which would help to widen our analysis even further. Lastly, in 
Section 5.7, we examine the application boundaries of the tupling tactic by looking at two 
inherent limitations.

5.2. Dependency Graph

The dependency graph of a function call is basically a compressed representation of the 
evaluation tree for the function call which shows the calling structure of the resulting subsidiary 
recursive calls. This compressed representation is made into a graph by merging all function 
calls with identical arguments together. An example of this compression from a tree to a graph 
is shown in Figure 5.1 for the function call, fib(4). Each node and leaf in this compressed DG 
represents a unique function call that is connected by directed arcs which always points from 
parent function calls to the children (or subsidiary) function calls.
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Figure 5.1 - Compression of a Tree of calls to a DG.

This DG for fib(4) is constructed using grounded function calls and is therefore an instance of 
grounded DGs which are normally finite in size. Apart from grounded DGs, we may also have 
symbolic DGs, based on symbolic function calls, which are potentially infinite in size. An 
example of a symbolic DG is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 - Symbolic DG for fib(n)

Both forms of DGs exhibit redundancy patterns which exist among subsidiary calls. They are 
therefore useful for analyses to find suitable tabulation techniques to eliminate redundancy. We 
shall see how DGs can be used for this purpose later. But first, we examine two important 
issues of dependency graphs.

5.2.1. Relevant Subsidiary Function Calls

For simplicity, most previous analysis techniques [Cohen83, Bird80] only considered DGs 
where each node (in the graph) represents a call from the same function. This is suitable for 
functions, like fib, with only self-recursive calls but not for programs which have mutually or 
auxiliary recursive function calls among their redundant calls. Previously, these other functions 
are considered to have been converted to self-recursive definitions before analysis. However, a
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slightly better approach is to directly handle both auxiliary and mutually recursive function calls 
in the DGs. This would avoid the need to convert programs to self-recursive definitions.

We propose a minor extension to DGs which will consider a set of functions, say f-j..fn, for 
analysis. These functions will be of the form:

—  fj(x) <= if Bj(x) then Cj(x) (5.1)
else H,*(x,fj-j (Nj-| x)f..ffia(Nia x));

where the subsidiary calls are fi1 (Nji x),..,fja(Nia x). With some restriction3 on the possible form of 
Hj, the function of (5.1) is similar to the multi-linear class of functions used in [Khoshnevisan87]

Notice that each of the subsidiary calls, fy(Ny x), of the above function can either be:

• self-recursive if fy = fj
• mutual-recursive if fy is a mutual recursive function of f j .
• auxiliary-recursive if fy is an auxiliary function of f j

These subsidiary calls will be the calls which are needed to show redundancy patterns in DGs. 
We shall refer to them as the relevant subsidiary calls. They will include:

1) both self and mutual recursive function calls, and

2) auxiliary recursive calls which share some common recursion parameters with 
the main recursive function under analysis.

The self and mutual recursive calls can be trivially found by examining the recursion structure 
of function definitions. As for the auxiliary calls, we must be able to tell if it shares a'common' 
recursion argument with its parent recursive function. A recursion parameter is a parameter in a 
recursive function definition which is either increasing or decreasing in some measure (or 
value). A common recursion parameter between an auxiliary and its parent function is an 
identical parameter which shares this progressive nature (of being either increasing or 
decreasing in value) over successive recursion calls.

An example of a common recursion argument in the following function is the parameter, n.
dec factlist : num -> list(num); 
dec fact: num -> num;
—  factlist(n) «= if n=0 then []

else fact(n)::factlist(n-1);
—  fact(n) <= if n=0 then 1

else n*fact(n-1);

Notice that the two subsidiary calls, fact(n) and factlist(n-l), in the body of the main function 
factlist share a common variable, n. This numeric parameter is subjected to a recursion which 
decreases its value in both the auxiliary function, fact, and the main recursive function, factlist. 
Thus, it satisfies the requirement of being a common recursion argument. As a result, the 
auxiliary function call, fact(n), should be considered as a relevant subsidiary call for D G  
analysis.

3 One simple restriction is that the functions, f-j ..fn , must not be a part of Hj.
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5.2.2. Requirements of DG analysis

Apart from finding relevant subsidiary calls in DGs, there are two other important requirements 
which must be satisfied before a given program (a set of recursive functions) is considered as 
suitable for DG analysis. These two requirements are:

1) The set of recursive functions must be non-linear, where a set of functions is considered to 
be non-linear if there exists two or more relevant subsidiary calls in at least one of the 
function definitions. If this condition is not satisfied, there will simply be no redundant calls 
which can be tabulated.

2) There must be a partial order (transitive relationship) among relevant subsidiary calls. This 
is an important requirement because tabulation techniques can only be successfully applied 
if there are no cyclic dependencies among function calls. If cycles exist, no amount of 
tabulation is able to remove the redundancy. Because of this, the DGs which are 
constructed for redundancy analysis must be acyclic. This is why such DGs are also known 
as minimal compressed directed acyclic graphs (m-dag) in [Cohen83].

The first requirement can always be syntactically detected, while the second requirement of 
detecting for partial ordering would need heuristics based on data domain orderings. The main 
advantage of having these requirements (or pre-conditions) is that they can provide a means by 
which unsuitable program definitions can be rejected before the DG analysis.

5.3. Past Analysis Techniques

A number of different analysis techniques have been proposed in the past for finding the 
appropriate table structures for removing redundancy. Most of these techniques either directly 
or indirectly analyse the redundancy patterns in function definitions with the help of 
dependency graphs of function calls.

We classify these techniques into two main approaches:

1) Indirect Analysis using Algebraic Properties of Programs

2) Direct Analysis using DGs

5.3.1. Analysis using Algebraic Properties of Programs

The indirect analysis approach relies on the presence of certain algebraic properties in programs 
to suggest appropriate tables for removing redundancy. [Cohen83] proposed a technique using 
this approach by carefully identifying four useful conditions (or relationships) between 
descent functions of certain classes of recursive programs, where the descent functions are 
those functions which are applied to the arguments of subsidiary recursive calls.
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In particular, a schematic function (shown below) with two self-recursive calls, f(c(x)) and 
f(d(x)), whose descent functions are c and d respectively was employed to illustrate Cohen's four 
useful descent conditions.

- - -f(x) If b(x) then k(x)
else h(x,f(c(x)),f(d(x));

Each of these descent conditions corresponds to a class of programs with a particular 
redundancy pattern. The four classes of redundancy, together with their corresponding descent 
conditions, are specified below. They fall in a linear hierarchy with each condition 
progressively more general (or weaker) than the condition before it.

1) Explicit Redundancy, where c=d.

2) Common Generator Redundancy, where there exists a common function, g, 
such that gm=c and gn=d, for some m,n, where gm means g o g o .. o g, m-times.

3) Periodic Commutative Redundancy, where cm=dn for some m,n and
co  d = d o c.

4) Commutative Redundancy, where cod=doc.
The most interesting finding from Cohen's results is that the redundancy from each of the 
above four categories of programs can be eliminated by tabulating with particular kinds of 
tables. Cohen discovered the structure of these tables by examining the DG for each of these 
classes of programs.

For example, each recursive program with the common generator descent condition, where 
gm=c and gn=d (assuming that no common factors exist between m and n), can have a D G  of the 
form shown in Figure 5.3, where the subsidiary recursive calls (represented by just the 
arguments in the figure) are positioned in a straight line.

Figure 5.3 - DG for a Program with Common Generator Descent Condition
This DG can be shown to have a redundancy pattern which can be tabulated by using a table of 
size max(m,n). This is possible because we can always compute the values for a new table, 
containing the calls:

(f(x),f(g x),f(g2x)...,f(gmax(m>n) '1 x))

from the previous table (down the recursion):
(f(g x),f(g2x)...,f(gmax(m,n) '1 x),f(gmax(m-n) x))
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where x is the current recursion argument. This is done by computing the first call, f(x), (for the 
new table) using the calls f(gfnin(m,n) X) and f(gmax(m.n) X) ancj  then getting the remaining calls 
from the previous table. An example of this class of programs is the earlier fib function which 
needs a table containing two items to remove redundancy.

Similarly, programs with periodic commutative descent condition can also be handled by fix
sized tables4, as the DG has a regular redundancy pattern, (see Section 5.5.5.2 for a detailed 
look into this class of programs)

However, programs with commutative redundancy require dynamic-sized tables5. This is 
because the dependency graph of this class of programs has a width that broadens as it gets 
further away from the root, as shown in Figure 5.4. An example of this class of programs is 
the binomial function of the following definition.

dec binomial: num -> num;

—  binomial(n,m) <= if n=0 or n=m then 1

else binomial(n-1 ,m-1 )+binomial(n-1 ,m);

With a weaker dependency, this class of programs could only have its redundancy removed by 
a table whose size is big enough to cater for the lowest (and widest) level of the DG. This size 
is dependent on the initial parameter value of the root function call. In Cohen's approach, this 
was still acceptable because he used dynamic arrays for tabulation. In contrast, our analysis for 
tupling transformation would not work for this class of programs. This is because we are using 
static-sized tables.

ROOT

Figure 5.4 - DG for a Program with Commutative Descent Condition.
Closely related to this approach of analysing through relationships between descent functions is 
the corresponding analysis using function-level reasoning by [Khoshnevisan87]. He used the 
multi-linear class of self-recursive functions to help identify programs with the common

4 tables whose size does not change during computation, but may be dependent on initial parameter values of 
function calls
5 tables whose size may change during computation
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generator property. This analysis was used to provide table managers for a variant6 of memo- 
functions, which could automatically eliminate entries (from memo-tables) that are no longer 
needed. The main advantage of this approach is that full memoisation can still be used when 
common generator analysis fails to find a suitable table-manager.

Further work in [Harrison88a] used the list construction in FP [Backus78], in a manner similar 
to tupling, to eliminate redundancy. By using additional analysis conditions (or theorems), 
Harrison extended his area of applicability to include some auxiliary and mutually recursive 
functions. These extra analysis conditions essentially specify when tupling of auxiliary or 
mutually recursive functions can be done in order to obtain self-recursive functions (with the 
common-generator descent condition).

Though fairly extensible and mechanisable, there are still other classes of programs (e.g. Tower 
of Hanoi) which are not yet addressed by these approaches. This is due primarily to the 
difficulty of analysing for all possible conditions, without getting ad-hoc.

5.3.2. Analysis using Dependency Graph

A second more general approach for analysing the redundancy pattern of recursive functions is 
to make direct use of the dependency graph. Richard Bird pointed to the possibility of using 
pebbling game [Pippenger80], which has been extensively studied and used in problem 
domains involving space-time trade-offs, as a general technique for this purpose. The main 
objective of this game is to search for.a suitable pebble placement sequence, which uses the, 
minimum number of pebbles, to visit the entire graph from the leaves to the root. The basic 
rules permitted in this game are:

1) remove a pebble from a node or a leaf

2) place a pebble on a leaf

3) place a pebble on a node whose children are all currently pebbled.

The successful discovery of an appropriate pebbling sequence can help to identify a correct 
tabulation sequence for removing redundancy. However, this game is essentially bottom-up 
and requires the use of grounded DGs. These DGs must in turn be big enough to exhibit the 
inherent redundancy pattern of programs. The difficulty of determining an appropriately sized 
DG together with the choice of a suitable pebbling algorithm casts some doubts on the viability 
of this approach as a mechanisable technique.

Instead of the bottom-up approach of pebbling games, we can also use a top-down approach 
based on symbolic DGs. Early work in [Darlington81] involved an analysis function, called 
FindCleverTupie7, which performs top-down search in the DG for a pair of tuples that matches. 
This analysis function uses a heuristic search that works for a sub-class of programs but is not 
generally applicable.

6 known as Self-Garbage-Collecting (SGC) memo-functions
7 following an earlier suggestion in [Burstall77].
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Subsequent work in [Pettorossi84] also used this top-down approach on symbolic DG to find 
the eureka tuple for removing redundancy. In particular, he rigorously explored this approach 
and managed to present a formal framework for tupling analysis. This framework is extremely 
helpful but is incomplete because it still lacks a systematic method for mechanically discovering 
matching tuples. We examine Pettorossi's framework next and present important extensions 
which could help us overcome this shortcoming.

5.4. Pettorossi's Framework

Central to Pettorossi’s framework for analysing eureka tuples is the notion of a cut8. This is
simply a subset of nodes across a DG that when removed, will divide the graph into two
disconnected halves. With this notion, Pettorossi's central thesis is that:

An appropriate eureka tuple can be found if and only if there exists a 
progressive sequence of cuts, that match one another, in the function's 
dependency graph.

A progressive sequence of cuts is one where each cut in the sequence is in some sense smaller 
than the previous cut. A pair of cuts (each containing a set of function calls) is said to match if 
there is a one-to-one mapping from the first cut to the second cut, such that a consistent 
substitution is obtained when each function call of the first cut is matched with the 
corresponding function call of the second cut. (We shall give a more formal definition of 
matching between pairs of cuts later in Section 5.5.)

The terminologies used-for-ihis .formulation can be more precisely described by the following 
list of definitions, which we have reproduced (with modifications) from [Pettorossi84]. 

Definition 5.1 ■ Dependency Graph
A dependency graph is a rooted acyclic graph which can be formally 
defined by the pair, (G,children), where G is the complete set of nodes in the 
graph, while children is the successor function of the type: 

children: node -> set(nodes)

From this basic successor function, children, we can also define the following additional 
functions between nodes in the DG.

parents(x) = {y | x € children(y)}
descendants(x) = children(x) u  {z | y e children(x) a  z e descendants(y)} 
ancestors(x) = {y | x e descendants(y)}

Each of these functions presently takes a node in order to return a set of nodes (i.e 
nodes set(nodes)) However, we may at times consider, the corresponding set functions of the 
type, set(nodes) -> set(nodes), with the same name. Thus given a function, f, we can define its 
corresponding set function, say fset, by:

'set(s> - V ^ S »W

Furthermore, as the dependency graph, G, must be acyclic and contain only one root, it must 
also satisfy the following:

8 called slice in Darlingtion's FindCleverTuple analysis
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• there can only be one root node, root, such that
root g G a  parents(root )*{}

• the graph must not contain cycles,
V n g G . n i  descendants(n)

Inherent within each DG is a transitive ordering among nodes, called the ancestor-descendant 
ordering (AD-ordering). This ordering is defined as follows:

Definition 5.2 - Ancestor-Descendant Ordering
The ancestor-descendant ordering (AD-ordering), denoted by >Ap, is 
defined by:

x >AD  y IFF x e ancestors(y)

A cut, c, is a subset of nodes from a dependency graph, G, which when removed divides the 
graph into tw o disconnected halfs. This definition of a cut is given below.

Definition 5.3 - Cut
Given:

top_half(x) = ancestors(x) - x 
bottom_half(x) = descendants(x) - x

A sub-set of nodes, c, from a dependency graph with nodes, G, is 
considered to be a cut if it satisfies the following:-

V  t g top_half(c). children(t) n  bottom_half(c) = {}

This condition essentially states that the two halfs of the DG (separated by 
the cut) are disjoint.

A progressive sequence of cuts is a series of cuts where each new cut is in some sense smaller 
than the cut just before. A cut is said to be smaller than its previous cut if

1) for every node in the current cut which is not in the previous cut, there is a node in 
the previous cut that is bigger than it; and

2) for every node in the previous cut which is not in the current cut, there is a node in 
the current cut that is smaller than it.

This can be formally defined as follows:
Definition 5.4 - Progressive Sequence of Cuts

A sequence of cuts, cut-|,cut2....cut ,̂ is said to be progressive if:
V i c  1...N-1.cutj+ i$£cutj a  cutj+ i^cutj

a  V  m g cutj - cutj+ i . 3 n g cutj+ i . m >A p n 

a  V  n g cutj+ i - cutj. 3 m g cutj. m >A p n

These definitions provide a formal framework for Pettorossi's thesis on tupling analysis. But 
his result currently lacks a general technique for mechanically discovering progressive 
sequences of matching cuts. As a consequence, the examples given in [Pettorossi84] have been 
largely hand-analysed with some non-optimal results given (see Section 5.5.5.2). One heuristic 
suggested by Pettorossi involved the tupling of calls which share sub-computation (immediate 
successor calls) during the transformation (symbolic evaluation). However, this heuristic does 
not appear to be generally applicable.
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Our work can be seen as an extension of Pettorossi's framework. In particular, we shall show 
that it is possible to provide a systematic and general means by which matching tuples can be 
mechanically discovered.

5.5. Our Tupling Analysis Technique

Our tupling analysis technique is based on a systematic, top-down exploration of the DG, in 
order to find a pair of matching tuples as its eureka tuple. This exploration starts with the root 

node as its first cut (or frontier) and then successively builds the next cut by giving up at least 
one node from the current cut, in order to acquire corresponding successor nodes for the next 
cut. The giving up of a node (function call) and the acquisition of its children (subsidiary calls) 
corresponds essentially to an abstract form of unfolding which reveals only the relevant 
subsidiary calls (rather than the complete RHS of an equation).

An important requirement of this process is that all the nodes that have been given up must n£l 
be subsequently re-acquired. This requirement is important because it can ensure that 
successive cuts (frontiers) are progressive in nature. It could be adhered if at all times we give- 
up only those nodes in the current cut which are topmost. A topmost set of nodes from a cut is 
defined as the set of nodes containing only calls that are biggest or maximal with respect to the 
ancestor-descendant ordering, >AD. This topmost set can be formally defined as follows. 

Definition 5.5 - Topmost Set
The topmost set, topmostj, from a cut, cut^, is a set of nodes whose — 
ancestors are not present in the cut itself. This condition is satisfied by the 
following definition.

topmostj= { 111 e cutj, (3x e cutj. x >A q t) }

With this requirement, the sequence of cuts from this systematic top-down exploration will be a 
special case of the progressive sequence of cuts. This special sequence will systematically cover 
all nodes in its exploration. In particular, it will visit all nodes between the root and the latest 
frontier. We call this sequence, the continuous sequence of cuts, and define it formally as 
follows:

Definition 5.6 - Continuous Sequence of Cuts
A continuous sequence of cuts, cuti,cut2 ,...,cut|g, is a successive series of 
cuts which starts with the root node as its first cut. This sequence 
successively obtains the next cut by giving up a subset of nodes, selected;, 
from the topmost set, topmost;, of the current cut, cut;, in order to acquire 
the children, newnodes;+ -j, for the next cut, cuti+1.

The constructive definition for a continuous sequence of cuts can be stated 
as follows:

topmostj= { 111 e cut;, (3x e cut;. X >A p t) }

selected; c  topmost; a  selected; *  {} 

newnodes;+ i « {x 11 e selected;, x e children(t) } 

cut-]* {root | parents(root)={}} 

cut;+ i *  cut; - selected; u  newnodes;+ i
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This new notion of a continuous sequence of cuts provides a more viable technique for 
systematically finding the eureka tuple. In particular, our tupling analysis is considered to be 
successful if we can find a pair of cuts in the continuous sequence which matches. This search 
can be formulated by the following abstract specification.

Find a sequence of continuous cuts, cuti,cut2 ,cut3 ,...cutN such that 

3j. 1 <j<N a  match(cutj.cut^)

The matching test between two cuts, each containing a set of function calls, is done by a 
function, called match. This function performs a kind of force matching, which succeeds when 
there exists a one-to-one mapping, m, from the first set to the second set, such that their 
corresponding one-way matchings produce a consistent substitution, a, as specified below. 

match(cutj,cutN) IFF 3a 3m.Vx e cutj. m(x)=xa

where m is a one-to-one mapping from cutj to cut^ a  a is a consistent substitution

The above specification to construct a continuous sequence of cuts is both semi-decidable and 
non-deterministic. It is semi-decidable because there are some programs, e.g binomial function, 
which do not have any static-sized eureka tuple. These programs can cause successive cuts to 
be increasing in size, resulting in non-termination for our analysis. In order to prevent this, we 
will need to place an upper bound on our analysis algorithm. This upper bound need not be 
very large as most programs require only small-sized tuples to eliminate redundancy.

Also, our analysis algorithm is non-deterministic because there could be more than one ways in 
which selected sub-sets of nodes are taken from the topmost set (see Definition 5.6). As a 
result, it is possible to have more than one continuous sequence of cuts from any given 
program. We shall see later that this is not a serious problem. This is because there exist good 
heuristics which could make our analysis deterministic, whilst still finding eureka tuples. But 
first, we shall illustrate our tupling analysis technique with a simple example where there is a 
unique sequence of continuous cuts.

5.5.1. An Example

We illustrate informally how the systematic construction of continuous sequences of cuts can 
find us a matching tuple, using the fib function (from Section 5.1) as an example.

Starting from the main function call, fib(n), as the first cut, our analysis will replace this call by 
its two subsidiary calls, {fib(n-1),fib(n-2)J, to give the second cut. This second cut contains only 
one topmost item, fib(n-i), because the other call, f ib(n-2), is a subsidiary call of this topmost call. 
It can therefore be unfolded to give the third cut, {fib(n-2),fib(n-3)}, which incidently matches the 
second cut - thus giving us a matching tuple. This search for a pair of matching tuple can be 
viewed graphically in Figure 5.5, where the systematic exploration of the DG is represented by 
a successive sequence of frontiers (shown highlighted).
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selection sequence.

Figure 5.5 - Successive Frontiers (Cuts) During the Exploration of a DG
Each successive frontier of calls is obtained from the previous frontier by choosing the 
appropriate calls to unfold. We will frequently represent this systematic exploration9 by just a 
list of cuts, as shown below, with calls that are selected for unfolding in bold faces.

tm cuts
cut-j fib (n)
cut2 fib(n-1),fib(n-2)
cut3 flb(n-2),fib(n-3) matches10 cut2

Our analysis finds a pair of matching tuples by the unfolding of appropriately selected calls and 
uses matching as a means of testing for successful folding. These steps essentially mirrors the 
necessary unfold/fold steps of the subsequent tupling transformation. Thus, when this analysis 
succeeds, the major task of the tupling transformation would also have been accomplished. 
Tupling analysis technique therefore provides us with both a way of determining the right tuple, 
as well as the essential steps needed in the tupling transformation.

We shall henceforth assume that once the tupling analysis has succeeded, the transformation 
steps for obtaining a more efficient program automatically follow from the analysis.

5 .5 .2 .  Se lec tion  O rde rings fo r D e te rm in is tic  A na lys is

One deterministic method for constructing the continuous sequences of cuts is to introduce an 
appropriate ordering for selecting nodes to unfold in the construction. Let us call an ordering 
which is used for this purpose, the selection ordering and denote it by >se|. With this 
selection ordering, the nodes which are selected (for unfolding) from each cut, cutj, shall be all 
those which are maximal w.r.t. >S0|, as shown below: 

selectedj = { 111 e cutj , - i(3 x e  cutj. x >se| t) }

9 This systematic exploration can also be viewed as a repeated failure analysis. When a tuple (cut) fails to 
find a descendant tuple which matches, the resulting tuple (often a larger tuple) is used as the new 
(generalised) tuple for further analysis. However, we also keep a history of cuts for matching because two 
matching tuples may be separated by several intermediate stages.
10 Note that (n-c) is just a short-hand notation for pred(..pred(n)) c times where pred(n)=n-1 and c is a 
constant. This representation, pred(..pred(n)), is easier for matching than expressions of the form, n-c.
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Also, all these selected nodes must belong to the topmost set (of the current cut) if we are to 
generate only continuous sequences of cuts. This means that the chosen selection ordering must 
always be at least as strong as the ancestor-descendant ordering, >ad, as specified below:

VxVy. (x >AD y) -> (x >se| y)

Even with this restriction, there are still numerous possible orderings which could be used to 
generate continuous sequences of cuts. In this chapter, we shall only consider two important 
classes of selection orderings, namely:

. AD-Based Selection Orderings.

. Function-Argument Selection Orderings.

The first class of selection orderings, based on the AD-ordering, is primarily of theoretical 
interest. They will help to illustrate the extent to which our analysis technique could be applied 
but is not practical for two reasons. The first is that AD-^ased orderings require, in general, the 
complete construction of grounded DGs11 before the true ordering relationships could be 
determined. This full construction is expensive and wasteful. A second more serious problem is 
the difficulty of determining, in advance, the appropriate size of grounded DG to use for tupling 
analysis. This appropriate size varies according to the program we are dealing with.

The second class of selection orderings is more practical because we are n£l required to 
construct complete DGs. This class of orderings is dependent on the possibility of determining 
a transitive-ordering with the help of function-argument call pairs. Determining such a transitive 
ordering is, in general, an unde'cidable problem (cf halting problem). Nevertheless, we shall 
show that widely-applicable heuristics exist to help us perform this task.

We shall describe these two classes of selection orderings, in the next two sections, using the 
following factlist definition as our running example.

—  factlist(n) «= if n=0 then []
else fact(n)::factlist(n-1);

—  fact(n) <» If n=0 then 1

else n*fact(n-1);

Redundancy occurs among the auxiliary recursive fact calls and we will look at how these 
selection orderings can help us find the eureka tuple.

5 .5 .3 .  AD-Based Se lec tion  O rderings

In this section, we shall present two possible selection orderings which are based on the AD- 
ordering. One of them is based on the AD-ordering itself (as the selection ordering), while the 
other is an enhanced version of the AD-ordering.

11 Notice that symbolic DGs cannot, in general, be used to determine AD-ordering relationships. This is 
because given any set of nodes, {r»i ,..,n^}, which represents the current frontier (or cut) of a DG, it is in 
general undecidable how far we should explore the DG before we can have sufficient AD-ordering 
relationships.
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5 . 5 . 3 . 1 .

If the AD-ordering is used as the selection ordering, we shall be selecting the maximum 
permitted subset of nodes (i.e the topmost set) to unfold at each time and this tends to produce a 
continuous sequence of cuts which is being explored most quickly.

AD-Orderlng

Figure 5.6 - Symbolic DG  for factlist d e fin it io n
To illustrate how the AD-ordering could be used, we give a partial construction of the symbolic 
DG for factlist in Figure 5.6. We assume that this partially constructed DG is sufficiently large 
to exhibit all the AD-ordering relationships which will be needed. Using these AD-ordering 
relationships of factlist, the continuous sequence of cuts that will be generated, is shown below..

tm  cuts
cut-| fa c tlis t(n )
cut2 fac t(n ),fac tlls t(n -1 )
cut3 fact(n-1 ),fac tlis t(n -2 )

In this example, the entire cut is selected at each stage (for unfolding) and the analysis 
terminates when cut3 is found to match with cut2 , to give an eureka tuple of (fact(n).factlist(n-i)).

This simple example illustrates how the very weak AD-ordering can be used to successfully 
find matching tuples. However, no! all programs can be successfully analysed by the AD- 
ordering, even though eureka tuples exist. This is caused by the weakness of the ordering, 
which may cause part of the frontier of the DG to be explored faster than the rest. We call this 
phenomenon a race-ahead condition. It can be illustrated with a modified version of factlist, 

called factlist2, which recurses down its argument at twice the rate of the original function. This 
definition is shown below, together with its DG in Figure 5.7.

dec factlist2: num -> list(num);

—  factlist2(n) <*= If n<1 then []
else fact(n)::factlist2(n-2);

When the AD selection ordering is used with factlist2, we get a continuous sequence of cuts that 
grows progressively larger as we explore deeper down its DG, as shown below.
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UQ. CUTS
cut-j fac tlis t2 (n )
cut2 fac t(n ),fac tlls t2 (n -2 )
cut3 fact(n-1),fact(n-2),factlist2(n-4)
cut4 fact(n-2),fact(n-4),factllst2(n-6)
cuts fact(n-3),fact(n-4),fact(n-6),factllst2(n-8)

Figure 5.7 - DG for factlist2 defin ition
The weak selection ordering used and the auxiliary recursive calling structure of our example 
have permitted the factlist2 calls on the right side of D G  to be explored (or unfolded) at a much 
faster rate than the fact calls on the left. As a result, we are unable to find a matching pair in
spite o f  the fact than an eureka tuple of (fact(n),factlist2(n-2)) is possible.

It is important to note that such race-ahead conditions could only happen in cases where there 
are auxiliary or independently recursive calls rather than self or mutual recursive calls. We make 
a distinction between recursion structures among the function calls (with appropriately 
instantiated arguments) and the recursion structures of just the functions {or function names), 
themselves. This is because it is always possible to change the recursion structure of functions 
without changing the recursion structures of the function calls. For example, by using a 
composite type for num and list,

data composite = a_list(list(num)) ++ a_num(num)

we could change the (auxiliary recursive) pair of functions, factlist and fact, into the following
-recursive function, f__self:

—  f_self(1,n) <= If n=0 then a_list([]);

else a_list(get_num(f_self(2,n))::get_list(f_self(1In-1)));

—  f_self(2,n) <= If n=0 then a_num(1)

else a_num(n*get_num(f_self(2,n)));

—  get_num(a_num(n)) <= n;

—  get_list(ajist(x» <= x;

such that factlist(n)=getjist(f_self(1,n)) and =/.
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Though the new function is now self-recursive, the DG of its recursive calls still exhibits an 
auxiliary recursion structure. This is because function calls of the form f_self(i,n) could invoke 
recursive calls of the forms, f_self(2,n) and f_self(i,n), while calls of the form f_se!f(2,n) could 
o n ly  invoke other calls of the form, f_self(2tn). This calling structure is still auxiliary recursive.

A better characterisation for the classes of programs, which can be handled by AD-ordering, is 
therefore on the recursion structures of function calls. We shall give this characterisation later, 
after we have look at another AD-based ordering which could partly overcome the race-ahead 
condition.

5 .5 .3 .2 . Descendant-Enhanced Ordering
Race-ahead conditions can cause our analysis to fail and are undesirable. Fortunately, they can 
be avoided by using stronger selection orderings. One straightforward way of getting a stronger 
ordering is to introduce extra orderings between nodes that were not previously ordered (by the 
AD-ordering).

This stronger ordering can be formulated by adding extra orderings between the children of 
unordered nodes. Specifically, any two unordered nodes, say x and y, can be additionally 
ordered by checking if children(x) of the first node is strictly greater than children(y) of the second 
node. We define a set of nodes to be strictly greater than another set of nodes if there exists a 
node in the second set that is a descendant of the first set but not vice versa. With this additional 
ordering, we can define the descendant-enhanced ordering (denoted by >qE), as follows:

x > D E y «* x >a d  y v  strictly_jgreater(children(x),children(y))

strictlyjgreater (s1 ,s2) -  (descendants(sl) n  s2 *  {}) a  (descendants(s2) n  s1 *  {})

This enhanced ordering can help to prevent the earlier race-ahead condition for auxiliary 
recursive function calls. In particular, we are able to order auxiliary calls in front of main 
factlist2 calls by this enhanced ordering. As an example, consider a new DG with the extra 
orderings, in Figure 5.8, for the earlier function, factlist2.

Figure 5.8 - Descendant-Enhanced DG for factlist2 defin ition
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This ordering can be used to produce the following continuous sequence of cuts
CU.TS

cut-j fac tlis t2 (n )
cut2 fact(n),factlist2(n-2)
cut3 fact(n-1 ),factlls t2 (n-2)
cut4 fact(n-2),factlist2(n-4) which matches cut2

where cut4 is found to match with cut2. Notice that in cut2, factlist2(n-2) was prevented from 
being unfolded because its child node, fact(n-2), is lower in ordering than the child node of the 
other call, fact(n).

With such enhanced ordering, the tupling analysis is able to correctly handle programs with 
auxiliary recursive calls. However, independently recursive calls, which do not have common 
descendants between them, are still not synchronisable. This should not unduly concern us 
because independently recursive calls do not have redundancy between them. Nevertheless, 
there are still stronger orderings which could be used to synchronise independently recursive 
calls. These stronger orderings (to be examined later) are also more practical because they do 
not need to construct DGs to obtain ordering relationships. Before turning to this other class of 
selection orderings, we shall attempt to formally characterise recursion structures of function 
calls next.

5 .5 .3 .3 . A Characterisation for Recursion Structures of Function Calls12 
In this section, we shall attempt to characterise the recursion structures of the recursive calls 
from a given program (containing a set of functions). Our characterisation is based on the class 
of programs with eureka tuples.

Let us assume that in a given program, prog, we have managed to find a continuous sequence of 
cuts with a pair of matching tuples. We further assume that this pair of tuples are (ai,..,an) and 
(t>i,..,bn), with a consistent substitution o such that V i e l..n. af o =bf. As there is a transitive AD- 
ordering in the acyclic DG, we will assume that the calls in the matched tuples are positioned in 
a way that is consistent with its (partial) order. That is:

V ie  1..n —, (3 j > i. aj >AD aj)

With this pair of eureka tuples, we can describe the dependencies of calls in the first tuple on 
calls from both the tuples by a function, called depends_on. This dependency function essentially 
identifies the set of function calls (from the two tuples) which are needed to define each call in 
the first tuple. It can be formally stated by:

12 The reader may skip this section on first reading.
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Definition 5.7 - Dependency in a pair of Matching Tuples
Given a pair of matching tuples, (ai,..,an) and

The function, depends_on, which identifies the dependency of each call of 
the first tuple, in terms of calls in both the first and second tuples, can be 
defined as follows.

V ie  1..n let a_set = {aj+ i ..an} In

let b_set « {bj..bn} - a_set In

depends_on(aj) > { bj} If bj e b_set a  aj = bj

= unfold(aj,a_set u  b_set) otherwise 
WHERE unfold(a,set)={x | x e set, x € children(a)} u

{y | y e unfold(x,set),x set, x e children(a)}

With this formalisation for the matching tuples, we can now define a graph, called the tuple 
graph, to characterise the calling structure of the given program. This tuple graph is defined by 
a set of nodes, labelled {i..n}, corresponding to the calls in the eureka tuple, and the following 
set of arcs:

{ arc(p.q) | p e 1..n, q e 1..n, (ap e depends_on(ap) v  bq e depends_on(ap) ) }.

This set of arcs (for the tuple graph) essentially represents the recursion structure of a program 
where each call in the eureka tuple is 'considered' to be from a separate function. It can be used 
to characterise three classes of recursion calling structure for our program. We shall refer to a 
tuple graph (and its corresponding program) as:

1) mutually recursive if there is a complete cycle which includes e*Very node, 
{i..n}, in the graph.

2) independently recursive if there are two or more disjoint sub-graphs present in 
the tuple graph.

2) auxiliary recursive otherwise, i.e. no disjoint subgraphs and no complete 
cycles.

Matching Cuts

sum(x)

1

length(x)

1
factlist(n)

j
fact(n)

\

fib(n) fib(n-l)

»
sum(y)

▼
length(y) factlist(n-l) fact(n-l) fib (i?l) fil^n-2)

Tuple Graph o o o
Independently Recursive Auxiliary Recursive Mutually Recursive

Figure 5.9 - Different Recursion Structures of Function Calls
These three different recursion structures are illustrated by examples in Figure 5.9 Those 
programs which have calling structures (tuple graphs) that are mutually recursive will always be 
successfully analysed using just the AD-selection ordering. This is possible because the cyclic
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dependency will ensure that we do not have the race-ahead problem of auxiliary or independent 
recursions. Correspondingly, those programs with auxiliary recursive tuple graph could be 
handled by the descendant-enhanced ordering. However, programs with independent 
recursions could not be handled by any AD-based orderings.

5 .5 .4 .  F unc tio n -A rgum en t Se lec tion  O rde rings

Very often, a stronger selection ordering can be obtained if we are able to determine a 
(transitive) ordering that is based on the syntactic representation of function calls, as a pair 
<fn,arg>. We shall refer to this class of orderings, which is determined from the representation 
of function calls, as the function-argument ordering and denote it with >farg.

An important pre-condition on this class of orderings is that it must be strong enough to 
preserve the parent-children links, as follows:

Vx Vy. x g G,y g children(x) -» x >farg y

with any two calls, x and y, belonging to the set of calls in DG, G, correctly ordered with 
respect to one another if they are parent-children nodes. This condition ensures that each chosen 
ordering, >farg, will be at least be as strong as the AD-ordering (due to transitivity of 
descendants), thus:

VxVy. x g G,y e descendants(x) -» x >fa rg V

Before presenting the technique to suggest appropriate function-argument orderings, let us 
informally examine a simple example. Consider the previous function, fadt1ist2, arid a possible 
representation for its function calls, v(n-x) where x > =  0 and (v *  factlist2 or v=fact). Such a 
representation could be used to establish a valid13 function-argument ordering, >factlist2> as 

follows:

v1(n-x) >factiist2 v2(n-y) IFF  (y>x) v  (x=y a  v1=factlist2 a  v2=fact)

where vi(n-x) and v2(n-y) are any two function calls in the dependency graph. Notice that the 
primary means of ordering is through the main recursion arguments, n-x and n-y, with the 
function names, vi and v2, playing a secondary role when both the arguments are identical. 
This form of ordering is characteristic of most function-argument orderings and can often be 
determined (see the next sub-section). Using it, we can generate the following continuous 
sequence of cuts, which finds that cut5 matches with cut2 , to give an eureka tuple of 
(fact(n),factlist2(n-2)).

N O  C U T S

cut-| fa c t l is t2 (n )

cut2 fact(n),factlist2(n-2)

cut3  fact(n-1),factlist2(n-2)

cut4  fact(n-2),factllst2(n-2)

cut5  fact(n-2),factlist2(n-4) which matches cut2

13 because it satisfies the parent-children ordering relationship.
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This selection ordering has certainly overcome the earlier race-ahead problem of auxiliary 
recursion. In fact, its ordering through the common recursion parameter is even stronger than 
the descendant-enhanced ordering because we are able to synchronise calls from independently 
recursive functions. We suggest a technique (heuristic) for determining function-argument 
orderings next

5 .5 .4 .1 . A Technique to Determine Function-Argument Orderings
In any given set of functions, f-| ..fn, of the form:

- - - fj(x) <= if Bj(x) then Cj(x)
else Hj(x,fji (Nj-j x),..,fja(Nia x));

It is, in general, undecidable whether a transitive function-argument ordering, >farg, exists to 
correctly order function calls of the form, fj (NcioNc2...oNcr x) where o is the function 
composition operator.

However, there is a general heuristic which could be used to suggest transitive-orderings for a 
wide class of programs. This heuristic relies on two important conditions. Firstly, we must be 
able to analyse the parameters of functions individually, where possible. Secondly, we must be 
able to identify one of the parameters as the recursion parameter for ordering purpose.

At present, the set of functions, f-j ..fn, contains only one composite parameter, x, for all the 
functions. For our technique, we need to be able to split this parameter into a group of 
independent parameters. A parameter, x, of the set of functions, f-|..fn, could be split into m- 
independent parameters, xi,..,xm, if the following condition holds:

Vie 1..nVje 1..a 3 Nyi..Nym St Ny (Xi,..,Xm) « (Ny-j X-j,..INymxm)

This condition essentially implies that each descent function, Ny, could be split into Njj-j ,..,Njjm in 
order to operate independently on each of the parameters, xi,..,xm. With this split-up, we could 
now have the following alternative form for each of the functions, f-| ..fn.

- - - fj(*i - .x m) <= If Bi(x1 ,..,xm) then Cj(xi ,..,xm)
else Hj((x-|,..,xm),fji(Nji 1 x - j mxm)I..lfja(Njai x-|,-.,Njaix m));

With this alternative form, we can now look for a suitable parameter, say Xj, from the group of 
parameters, xi,..,xm, as the recursion parameter for ordering purpose. A parameter, Xj, is 
suitable as a recursion parameter (for ordering) if there exists a progressive function, d, for the 
argument domain such that, for each function, f j:

Vke1..a3z. (Nj|<j»dz) a  ( z > 1 )  (5.2)

In a sense, d, is a special form of common generator for the argument, Xj, but it is important to 
note that this function must be progressive (i.e. results in either ascending or descending values 
when recursively applied to some arguments). A function, d, is said to be progressive if

Vy V ze1..°°. y*z dy * dz

Examples of d functions which satisfy this criterion are d(n)=n-1 or d(n)=n+1 or d(a::x)=x. An 
example which does not satisfy this criterion is d(n)=n mod 2. We can recognise such functions
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by associating a set of common d-type functions for each data domain which are likely to 
provide recursion parameters. Such recursion parameters can be used to order function calls for 
tupling analysis.

However, this ordering is a little restrictive because it requires the function, d, to be applied at 
least once (i.e. z> i) to each of the parameter. We can relax this requirement to z>0 if we could 
establish a transitive ordering among the set of functions, fi ..fn, whenever z=0. The use of 
functions and recursion arguments for ordering will give us a more general technique for 
finding transitive-ordering.

Thus, a slightly more general method for selecting an appropriate recursion parameter, xj, will 
be based on the following condition where d is a progressive function.

V  ke  1..a 3 z. (Nikj - dz) a  (z>0)

In addition, we need to build a function-order graph, call it GF, with the function nodes, f-j ..fn,
s u c h  th a t:

V i e  1..n V  k e 1..a (Njkj= d°) arc(fj,fjk) e G F

This graph must be acyclic before we can select the parameter, Xj, as the recursion parameter. 
Otherwise, the formulated ordering will not be transitive.

Once such a recursion argument, say xj, has been identified, together with its corresponding 
function-order graph, GF, we can define the function-argument ordering, >farg, as follows:

For any two calls, fji (..,dz1 Xj,.".) and ^(...cf22 xj,..), we have:

)m (-..<Jz1 Xj,..) >farg fi2 (-.dz2 Xj,..) IFF (z2>z1) v <z2-z1 a  path(f j, ,f i2) ) 

where path(v1 ,v2)=true if there exists a path from v1 to v2 in the graph, GF

As an example, consider the following function, infjist, which returns an infinite list.
dec in fj is t : num -> list(num);

dec merge : list(num) # list(num) -> list(num);

—  infjist(n) < * n::merge(infJist(n+1),infJist(n+2)) ;

— - - merge(a;:x,b::y) <= a::b::merge(x,y) ;

This function presently involves redundant computation in its subsidiary recursive calls. There 
is only one relevant recursive function, infjist, to consider and one parameter, n. This parameter 
is a suitable recursion parameter for the function-argument selection ordering because there is a 
common ascending function, d(n)=n+l. With it, we could provide the following function- 
argument ordering which is based solely on the recursion parameter. 

infjist(dz1 n)>farg infjist(dz2 x) IFF (z2>z1) where d(n)=n+1

This ordering can be used to find an eureka tuple containing two calls, (infjist(n),infjist(n+i)). 

With this eureka tuple, we can define the following tuple function,
dec infjup : num -> (list(num) # list(num));

—  infjup(n) <*= (infjist(n),infjist(n+1)) ;

which can be transformed to:
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- - - inf_list(n) <= u where (u,v)==inf_tup(n);

- - - inf_tup(n) <= (n::merge(u,v),u) where (u,v)«inf_tup(n+1);

This example shows that our programs need not be terminating. The only thing that is needed 
(before tupling analysis could be successful) is that there exists a recursion parameter, together 
with its function-order graph, which could give a transitive-ordering among the function calls.

In the next section, we shall consider two more techniques for determining selection orderings 
for programs that are expressed using pattern-matching equations.

5 .5 .4 .2 . Constructor-Based Ordering
Most of the recursive functions presented, so far, are expressed without pattern-matching. 
However, it is also possible to specify some recursive functions through pattern matching 
equations, with constructor-based arguments that get progressively smaller in the successive 
recursive calls. This alternative method of specifying functions is often better for tupling 
analysis. This is because we could use the decreasing sizes of pattern-matching argument as the 
appropriate selection orderings. We shall call this particular form of selection orderings, the 
constructor-based ordering. It is often the dual of what we get from function-argument 
ordering of the previous section.

As an example, let us re-express the original definition of factlist, using pattern-matching 
eqautions, as follows:

- - - factlist(zero) <= [];

—  factlist(succ n) <= fact(succ n)::factlist(n);

—  fact(zero) <= 1;

—  fact(succ n) <= succ n*fact(n);

By considering only the pattern-matching arguments which are unchanged or descending, we 
could determine an appropriate selection ordering, >cQns, as follows:

v1 (succx n) >consv2(succy n) IFF (x>y) or (x=y a  vUfactlist a  v2=fact)

where v i(su ccxn) and v2(succVn) are simply any two calls that result from the above factlist 

definition. The technique to determine this constructor-based ordering is essentially similar to 
the technique of the previous section for function-argument ordering. In this case, a pattern- 
matching parameter that is descending (or unchanged) will be selected as the recursion 
parameter.

With this ordering, we can generate the following continuous sequence of cuts where the 
4th cut is found to match with the 2nd cut to give an eureka tuple of (fact(succ ni ),factlist(ni)).

INSTANTIATION SET  OF CALLS

cut-) factlist(n)

n=succ n-j factlist(succ n-|)
cut2 fact(succ n 1),factlist(n1)

cut3 fact(ni),factlist(n1)

n-|=succ n3 fact(succ r>2 ),factlist(succ n3)
cut4 fact(succ n2 ),factlist(ri2 ) cut4 matches with cut2
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Notice that the above sequence of cuts contains an additional column for argument 
instantiations. These instantiation are needed to unfold some of the function calls. For example 
the first cut, cut-|, containing the call factlist(n), must be instantiated with n=succn-|, to give 
factlist(succ n 1 ), before this call can be unfolded. This is simply a consequence of unfolding 
pattern-matching (symbolic) function calls. Only minimal instantiations, which enables 
unfolding, need to be made at each time. This can be achieved by the narrowing mechanism 
which combines (minimum) instantiation with unfolding.

5 .5 .4 .3 . Instantiate and Unfold Ordering
The need to instantiate before unfolding can be combined with some simple restrictions to 
provide another, even simpler, selection ordering for tupling analysis. We call this technique of 
selecting calls for unfolding, the instantiate-and-unfold ordering technique, and will 
describe it below.

Let us describe a function call as unfoldable if it can be unfolded without any instantiation and 
those which cannot be so unfolded non-unfoldable. This dichotomous division of calls can be 
used as a crude means of ordering function calls which are present in a cut. But to use it as a 
selection ordering, there are two additional pre-conditions which the given function definitions 
must satisfy first. These two restrictions are:

1) Recursive function definitions must be expressed using pattern matching.

2) All relevant subsidiary calls, on each RHS of definitions, must be in a non- 
unfoldable state.

The first pre-condition is necessary if we want to use the unfoldability test as a crude means of 
ordering function calls. The second condition is essential to separate out parent calls 
(represented by LHS of equations) that are unfoldable, from children calls (represented by 
subsidiary calls in RHS of equations) that are non-unfoldable. These two restrictions make it 
easier for us to implement tupling analysis but it is less general (e.g. we could not use it for 
infinite programs, like the earlier infjist function).

At times, some function calls in the given program definition may not satisfy the second pre
condition. This can occasionally be rectified by applying direct unfolds to the offending 
subsidiary calls until they are no longer unfoldable. For example, the previous factlist definition 
has an auxiliary call, fact(succ n), which is unfoldable. This violation can be removed by 
unfolding the call to give:

— fadlist(O) <5= [];

- - -factiist(succ n) <= (succ n * fact(n))::factlist(n);

With the pre-conditions satisfied, we can generate a continuous sequence of cuts by starting 
with the main call as the first cut and then successively select all those calls which required the 
minimum instantiation to unfold. The minimum instantiation, a mm j, for each cut, cutj, 

together with the set of calls that would be selected for unfolding, selected;, is specified as 
follows:
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selected; «= {s | s  e cutj, unfoldable(tomjn j)}

omjn j = a  st Ba e cutj. Vb e cutj. min_subs(a) <subs min_subs(b)

min_subs(s) = a st 3o. unfoldable(so) a (Vet unfoldable(sa)-» a <subs °0

Note that unfoldable is a test to see if a call can be unfolded, min_subs finds the minimum 
instantiation (output substitutions) needed to unfold a given function call and <SUbs compares 
two substitutions to see which one is more general. The actual determination of this minimum 
instantiation (for a cut) can be achieved by using unification (or narrowing) to find the output 
substitutions required to unfold each of the function calls. These substitutions (from each call) 
are then compared to see which is the most general (or minimal).

The use of minimum instantiation guarantees that those calls which are made unfoldable will
always be from the topmost subset (i.e. parent calls). An application of the instantiate-and- 
unfold ordering to the above factlist definition would result in the following continuous
sequence of cuts.

m  MIN INSTANTIATION ITEMS IN CUTS

CUt-j factlist(n)

n=succ n-j fac t list(su cc  n-|)

cut£ fact(n-|),factlist(n^)

n-j=succ ri2 fact(succ  ri2 ),factlist(succ  ri2 )

cut3 fact(n2 ),factlist(ri2 ) cut3  matches with cut3

At the beginning of each cut, all calls in the cut must be non-unfoldable. Minimal instantiation is 
then applied to the calls to select all those calls that could be directly unfolded in order to 
generate the next cut. These unfoldings will only result in children calls which are non- 
unfoldable14; ready for the same process to be repeated for the next cut. The analysis ends 
when the 3rd cut is found to match with the 2nd cut.

Such an instantiate-and-unfold ordering considerably simplifies the tupling analysis technique. 
In particular, the selection of calls to unfold is simply achieved through the unfoldability test.

5.5.5. Examples

Our tupling analysis, augmented with an appropriate selection ordering, can find eureka tuples 
for a wide class of programs. This analysis can be shown to work for common generator and 
periodic commutative classes of programs; self, auxiliary and mutual recursive programs; and 
even programs with complex descent conditions like Tower of Hanoi. Furthermore, our 
analysis technique is capable of producing a better result (with smaller matching tuple) for the 
periodic commutative class of programs than that reported in [Cohen83] or [Pettorossi84].

In this section, we shall illustrate this capability with some examples, using either the 
instantiate-and-unfold ordering or thefunction-argument ordering.

14 because of minimal instantiation and condition requiring that subsidiary calls in program definitions be in 
non-unfoldable state.
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5 .5 .5 .1 . Example 1 - Common Generator
The fibonacci function we showed at the beginning of this chapter is an instance of the common 
generator class of programs. However, to show that our analysis algorithm is applicable in the 
general case, let us consider the following schematic function from the common generator class 
(with two recursive calls),

- - - f(x) <= If B(x) then K(x)

else H(x,f(gn x),f(gm x));

Note that g is the common generator of the two descent functions, gn and gm, where n and m are 
each > 1 and have no common factors between them.

Under such a definition, we can represent the subsidiary calls of this function by a canonical 
form, f(g'x), where i>0. This canonical form can be used to define a suitable function-argument 
selection ordering, >farg, which satisfies the relationship:

f(9a x) >farg f(9b x) IFF b>a

where f(gax) and f(gbx) are any two subsidiary calls. Such an ordering could be detected by the 
technique of Section 5.5.4.1 where the composite parameter of the above function is also the 
recursion parameter.

The above ordering for this class of programs is total and will only select one largest item to 
unfold from each cut. With it, we will eventually find a matching tuple, 
(f(x)If(gx),f(g2x),..,f(gmax(m>nH x ) ) ,  of size max(m,n). This is identical to the. result of. Cohen's 
descent function analysis for the common generator class of programs.

It may be of (theoretical) interest to note that the AD-ordering can also be used as the selection 
ordering for this class of programs. However, this ordering may be a partial ordering which 
allows the maximal possible items to be selected for unfolding at each cut. As a result, the 
matching pair of tuples discovered will select min(m,n) calls, rather than just one call, to unfold 
before getting to the next tuple. This implies that the new transformed program will simply take 
bigger recursion steps. Nevertheless, an eureka tuple of size max(m,n) can still be obtained.

5 .5 .5 .2 . Example 2 - Periodic Commutative
The periodic commutative class of programs can be represented by the following schematic 
function.

- - -p(x) <= If B(x) then K(x)

else H(x,p(c(x)),p(d(x));

where its descent functions, c and d, satisfy the commutative (i.e. c o d=d o c) and periodic 
(i.e. cn= d m for some m.n ) conditions. This class of programs was shown by Cohen to have a 
uniform redundancy pattern whose DGs can be drawn as rectangular blocks of nodes, as 
shown in Figure 5.10. Notice that there are two kinds of dependency arrows shown. Both are 
used to denote parent-children dependency but the bolded arrows are used to highlight the 
boundaries of repeated rectangular blocks of nodes. Also, we have abbreviated the calls to 
show just their arguments with the first root call, p(x), denoted by, x, in the top-leftmost comer.
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Using this DG, Cohen showed that a table consisting of two arrays of size m and n, 
representing the left and top sides of the rectangular blocks, would be sufficient to remove 
periodic commutative redundancy. This pair of arrays can be represented by the following two
groups of calls, p(x),p(d x),p(d2 x),. .,p(dm*1 x) and p(x),p(c x),p(c2 x),..,p(cn*1 X).

X -» cx C2X —> .............. —» cn - lx —$> 1
i i i
dx —> dcx dc2x -> .............. —> dcn'^x — 2
i i A

i i i >1

-» dm"Ux —» dm'^c2x —> .............. —» dm -lcn -lx
m

i 4. 4. i

1 ex ecx —> 2ec-^x —> . . . —> ecn" x̂

1 ’
i >1 >1 1

2

2 '

edx —> edcx -> edc2x . edcn'*x

i i i A

1 L 1 - A‘
m edm'^x

-»
—> edm"*cx 

edm- l cn -lx

—» edm_^c2x —> 
^ m '

•

i 4. 4. 4.

Figure 5.10 - DG for the Periodic Commutative Class of Programs
as a Rectangular Array WHERE e=dm or e=cn

Subsequently, Pettorossi improved this result to m+n-1 , by using a progressive sequence of 
matching L-shaped cuts in the DG. These L-shaped cuts are essentially the same two sides of 
the rectangle with a common overlapping node. However, this result is not yet optimal 
(minimal). Instead of L-shaped cuts, we can actually use a diagonalised cut (as the eureka 
tuple) which connects the top-right end to the bottom-left end. This is represented by p(cn_1 x) 

and p(dm*1 x) in Figure 5.10 of the rectangular block of nodes. Diagonalised cuts are smaller 
because each diagonal movement across the DG is equivalent to one horizontal plus one vertical 
traversals. These cuts result in eureka tuples of size max(m,n). There are a number of different 
possibilities for such diagonalised cuts. Assuming that n>m, one of them can be represented by 
the following set of function calls

p(cn~"' x),p(cn“2d x)...Ip(cn'mdm‘1 x),p(cn'm+1dm''' x).....p(cdm'"' x),p(dm''' x)

where the next matching cut can be obtained by applying the descent function, c, to each of 
these calls. Optimal diagonalised cuts, like the above, can be automatically discovered by our
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tupling analysis technique. Even the weakest AD-selection ordering can successfully find an 
optimal matching cut

For theoretical interest, each of the above function calls can actually be represented by the 
canonical form, p(e' ci dk x) where e=dm and e=cn. In this canonical form, we could provide each 
periodic-commutative program with the following fairly complex selection ordering. 

p(ei1 d 1 dk1 X) >farg p(ei2 d 2 dk2 x) IFF (i1>i2) v (i1«i2 a  ((j1>j2 a  k1>k2) v (j1>j2 a  k1>k2))

Our technique will not obtain orderings in this way. This is because we will need to establish 
the periodic-commutative condition before we are able to use the above canonical form. If we 
are able to establish the periodic-commutative condition, then there is no need for our tupling 
analysis at all!

Instead, our technique would try to recognise the presence of some recursion argument which 
is appropriate for function-argument ordering. Let us illustrate this with the impatient commuter 
program , given in [Cohen83]. This program can be specified by the following schematic
function:

— f(i,h) <= If i > C then K(i)

else S(i,hIf(i+1,h),f(i+2,nh));

where its descent functions are c(i,h)*(i+1,h) and d(i,h)=(i+2,nh) respectively and n(n(h))=h. These 
descent functions satisfy both the periodic and commutative conditions.

Using the earlier technique of Section 5.5.4.1, we could determine a function-argument . 
ordering, based on the first (numeric) recursion parameter, as follows:

f(i+a,J >farg f(i+b,J IFF b>a

This ordering can be used to produce the following continuous sequence of cuts that finds its 
eureka tuple, when the 5th cut matches with the 4th cut

W l £UI£
1. f( l,h )
2. f(l+1,h),f(i+2,nh)
3. f(i+2,h),f(l+2,nh),f(i+3,nh)
4. f(i+3,h),f(l+3,nh),f(i+4,h),f(i+4,nh)
5. f(l+4,h)tf(i+4,nh)lf(i+5,h),f(i+5,nh) matches with Cut 4

This gives us a diagonalised cut of (f(i,h),f(iInh)If(i+l,h),f(i+l,nh)) which could be used as the eureka 
tuple. Other kinds of orderings, including the weakest AD-ordering, will also produce 
diagonalised cuts. They differ mainly in the calls that are selected for the matching tuple. For 
example, if the AD-ordering was used as the selection ordering, we would get 
(f(i,h),f(i+i ,h),f(i+i ,nh),f(i+2,h)) as the eureka tuple. Both these tuples are still shorter than the L- 
shaped cut of five items, (f(i,h),f(i+1Ih),f(i+2,nh)lf(i+2th)lf(i+3,h)), suggested in [Pettorossi84].

With the first diagonalised cut, we can define a new tuple function 
— f_tup(i,h) <= (f(i,h),f(i,nh),f(i+1,h)If(i+1,nh));

that can be automatically transformed to:
- - -f_tup(i,h) <= If i>C then (K(i),K(i),K(i+1 ),K(i+1))
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else (S(iIh,ufx),S(i,nh,v,w),u,v) where (u.v.w.x^Mupfi+l.h);
This tuple function can now be force folded against the original definition of f to give:

— t(i,h) <= If i > Cthen K(i)
else S(i,h,u,x) where (uI_,_,x)«f_tup(i+1,h);

One possible criticism of the way our analysis produces a matching cut is that it is possible for 
the resulting tuple function to over-compute (in a strict language15) some function calls that are 
not needed. The above definition of f does not use the two middle items, denoted by don't care 
variable (from the tuple function call f_tup(i+i,h)). This over-computation is not serious 
because it only represents a small constant overhead. Nevertheless, it can still be eliminated by 
simply unfolding the tuple function call and then removing all unreferenced variables, where 
possible. This is repeated until none of the don't care variables remain. Such a sequence of 
steps is shown below for the above function, f.

— - -f(i,h) <= If i>C then K(i)
else S(i,h,u,x)
where (u,x)==lf i+1>C then (K(i+1),K(i+2)) else (S(i+1IhIu iIxi),v-|) 
where (u-| ,vi ,_,xi)=«f_tup(i+2,h);

<= If i>C then K(i) 
else S(i,h,u,x)
where (u,x)==lf i+1>Cthen (K(i+1),K(i+2)) else (S(i+1 ,h,ui ,xi ),v i) 
where (u-j,vi,xi)==lf i+2>C then (K(i+2),K(i+2),K(i+3))

else (S(i+3,h,U2,X2),S(i+3,nh,V2,W2),V2) 
where (u2,V2,W2,X2)«f_tup(i+3,h);

5 .5 .5 .3 . Example 3 - Tower of Hanoi.
The Tower of Hanoi program can be expressed as a function, seq, which returns a sequence of 
moves needed to transfer n discs from poles A to B using c, as shown below.

dec seq : (int # char # char # char) -> list(char # char);
—  seq(zero,A,B,C) <* [];
—  seq(succ n.A.B.C) <= seq(n,A,C,B)o[(A,B)]oseq(n,C,B,A);

Analysis techniques of both Cohen and Khoshnevisan were unable to cope with this class of 
programs. However, our tupling analysis technique can easily handle this program under its 
more general framework. In particular, we can analyse the eureka tuple with the instantiate and 
unfold selection ordering. This analysis will produce the following continuous sequence of 
cuts, where the 4th cut is found to match with the 3rd cut.

NO INSTANTIATE

1. seq(n,A,B,C)
n=succ ni seq(succ ni.A.B.C)

2 . seq(n1 ,A,C,B),seq(n1 ,C,B,A)
n-j=succ n2 seq(succ n2 ,A,C,B),seq(succ r^.C.B.A)

3. seq(n2 ,A>B>C),8eq(n2 ,B,C,A)>seq(n2 ,C ,A>B)
ri2 =succ ri3 seq(succ n3 fA,B,C),seq(succ n3 ,B,C,A).seq(succ 113,C,A,B)

4. seq(n3 ,A,C>B),seq(n3 ,C ,B,A)>seq(n3 ,B,A,C)
which matches Cut 3

A lazy program would not over-compute for items that are not needed
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At each of these cuts, all the calls are selected for instantiation and unfolding. This results in a 
matching tuple of three calls, ((seq(n2,A1B,C),seq(n2,B,C)A)1seq(n2,C,AtB)), which can be used to 
define the following tuple function, seqjup.

dec seqjup: num # char # char # char -> (list(char # char) # list(char # char) # list(char # char));

-----seq_tup(n.A,B.C) «= (seq(n,A.B,C),seq(n,B.C,A),seq(n>C,A,B));

This function can subsequently be transformed (with the help of the steps taken in analysis) to: 

-----seq_tup(zero,A. B,C) <= ([],[],[]);

-----seq_tup(succ n,A, B,C) <c= (uo[(AlB)]ov,wo[(B,C)]ou,vo[(C,A)]ow)

where (u,v,w)==seq_tup(n,A,C,B);

5 .5 .5 .4 . Example 4 - Mutual Recursions
We have already seen our analysis technique working for both self and auxiliary recursive 
functions. The same success can also be shown for mutually recursive functions, where we are 
able to analyse the function definitions directly without having to convert them to self-recursive 
definitions first. An example of mutual recursion is the following pair of functions, f and g, 
which operates on the linear list data structure, 

dec f,g : list(num) -> num;

— - - f([l) <= 0;
—  f([a]) <= a;
—  f(a::b::x) <*= a+f(b::x)+g(x);

— 9(D) <= 0;
—  g(b::x) <= f(x)+g(x);

These two functions satisfy the instantiate' and unfold ordering's preconditions and can be 
analysed for a matching tuple by the following sequence of cuts.

NQ INSTANTIATE GLRS.

1. f (x)
x=a::a-|:: x-j f(a::a1::x1)

2. 1(a1 ::x 1),g (x1)
X1 =a2:: x2 f(a-| ::a2" x2),g(a2::x2)

3. f ( a 2 :: x 2 ) , g ( x 2 ) ,f (x2 )

x2=a3:: x3 f(a2::a3:: x3),g(a3:: x3),f(a3:: x3)

4. f (a3 :: x3 )»g(x3),f(x3)
which matches Cut 3

The matching cut discovered, f(a3:: X3)(g(x3),f(x3), can be used to define the following new tuple 
function:

dec fjup: num # list(num) -> (num # num # num);

- - -fjup(a,x) <= (g(x).f(a:: x),f(x));

which can be subsequently transformed to:
— f_tup(a,[]) <* (O.a.O);
— fjup(a,b::x) «s= (w+u,a+v+u,v) where (u,v1w)==fjup(b,x);
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5.6. An Extension to the Tupling Analysis Technique

Thus far, all successful programs chosen to illustrate our analysis technique are based on the 
following two properties:

1. they use linear (recursive) data structures, e.g. numeric and list type, and

2. they have one recursive equation per function

Other programs which do not have these properties, e.g those which use non-linear16 binary 
tree structures or those specified with multiple recursive equations per function, will not be 
correctly handled by the proposed tupling analysis technique. We look at why this is so for 
some programs and then suggest ways in which the original analysis technique can be 
generalised to cater for these other programs.

5.6.1. Non-Linear Data Structure

A program which uses the non-linear binary tree data is the following two functions, deepest 
and depth, for finding a list of leaves that are furthest away from the root node.

dec deepest: tree(alpha) -> list(alpha); 

dec depth:tree(alpha) -> num;
— deepest(leaf(a)) <= [a];

— deepest(node(l,r)) <= If depth(l) > depth(r) then deepest(l)

else If depth(l) < depth(r) then deepest(r) 

else deepest(l)odeepest(r);
— depth(leaf(a)) <= 0;

- - -depth(node(l,r)) <= 1+max(depth(l),depth(r));

The redundant function calls in this program cannot be correctly analysed by the present 
analysis technique. This is because the continuous sequence of cuts produced will just continue
to gro w  in  size, as show n below ,

m s m s MINIMAL INSTANTIATIONS

1. dp(n) n=node(l,r)
2. d(l),dp(l),d(r),dp(r) l=node(ll,lr), r=node(rl,rr)
3.

4.

d(H ),dp(ll),d (lr),dp(lr),d (rl)ldp(rl),d (rr),dp(rr) ll=node(lllIllr)t lr=node(lrl,lrr),

where deepest and depth are abbreviated to dp and d respectively.

The main problem with the above sequence of cuts is the presence of an increasing number of 
distinct recursion variables, e.g l,r in the 2nd cut and ll,lr,rl,rr in the 3rd cut, which arise from 
the branches of the original binary tree. These independent variables are a problem because they 
are not ordered with respect to one another, but more importantly they give rise to descendant 
calls which belong to completely separate and disjoint sub-graphs in the DG. As a 
consequence, the frontier in this analysis will simply get progressively wider.

16 Lists and peano numbers are considered to be linear data structures but trees are considered as non-linear 
structures. This is because tree-like structures may contain more than one recursive data structure in their 
nodes.
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To rectify this problem, our analysis algorithm must be extended to recognise groups of 
function calls in a cut that are distinctly disjoint. Such groups of calls should be split into sub
cuts which could then be independently analysed. For example, the 2nd cut, 
d(l),dp(l),d(r),dp(r), should be split into two sub-cuts, d(l),dp(l) and d(r),dp(r) which can then 
be independently analysed. This modification to our analysis would result in a continuous 
tree of cuts, rather than just a continuous sequence. Each branch of this tree will be 
considered to be successful if its final cut matches with another cut higher in the tree. Such an 
extended analysis, when applied to the earlier example, would result in the analysis tree shown 
in Figure 5.11.

Matches Cut2a M atches Cut2a

Figure 5.11 - A Continuous Tree of Cuts for dp(n)
We have not produced a complete analysis tree in Figure 5.11. This is because we can optimise 
the analysis by avoiding duplicated analyses of sub-cuts that appear more than once. For 
example, the two sub-cuts, Cut 2a and Cut 2b, of the above analysis are identical modulo 
renaming to each other. Hence, only one of them needs to be analysed as both of the analyses 
will be identical.

The result of this analysis is a pair of matching tuple, (depth(t).deepest(t)), that can be used to 
define the following new function.

dec d_tup: tree(alpha) -> (num.tree(alpha));

---d_tup(t) <= (depth(t).deepest(t));

which can then be transformed to:
— d_tup(leaf a) = (0 ,[a]);

— d_tup(node(l,r)) = If u > a then (md.v)

else if u < a then (md.b) 

else (m d.vob) 

where md==1+max(u,a)

(u,v)==d_tup(l); (a,b)==d_tup(r);
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Notice that this extension requires the tupling analysis technique to recognise disjoint groups of 
calls in a cut. Incidently, this is helped by the use of pattern-matching equations with 
constructor terms. This is because the presence of independent variables in constructor 
arguments can be used to detect disjoint function calls. The alternative, without pattern 
matching, is to specially recognise descent functions, e.g. left and right descent functions for 
binary trees, which result in disjoint calls.

5.6.2. Multiple Recursive Equations per Function

The fuse function from Dijkstra is an example of a program which uses more than one recursive 
equation per function definition. This function has two recursive equations, even and odd cases, 
together with two base case equations, as shown below.

dec fuse : num -> num;

- -fusc(0 ) <=

- -fusc(1) <=

- -fusc(2 n) <=

- -fusc(2 n+1) <=

0 ;

1;

fusc(n);

fusc(n+1 )+fusc(n);

Previously, our analysis only considers one way of unfolding each function call. But the 
presence of multiple recursive cases has now meant that there could be more than one way of 
unfolding some of its function calls! This again implies that we should use a continuous tree of 
cuts, rather than just a sequence of cuts. With this tree structure, the extended tupling analysis 
should find a matching pair of cuts for each branch before the entire tree is considered to be 
successfully analysed. This normally results in a set of matching cuts (one matching cut from 
each branch) from which we must select the most general matching cut as the eureka tuple. The 
tree of cuts for the fuse function is shown in Figure 5.12. Notice that this tree structure is 
slightly different from the earlier tree of Figure 5.11. The earlier tree branches out by splitting a 
large cut into sub-cuts, while the present tree branches out according to the different ways in 
which function calls are unfolded.

matches Cut 2a matches Cut 2a

n=2m

Cut lb 

Cut 2b

fusc(2m)

t
fusc(m)

matches Cut 1

split by instantiation 
-------------►
unfolding

Figure 5.12 - Tree of Cuts for a Multi-Recursive Cases Function
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Three matching cuts, Cut 3aa, Cut 3ab and Cut2 b, are found from the above analysis. Two of 
these cuts are actually identical, while the third cut (with only one item) can be viewed as a 
subset of the other two. Hence, the most general tuple is (fusc(n+i ),fusc(n)) which becomes the 
eureka tuple for transformation.

Such an exhaustive exploration using a tree of cuts can of course be implemented but this is 
potentially expensive. In particular, redundant analysis can occur because we are interested only 
in the most general matching cut. Fortunately, there is an alternative method which could find 
eureka tuples in a much quicker fashion. This method involves dividing up the analysis into a 
number of consecutive mini-analysis phases - one for each of the recursive equations (e.g. even 

and odd cases). Each of these mini-analysis phases will only use its assigned recursive case, to 
instantiate and unfold, in order to find its own matching cut. However, these mini-analysis 
phases are not independent because we will have to carry over the matching cut from one phase 
as the starting cut of the next phase. The starting cut of the first phase will be the main call, 
while the matching cut from the last phase will be our eureka tuple which satisfies all the 
recursive cases.

This shorter analysis is valid provided two further conditions hold, namely:

1) The entire set of calls, at each cut, is always selected for unfolding; and
2) Each subsequent eureka cut must always be more general than the eureka cut before 

it. We describe a cut, say (ni,..,na+b), to be more general than another cut, say 
(mi,..,ma), if n-(,..,na matches m-|,..,ma andri5,..,na+5 also matches with™ jv..;-ma.

When these two conditions are satisfied, the matching tuple from a latter case will automatically 
be applicable to the previous cases. However, if either of the above two conditions do not hold, 
we could still ensure that the last eureka cut will work for all the recursive cases by testing to 
see if it will match for each of the other cases.

Let us look at how this alternative method, with its pre-conditions, would apply to the fuse 

function. In this function, there are two recursive cases, namely even and odd, which implies 
that we must use two corresponding mini-analysis phases. Either of these two phases can be 
used to start first, but they must use the main call, fusc(n), as its first cut. For this example, we 
will use the even case as the first phase, where instantiation and unfolding using the even case 
equation produces a matching cut of one call (see 2nd cut below). This matching cut is now 
carried over to the second (and final) phase, where further analysis using the odd case 
instantiation results in a matching cut at Step 4. The final matching cut immediately becomes 
the eureka tuple.
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t n  INSTANTIATE £L fl£

start with even instantiations
1 . fusc(n)

n=2 n-| fusc(2 n-|)

2 . fusc(n-|) matches with Cut 1

continue with odd instantiations
2 (cont) n i= 2 n2 +1 fusc(2 n2 + 1 )

3. fusc (n2),fusc(n2 + 1 )

n2=2 n3 +1 fusc(2 n3 ),fusc(2 (n3 + 1 ))

4. fusc(n3),fusc(n3+1) matches with Cut 3

Notice that the two conditions required by the shorter analysis are satisfied. This is because all 
calls are unfolded for each cut and the second cut is more general than the first cut.

With the eureka tuple obtained, we could define the following tuple function,
dec fuscjup  : num -> (num # num);

— fusc_tup(n) = (fusc(n),fusc(n+1));

that can be transformed to:
— fusc_tup(0 ) *=

— fusc_tup(1) =

— fusc_tup(2 n) *

— fusc_tup(2 n+1)

(0,1):

(1.1):
(u,u+v) where (u,v)«fusc_tup(n); 

(u+v.v) where (u,v)«fusc_tup(n);

Incidently, this tupling analysis for programs with multiple recursive equations per function is 
again made simpler by. the use of pattern matching. With it, we are able to mechanise the" 
analysis technique using instantiation, unfolding and matching. Had the fuse function been 
expressed without pattern matching, like the definition below, more reasoning would be needed 
to analyse for its eureka tuple.

— fusc(n) <= if x< 2  then x
else if even(x) then fusc(x/2 ) 

else fusc(x/2 )+fusc(x/2  + 1 );

5.6.3. Simplification Rules

In  the earlier analysis for the fuse function, we have implicitly used some simplification rules to 
convert all function calls to their canonical form. This is needed to allow some of these calls to 
be correctly unfolded. For example, the call fusc(n2 + i)  can be instantiated by the odd case to 
fusc((2 n3+ i ) + i). This call is not in the right form for unfolding and must be simplified to 
fusc(2 (n3 +i)) before we recognise that it is an even case call.

Such simplifications to a canonical form can be performed by a small set of rules based on the 
operators (or constructors) used for the argument domain of the given program. In the case of 
numeric domain with the three operators/constructors, even(n)=2 n, odd(n)=2 n+1 and succ(n)=n+l, 

the complete set of rewriting rules is:

succ(even n) -» odd(n)

succ(odd n) -> even(succ n)
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This set of rules merely floats out the even or odd constructors to the outermost position. If in 
addition, the operator pred(n)=n-l is used, the following extra rules are also needed.

pred(even n) 

pred(odd n) 

pred(succ n) 

succ(pred n)

odd(pred n) 

even(n) 

n 

n

Such a closed set of simplification rules can be provided (for each commonly used argument 
domain) to help simplify our calls to their canonical form.

5.6.4. Logarithmic-Time Fibonacci

There is an alternative more parallel definition of fibonacci, which is based on even and odd 

recursive equations, as given below.
- - -fib(O)

- - -fib(1)

- - -fib(2 n) 

— fib(2 n+1)

<= 1 ;

<= 1 ;
<= fib(n)*fib(n)+fib(n-1 )*fib(n-1 ); 

<*= fib(n)*fib(n)+2 *fib(n)*fib(n-1 );

The time-complexity of this definition is linear, i.e.O(n) where n is the parameter value, but 
there are still some redundant function calls. If this redundancy can be removed, the time- 
complexity of the above function can be reduced to logarithmic time. Indeed, the extended 
analysis from the previous section can be used to analyse for an eureka tuple. This analysis, 
using the even and odd mini-analysis phases (together with appropriate rewriting of calls to.
canonical forms) can produce the following result.

m INSTANTIATION CUTS

start with even instantiations
1 . flb (n)

n=2 ni fib(2 n-|)

2 . f lb (n 1),flb (n1-1)
n-)=2 ri2 fib(2 n2 ),fib(2 n2 -1)

3. f ib (n 2),flb (n2-1 ),flb (n2-2)
n2 =2 n3 fib(2 n3 ),fib(2 n3 -1 ),fib(2 n3 -2 )

4. fib (n3),fib (n3-1),flb (n3-2) which matches Cut 3

continue with odd instantiations
4. f lb (n3),flb (n3-1 ),flb (n3-2)

n3 =2 n4+1 fib(2 n4 +1 ),f ib(2 n4 ),fib(2 n4 -1 )

5. flb (n4),flb (n4-1 ),flb (n4-2) which matches Cut 4

The final matching cut from this analysis is a tuple of three calls, (fib(n),fib(n-l),fib(n-2 )). This cut 

is suitable for use as an eureka tuple for eliminating redundancy.

Actually, we can further reduce the size of tuple (required to eliminate redundancy) to just two 
calls, namely (fib(n-l ),fib(n-2 )), if another valid equation of fibonacci function, shown below, is 
either supplied or known by the system.

fib(n)=fib(n-1 )+fib(n-2 )
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T h is  equation will enable the first call, fib(n), to be derivable from the other two calls. With it, 
we have a smaller eureka tuple which can be used to define the tuple function:

dec fibjog : num -> (num # num);

---fib jog(n) <= (fib(n+1 ),fib(n));

which can be transformed to:
- - -fibjog (0 )

- - -fibjog (1)

— fibjog (2 n) 

— fibjog (2 n+1)

< =  ( 1,1):

<= (2,1):
<= (u*u+2 *u*v,u*u+v*v) where (u,v)==fibJog (n-1);

<= (z*z+u*u,u*u+2 *u*v) where z==u+v; (u,v)==fibJog (n-1);

This use of additional equations to find a smaller tuple is optional and is best performed after an 
initial eureka tuple has been found, using just the basic equations. Doing it after an initial eureka 
tuple has been found can help to avoid the complications of having to decide whether the basic 
or additional equations are to be applied. In contrast to this approach, Pettorossi suggested the 
use of DGs which contain alternative dependencies (provided by the extra equations) in order to 
directly find a smaller eureka tuple. He called DGs constructed with alternative dependencies, 
simplified m-dags, and claimed that their use is indispensable (see [Pettorossi84]) with the 
help of a more complex linear recurrence function. We would like to suggest otherwise by 
showing that the more complex function can also have a matching tuple, without the help of 
additional equations.

5.6.5. A Complex Linear-Recurrence Function

The complex linear recurrence function from [Pettorossi82,84] is:
- - -G(a,b,0)

— G(a,b,1)

- - -G(a,b,2k) 

— G(a,b,2k+1)

<= a;
<= b;
<= G(1,0 ,k).G(a,b,k)+G(0,1 ,k).G(a,b,k+1);

<« G (1 .0.kJ.Gfa.b.k+l)+G(0,1 ,k).G(a,b,k+2);

This function is actually a generalised form of fibonacci that can be obtained through the linear 
recurrence transformation strategy in [Pettorossi82], where fib (n)-G (i,i,n). Our extended 
analysis algorithm is capable of using just the basic recursive equations to discover a matching 
tuple for this function definition. This analysis is shown below with a final matching cut of 11 
function calls found at the 9th step. (We have abbreviated the calls in the cuts to show just their 
arguments.)
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NO INSTANTIATION OLOS
start with even instantiations

1 . (a.b.k)

2 . k=2k1 (a,blk1 ),(1 I0 ,k1 )l(0 l1 ,k1 ),(alblk1+ 1 )

3. k1=2k2 (a,b,k2 ),(1 ,0 ,k2 ).(0,1 Ik2 ),(aIbIk2 + 1)I(1 ,0 ,k2 +1 ),(0,1 ,k2 +1  ),(a,bM2+2)

4. k2 ' 2 k 3 (a,b,k3 ),(1,0 ,k3 ),(0,1 ,k3 ),(a,b,k3 + 1),(1 ,0 ,k3 +1 ),(0,1 ,k3 +1  ),(a,b,k3 + 2 > 

,(1,0 ,k3 + 2 ),(0 ,1 ,k3 +2 )

5. k3=2k4 (a.b,k4 ),(1 ,0 .k4 ),(0.1 ,k4 ),(a>blk4 + 1)t(1 ,0 ,k4 +1 ).(0,1 ,k4 +1 ),(a,b,k4 + 2 ) 

,(1,0,k4 +2),(0(1,k4 +2) which matches Cut 4

continue with odd instantiations
6 . (1 ,0 ,k4 ),(0,1 ,k4 ),(a,bIk4 +1 ),(1 ,0 ,k4 +1 ),(0,1 ,k4 +1 ),(a,b>k4 +2 ) 

,(1 ,0 ,k4 +2 ),(0 ,1 ,k4 + 2 )

7. k4=2kg+1 (1 ,0 ,k5 ),(0 ,1 ,k5 ),(a,b,k5+1  ),(1,0 ,k5 +1  >.(0.1 ,k5 +1  ),(a,b,k5 +2 ) 

,(1,0 ,k5 +2 ),(0 ,1,k5 +2 ),(a,b,k5 +3 ),(1,0 ,k5 + 3 ),(0 ,1 ,k5 + 3 )

8 . k5=2k6+1 (1,0 ,k6 ),(0,1 ,k6 ),(a,b,k6+1 ),(1 ,0 ,k6+1  ),(0,1 ,k6 + 1),(a,b,k6 +2 )

9.

,(1,0.k6+2).(0,1 lk6 +2),(afbIk6+3)I(1,0.k6 -i>3).(0.1 ,k6+ 3) 

which matches Cut 7

double check to see if it applies to even instantiations
k6 =2 k7 +1 (1 .0 .kyMO.I ,k7 )l(afb,k7 +1 ),(1 ,0 ,k7+1 ),(0,1 ,k7 +1 ),(a,b,k7 +2 )

,(1,0,k7 +2)I(0,1 tk7 +2),(a,bIk7+3),(1 .O .k^M O .I ,k7+3)

which matches Cut 7

Notice that the second eureka cut of 11 calls (obtained at Step 8) is not m o r e  g e n e r a l17 than the 
first eureka cut of 9 calls (at Step 5). However, we ensure that it applies to the even case 
instantiation by testing to see if it matches in a further step.

The extra general equation for the G function is:
G(a,b,n+k)=G(1,0,k).G(a,b,n)+G(0(1 ,k).G(a,b,n+1)

This could, if desired, be utilised in a further analysis to reduce the size of the eureka tuple just 
found.

17 according to criterion in Section 5.6.2.
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5.7. Limitations of Tupling Analysis

Our proposed tupling analysis technique, using an appropriate selection ordering, is one of the 
most general techniques to-date for tabulating programs which require static-sized tables. A 
version of this technique, using the instantiate and unfold selection ordering, has already been 
implemented. This selection ordering appears to be the easiest to implement and has been used 
to successfully transform a number of functions, including Tower-of-Hanoi, deepest-depth and 
factlist functions.

Nevertheless there are two limitations with our analysis when compared to other approaches. 
These limitations are actually the limitations of tupling tactic itself. The first limitation is that our 
analysis technique will only work for programs which can be tabulated using static-sized 
tuples. Other classes of programs which do not satisfy this criterion, e.g. the binomial function, 
will not be successfully analysed. Apart from those programs which require dynamic-sized 
tables, our analysis will also fail for programs which require fixed, but not static-sized, tables 
whose sizes are not known at compile time. An example of this the following generalised 
fibonacci function from [Khoshnevisan87].

dec g_fib : num # num # num -> num;

— g_fib(x,a,b) <= if x < 1 th e n  1

e ls e  g_fib(x-a,a,b)+g_fib(x-bIa,b);

The table size required for this function is max(a div g,b div g) where g is the greatest common 
divisor of parameters a and b. These parameter values are usually known only at run-time. As a 
result, our tupling analysis technique is unable to cope with it.

A second limitation of our approach is that it is primarily suitable for programs which need 
small tuples for tabulation. Those programs which need very large tuples for removing 
redundancy will take a long time to analyse and result in very large programs. An example of 
this is the following fibonacci-like function.

decfibJOOO : num # num # num -> num;

— fib_1 0 0 0 (x) <= if x < 10 0 0  th e n  x

e ls e  fib_1 0 0 0 (x-1 )+fib_1 0 0 0 (x-10 0 0 );

This function needs an eureka tuple of 1000 items. Both long analysis time and 
correspondingly huge programs are incurred when tupling analysis and transformation are 
applied to this simple example! Furthermore, the semi-decidable nature of our analysis 
technique, with its corresponding need for an upper bound, makes it impractical to analyse for 
programs with large table requirements.

The best solution appears to be the use of a combination of techniques. Programs which need 
small or medium-sized static tables should be handled by our tupling analysis technique. This 
has the benefit of both a more efficient program, as well as one which is more amenable to 
other forms of transformation. If tupling analysis fails, then the descent analysis technique of 
Cohen, with its use of dynamic arrays or vectors, could be applied to handle programs with the 
four classes of redundancy. This could help to handle common-generator and periodic-
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commutative programs (which need large or unknown-sized tables) and commutative programs 
(which need dynamic-sized tables). When this analysis fails as well, there is still the generally- 
applicable full memoisation technique which does not require any special analysis conditions.

5.8. Summary of Chapter 5

In this chapter, we presented a very general analysis technique for the tupling transformation. 
This analysis technique is able to discover eureka tuples for a large class of programs.

Our analysis technique makes novel use of a selection ordering criterion. This ordering criterion 
is based principally on the function-argument pairs to help systematically search for eureka 
tuples. This search will construct a sequence of c o n t in u o u s  cuts where a matched pair of cuts in 
the sequence will be taken as the eureka tuple. Though finding an appropriate ordering for 
function calls is, in general, an undecidable problem, we are still able to give techniques 
(heuristics) which could determine transitive orderings for a large class of programs.

We showed how the tupling analysis technique could be applied to self, mutual and auxiliary 
recursive programs. Included within these programs are those with c o m m o n - g e n e r a t o r ,  

p e r io d ic  c o m m u ta t iv e  and other forms of more complex redundancy patterns. We also showed 
how programs, which have multiple-recursive cases and those which use non-linear data 
structures, could also be analysed through a tree  rather than a s e q u e n c e  of continuous cuts. 
Furthermore, our analysis algorithm appears to discover minimal-sized tuples where possible. 
In particular, we illustrated this power by showing how it could discover eureka tuples that are 
smaller than those reported by Cohen and Pettorossi for the periodic commutative class of 
programs.

Lastly, we pointed out the theoretical and practical limitations of the tupling analysis technique, 
namely that it is only suitable for programs with s m a l l  and sta t ic -s iz e d  tupling requirements. To 
overcome these limitations, we informally suggested the c o m b in e d  use of a host of techniques, 
from tupling analysis (as the most specific technique) to memoisation (as the most general 
technique) for the removal of redundant calls.
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6. Constraint-Based Transformations

6.1. Introduction

The use of assertions to specify invariants (or constraints) between inputs and outputs of 
programs have always played an important role in program construction and verification of 
imperative programs. This facility is not available to p u r e  functional programs (and the original 
unfold/fold methodology) but could be provided through the logic and constraint programming 
language extensions [Darlington86,89a]. The key features that are present in these extensions 
are a b s o lu t e  se t  a b s t r a c t io n s , l o g i c a l  v a r ia b le s  and c o n s t r a in t s . These features increase the 
expressive power of our language by allowing additional properties of programs to be directly 
specified.

One use of these features is to specify functions in a pre-algorithmic fashion, where the output 
for a function is specified through a list of constraints between input and output. For example, 
the integer divide function, div, can be specified in this fashion using the definition:

dec div : num # num -> num;
— div(a,b) <= r st r*b+c«=a, 0 <c<b ;

where the constraints, r*b+c«a and 0 <c<b, are used to define the logical output variable, r, in 
terms of the inputs, a and b. This use of the constraint facility enables very high-level 
specifications to be written, which declaratively state the desired relationships between inputs 
and outputs of programs. Such specifications are clear and concise but may be either 
unexecutable or very inefficiently executable using the logic and constraint implementation 
techniques. Nevertheless, they can always be improved by subjecting them to the appropriate 
unfold/fold transformations.

Apart from this use as a high-level specification aid (via input and output constraints), these 
features can also be used to state useful p r e -c o n d it io n s  between just inputs of functions. Such a 
use is important for exploiting certain categories of transformations which rely on specialised 
program contexts for improvements. In particular, two transformation techniques which require 
this capability are finite differencing [Paige82] and a new form of filter promotion.

Finite differencing's main objective is the replacement of expensive expressions in program 
loop (or recursion) by equivalent expressions which are in c r e m e n t a l ly  m a in t a in e d .  This 
incremental maintenance is often cheaper than re-calculating the expensive expression in the 
loop. In the case of functional programs, the incremental maintenance of expressions are 
normally kept as n e w  parameters whose values are specified using constraints. Such constraints 
represent invariant relationships that must be maintained by the transformation. We describe 
this technique in Section 6.2 and pay particular attention to the analysis conditions that would 
permit its application.

Similarly, there is a form of the filter promotion technique which uses constraints, rather than 
fusion (of Chapter 3), to filter out infeasible sub-spaces of certain generate-and-test programs.
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In this case, no new parameters are introduced. Instead, the constraint is used for filtering 
purpose. This technique requires certain syntactic and semantic conditions to be satisfied before 
it can be applied. We describe what these various conditions are in Section 6.3 and illustrate its 
application with examples.

Lastly, we shall also discuss the utility of keeping invariants/constraints for transformation in 
Section 6.4, and a work that is related to base-case filter promotion in Section 6.5.

6.2. Finite Differencing

Finite differencing has its origin from Briggs' sixteenth century method of polynomial 
tabulation by difference polynomials [Goldstein77]. This differencing technique underlies both 
a compiler optimisation technique called strength reduction for numeric operators [Allen81], 
and Earley's proposal for iterator-inversion [Earley76]. Later work by [Paige82,87] 
considerably generalised this technique by working with high-level set theoretic expressions, 
where more opportunities for asymptotic program improvements are possible. It was with this 
generalisation that the name, finite differencing, was coined. These past techniques were 
proposed principally for imperative programs. We shall therefore begin our description of the 
general technique by showing how it applies to imperative programs.

Let us consider a schematic, imperative program loop with induction variable, i, that only 
changes by i:=nxt(i) at each iteration round the loop, together with an expensive expression, 
costly(i), which uses the induction variable.

i:=init;
while cond(i) do 

b eg in
i:=nxt(i) ; 
p:=...costly(i)...;

end;

This schematic program may be inefficient because it is often expensive to compute, costiy(i), 

afresh each time round the loop when the changes to the induction variable, i, may only be 
minor. We could improve the program if the costly expression can be computed incrementally 
in accordance with the changes in the induction variable. This improvement is possible if there 
exists a cheaper operator, delta, such that: 

costly(nxt(i))=delta(costly(i),i)

With this incremental relationship, it is possible to change (improve) the earlier program loop 
to:

i:=init; 
t:=costly(i); 
while cond(i) do 

b eg in
t:=delta(t,i); 
i:=nxt(i) ; 
p:=...t...;

end;
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The costly expression is now maintained in a new variable, t, which is at all times equivalent to 
costiy(i). This variable is initialised by t:=costly(i) before entering the loop and then incrementally 
updated by t:=de!ta(t,i) to maintain its equivalence to the costly expression. The new program is 
an improvement over the earlier loop because the costly expression, costly, has effectively been 
replaced by a much cheaper incremental operator, delta. Two concrete examples of the above 
schematic program loop are:

(1) In the numeric domain, we may have:
nxt(i) -  i+1

costly(i) = i**3,

where the costly expression is the power operator, *\ This operator can be replaced by 
the following cheaper multiplication operator: 

delta(t.i) « t*3,

because:
costly(i+1) = (i+1)**3

*  i**3+3
» costly(i)*3

(2) Similarly in the set domain, we may have:
nxt(i) « i u  {x}
costly(i) -  size(i)

where the costly expression is the cardinality function, size, of sets. This operator can be 

replaced by the following incremental operator:
delta(c.i) « If x e i th e n  c e ls e  c + 1,

because:
costly(i u {x}) -  size(i u  {x})

= if x e i th e n  size(i) e ls e  size(i u  {x})

= If x e i th e n  size(i) e ls e  size(i) + 1

«* If x e i th e n  costly(i) e ls e  costly(i) + 1

This is an improvement if we assume that the set membership test, e , can be done in 
constant time (e.g. by implementing the set with a hash table). Alternatively, if the 
program context suggests that the element, x, is always a new element of the set, i, then 
even this membership test can be avoided by using: 

delta(c.i) « c + 1

Although this technique was originally developed under the imperative setting, it is even more 
natural to perform it within the declarative paradigm. Here, in place of program loops and 
induction variables, we have recursive functions together with their changing (or induction) 
parameters. Finite differencing can then be applied to replace costly expressions (in the 
recursive functions) by incrementally maintained values under new function parameters.

The general finite differencing technique is now quite well understood. What we would like to 
show in this thesis is that this transformation could also be supported under the unfold/fold
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framework. We illustrate this with a simple example and follow it up with details of the key 
transformation steps required.

6.2.1. An Example

A simple function which can be improved by finite differencing is given below. This function 
attempts to split a list of items into sublists of six items each (except for the last sublist).

dec splitjist: list(alpha) # list(alpha) -> list(list(alpha));
— split_list([],w) <= w;
— split_list(a::x,w) <= if length(w)= 6  th e n  w::splitjist(a::x,[])

e ls e  split_list(x,wo[a]) ;

The costly expression in the above function is length(w), which operates on parameter w. This 
expression is expensive because it is being re-computed at each recursive call even though the 
parameter, w, has undergone only a minor incremental change. We can avoid this inefficiency if 
we are able to introduce a new parameter that can be maintained to the value of length(w).

To achieve this goal, we define a new function, new_split, that would compute the same result as 
the original function, splitjist. This new function will, in addition, have a new parameter, d, 

whose value is constrained to be equal to the expression, length(w), as shown below, 
dec new_split: list(alpha) # list(alpha) # num -> list(list(alpha));
— new_split(x,w,d) <= splitjist(x.w) s t d-length(w); (6 .1)

The invariant condition for the new parameter, d=length(w), is specified through the constraint 
feature. A similar construct, called qualifier, was used in [Scherlis80] for such transformations, 
while [Smith89a] relied on a pre-condition notation. We have opted to use the more general 
constraint construct (which also includes guards and absolute set abstractions with logical 
variables) in order to incorporate this transformation under a more general setting.

Having specified what the new function definition should be, we can proceed to transform it 
into a more efficient function. This involves a sequence of steps that is shown in Figure 6.1. 
The first step is to unfold the main call, splitjist. After this, the resulting equations are 
immediately subjected to the fold steps in order to obtain a self recursive function. These fold 
steps are always possible because we can replace splitjist(x,w) by new_spiit(x,w,iength(w)), in 
accordance with definition (6.1) of new_split. Finally, an attempt is made to remove all costly 
expressions, length(w), by substituting it with the parameter, d. This attempt involves the 
application of a distributive law and some simplification steps (unfold, reduce, laws) to convert 
the expressions into a simpler form where the costly expression can be replaced by the 
parameter, d. The final program is more efficient because the costly expression is now 
incrementally maintained in a new parameter.
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• - -new_split(x,w,d) <= split_list(x,w) s t d=length(w); ! unfold/narrow split_list 

- - -new_split(Q,w,d) <= w s t d=length(w);

- - -new_split(a::xlw,d) <= if length(w)= 6  th e n  w::split_list(a::x,[]) 
e ls e  split_list(x,wo[a]) s t d=length(w);

! fold the two calls against new_split definition 
if length(w)= 6  th e n  w::new_split(a::x,[]Ilength([])) 
e ls e  new_sprrt(x,wo[a]tlength(wo[a])) s t d=length(w);

! use laws length(wox)=length(w)olength(x); length([])=0 
if length(w)= 6  th e n  w::new_split(a::x,[],0 ) 
e ls e  new_split(x,wo[a],length(w)+length[a]) s t d=length(w);

! substitute length(w)=d, unfold length [a]
If d* 6  th e n  w::new_split(a::x,[],0)
e ls e  new_split(xlw o [a ] I1+length []) s t d=length(w);

! unfold length [] 
if d= 6  th e n  w::new_split(a::x,[],0 ) 
e ls e  new_split(x,wo[a],1+ 0 ) s t d=length(w);

! law x+0=x
if d= 6  th e n  w::new_split(a::x,[],0 ) 
e ls e  new_split(x,wo[a],1) st d=length(w);

F ig u r e  6 .1  -  T r a n s f o r m a t io n  S e q u e n c e  f o r  n e w _ s p l l t

Of all the steps in this transformation, there are two steps which are most difficult. The first 
difficult step is the correct identification of the costly expression (for the new definition step), 
while the second difficult step is a series of rules (distributive laws and simplifications) which 
enables the costly expression to be incrementally maintained. We shall see how these difficult 
steps can be systematised later. But first, let us take a general look at the constraints which are 
to be used for program transformation in this chapters.

The constraints used and introduced in our transformation do not make use of any logical 
variables. Instead, they appear mainly in expressions of the form, e(x) st <|>(x), where x is an 
input variable. These constraints are used to specify the invariant (or pre-condition) 
relationships which exist for their enclosed expressions, e.g. e(x). They are special forms of 
constraints for representing additional semantic conditions (or contextual information) that 
could be attributed to the code of our program.

Their representations as syntactic entities (through the st construct) enable us to formally reason 
and manipulate these invariant constraints for program transformation purposes. However, it 
should be noted that they represent the contextual or semantic conditions, under which 
expressions appear, and as such are not required for computation purposes.

But, how are these (special) constraints used in transformation? Very often, they are used to 
simplify the sub-expressions that are under their context. For example, any sub-expressions of 
e(x) in the above example, can make use of the constraint <>(x), to perform simplification 
transformation.

Also, how are these constraints introduced into our programs? We have already seen one way 
of introducing constraints, namely through new function definitions. Apart from constrained
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function definitions, we could also accumulate the constraint or invariant conditions for certain 
sub-expressions under appropriate circumstances. For example, if we have an If expression,

if B(x) th e n  C(x) e ls e  D(x)

we could assume that C(x) occurs under the context, B(x), while D(x) occurs under the context, 
not(B(x)). Because of this, we are permitted to add these contexts e x p lic it ly  to the respective sub
expressions by changing the above If expression to:

if B(x) th e n  (C(x) s t B(x)) e ls e  (D(x) s t not B(x)),

Similarly, if we have a set expression:
{y | y g S(x).*(x)}

where x is an input parameter variable, we consider the sub-expression, y g S (x), to occur under 
the context/constraint of 0 (x). As a result, we could add the condition, <j>(x), to this sub
expression as follows:

{y | (y g S(x) s t 0 (x)),<)>(x)}

We shall refer to these operations as constraint adding laws. The reader should bear in mind 
that these e x p lic it ly  added constraints are used for transformational purposes only. They do not 
affect the way expressions are computed.

6.2.2. The Tactic

We are now ready to give a detailed description of the general finite differencing tactic. This 
tactic is made up of two distinct phases, namely:

1) An analysis phase to id e n t i f y  expensive expressions (in the body of 
recursive functions) which could be in c r e m e n t a l ly  m a in t a in e d  across 
recursion levels.

2) A transformation phase to define a new function with additional 
parameters to hold the value of each expensive expression, followed by a 
straightforward sequence of unfold/fold transformations to get a more 
efficient function.

We give a detailed account for both these phases next.

6.2.3. Phase 1: Analysis for Expensive Expressions

The analysis phase for expensive expressions will involve two tasks. The first task is to 
id e n t ify  an expensive expression in the recursive function, while the second task must 
determine if the expression can be in c r e m e n t a lly  m a in ta in e d .  We consider each of these two 
tasks separately.

To assist us in the presentation, we shall consider the transformation for the following self- 
recursive (schematic) function, with N subsidiary recursive calls.

- - -f(x) <= If B(x) th e n  C(x) (6.2)
e ls e  H(x,f(nxti x),f(nxt2  x).— ,f(nxt^ x));
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It is also possible for mutually recursive functions to be considered for finite differencing. To 
simplify matters, we shall assume that they will be converted to the above self-recursive form 
before being considered by this tactic.

6 . 2 . 3 . 1 .  Id e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  E x p e n s iv e  E x p r e s s io n

The identification of expensive expressions would have to take into account two important 
issues. Firstly, we need to know the computational cost of the expensive expression (in relation 
to its incremental operator) in order to decide if the expression is worth eliminating. Secondly, 
we need to know if it has the right properties (e.g. incrementally maintainable) which will make 
it to be suitable for finite differencing. In this section, we shall be concerned mainly with the 
second issue of the right properties that make expressions suitable for finite differencing. As to 
the first issue, there are some work currently done on complexity analysis, e.g. 
[Sands90,Metayer88], which could be used to help decide if an expression is worth replacing 
or not.

Suitable expensive expressions for finite differencing could occur in any part of the recursive 
function but must not include the recursive function itself. In the case of function definition 
(6 .2 ), this means a suitable expensive expression, say costly(x), may appear in either B(x), 

H ( x , ? , C ( x )  or even one of the nxtj(x) where i<N. Should the expensive expression be present 
in the terminating branch of recursion, i.e. C(x), then the potential improvements will be less 
significant. We may get linear time speedup, from a kind of loop combination (see 
Section 6.2.5 for an example), rather than asymptotic improvements that are possible when an 
expensive expression occurs in the repetitive parts of the recursive function.

The identification task therefore can look for expensive expressions in almost anywhere of the 
function body. One easy way out of this task is to let the user indicate the expensive 
expression. Such indications can be considered as decisions made by user in a semi-automatic 
approach. However, there are still plenty of opportunities for some form of automatic 
identification. One very useful and general heuristic is to initially identify certain categories of 
induction/changing parameters which are conducive to finite differencing. These parameters 
could then be used to search for expensive expressions.

For example, the earlier splitJist function has a parameter of list type which accumulates 
elements across successive recursion by using the append operator, o .  This append operator 
often allows distributive laws (to be present) which may help incremental maintenance of 
expressions to be achieved. Similarly, the numeric and set domain also have certain kinds of 
incremental operations which are more conducive to finite differencing. Some examples of such 
parameter types, together with the desirable incremental change across successive recursion 
levels, are given below. In each case, the changing parameter is represented by the variable, w, 
with a small parameter change across successive recursive calls signified by the variable, c.
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ty p e s changes across recursion levels
numeric w + c, w - c W H ERE  c is a constant
list type w o  c, c o  w, tail(w) W H ERE  c is small list, e.g. [a]
set type w » c, w - c W H ERE c is small set, e.g. {a}
bag type w » c, w - c W H ERE c is small bag, e.g. {a}

By specially recognising such parameters with incremental/inductive changes across recursions, 
we could systematically search for all auxiliary sub-expressions which use these parameters. 
These auxiliary subexpressions can be suggested as possible costly expressions for finite 
differencing. In addition to the above incremental change, we may also allow either no change 
(e.g. w -> w) or re-initialisations (e.g. w-> []).

An example of a parameter which satisfies the above condition is the parameter, w, of splitlist. 

This parameter could be used to find the sub-expression, length(w), which we already saw could 
be replaced by finite differencing.

6 . 2 . 3 . 2 .  M a in t e n a n c e  L a w s

For each costly expression that we manage to identify, it is necessary to determine if the 
expression can be incrementally maintained across successive recursive calls. This is achieved 
by discovering maintenance laws for the expression across each of the subsidiary recursive 
calls.

Using the earlier schematic function, we must discover one maintenance law, per costly 
expression for each of the N subsidiary recursive calls, f(nxt-) x),f(nxt2 x),..,f(nxtN x). Each of 
these maintenance laws must either be one of the following two forms.

costly(nxtj x) = deltaj(costly(x),x) (1 )  in c r e m e n ta l  la w

costly(nxtj x) = simplifiedj(x) (2 )  s im p lif ie d  o r

r e - in i t ia l is a t io n  la w

where both deltaj and simpiifiedj are simple functions.

The first law expresses an incremental maintenance, which uses delta; to compute the next costly 
expression in terms of the previous costly expression; while the second law is a simplified law 
which does not need the previous costly expression. This second law is normally used in 
recursive calls where re-initialisation of parameter has just taken place. Both forms of 
maintenance laws can be discovered by applying the distributive and simplification laws 
together with expression reduction and unfolding.

As an example, the two laws (an incremental and a re-initialisation law) for the costly 
expression of splitJist can be derived as follows:

length(wo[a]) = length(wo[a]) ! distributive law
= length(w)+length([a]) ! unfold length([a])
= length(w)+(1+length([])) ! unfold length([])
= length(w)+(1+0 ) 
= length(w)+1

! reduce 1+0=1

length([]) -  longth(D) 
= 0

! unfold length([])

These derivation steps could be handled by an inference sub-system which would attempt to 
simplify the expressions to either an incremental or re-initialised form. They can be automated
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as long as the inference sub-system has an adequate supply of the relevant laws. The laws/rules 
for unfolding, simplification and reduction are fairly easy to provide, while that for the 
distributive condition is slightly harder. Nevertheless, some of these distributive laws could be 
synthesized and we present a technique to do this in Appendix 3.

Before continuing with the transformation phase, we will look at two additional forms of 
semantic laws. The first form is a special law which results from unchanged parameters, while 
the other form of semantic law is a proper generalisation of the incremental law.

6 . 2 . 3 . 3 .  S p e c ia l  U n c h a n g e d  L a w s

A very simple incremental law can result if we encounter parameters that remain unchanged in 
some of its recursive calls. When this happens, no incremental maintenance is needed for these 
calls, as the corresponding costly expression will also remain unchanged. The special 
maintenance law for this purpose is simply of the form:

costly(nxtj x)=costly(x) (3 )  u n c h a n g e d  la w

This unchanged law is a special case of the previous incremental law with deltaj(y,_)=y. They 
could be syntactically detected.

Furthermore, should this special situation be repeated for all N subsidiary recursive calls, we 
will have a special case of finite differencing where the costly expression remains unchanged 
throughout the entire recursive function. This special situation is in fact identical to a compiler 
optimisation technique known as constant-code motion out of loop. We give an example of this 
special case in Section 6.2.5.

6 . 2 . 3 . 4 .  G e n e r a l is a t io n  to  M u l t ip le  M a in t e n a n c e  L a w s

Sometimes, a costly expression may itself be defined in terms of other auxiliary or mutual 
recursive (costly) expressions. When this happens, we may need two or more maintenance 
laws per subsidiary recursive call in order to fully specify the costly expressions incrementally.

This possibility can be considered as a generalisation from the earlier incremental law. Instead 
of one incremental law per recursive call, f(nxtj x), we now have M incremental laws per 
recursive call, as follows:

costly(nxtj x) = deltaj(x,costly(x),costly2 (x),..,costly^(x)) 

costly2 (nxtj x) = delta2 j(xIcostly(x)Icostly2 (x),..lcostly|^(x))

costly^(nxtj x) > deltaMj(x,costly(x)Icostly2 (x)I..,costly|^(x))

where M > 1 and costly2 (x),..,costly^(x) are the auxiliary or mutual recursive expressions that are 

needed to define costly(x) incrementally.
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A simple example of where this is needed is the following function for tabulating a list of sine 
values.

dec lst_sin:real -> list(real);
- * -lst sin(theta) <= If theta>2*pi th e n  []

e ls e  sin(theta)::lst_sin(theta+0 .1 );

The fairly expensive sine expression, sin(theta), uses a numeric induction parameter that changes 
from theta to theta+0.1, and can be incrementally maintained. However, we require two 
incremental laws for this purpose, with cos(theta) as the mutually recursive costly expression, as 
shown below.

sin(theta+0.1) = sin(theta)*cos(0.1 )+cos(theta)*sin(0 .1 )
cos(theta+0.1) = sin(theta)*sin(0 .1 )-cos(theta)*cos(0 .1 )

Another example of the need for multiple incremental laws is a function with an expensive
expression, costly(i)=i2 , that uses an induction parameter, nxt(i)=i+i. This costly expression will
need an auxiliary expression, costly2 (i)=2 * i+ l , in order to completely replace both the squaring
and multiplication operators by just additions, as shown in the following two incremental laws.

(i+1)2 = (i2+(2 *i+1))
2*(i+1)+1 -  (2 *i+1)+2

Multiple maintenance laws, like the above, are especially important for complex expressions. 
Paige found these to be essential for set-theoretic finite differencing and called them chain 
rules [Paige82].

6.2.4. Phase 2 : Transformation

Once the analysis phase is successful, the transformation phase that follows is straightforward. 
We need only apply (automatically) the following four steps:

1) Define a new function, to be equivalent to the original function, but has an 
additional parameter for each of its costly expressions;

2) Unfold the original call in this new function;

3) Fold away all recursive calls of the original function;

4) Apply maintenance laws obtained from the analysis phase and then remove 
costly expressions by substituting from the constraint list.

Let us illustrate this sequence of steps with a simpler schematic example, g, which has only one 
recursive call and a single costly expression, costly(x).

- - -g(x) <= if B(x) th e n  C(x)
e ls e  H(x,costly(x),g(nxt(x)));

We further assume that this costly expression must be defined in terms of another auxiliary 
expression, costly2, using the following two incremental laws.

costly(nxt x) = delta(x,costly(x);costly2 (x)) (6.3a)
costly2 (nxt x) = delta2 (x,costly2 (x)) (6.3b)

The four steps required are now illustrated.
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Step 1 - Define a New Function

The first step is to define a new function that would contain two additional parameters, one each 
for the costly and auxiliary costly expression, as shown below.

• • -g_td(x,w*jIW2) < =  g ( x )  st w - j « c o s t l y ( x ) , W 2 = c o s t l y 2 ( x ) ;  (6.3c)

We use a list of constraints to associate each new parameter value to its costly expression.

Step 2 - Unfold the Original Function Call

We proceed with a single unfold that would reveal the body of the original function call, g ( x ) ,  as 
follows.

— g_fd(x,w1fW2) <= If B(x) then C(x)
else H(x,costly(x),g(nxt(x)))

st W i « c o s t l y ( x ) , W 2 = c o s t l y 2 ( x ) ;

Step 3 - Fold to Remove the Original Recursive Calls

We then apply the fold rule to each recursive call of the original function, g, in order to remove 
all references to the old inefficient function as shown below.

— g_fd(x,w-j,W2) <= If B(x) then C(x)
else H(x,costly(x),g_fcl(nxt(x),costly(nxt x),costly2(nxt x))) 

st wi»costly(x),W2«costly2(x);

This fold step can always be applied because the implicit equation: 
g _ f d ( x , c o s t l y ( x ) (c o s t l y 2 ( x ) ) = g ( x )

is a direct consequence of definition (6.3c) for g jd . This equality is obtained from the 
constrained equation of gjd by substituting the constraint expressions of the parameters, w-| and 
w2, back into the LHS of the equation.

Step 4 - Eliminate Costly Expression

The last step of this transformation concerns the elimination of all costly expression. We 
achieve this in two sub-steps. Initially, we apply the two incremental laws, (6.3a) and (6.3b), to 
the costly expressions, in order to express them incrementally in terms of the old costly 
expressions, as follows:

— g_fd(x,w<jfW2) <= If B(x) then C(x)
else H(x,costly(x),g_fd(nxt(x),delta(x,costly(x)Icostly2(x)), 

delta2(x,costly2(x))) 

st w-|-costly(x),W2=costly2(x);

The resulting function now uses the old costly expressions, costly(x) and costly2(x). Both these 
expressions can be eliminated by substituting them with corresponding parameters from the 
constraint list, as shown below.

<= if B(x) then C(x)
else H(x,w-| , g _ f d ( n x t ( x ) Pd e l t a ( x , w i , W 2 ) Id e l t a 2 ( x IW 2 ) )  

st Wi=costly(x),W2=costly2(x);
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The final transformed function is a more efficient function. Remember that the attached 
constraints are not use for computing results, and merely express some additional semantic 
conditions which hold for the function.

6.2.5. Special Cases of Finite Differencing

There are two special cases of finite differencing that are normally considered as different 
categories of transformation. We are able to formulate them as special cases because of our 
generalisation to constraint-based transformations.

The first special case corresponds to a kind of loop combination which arises when expensive
expressions occur in terminating branches rather than at the repetitive places of recursive
program. A n  example of this is the following function, rev_sm, which has an expensive
expression, sum(w), in its base-case equation.

dec rev_sm:list(num) # list(num) -> (num # list(num)); 
dec double:list(num) -> list(num);
— rev_sm([],w) <= (sum(w),w);
— rev_sm(a::x,w) <= rev_sm(x,a::w);
- - -sum(Q) <= [];
— sum(a::x) <= a+sum(x);

This program is inefficient because there is a double traversal of its input. It builds up a 
reversed list in the second parameter, w, and then performs a summation of the reversed list. 
This double traversal can be removed by defining a new constrained function definition, revjd, 

— rev_fd(x,w,s) <*= rev_sm(x,w) st s*sum(w);

which can be transformed to:
— rev_fd([],w,s) (s,w);
— rev_fd(a::x,w,s) rev_fd(x,a::w,a+s);

The above transformed function uses only a single traversal of its input list in order to obtain 
both the summation and its reversed list.

A second special case of finite differencing arises when an expensive expression is based on the 
fixed parameters of a recursive function. When this happens, we can simply lift the expensive 
expressions out of the recursive function in a manner similar to constant-code motion out of 
loop. An example to illustrate this is the function: 

dec g:list(num) # num -> list(num);
- - -g(El.A) <= [];
— g(a::x,A) <= sqr(A)*a::g(x,A);

where the second parameter, A, is unchanged throughout the whole function call. The
expensive expression sqr(A) (based on the unchanged parameter) can be moved out of the
recursion by including it as a new parameter in the following function.

dec g_fd:list(num) # num # num -> list(num);
— g_fd(x,A,s) <= g(x,A) st s»sqr(A);

This function can be transformed to:
- - -gJd([],A,s) <= [];
— g_fd(a::x,A,s) <= s*a::g_fd(x,A,s);
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without the expensive expression.

Incidently, this transformation causes the unchanged parameter, A, to be useless. This 
phenomenon is quite common in finite differencing as the addition of new parameters often 
causes some of the older parameters to become redundant. Such a situation can be easily 
detected and removed by the useless parameter elimination tactic of Chapter 2.

6.2.6. Comments

As seen in the above presentation, finite differencing tactic can be easily incorporated under the 
unfold/fold transformational framework. More importantly, the analysis phase which is 
required to automate the tactic appears to be fairly well-structured. The key steps are the 
identification of costly expressions followed by the discovery of the appropriate maintenance 
laws.

The identification of expensive expressions can be automated by exhaustively looking at all 
expensive expressions (not involving the recursive function itself) that make use of incremental 
or fixed parameters. The discovery of maintenance law is slightly more complex. This will 
involve the application of distributive and simplification laws together with expression 
reduction and unfolding to each costly expression of recursive call, in order to see whether they 
can be incrementally maintained, re-initialised or simply unchanged. To help us in this process, 
we will need a collection of useful distributive laws for common operators in numeric, set or 
list domains. The possibility of synthesizing some of the distributive laws is given in 
Appendix 3.

6.3. Base-Case Filter Promotion
9

Apart from finite differencing, constraints are also useful for performing filter promotion in a 
sub-class of generate-and-test algorithms. Chapter 3 illustrated how fusion techniques can be 
used to promote filters into generators. This works principally for programs of the form:

- - -prog(s) <= { p | p e gen(s),test(p)};

where the generator, gen(s), and filter, test(p), are two separate recursive function calls that can 
be merged by fusion.

However, not all filters in generate-and-test functions can be promoted in this way. In 
particular, there is a sub-class of recursive generate-and-test programs which cannot be 
improved by fusion. This sub-class of recursive functions contains base-case filters that are 
tested at the termination branches of the recursion. A simple schematic example of such a 
function is given below.

- - - prg_bc(x) <= {ans(x) | <J>(x)} u  (p_ans(v) | v e prg_bc(nxt x),p(x)}; (6.4)

The generator of this function is present in the recursive portion { p_ans(v) | v e prg_bc(nxt x)}, 

while its base-case filter, <j>(x), is applied at the base-case result, {ans(x) | (j>(x)}, after each solution 
is fully generated. Notice that this is not the most general schematic function for representing
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the class of recursive functions with base-case filters. A more general program scheme is 
presented in Section 6.3.5. For exposition purposes, we will use this simpler function, prg_bc 
(with a single base-case and a single recursive case), to illustrate the key features of the base- 
case filter promotion technique. The reader should note that some of the concrete examples 
(given in the following sub-sections) are actually instances of the more general scheme of 
Section 6.3.5, rather than this simple illustrative scheme.

This kind of function is often inefficient because its filter is applied at the very end, after each 
complete solution has been generated. Nevertheless, there is a possibility of improving the 
function by bringing forward the base-case filter into the generator. The effect of this promotion 
would be to filter out sub-spaces of infeasible solutions at much earlier stages. We can perform 
this by using a constraint-based transformation technique. But before we are allowed to do this, 
there is one very important semantic condition that must be satisfied.

6.3.1. Continuous Filter Condition

Before a base-case filter can be promoted to its recursive generators, we need to show a 
condition which states that:

IF the filter condition fails for the present call THEN it will also fail for 
all its subsidiary recursive calls and their descendants.

Using the earlier schematic function, prg_bc, this condition can be precisely stated by the 
following logical implication,

not 0 (x) -» not <]>(nxt x)

which is equivalent to:

<|>(nxt x) <j>(x) (6.5)

where <j>(x) is the base-case filter and nxt is the descent function of the subsidiary recursive call 
and -> is the logical implication operator. We call the condition of (6.5), the continuous filter 
condition, because it relates the filter condition of successive recursive calls in a continuous 
manner.

Why is this continuous filter condition important? It is important, because its presence allows 
us to promote the base-case filter into the recursive part of the program. This promotion make 
use of the following law:

prg_bc(x)= (v |ve prg_bc(x),<{>(x)} (6.5a)

which could only be obtained if we have the continuous filter condition. The inductive proof 
(requiring the continuous filter condition) to show this law is as follows:

Case 0 (x)=true, trivial because:
RHS = {v | v g prg_bc(x),true}

= {v | v g prg_bc(x)}
= prg_bc(x)
= LHS
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Case <j)(x)=false, we have:
RHS -  {v |ve  prg_bc(x),false}

- 0
LHS « prg_bc(x) I unfold prg_bc

« {ans(x) | <j>(x)} u  {p_ans(v) | v e prg_bc(nxt x),|i(x)}

I d(x) - » d(x) & by induction

» {ans(x) | false} u  (p_ans(v) | v e {v | v e prg_bc(nxt x),d(nxt x)},p(x)}

■  {p_ans(v) | v € prg_bc(nxt x),<j>(nxt x),p(x)}

I d(nxt x) d(x)

« {p_ans(v) | v e prg_bc(nxt x),false,p.(x)}

= {}
= RHS

This law (obtained with the help of the continuous filter condition) can be used during 
transformation to promote the base-case filter into the recursive portion of the set function. We 
shall see how this is used in the coming examples.

An example of a program that satisfies this condition is the su b je ss  function for obtaining all
subsequences (from an input list) which are less than or equal to eight items long.

dec subjess: list(alpha) # list(alpha) -> set(list(alpha));
— sub_less([},w) <= { w | length(w)<8};

— sub_less(a::x,w) <= subjess(x.w) kj sub_less(x,wo[a]);

This function accumulates its subsequences in the second parameter. It has two recursive calls, 
subjess(x.w) and sub_less(x,wo[a]), and a base-case filter, length(w)<8 . The base-case filter can be 
promoted into the recursive generator because it satisfies the continuous filter condition for both 
the recursive calls, as shown below.

Iength(w)<8  -» length(w)< 8  for subjess(x.w)

length(wo[a ])<8  -» length(w)< 8  for sub_less(x,w<>[a])

The analysis to show that the above two conditions are satisfied must be carried out by some 
inference sub-system (perhaps semi-automatically). Our main concern in this chapter remains 
the systematisation of the necessary semantic conditions and the steps needed to perform base- 
case filter promotion.

6.3.2. Transformation

Once the continuous filter condition has been established, we can perform the filter promotion
transformation on the function sub je ss. This is done by initially defining a new function with
the base-case filter as a constraint, as follows:

d e c  new_sub: list(alpha) # list(alpha) -> set(list(alpha));
— new_sub(x,w) <= subjess(x.w) st length(w)<8 ;

This definition essentially states that the new function must always have the condition, 
length(w)<8 , present when its calls are invoked. We can introduce such a definition because of its 
continuous filter condition. In particular, we can have the following special fold rule (a reversed 
definition!):

subjess(x.w) = {v | v e new_sub(x,w),length(w)<8}
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that is obtained by the following sequence of transformation steps:
sub_less(x,w) subjess(x.w) ! law from (6.5a)

{v | v e subjess(x,w),length(w)<8} I constraint adding law 

{v | v e subjess(x.w) s t length(w)<8 ,length(w)<8 }

! fold against new_sub

{v | v e new_sub(x,w),length(w)<8 }

We shall call the end-result of this derivation sequence, a special fold  rule which required the 
continuous filter condition. In our examples, we will apply this special fold  directly without 
going through the detailed steps.

With this constrained definition, we can proceed to transform the function by three major 
transformation steps. The first step is to unfold the original function call in order to reveal its 
function body. This is followed by a special fold operation on each of the recursive call (from 
the original function) in order to remove all references to the old function. After this, we can
simplify all filters in the function body, which are also present in the constraint list, to true.

Such a sequence of steps for new_sub is shown in Figure 6.2.

— new_sub(x,w) <= sub_less(x,w) st length(w)< 8  ; ! narrow sub_less

- - -new_sub([l,w) <= { w | length(w)<8} s t length(w)<8 ;

! simplify with law (& constraint) x -»  (x=true) 
<*= { w | true) s t length(w)<8 ;

! law {w | true}=w 
<b  { w } s t length(w)<8 ;

— new_sub(a::x,w) -c= sub_less(x,w) u  sub_less(x,wo[a]) s t length(w)<8  ;

! law sub_less(x,w)={p|p e new_sub(x,w),length(w)<8)

<= { p | p e new_sub(x,w),length(w)<8}

u  { p | p e new_sub(x,wo[a]),length(wo[a])<8 } st length(w)<8 ;
! simplify with law (& constraint) x -»  (x=true)

<= { p | p € new_sub(x,w)} u  { p | p e new_sub(x,wo[a]),length(wo[a])<8 } 
s t length(w)<8 ;

F ig u r e  6 .2  -  F i l t e r  P r o m o t io n  t h r o u g h  C o n s t r a in t  f o r  n e w _ s u b

The final outcome of this transformation is the following more efficient function (not showing 
its constraints), with the base-case filter promoted to the generator portion of the function.

— new_sub([],w) <= { w } ;

— new_sub(a::x,w) c= { p | p e new_sub(x,w)} u  { p | p e new_sub(x,wo[a]),length(wo[a])<8} ;

The steps employed for the above transformation are actually quite straightforward, once the 
analysis phase has successfully established the continuous filter condition. To show this, we 
will illustrate the above transformation again with the earlier schematic function, prg_bc. This 
transformation is shown in Figure 6.3 and consists of the following steps:

1) define a new function, constrained by its base-case filter, for the given 
function

2) unfold the given function call
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3) fold away all of the given function's subsidiary recursive call

4) simplify filters, where possible, with the help of the constraint list

Assume that i|)(nxt x) —» <J)(x)
Define a new constrained function definition 
- - -newjDrg(x) <= prg_bc(x) s t  <j>(x);

Perform the transformation
— new_prg(x) <« prg_bc(x) s t  <J)(x);

! unfold prg_bc
<= (ans(x) | <>(x)} u  {p_ans(v) | v e prg_bc(nxt x),p. (x)} s t <J>(x);

! special fold of new_prg (assuming continuous filter cond)
<= (ans(x) | <>(x)} u  (p_ans(v) | v e new_prg(nxt x),<j>(nxt x),p. (x)} s t <t>(x);

! simplify with law (& constraint) x —> (x=true)

<= {ans(x)} u  {p_ans(v) | v e new_prg(nxt x),<f)(nxt x),p. (x)} s t <>(x);

F ig u r e  6 .3  -  F i l t e r  P r o m o t io n  u s in g  t h e  C o n t in u o u s  F i l t e r  C o n d i t io n

We shall next look at two alternative semantic conditions for base-case filter promotion. One of 
them is a stronger (more specialised) condition than the continuous filter condition, while the 
other is a weaker (more general) condition.

6.3.3. Incremental Filter Condition

With certain base-case filters, we are often able to directly express the next filter condition, 
4>(nxt x), of the recursive call incrementally in terms of the original condition, <j>(x), as follows:

<t>(nxt x) =  <!>(x) a  8(x) (6.6)

We call this condition, the incremental filter condition. It simply indicates that the filter 
condition of each successive recursive call requires more tests than the calls before it. This is 
actually a stronger result than the continuous filter condition, as the following reasoning shows.

<t>(nxt x) = <p(x) a  8(x) ! replace = by the weaker —>

0(nxt x) -» <j)(x) a  8(x) ! drop 8(x)
<J)(nxt x) c>(x)

Thus, all base-case filters with incremental conditions can always be promoted. In addition, we 
are also able to use the incremental condition, <>(nxt x) = <j>(x) a 8 (x ), to improve the program 
further. More specifically, we can simplify the filter test, <j>(nxt x), to just the incremental test, 
8(x), as shown in the sequence of transformation in Figure 6.4.
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Assuming that 0 (nxt x) = 0 (x) A 8(X)
Define a new constrained function definition
new_inc(x) <= prg_bc(x) s t <>(x);

Perform the transformation  
new_inc(x) <= prg_bc(x) s t 0(x);

! unfold prg_bc
<* {ans(x) | 0(x)} u { p_ans(v) | v 6 prg_bc(nxt x),p (x)} st <>(x);

! special fold of new_inc (assuming continuous filter condition)
<= {ans(x)| 0(x)} u { p_ans(v) | v g new_inc(nxt x),tp(nxt x),p (x)} s t  0(x);

! incremental condition
<*= {ans(x)| 0(x)} u { p_ans(v) | v e new_inc(nxt x),0(x) a 8(x),p (x)} s t 0(x);

! simplify with law (& constraint) x -»  (x=true)

<= (ans(x)} u { p_ans(v) | v g new_inc(nxt x), 8(x),p (x)} s t 0(x);

F i gu re  6.4 - F i l t e r  P r o m o t io n  u s in g  t h e  In c r e m e n t a l  F i l t e r  C o n d i t io n

6 . 3 . 4 .  W e a k e r  F i l t e r  C o n d i t i o n

At times, the base-case filter, <p(x), does not directly satisfy the continuous filter condition. 
Instead, it may be possible for a weaker filter, say y ( x ) ,  that is a consequence of the base-case 
filter to have the necessary continuous filter condition, as shown below.

( 4>(x)-> Y(x) ) a (y(nxt x) —> y(x) ) (6 .7)

We call this, the weaker filter continuous condition. When it occurs, we could use the 
weaker implied filter, 7 (x), for promotion. Notice that this is actually a more general situation 
than our previous continuous filter condition for base-case filters. If we replace y by 0, we have 
the original continuous filter condition because 0(x) -> 0 (x) is trivially true.

Similarly, a slightly stronger condition for weaker filters can be obtained if the incremental 
condition is present for the weaker filter. This gives us:

( 0(x) -» y (x) ) a (7  (nxt x) = 7 (x) a 8(x)) (6.8)

which will be called, the weaker filter incremental condition. When this condition is 
satisfied, we can promote the weaker filter into the recursive generator. For simplicity, we shall 
refer to both conditions (6.7) and (6.8) as just the weaker filter conditions.

One immediate source of weaker filters is possible if 0(x) is a conjunctive filter of the form:
0 ( x ) = 0 i ( X ) A 0 2 (X) A  . . .  A  0 n ( x )

In this case, any one of 0,(x) could be used as the weaker filter provided the continuous 
condition, 0j(nxt x) 0,(x), or the incremental condition, 0j(nxt x) = 0,*(x) a 8,(x), holds. However, 
other sources of weaker filters are also possible and we must be able to search for them. Later 
in this section, we shall look at an example of weaker filters which does not come from 
conjunctive expressions.

The weaker filter condition (and some stronger derivatives of it) could also allow filters to be 
promoted to the recursive parts of our functions. This is possible because we can use the law:
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prg_bc(x) «= {v |v e  prg_bc(x),y(x)} (6 .9 )

This law is valid because of the following proof:

Case y(x)=true, trivial because:
RHS *  {v | v e prg_bc(x),true}

= {v | v e prg_bc(x)}
-  prg_bc(x)
= LHS

Case y(x)=false, we have:
RHS *  {v 1 v g prg_bc(x),false}

■ 0
LHS « prg_bc(x) ! unfold prg_bc

» (ans(x) | 0(x)} u  (p_ans(v) | v g prg_bc(nxt x),p(x)}

! p(x) -> y(x) & by induction

« {ans(x) 1 false} u  (p_ans(v) | v e {v | v e prg_bc(nxt x),y(nxt x)},p(x)}

» (p_ans(v) | v e prg_bc(nxt x),7 (nxt x),p(x)}

! Y(nxt x )  t ( x )

= {p_ans(v) 1 v g prg_bc(nxt x),false,|i(x)}

= {}
a RHS

With the help of this law (obtained by the weaker filter condition), we could define a new 
constrained function, new_weak:

newjveak(x) a prg_bc(x) s t y(x)

The transformation to promote the weaker filter of this constrained function is given in 
Figure 6.5. This transformation made use of the earlier law, (6.9), to obtain a special fold rule, 
as follows:

prg_bc(x) a {v |ve prg_bc(x),y(x)} ! add a constraint in context

a {v | v g prg_bc(x) s t t(x),t(x)} ! fold new_weak

= {v | v g new_weak(x),7 (x)}

At the end of the transformation, both the original base-case filter and its weaker filter are 
needed in the final transformed program. The weaker filter, y(x), is there to help cut off some 
sub-spaces of infeasible solutions, while the base-case filter, d(x), is needed for selecting only 
acceptable solutions (from the reduced space of solutions).

Assuming that p ( x )  - >  y  ( x )  a  y  ( n x t  x ) - » y ( x ) ;

Define a new constrained function definition 
new_weak(x) <= prg_bc(x) sty(x);

Perform the transformation
new_weak(x) <= prg_bc(x) sty(x);

! unfold prg_bc
<= (ans(x) | <J>(x)} u  (p_ans(v) | v g prg_bc(nxt x),p (x)} s t y(x);

! special fold of new_weak (assuming the weaker filter cond)
<= (ans(x) | p(x)} u  (p_ans(v) | v g new_weak(nxt x),y(nxt x),)i (x)} s t y  (x);

F ig u r e  6 .5  -  F i l t e r  P r o m o t io n  u s in g  t h e  W e a k e r  F i l t e r  C o n t in u o u s  C o n d i t io n
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A concrete example of the presence of two weaker implied filters is the following function with 
a base-case filter, length(w)=8 .

dec sub_8 : list(alpha) # list(alpha) -> set(list(alpha));
- - -sub_8 ([],w) <= { w | length(w)=8};

- - -sub_8 (a::x,w) <= sub_8 (x,w) u  sub_8 (x,w<>[a]);

This function finds all sub-sequences from a list that is exactly 8 items in length. Though, the 
continuous filter condition is not satisfied by this particular base-case filter, there are actually 
two weaker filters which would satisfy the continuous condition instead. These two weaker 
filters are:

length(w)<8  and length(w)+length(x)>8

Both these filters are weaker than the base case filter because:
length(w)= 8  length(w)<8

and length(w)= 8  -» length(w)+length(x)>8

In addition, these two filters also satisfy the continuous filter conditions for each of the two 
recursive calls, sub_8 (x,w) and sub_8 (x,wo[a]), through the following provable statements.

length(wo[a})<8  length(w)< 8

length(w)< 8  - » length(w)< 8

length(wo[a])+length(x)> 8  - » length(w)+length(a::x)>8

length(w)+length(x)> 8  - » length(w)+length(a::x)> 8

With these two weaker filters, we can improve the original generate-and-test function by the 
sequence of transformation shown in Figure 6 .6. The result of this transformation is to promote 
the two weaker filters to give:

— new_sub8 ([],w) <= { w | length(w)=8} ;

— new_sub8 (a::x,w) o= {p | p e new_sub8 (x,w).length(w)+length(x)>8 }

u  {p | p e new_sub8 (x,wo[a])Jength(wo[a])<8};

The first filter, length(w<>[a])<8 , is there to ensure that the accumulated list has not exceeded a 
length of 8 ; while the second filter, length(w)+length(x)>8 , checks to ensure that the sum of the 
accumulated list, w, together with the remaining items, x, is still big enough to construct 
subsequences of eight items. This transformed function is more efficient as it avoids some sub
spaces of infeasible solutions.
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Define a new constrained function definition
dec new_sub8  : iist(alpha) # list(alpha) -> set(list(alpha));
- - -new_sub8 (x,w) <= sub_8 (x,s) st length(w)<8 ,length(w)+length(x)>8 ;

Perform transformation (by initially narrowing on s u b _ 8 )
- - -new_sub8 ([]Iw) <= { w | length(w)*8 } s t length(w)<8 ,length(w)+length(x)>8 ;

- - -new_sub8 (a::x,w) <= sub_8 (x,w) u  sub_8 (x,w<>[a])

s t length(w)<8 ,length(w)+length(a::x)>8 ;
! special fold of new_sub8 (assuming weak filter condition)

<= { p i p e  new_sub8 (x,w),length(w)<8 ,length(w)+length(x)>8}

u  {p | p g new_sub8 (x,wo[a]),length(wo[a])<8 ,length(wo[a])+length(x)>8} 
s t length(w)<8 ,length(w)+length(a::x)>8 ;

! simplify with law (& constraint) x —» (x=true)
! also length(wo[a])=length(w)+l 

<= { p | p g new_sub8 (x,w),true,length(w)+length(x)>8 }

u {p  | p g  new_sub8 (x,wo[a]),length(wo[a])<8 ,length(w)+1+length(x)>8} 

s t length(w)<8 ,length(w)+1+length(x)>8 ;

! simplify with law (& constraint) (l+x)>b (x>b = true)

<= { p | p g new_sub8 (x,w)plength(w)+length(x)>8}

u {p  | p g new_sub8 (x,wo[a]),length(wo[a])<8} 
s t length(w)<8 ,length(w)+1+length(x)>8 ;

F ig u r e  6 .6  -  F i l t e r  P r o m o t io n  w ith  t w o  W e a k e r  F i l t e r s

A short note about the efficiency characteristics of the transformed program when compared to 
the original program. Except for programs that are transformed via the incremental filter 
condition (which could be shown to preserve efficiency), the other transformed programs may 
either cause gains or losses in efficiency. These programs are able to save on computation time 
by cutting off certain sub-spaces (with infeasible solutions) from their search spaces, but they 
also require additional filter tests (i.e. the promoted filters) to help perform these cut-offs. There 
is therefore a trade-off between the reduction in search spaces and the additional filter tests 
required.

A program can make efficiency gain if the gain from its reduced search space is able to 
compensate for the additional computations required by its promoted filter. This trade-off is 
not, however, always clear cut and is often data dependent. For example, the transformed 
function, new_sub8 , could result in considerable efficiency gains if its input list is long (much 
longer than eight items) but actually causes a loss of efficiency if this list has less than eight 
items (as no sub-spaces are filtered out)!

In general, we should also prefer transformations which introduce simple filters and avoid 
those which require complex filters. One way of ensuring this is to subject our program to 
further transformations. One transformation tactic that is frequently applicable is finite 
differencing. This transformation could be used to incrementally maintain the (expensive) 
expressions, length(w) and length(x), of the earlier example. This will simplify the filter test 
considerably.
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6.3.5. A More General Program Scheme

The schematic function of (6.4), in the beginning of Section 6.3, is not the most general 
program scheme which could be transformed by the base-case filter promotion tactic. A more 
general program scheme is the following:

-  -  - p r g ( x )  <s= . g y ^  { a n s j ( x )  | <J>j ( x ) }  u  P _ a n s j ( v )  | v e  p r g ( n x t j  x ) , | i j  ( x ) } ;

which allows multiple base-cases, jgy  { ansj(x) | <t>j (x)}, and multiple recursive cases,

y  P-ansj(v) I v 6 P r g ( n * t j  x).nj (x)}. In fact, two of the previous examples (i.e. new_sub8 and

sub je ss) were actually members of this class of programs because they have multiple recursive 
function calls.

With this new program form, an appropriate weaker filter, y(x),  could be used (for filter 
promotion) if it satisfies the following.

( V i e  1..n <>j(x) y (x) ) a  ( Vj e 1..m y (nxtj x) -» y{x) )

Furthermore, programs which use the conditional constructs or pattern matching are no£ 
incompatible with the above program scheme. For example, a conditional function of the form:

- - -P(x) <= If B(x) then .gy » n { ansj(x) | (x)}

e , s ® j e ^ m { P_ansj(v) | v  e  p ( n x t j  x ) , p j  ( x ) } ;

is simply equivalent to :

-  -  - P ( X )  < *  i e y n  { ansj(x) I t y  ( x ) , B ( x ) l  u  y m { P_ansj(v) | v e  p ( n x t j  x ) , p j  (x),not B ( x ) } ;

where the conditional test, B(x), is added to all the base-cases and not(B(x)) is added to all the 
recursive cases.

6.3.6. Comments

Our new filter promotion transformation tactic (not implemented yet) again needs an analysis 
phase that would:

1) syntactically recognise recursive programs with base-case filters; and then

2) semantically check for either the incremental filter condition, continuous 
filter condition or weaker filter condition.

The syntactic condition can be mechanically checked by parsing but the check for the semantic 
conditions is non-trivial. In particular, the search for weaker implied filters would, in general, 
have to come from a fairly sophisticated inference sub-system.

6.4. Keeping and Using the Invariants/Constraints

The constraint-based transformations of finite differencing and base-case filter promotion could 
accumulate a list of invariants/constraints for each user function they transform. As we saw
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earlier, this list of constraints is not needed for computational purpose but it is extremely useful 
for program transformation.

In formulating the various semantic conditions (or laws) for the two transformation tactics, we 
have largely ignored the potential use of the invariants that are carried over from the previous 
applications of transformations. These invariants may assist in making subsequent 
transformations applicable. To show how they could be used, let us reformulate the schematic 
function (6.4) which contains a base-case filter, to the following:

—  prg_bc(x) <= (ans(x) | <>(x)} u  (p_ans(v) | v e prg_bc(nxt x),p.(x)} s t inv(x)

where inv(x) represents the list of invariants/constraints that were carried over from the previous 
transformations.

With the presence of these invariants, the weaker filter condition of (6.7) and (6.8) could be re
specified in a more general way, as follows:

inv(x) -» ( <J>(x) -» y (x) A y  (nxt x) -> y (x ) )

inv(x) -» ( <}>(x)-> y (x) a  y(nxtx)  = y(x) a  8(x) )

i
This essentially states that we could use the previous invariants to help us establish the weaker 
filter condition. Similarly, the continuous filter condition of (6.5) and the incremental filter 
condition of (6.6) could also make use of the previous invariants, as follows:

inv(x) ( <j>(nxt x) - » 0 ( x ) )

inv(x) - »  ( 4>(nxt x) =  <]>(x) a  8 ( x) )

Correspondingly, these invariants may also-be useful in the finite differencing tactkT to"help fincf 
the appropriate incremental laws.

6.5. A Related Work - Global Search Algorithms

Recently, Smith and Lowry [Smith89a] presented a global search algorithm design strategy 
which can be used to improve high-level generate-and-test program by deriving a filter, called 
the necessary filter, to be promoted. Their design strategy is formulated using (essentially) a 
schematic approach which relates by theory extensions a problem theory (the source scheme) to 
an algorithm theory (the target scheme). The relationship between the problem and algorithm 
theories may be further constrained by additional axioms (applicability conditions).

Let us represent Smith & Lowry's global search algorithm design strategy transformation by 
the corresponding functional programs of the problem and algorithm theories.

In the case of the problem theory, a source program scheme (used in [Smith89a]) to implement 
the theory is:

dec F : D -> set(R);

- - -F(x) <= {z | z e D , 0(x,z)} st I(x);

where I  is an input condition (or pre-condition) for the parameter, x, and o is an output 
condition for the result, z, in relation to x. Also, the types D and set(R) are the domain and range
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of the problem specification. Notice that this is a very high-level way of writing generate-and- 
test specifications (which may be unexecutable).

The above program scheme can be transformed to the following target program scheme which 
represents a class of global search algorithms, 

dec F : D -> set(R); 
dec F_gs : D # A -> set(R); 
dec Split: D # A -> set(A); 
dec ?0: D -> A; 

dec Extract : A -> set(R);
- * -F(x) <= {z | O(x,r0(x)) , z e F_jgs(xtr0(x))} st I(x);
- - -F_gs(x,r) {z 1 z e Extract(r), 0(xfz)} u  {a | a e F_gs(x,s), s e Split(xtr) , O(x.s)}

stl(x) a  <X>(x,r);

where a new type, A, is used to represent subspace descriptors (sets of solutions) of the 
original range R. This new subspace descriptor must have three associated functions, r0, Split 
and Extract. The function r0 is used to obtain an initial sub-space descriptor; the function split is 
used to split a sub-space of solutions into a further set of sub-space descriptors; while the 
function Extract is used to obtain a set of extractable solutions from the given sub-space. These 
new functions of the target program scheme must be related to the original program scheme by 
the following two axioms.

Vx,z. 0 (x ,z) => Satisfies(z,?0(x))
VXi?. Satisfies(x,?)-- 3 k e Nat, 3 se A [4 € Splitk(x,r) a -z e Extract(s)! - - -

w h ere splitk is d e fin ed  by:

Split°(x,r) = {?}
Splitn+1(x,r) = {f | s e Split(x,r) , f e Splitn(x,s)}

The first axiom states that all feasible solutions can be obtained from the initial sub-space 
descriptor, while the second axiom states that a feasible solution is in a sub-space if it could be 
extracted after a finite number of applications of Split. The sub-space domain and the 
corresponding functions, ?0, Split and Extract, must be made available for each possible target 
program scheme. However, there is a necessary filter, O, of the target program which could be 
derived by ensuring that it satisfies the following condition:

Vre A,3 ze R[ Satisfies(z.r) a  0(x,z) ] =* O(x.r)

Smith & Lowry proved that the above global-search target algorithm will implement the original 
problem theory if its specified conditions are satisfied.

The use of theories, containing a set of sorts/types and functions, to represent classes of 
programs/algorithms is certainly an interesting and generally applicable approach. In fact, the 
global search design strategy encompassed both the fusion and constraint-based filter
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promotion techniques presented in this thesis. In addition, it could also be used to formulate 
other kinds of search algorithms, e.g. heuristic search or branch-and-bound1.

However, the approach taken by us differs from Smith & Lowry in several aspects. The global 
search algorithm design strategy relies on the provision of appropriate target schemes 
(containing the appropriate sub-space descriptors and their associated functions) for its 
transformation. In contrast, we make use of more fundamental transformation (symbolic 
evaluation) techniques, e.g. removal-of-unification, filter promotion by fusion and filter 
promotion by constraints, which could directly obtain efficient search algorithms from the 
specification. This has the potential advantage that we could derive implementations without 
being constrained by the provided target schemes. Furthermore, our fundamental 
transformation techniques handle both high-level as well as intermediate-level specifications.

6.6. Summary of Chapter 6

This chapter presented two transformation tactics, finite differencing and base-case filter 
promotion, which required constraints for specifying useful invariants to improve certain 
classes of recursive functions. We have not yet implemented both of these two tactics. 
However, we have identified that the key requirement in both these two tactics is the successful 
discovery of laws to maintain specified invariants throughout the recursive functions. If this 
could be achieved, these programs are improved through either the replacement of expensive 
expressions by cheaper operators (i.e. finite differencing) or the elimination of sub-spaces of 
infeasible solutions from the search space (i.e. base-case filter promotion).

We have managed to systematise the main semantic conditions/laws required by the two tactics. 
In particular, we identified the unchanged, simplified, incremental and multiple incremental 
laws for the finite differencing tactic. We also established the incremental, continuous and 
weaker filter conditions for the base-case filter promotion tactic.

Finally, we suggested that the search for these semantic conditions should be handled by a sub
systems with more powerful inference or theorem-proving capability.

* We need an additional transformation technique (not presented in this thesis) to derive branch-and-bound 
algorithm.
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7. Conclusion

7.1. Summary of Thesis

At the beginning of this thesis, we identified three criteria, namely correctness, generality and 
automatibility, that are essential for program transformation systems which are aimed at 
providing formalised routes to software construction. We also identified the unfold/fold 
methodology as a suitable framework for such transformation systems. This methodology is 
near-complete, preserves (partial) correctness and is not incompatible with the goal of providing 
automated methods.

After this introduction, we showed in Chapter 2 how transformation tactics could be built (as 
meta-programs) on top of the elementary unfold/fold rules. This arrangement helps to preserve 
correctness. We also saw that each of these tactics is normally structured into an analysis and a 
transformation phase. The analysis phase is the key phase for the tactic and is used to determine 
if the program could be transformed. We illustrated this two-phase structure with two very 
simple transformation tactics. One of them is an algorithmic tactic for eliminating useless 
parameters. This tactic uses a forward analysis technique to identify useless parameters. The 
other transformation tactic is a schematic tactic for converting programs to tail-recursive form. 
This tactic uses the Function Equivalence Matching technique to help determine if a given 
function is an instance of another higher-order one. These two tactics were presented to 
illustrate the possibility of building meaningful and automatable transformations based on the 
unfold/fold rules.

Our main contribution in this thesis is the systematisation of four major classes of 
transformation tactics, namely fusion, higher-order removal, tupling and constraint-based 
transformations. These tactics are widely applicable and systematic enough to be automatable.

In Chapter 3, we considered the class of transformations that was characterised by the fusion 
of composed expressions. We introduced a producer-consumer model to characterise this 
fusion transformation. We showed how the deforestation algorithm of Phil Wadler could be 
extended to all first-order programs - using this model to explain the apparatus needed for our 
extension. We made novel use of the variable-only parameter criterion. We also established an 
important termination result for this extended transformation algorithm. Lastly, we applied a 
similar technique to the fusion of expressions in set abstractions and presented the desirable 
program forms needed to ensure successful transformation.

In Chapter 4, we presented a transformation tactic, consisting of three algorithms, to remove 
certain classes of higher-order features from functional programs. This tactic has two major 
benefits, namely:

(1) the elimination of overheads associated with higher-order features, and
(2) the provision of an easier route for extending transformation and optimisation 

techniques from first-order to higher-order programs.
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We showed that the higher-order removal transformation algorithms will work and terminate 
for all well-typed programs. Two of the algorithms, ft and are directly used to remove 
higher-order features. A third transformation algorithm, L, is concerned with preserving full 
laziness in a way that is compatible with higher-order removal. The classic full laziness 
technique of Hughes was not compatible and we proposed a new technique, based on algorithm 
L, to extract out all (implicit and explicit) ground-type MFEs rather than any MFEs. We 
showed that this did not result in any loss of efficiency, provided we ignore the laziness 
associated with partially-applied recursive functions. This laziness is, in any case, space-leak 
related. With the help of this higher-order removal tactic, we showed how the Universal 
Deforestation Algorithm of Chapter 3 could be extended to higher-order programs.

In Chapter 5, we presented a very general analysis technique for the tupling transformation. 
This analysis, called tupling analysis, is based on the presence of appropriate selection 
orderings to help build up continuous sequences of cuts. We showed the various practical 
techniques which could be used to determine suitable selection orderings. These practical 
ordering techniques include those based on pattern matching (e.g. instantiate and unfold 
ordering) as well as those based on recursion parameters that are progressive (e.g. function- 
argument orderings). We illustrated the general applicability of our approach by showing that it 
works for a wide class of programs. Furthermore, by extending the tupling analysis from 
sequences of continuous cuts to trees of continuous cuts, we showed how our technique could 
be extended to programs which use non-linear data structures and multiple-recursive equations.

In Chapter 6 , we considered how constraints could be used by two transformation tactics. 
One of them, finite differencing, used constraints to introduce new parameters which could 
replace expensive expressions from recursive programs. We identified four types of laws that 
could be used in this tactic, namely unchanged, simplified, incremental and multiple incremental 
laws. The other transformation tactic is a new form of filter promotion which promotes base- 
case filters of recursive functions. This class of transformations used constraints to help filter 
out sub-spaces of infeasible solutions. We identified the semantic conditions that are needed 
before the tactic is considered to be applicable. These semantic conditions are the incremental, 
continuous and weaker filter conditions. We also pointed to the need for some inference 
capability to help establish (by verification or synthesis) these conditions/laws.

7.2. Underlying Computational Structures

In a sense, the classes of transformations presented are actually based on some more 
fundamental computation structures. These computational structures could be used to classify 
our transformation tactics. In particular, the three fundamental computation structures used (in 
this thesis) are:

1) compositions
2) tuples
3) constraints/invariants
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The simplest computational structure (from the point of view of transformation) is composition. 
This is used by both fusion and higher-order removal transformations. The essential 
requirement for this computational structure is to identify the places where fusion could take 
place. To help us in this task, we used some annotations to indicate the places where fusion can 
occur and apply generalisations to the places where fusion cannot occur. Furthermore, most of 
these transformations could be handled by the define, unfold and fold steps together with the 
appropriate distributive laws (e.g. for set abstractions).

Another computational structure that is useful is the tuple structure. This structure is used to 
group recursive function calls together. An essential requirement for this tuple structure is to get 
eureka tuples which have descendant tuples that match. We saw how this requirement could be 
discovered by the tupling analysis technique, which uses appropriate selection orderings to 
generate continuous sequences of tuples for the matching test.

Similarly, constraints!invariants are used to help improve some recursive programs through 
specialised contexts. The essential transformation task needed by this computational structure is 
to ensure that the constraints are maintained throughout the recursion.

These computational structures represent more fundamental underlying mechanisms for 
program transformation techniques. Further types of computational structures are also possible. 
They include the use of lambda abstractions to perform a range of transformations as illustrated 
in [Wand80,Pettorossi88] and lists and vectors (in the place of tuples) to provide dynamic-sized 
tables for certain classes of redundant programs [Bird86,Cohen83]. In addition, it may also be 
possible to use combinations of the different computational structures. For example, the tuple 
structure may be used with composed sub-expressions rather than function calls. To be 
successful, these more complex structures have to satisfy the simultaneous requirements of 
each of its constituent structures (e.g. both the requirements of tupling and fusion).

Such computational structures provide us with a more fundamental view on how program 
improvement by transformation works. Further investigations along this line may help to 
formulate more fundamental transformation techniques.

7.3. Future Work

The classes of automatable tactics, presented in this thesis, represent substantial contributions to 
the state-of-art in formalised software construction techniques through program transformation. 
Despite these contributions, much work remains to be done in order to bring the fruits of 
transformation technology closer to practical use. Some further work which may be pursued 
include:

• In an earlier work, a limited number of tactics have been implemented (by the author) as 
meta-programs (which return scripts) in the Imperial College's Transformation-Based 
Programming Environment. The implemented tactics include:
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(1) a simple form of loop combination (even simpler than pure deforestation!) 
where functions are self-recursive

(2) a tupling tactic which uses the instantiate and unfold selection ordering
(3) a simple partial evaluator.

Much implementation work therefore remains to be done in order to evaluate out the other 
proposed transformation tactics. These to-be-implemented tactics include higher-order removal, 
finite-differencing, filter-promotion and more general fusion and function specialisation 
techniques. An implementation for them will substantially add to the automated capabilities of 
our transformation system. At the moment, a third year student is helping with the 
implementation of some of the tactics.

• Another avenue which could be pursued is the incorporation of some of the more 
automatable tactics (e.g. deforestation and higher-order removal) to functional-language 
compilers. Present-day functional language compilers are still some way from producing 
program code with acceptable efficiency. The possibility of providing these transformation 
tactics as high-level optimisations may dramatically improve this situation and encourage 
programmers to adopt a reusable and modularised approach to programming. Furthermore, this 
application could provide a direct route for reaping the benefits of program transformation 
research. A number of researchers have been pursuing this avenue by incorporating 
sophisticated program transformation techniques in extended-compilation systems 
[Paige87,Turchin86].

*■ Currently, each of the transformation tactics is presented in a stand-alone fashion where 
the users are expected to give strategic guidances to ensure that tactics are applied in the 
appropriate sequence. Nevertheless, it may be desirable for the system to spot some of the more 
obvious sequences of tactic applications. We saw this in the higher-order removal tactic where 
we indicated to the reader that the three transformation algorithms, A, L  and should be 
applied in sequence. This is done with the possibility of re-invoking prior algorithms if 
necessary. Also, we noted that these higher-order removal transformations should be applied 
before deforestation - again with the possibility of re-invoking the earlier transformation 
algorithms. Other examples of appropriate sequences of applying tactics include the application 
of useless parameter elimination after finite differencing as a tidying-up stage and the 
application of higher-order removal after the schematic conversion-to-iteration tactic.

Apart from these straightforward sequences of applications (which could be built into our 
tactics), we may also wish to provide our system with more sophisticated strategies for 
ordering transformation tactics. Fickas implemented a semi-automatic system, called Glitter 
[Fickas82], which used a goal-directed approach to mechanise the planning aspects of 
transformations. In his system, the user specifies a set of goals and the problem-solver finds 
an appropriate sequence of transformation methods which could achieve this goal with the help 
of selection rules (and possibility the user, as well). Corresponding, Alan Bundy et al 
[Bundy89] reconstructed an extended form of Boyer-Moore's theorem-proving system 
[Boyer79], which used tactics as planning operators to build proof plans. These tactics are
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formulated into methods by adding in pre- and post-conditions to describe the applicability 
conditions and resulting states of applying the tactics. Further investigations into these two 
works may yield useful frameworks for formulating application strategies for our 
transformation tactics.

• In the presentation of some of the our transformation tactics (e.g. constraint-based 
tactics), we have indicated the need for a more general inference (deductive and inductive) 
capability that could be used to derive or prove certain laws needed. The KIDS system of 
Kestrel Institute [Smith89b] uses a general deductive system, called RAINBOW II, which uses 
directed inference for a number of purposes. This could be used for simplification, theorem
proving and derivation of antecedent, consequent or expression bounds. It is achieved by 
searching via deductive transformation (according to a specified relationship e.g. <=, =>, =, >, 
<) to obtain a target expression from a source expression which bears the specified 
relationship. A more complete inference sub-system for our transformation system could 
perhaps supplement this approach with inductive (e.g. [Bundy89]) and synthesis capability 
(e.g. distributive lemma of Appendix 3). It may also be organised along tactical lines for more 
guided searches.

• The tactics presented in this thesis are only a sub-set of the possible transformation 
techniques which could be systematised. Many other researchers have been working on 
transformation techniques which apply to various classes of programs. Some examples include 
the removal-of-unification tactic in [Pull90], the synthesis of divide-and-conquer algorithms In * 
[Smith85,Smith87], the generation of inverse functions in [Harrison88b,Khoshnevisan89], the 
abstract data-types transformations in [Darlington84], the global search design tactics of 
[Smith89a]. It would be useful to classify and build up a taxonomy for all these classes of 
transformation tactics and investigate how they inter-relate.

In conclusion, the program design problem domain, as exemplified by program transformation, 
contains a rich structure of techniques which could be systematised into automatic or semi
automatic methods. This thesis presented a collection of these methods and developed the 
necessary analysis for automating them. Our work represents a small but certain step towards 
formalised and automated processes for software construction. Certainly, machines are destined 
to play a more significant role in software development.
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Appendix 1. Higher-Order Useless Parameter Eliminations
The elimination of useless parameters tactic of Chapter 2 can be extended to work with higher- 
order programs. This is best performed after the elimination of undesirable higher-order 
features by another transformation tactic in Chapter 4.

The expression form which remains, after the elimination of higher-order features, is called the
higher-order specialised form (see Section 4.3.1). The corresponding higher-order specialised
form for the simple language in Section 2.4.1 can be described by the following grammar rules.

t :>  v a | c ( t 1 ,..,tn) | f ( t 1 ..tn ,vh 1*..v h q* ) | c a 8 8 t 0 l n p 1 = > t- | | .. | p r => t r e n d  
| la m b d a  (v -|,..,v n ) = > t f e n d  

va  ::= v | v a (t1t..,tn ) 
p :>  v |c ( p 1(..,p n)

Only two additional constructs are present in the above grammar rules when compared to the 
simple first-order language. These are variable applications, va(t-| ,..,tn), and lambda 
abstractions, la m b d a  (v1 ,..,vn) => tf e n d . In this appendix, we shall present the extensions needed 
in both the analysis and transformation phases to cope with these two features.

A1.1. Extension to Analysis Phase

For the analysis phase, we shall have to add two new syntax-directed translation rules and a
new equation for the least upper bound function, or, as shown below.

u s e  [[lambda (v-| ,..,vn) =>  tf end J <= lam bda (vi ,..,vn) = >  u s e  |[tf l  end..

u s e  [[va(t1,..,tn) 1 <= u s e  U v a l  (u s e  Ht1 l , . . ,u s e [ [ t n 1)

W H E R E
or (lambda (v-|,.Mv n) => tf-j end, lam bda (vi,..,vn) * > t f 2 end)

<= lam bda (v-j ,..,vn ) « >  or (tf-j ,tf2) end

These new rules must be added to those rules, given in Section 2.4.2 for first-order 
expressions. The two u s e  rules are for dealing with variable applications and lambda 
abstractions respectively. Also, we have an additional equation for the semantic function, or, to 
compute the least upper bound values of any two abstract functions.

Another affected portion of the analysis phase is the appropriate abstract calls needed to identify 
useless parameters. Previously, each parameter to be identified must be tested with an abstract 
function call, f#(..,P,..), where the abstract value P  is given to the parameter to be identified, 
while each of the other arguments is given the value A. These abstract values are only applicable 
to ground-type parameters. For function-type parameters, say of type a-j#..#an ->areSult» we 
will have to use different abstract values. In particular, if this function-type parameter is the 
parameter of interest, we have to use the abstract value, lam bda (v1f..,vn) => P  end, otherwise the 
abstract value of lam bda (v-j ,..,vn ) => se t_ O R {v 1 ,..,vn} end is needed.

As an example, consider the following higher-order function with a function-type parameter, v, 
and two other parameters, a and b.

— ho_prog(v,a,b) <= v(a) ;
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The definition for corresponding abstract function can be obtained using the syntax-directed 
translation rule, as follows.

ho_prog# (v ,a ,b ) = u s e  |[v(a) J

-  v (a ) (A 1.1)

With this abstract function, we can analyse the three parameters by computing the semantic 
values for the following three calls.

ho_prog# (lam bda v = >  P  en d .A .A ) *  P

ho_prog# (lam bda v =>  v  en d ,P ,A ) «  P

ho_prog# (lam bda v =>  v  en d .A .P ) ■ A

These three analyses state that the third parameter can be eliminated but not the first two. Notice 
that we have used lam bda v «> v end, rather than lam bda v => A  end, if the function-type parameter is 
not the parameter of interest. This is so because we would like to pass the function-type 
parameter's possible argument (i.e. a in equation (A 1 .1)) to the result. If this is not done, we may 
wrongly identify the second parameter to be useless.

The above example only gives the abstract values needed for a second-order parameter of the 
type (a-j ,..,an) -> aresutt, where (a1v.,an) are ground-type arguments and aresu|t is a ground-type 
result. For arbitrary higher-order parameters, we need a more complex (and complete) way of 
obtaining abstract, argument values. The appropriate abstract values to supply is, in fact, 
dependent on the type of the parameters. We can describe the type, x, of our simple expressions 
by the following simple grammar rule. 

x ::=  g ro u n d jy p e  | (x i, .. ,x n) - > x resu|t

With this type structure, any parameter, say argx , whose type is given by T yp e  [argx], should be 
given the abstract value of AB S[Type[argx],P] if it is the parameter to be identified. Otherwise, if it 
is one of the other parameters, an abstract value of A B S [Type[argxl,A l, should be given.

The definition for ABS is g iven  below.

ABS[ ground_type,r ]

ABS[ (x-j,..,xn) ■> ^result’P] 

ABS[ (x-j,..,xn) "> r reSU|t,r]

aux [ ground_type,v ] 

aux[(x1,..,xn) -> Result

r

lam bda (v -|,..,v n) =>  AB S[xresu|t ,P] end  

lam bda (v 1 ,..,v n) =>  A B S [xresu |t

,s e t_ O R {a u x [x i,v -(] I . .>aux[x-) ,v i] ,r } ]  end

v

aux ^ resu lt* V(A B S [ x 1fA ],..,A B S [ x -j.A ])]

Under this formulation, each ground-type parameter will be given either the value P or A , as 
before. Also, each higher-order parameter will be given an abstract function value that either 
returns the value P or simply propagates its argument values to the final result.

A1.2. Extension to Transformation Phase

Apart from the above changes to the analysis phase, some changes must also be made to the 
transformation rules to enable them to handle higher-order specialised expressions. In
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particular, we will need two more new rules, as shown below.
(5) x / [  lambda ( v i , . . ,v n) = > t f  end 1 <t= lam bda (v i , . . ,v n) =>  v  [ t f l  end

(6) V |va(t-| ,..,tn) J <= t/[vaI(t/[t1]If..,X/|[tnIl)

These two new rules are for handling lambda abstractions and variable applications 
respectively. Together with the changes to the analysis phase given earlier, we now have a 
useless parameter eliminations tactic that can be applied to any higher-order program.
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Appendix 2. Other Conversion-to-lteration Schemes
In Chapter 2, we presented a conversion-to-iteration schematic rule that works for all linear 
recursive functions which have the constant-at-termination and the special right commutative 
properties. This class of programs is represented by the higher-order function, fi, in 
Section 2.5.1.

Apart from this special right commutative scheme, there are also a number of other 
transformation schemes for converting linear-recursive functions to their tail-recursive 
equivalent. In this Appendix, we shall illustrate three more of these schemes.

For generality, we shall use the following linear recursive function,
- - - f(x,B,C ID,H,N) <=  If B(x) th e n  C(x)

e ls e  H (D (x),f(N (x)1B.C,D,H,N));

as the common source program for each of the three transformation schemes. These schemes 
will differ primarily in the additional syntactic or semantic conditions placed on the function, f.

The first scheme to be presented is a general technique for converting any linear recursive 
function, matching f, to its tail-recursive program using a two-pass iteration and a data stack. 
The data stack is used (in the first pass) to collect all arguments of the recursive function calls 
before the second pass utilises it to compute the result. This scheme is very general because it 
only requires functions to be linear recursive. However, the transformed tail-recursive program 
contains little improvement *

A  second transformation scheme can be formulated if an efficient inverse function, call it invN, 

is available for the descent function, N, such that in vN (N (a ))=a . The presence of this inverse 
function can be used to eliminate the need for the data stack and thus provides a slightly better 
tail-recursive program.

Lastly, another well-known and useful transformation scheme that will be presented, is based 
on the associative dual property being present for the outer operator, H , such that 
H (a ,H (b ,c ))=H (J (a ,b ),c ) for some function, J. This scheme, also known as the re-bracketing 
technique [Darlington76], will always have an efficient tail-recursive equivalent.

All three schemes are not new. What is new about our formulations is that we have managed to 
derive these schemes using the constructive unfold/fold transformation methodology. Almost 
all previous presentations of them, e.g. [Kieburtz81,Harrison86,Bauer82], have relied on the 
verification approach where both source and target schemes are given before a posterior proof.

A2.1. Two-Pass Iteration with Data Stack

Program transformations, especially those based on elementary rules, typically require some 
insightful steps before useful results can be obtained. One of these difficult steps, frequently 
referred to as the eureka step, is the define step for obtaining a new function in terms of the 
other existing functions. This step is considered to be difficult because it often represents the
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starting definition for a desirable target program. Choosing the right target definition, from the 
numerous possibilities, requires intelligent inductive capability.

One useful technique which could be used is to analyse the given function symbolically through 
different evaluation strategies. This analysis could sometimes suggest to us better evaluation 
strategies that could be applied to compute our functions. More importantly, it could often 
suggest appropriate new function definitions for program transformation. Let us see how the 
analysis by symbolic evaluation could suggest an appropriate eureka definition for the 
con vers i on - to- i teration transformation.

If we take a snap shot o f  the evaluation  o f  function  call, f(x,B,C,D,H,N), after it has m ake  n+1 

recursive invocations, w e cou ld  get the fo llow in g  intermediate expression:

H (D (x ),H (D (N x ),H (D (N 2 x )...... H (D (N nx ),f(N n+1x .B ,C ,D ,H ,N )) ...) ) )

assuming that the base case conditional test, B (x ) ,  is fa ls e  for each of the n+1 function 
invocations. This intermediate value represents a general computational history for the recursive 
call, and can be symbolically altered (using a different evaluation strategy) to the following: 

H (D (x),? ) o H (D (N x),? ) o H (D (N 2x),?) o .. H (D (N nx),?) f f N ^ x .B .C .D .H .N )  (A 2 .1 )

where H (D (x ) ,? )  is a short hand notation for la m b d a  a  «> H (D (x ),a ) e n d  and o is the function 
composition operator where a  o b - lam b d a  c «> a(b (c)) e n d .

The expression, H(D(x),?) o H (D (N x),? ) o H (D (N 2x),? ) o .. H (D (N nx),? ), to the left of the above recursive 
call, f(N n + 1 x .B ,c lD,H,N), involves a composition of n+1 functional sub-expressions which differ 
only in the arguments x IN x ,N 2 x ..,N nx. This expression pattern can be captured, more generally, 
by rewriting the expression of (A 2 .1 ) to:

r_ ap p ly ([N nx ......N 2 x pN x ,x ],H ,D ) h N ^ x . B . C . D . H . N )

where there is a new function, r_apply, that can be defined as follows:

r_app ly ([N nx ......N 2x IN xtx ],H ,D ) -  H (D (x ),? ) o H (D (N x ),? ) o H (D (N 2 x),?) o .. H (D (N nx),?)

We have extracted the arguments, N nx ......N 2 x ,N x ,x , in reverse order as a data stack for the new
function, r_ a p p ly . This new function is equivalent (can be synthesized) to the following 
definition,

- - -r_apply([],H ,D ) <= id;

- - -r_ap p ly (a ::s ,H ,D ) <4= r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) 0 H (D (a ),? );

where id is the identity function.

With this analysis of an alternative expression form which may be taken by function f, we can 
now define a new function, F 2_it, as follows:

- - - F 2 J t(x ,s ,B ,C (D ,H ,N ) <= r_ap p ly (s ,H ,D ) f (x ,B ,C tD ,H IN); (A 2 .2 )

This function definition carries an additional data stack, s , and can be transformed to its tail- 
recursive program, as shown in Figure A2.1. The result of this transformation is a tail- 
recursive program, which is made up of two functions F2_it and F2a_ it, as shown below.
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- - - F 2_ it(x ,s fB ,C ,D ,H fN ) <= If B(x) then F 2 a _ it(s ,H (D ,C (x ))

else F 2_ it (N (x ),x ::s ,B ,C ID ,H ,N );

- - - F 2a_ it([],H ,D ,w ) <= w;

-  F 2a_ it(a ::s ,H ,D ,w ) <= F 2 a J t(s ,H ,D ,H (D (a ),w ));

The first function, F 2 _ it ,  accumulates the argument, x, of each recursive call into the data 
stack, s. This is done during the main recursion of F2_'rt, which acts as the first iterative pass. 
At the end of this recursion (or pass), the auxiliary recursive function, F 2 a _ it, is called as the 
second iterative pass for computing the results, bottom-up. This second pass uses the argument 
values from the accumulated stack in its computation.

- - - F 2 J t(x ,s IB ,C ,D tH ,N ) r_ap p ly (s ,H ,D ) f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ); ! unfold f

<= r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) If B(x) th e n  C (x ) ! distribute if

e ls e  H (D (x ),f(N (x ),B ,C 1D ,H ,N ));

<= If B(x) th e n  r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) C (x) 

e ls e  r_ap p ly (s ,H ,D ) H (D (x ),f(N (x ),B ,C ,D ,H ,N ));

! abstract H(D(x),?)

<= If B(x) th e n  r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) C (x) ! fold r_apply

e ls e  r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) o H (D (x ),? ) f tN M .B .C .D .H .N );

<= If B(x) th e n  r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) C (x) 

e ls e  r_ap p ly (x ::s ,H ,D ) f(N (x )IB ,C ,D ,H ,N );

! fold F2_it

<= If B(x) th e n  r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) C (x) 

e ls e  F 2_ it (N fx J .x -s .B .C .D .H .N );

! define F2a_it

If B (x) th e n  F 2a_ it(s ,H ,D ,C (x ))  

e ls e  F 2 _ it (N M .xiis.B.C.D.H.IM); a

Define F2a_lt

—  F 2a_ it(s ,H ,D ,w ) <= r_app ly (s ,H ,D ) w; ! narrow r_apply

- - - F 2a_ jt([],H ,D ,w ) <= id w; ! unfold id

<= w;

—  F 2a_ it(a ::s ,H ,D ,w ) <= r_apply(s ,H ,D ) o H (D (a ),? ) w; ! (f o g) (w) = f (g(w))

«c= r_apply(s ,H ,D ) H (D (a ),w )); ! fold F2a_it

<= F 2a_ it(s ,H ,D ,H (D (a ),w ));

F ig u r e  A 2 .1  - T r a n s f o r m in g  to  a  T w o - P a s s  I t e r a t io n  w ith D a ta  S t a c k

The main schematic rule from this transformation is the following.

Schematic Rule 2 for f2_it
f (x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) «  F 2 J t(x ,[ ] ,B ,C ID ,H ,N )

This rule can be used to replace any linear recursive function matching f, with the two-pass tail- 
recursive function F2_it. It is obtained by instantiating s=[] in the original equation (A 2 .2 ) of F 2 j t ,  

followed by the simplification steps, as shown below.
F 2_ it(x )[])B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) =  r_apply(Q ,H ,D ) f(x ,B ,C ,D (H fN ) ! unfold r_apply

F 2 _ it(x ,[],B .C ,D )H pN ) =  id f(x,B,C.D,H,N) ! unfold id

F 2_ it(x ,[],B ,C ,D IH IN ) =  ftx .B .C .D .H .N )
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A2.2. Scheme with Function Inversion

The previous tail-recursive result (using a two-pass iteration and a data stack) for f is general 
but not efficient.

If an inverse function, say invN , for N can be found such that in v N (N (a ))= a , we can at least avoid
the need for the data stack, [Nnx... N2x,Nx,x]. With this inverse function, we will only need to
keep the two ends of the stack, i.e. Nnx and x, rather than the entire data stack. This is possible 
because we can always compute the next element, Nn‘1x, by applying invN to the top element, 
N nx. The bottom element, x, is needed to tell us when we have reached the end of our stack, 
namely when it (the bottom element) is equal to the top element.

Thus, if we re-examine the generalised expression (A2.1), of the f call, we could also have 
replaced it by:

i_app ly (N n+1x,x ,invN ,H ,D ) f (N n +1x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) s t invN (N x)=x

where i_appiy carries the top and bottom element of the stack and has the following definition1.
— L ap p ly (x ,y ,in vN IH ,D ) <= If x=y th e n  id

e ls e  i_app ly (in vN (x ),y ,invN ,H ,D ) o H (D (in vN (x )),? );

With this alternative form for f ,  we can define a new function, f3 _ it ,  whose existence is 
dependent on the presence of an inverse function, invN , as shown below.

—  f3 _ it(x ,y ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in vN ) <=  i_app ly (x ,y ,invN tH ,D ) f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) s t  in v N (N (a ))= a ; (A 2 .3 )

This new definition can be subjected to a sequence of transformation steps, as shown in 
Figure A2.2, to obtain a tail-recursive program which consists of the following two functions.

—  f3 J t(x ,y ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N ) o=  If B (x) th e n  f3 a J t (x ,y ,C (x ) Iin v N ,H ID)

e ls e  f3 J t(N x ,y ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N );

—  f3 a J t(x ,y ,w 1invN ,H ,D ) <= If x=y th e n  w

e ls e  f3 a J t(in v N (x ),y ,H (D (in v N  x ),w ),in vN ,H ,D );

We again have a two-pass iteration but this time there is no need for the data stack. All that is 
needed is a first pass, by f3_it, to obtain the last recursive call's argument and a second pass, by 
f3 a _ it , to compute the results backwards. This second pass obtains its successive argument 
values with the help of function, invN.

The schematic rule for this transformation is shown below, together with a condition which 
states the need for an efficient inverse function for N.

Schematic Rule 3 for f3_it
f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) = f3 J t(x ,x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N ) s t in v N (N (a ))» a

This schematic rule is obtained from the original equation (A2.3) of F3_it by instantiating y=x, 

followed by simplification steps, as shown below.

1 In actual fact, the first argument carried by i_apply is N n + ^x. This is one element above the original top 
element, N nx, which can be obtained from N n + 1 x by applying the inverse function, invN, to it.
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IS J tfx .x .B .C .D .H .N .in v N ) =  ^ a p p ly fc .x .in vN .H .D ) f(x ,B >C ,D ,H ,N ) s t in v N (N (a ))= a  ! unfold i_apply 

f3 J t(x ,x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N ) =  id f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H (N) 8 t in v N (N (a ))= a  ! unfold id

f3_rt(x,xIB ,C ,D ,H IN ,invN ) =  f(x ,B .C ,D ,H ,N ) s t in v N (N (a ))= a

- - - f3 J t(x ,y ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N ) <= i_app ly (x ,y ,invN IH ,D ) f(x ,B ,C ID ,H ,N ); ! unfold f

<= i_app ly (x ,y ,invN ,H ,D ) If B(x) th e n  C (x ) ! distribute i f

e ls e  H (D (x ),f(N (x ),B ,C ID tH )N));

<= if B(x) th e n  i_app ly (x ,y ,invN ,H ,D ) C (x) ! abstract H (D (x),? )

e ls e  i_app ly (x ,y ,invN ,H 1D ) H (D (x ),f(N (x ),B ,C ,D ,H IN ));

<= If B(x) th e n  L ap p ly fx .y .in vN .H .D ) C (x) ! apply x= in v N (N (x ))

e ls e  i_app ly (x ,y ,invN ,H ID) o H (D (x ),? ) f(N (x ),B ,C ,D ,H ,N ));

<= If B(x) th e n  i_app ly (x ,y ,invN IH ,D ) C (x) ! fold i_apply

e ls e  i_apply(invN (N x^y .in vN .H .D ) o H (D (invN  (N x )),? ) ^ (x J .B .C .D .H .N )) ;

if B(x) th e n  i_app ly (x ,y ,invN ,H ,D ) C (x) 

e ls e  i_apply(N  x .y .in v N .H .D ) f (N (x ),B ,C ,D tH ,N ));

! fold f3_ it

If B(x) th e n  L ap p ly fx .y .in vN .H .D ) C (x) 

e ls e  fS J tfN x .y .B .C .D .H .N .in v N );

! define f3a_it

If B (x ) th e n  f3 a _ it(x ,y ,C (x ),in v N ,H ,D )  

e ls e  f3 J t (N x ,y ,B ,C )D ,H ,N )invN);

—  f3a_ it(x ,y ,w ,in vN ,H pD ) <= i_app ly(x ly ,in vN IH ,D ) w; ! unfold i_apply

<= (if x=y th e n  id

e ls e  i_app ly (invN (x),y ,invN ,H ,D ) o H (D (invN  x),? )) w; ! law o f if

<= if x=y th e n  id w ! unfold id

e ls e  i_appty(invN (x),y ,invN ,H ,D ') o H (D (in vN  X),?) w; ! a o b (x)=a (b(x))

<= If x«y th e n  w

e ls e  i_app ly (invN (x),y ,invN ,H ,D ) H (D (invN  x),w ); ! fold f3a_it

<= if x=y th e n  w

e ls e  f3 a J t(in v N (x ),y ,H (D (in v N  x),w ),in vN ,H ,D );

F ig u r e  A 2 .2  -  T r a n s f o r m in g  to  a  T w o - P a s s  I t e r a t io n  w i t h o u t D a ta  S t a c k

A 2 . 2 . 1 .  Im p r o v in g  t h e  2 - P a s s  I t e r a t io n  to  a  1 - P a s s  I t e r a t io n

Under certain circumstances, it may be possible to improve the two-pass tail-recursive program
of f3_it to a single-pass tail-recursive program. In particular, notice that the purpose of the first
pass is to find the argument value of the last recursive call. This can be determined, in advance, 
if the base case test function, B , is of the form B = la m b d a  x=> x=co e n d  where co is a constant. 
When this happens, we can simplify f3_ it to a single-pass tail-recursive function, as shown 
below.

—  fS J ^ x .y .B .C .D .H .N .in v N ) if B(x) th e n  f3 a J t(x ,y ,C (x ),in v N ,H ,D ) ! subs. B(x)=(x=co) 

e ls e  f3 _ it(N x ,y ,B .C ID ,H IN ,invN ) s t B = la m b d a  x= >  x=co e n d ;

If x=co th e n  f3a _ it(x ,y ,C (x ),in v N ,H ,D ) ! subs x=co in f3a_it call 

e ls e  f3 _ it(N x 1y ,B IC ,D IH IN ,invN ) s t B = la m b d a  x= >  x=co e n d ;  

if x=co th e n  f3a _ it(co ,y ,C (co ),in vN )H ,D )  

e ls e  f3 J t(N x ,y ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N ) s t B = la m b d a  x= >  x=co e n d ;

! outer recursion removal law (see below) 

f3 a J t(c o ,y ,C (c o ),in v N ,H ,D ) s t  B s la m b d a  x= >  x=co en d ;
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The removal of outer recursion requires a complex law of the following form: 

F n(x ,N ,B ,C ,y ) = C (y ) s t 3i. teO, B (N ' x,y)=true

where:
— F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y ) <= if B (x ,y ) th e n  C (y )

e ls e  F n (N  x .N .B .C .y )

This complex law can be proved by structural induction. Initially, from the above constraint, 
3 i. i>0, B(N ' x,y )= true, we can find a minimum i, say m in j ,  such that:

B (N m 'n—i x ,y )=true a  V j. j<m in_i. B(NJ x ,y )=fa lse

We could then prove by induction that:

V j. j<m in_i. Fn(N) x .N .B .C .yjssFnfx.N .B .C .y)

using backwards reasoning, as follows:

Base case, j=0:

F n (N °x ,N ,B ,C ,y ) ■ F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y )

F n (x ,N IB ,C ,y) = F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y )

true

Recursive case, where j-j-1, we have:
F n (N i'1x ,N ,B ,C ,y ) -  F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y )

if B (NJ'1x,y) th e n  C (y ) else Fn(N i x .N .B .C .y j.C .y )  

= F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y )

if fa lse th e n  C (y) e ls e  Fn(NJ x .N .B .C .y j.C .y )

-  F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y )

Fn(NJ x .N .B .C .y j.C .y ) = F n (x ,N ,B ,C ly) 

true

! unfold Fn(N )‘ 1x ,N ,B ,C ,y )  

! B (l\lH x ,y )= fa ls e

! law of if 

! by induction

Once this inductive proof is established, we can get the complex law by:
F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y ) F n (x ,N ,B ,C ,y ) ! by the above result

F n (N min- ‘ x ,N ,B ,C ,y ) ! unfold Fn

if B (N min- i ,y) th e n  C (y ) ! B (N minJ x ,y )= tru e  

e ls e  F n (N m 'n- '  x ,N ,B ,C ,y )

If true th e n  C (y ) I if law

e ls e  F n (N min- '  x .N .B .C .y )

C(y)

This additional derivation gives us the following schematic rule.

Schematic Rule 3a for f3_it
f(x ,B IC ,D ,H ,N ) = f3 a J t(c o ,x ,C (c o )tinv N ,H ,D ) s t  in v N (N (a ))=a , B = la m b d a  x= >  x=co e n d

It is obtained from Scheme Rule 3 by unfolding the f3_ it function. Notice the presence of the 
additional constraint, B = la m b d a  x=>  x=co e n d .

A 2 . 2 . 2 .  A v o id in g  t h e  E q u a l i t y  T e s t  o n  t h e  R e c u r s io n  A r g u m e n t

The above tail recursive function f3a_ it uses an equality test to check if the end of the second 
pass has been reached. This equality test may be a source of inefficiency, if the recursion 
argument used, x, is made up of a large aggregate type.
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We can avoid this test by transforming f to a different tail-recursive program whose first 
iterative pass will obtain the maximum number of recursive calls in this linear recursion. In a
way, this count corresponds to the maximum size of the previous data stack, [N nx ......N 2 x,N x,x],

from the generalised expression of (A2.1). With this data stack size, we can ignore the bottom 
element and its associated equality test, and simply concentrate on maintaining the current size 
of the data stack to indicate when the end of the stack is reached.

Such a formulation would result in the following alternative expression:

n _ap p ly (n + 1 ,N nx ,invN ,H ,D ) f (N n + ^ x ,B ,C ,D ,H IN) st invN (N x)=x (A 2 .4 )

where n_apply is a function of the following definition.
— n_apply(0,x,irw N ,H ,D ) <=  id;

— n_app ly (n+1,x ,invN ,H ,D ) <= n _app ly (n ,invN (x),invN ,H ,D ) o H (D (x),? );

Using this alternative expression (A2.4), we can define the following new function, f4_ it, in 
terms of f.

—  f4_ it(x ,n ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in vN ) <= n _ap p ly (n ,invN (x),invN ,H ,D ) f (x ,B ,C ,D lH ,N ) s t  in v N (N (a ))=a ;

which can be transformed (as shown in Figure A2.3) to:

—  f4 J t(x ,n ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N ) <c= If B (x) th e n  f4 a J t(in v N (x ),n ,C (x ),D ,H ,in v N )

e ls e  f4_ it(N x ,n+1  ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N );

— - - f4a _ it(x I0 ,w ,D IH 1invN) < «  w;

—  f4a _ it(x ,n +1 ,w ,D ,H ,in vN ) < *  f4a _ jt(in v N (x ),n ,H (D (x ),w ),D ,H ,in v N ) ;

The second iterative pass, represented by function f4 a _ it, no longer uses the equality test on1' 
recursion argument. Instead, a count (which is computed by the first pass and decremented in 
the second pass) is used to determine when to terminate.

The schematic rule from this transformation can be represented as follows:

Schematic Rule 4 for f4_it
f(x IB ,C 1D ,H ,N ) - f4 _ it (x ,0 ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,in v N ) s t in v N (N (a ))= a

This rule is obtained by instantiating n=0 in the original equation (A 2 .4 ) of F 4_ it, followed by 
simplification steps, as shown below.

f4_ it(x ,0 ,B .C .D .H .N .in v N  =  n _ap p ly (0 ,invN (x),invN ,H ,D ) f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) s t  in v N (N (a ))= a

f4 _ it(x ,0 ,B .C .D .H .N .in v N ) =  id f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) s t in v N (N (a ))= a

f4 J t(x ,0 .B ,C ,D ,H ,N .in v N ) =  f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) s t in v N (N (a ))= a

Presently, the target program scheme is still two-pass but it could be converted to a single-pass 
scheme if the number of recursive calls and the result of the last recursive call could be 
determined in advance. This could be determined if appropriate conditions exist between B, N 

and C .
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- - - f4 jt(x,n,B ,C ,D IH,N1invN) n_apply(n,invN(x),invN,H,D) f(x,B,C,D,H,N); ! unfold f
<=  n _ap p ly (n ,in v N (x ),in v N ,H ,D ) If B(x) th e n  C (x ) ! distribute i f

e ls e  H (D (x ),f (N (x )pB ,C 1D ,H ,N ));

<c= If B(x) th e n  n _ap p ly (n ,invN (x )pin vN ,H ,D ) C (x ) ! abstract H (D (x )p?) 

e l8 e  n_ap p ly (n ,invN (x )PinvN pH pD ) H (D (x )pf(N (x )pB pC pD ,H pN ));

<=  If B(x) th e n  n_ap p ly (n pin v N (x )pinvN pH ,D ) C (x ) ! fold n_apply 

e ls e  n _ap p ly (n ,invN (x)pinvN PH ,D ) o H (D (x )p?) f (N (x )pB PC pD ,H PN ));

<=  If B(x) th e n  n _ap p ly (n ,invN (x )pinvN pH pD) C (x ) ! x = in v N (N (x )) 

e ls e  n _ap p ly (n+ 1 ,x ,invN pH ,D ) f (N (x ),B pC pD pH pN ));

<=  If B(x) th e n  i_app ly (npinvN (x ),invN PH pD) C (x ) ! fold f4_ it 

e ls e  n _ap p ly (n + 1 ,in v N (N x )PinvN pH pD) f(N x pB pC ,D pH pN));

<=  If B(x) th e n  i_app ly(npin v N (x )pin v N ,H pD ) C (x ) ! define f4a_it 

e ls e  f4 _ it(N x pn+1 pB pC ,D pH pN pinvN);

<=  If B(x) th e n  f4 a _ it( in v N (x )Pn ,C (x )pD pH pinvN) 

e ls e  f4 _ it(N x pn+1 pB pC ,D ,H pN pinvN);

define f4a_it

—  f4 a J t(x ,n ,w pD pH pinvN) <= n_app ly(n ,xpinvN pH pD ) w; ! unfold n_apply
—  f4 a J t (x p0 ,w pD pH pinvN) <= id w; ! unfold id

—  f4a_it(x ,n+1 pw pD pH pinvN)

<=

<=
w j

n_app ly(npinvN (x),invN ,H pD ) o H (D (x )p?) w; ! (a o b) c=a(b(c))
<«* n_app ly (n ,invN (x)pinvN pH pD) H (D (x),w ); ! fold f4a_it
<= f4 a J t( in v N (x )pnpH (D (x )pw )pD pH pinvN) ;

F ig u r e  A 2 .3  - T r a n s f o r m in g  to  a  T w o - P a s s  I t e r a t io n  w i t h o u t t h e  E q u a l i t y
T e s t  o n  A r g u m e n t

A2.3. Associative Dual Scheme

Our last transformation scheme is for a sub-class of linear recursive functions which can always 
be transformed to an efficient single-pass tail-recursive equivalent This sub-class of functions 
has the associative dual property for the outer operator, H , such that H (a PH (b Pc ))= H (J (a Pb ),c )) and J 

is an associative dual of H . The associative law, H (a PH (b ,c ))= H (H (a pb ),c )), is a special case of the 
associative dual where J= H .

With this associative dual property, we can define a new function,

- - - f5 J t (x pw pB pC ,D pH pN pJ)< =  H (w pf(x pB PC pD pH ,N )) s t H (a ,H (b pc ))« H (J (a pb )pc)); (A 2 .5 )

which can be transformed to the following tail-recursive equivalent.

- - - f5 _ it(x pw pB pC pD pH pN pJ )< =  If B (x) th e n  H (w ,C (x ))

e ls e  f 5 J t (N x pJ (w pD (x ))pB ,C pD pH pN pJ));

The transformation to achieve this is shown in Figure A2.4. It uses the associative dual 
property to help re-order the main expression for an application folding to obtain tail-recursion 
(for f5_it).
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! unfold f

! distr. if

e ls e  H (D (x ),f(N (x ),B .C pD ,H ,N ) ) ) s t H (a ,H (b ,c ))= H (J (a Ib),c));

<= if B(x) th e n  H (w ,C (x )) ! apply assoc, dual

e ls e  H (w ,H (D (x ),f(N (x ),B ,C ,D ,H IN )) s t H (a ,H (b ,c ))= H (J (a ,b ),c ));

<= If B(x) th e n  H (w ,C (x )) ! fold f5  it

e ls e  H (J (w ,D (x ))If (N (x )fB tC ID ,H ,N )) s t  H (a ,H (b ,c ))= H (J (a lb )Ic ));

<=  If B(x) th e n  H (w ,C (x ))

e ls e  f5 _ it(N x ,J (w (D (x )),B ,C ID ,H ,N 1J)) s t H (a ,H (b ,c ))= H (J (a ,b ),c ));  

F ig u r e  A 2 .4  -  T r a n s f o r m in g  t o  T a l l - R e c u r s i v e  P r o g r a m  w i t h  t h e  A s s o c ia t i v e
D u a l  P r o p e r t y

The schematic rule, shown below, is taken directly from the original definition (A 2 .5 ) of f5_it.

Schematic Rule 5 for f5_it
H (w 1f(x ,B IC ,D ,H ,N ))= f5 _ it(x ,w ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,J ) s t H (a ,H (b ,c )) -H (J (a fb ),c ))

This rule can be applied to the RHS sub-expression, H (D (x ) , f (N (x ) ,B ,C ,D ,H IN )) ,  of the linear 
recursive function, f, as long as the associative dual property is present.

Thus, the earlier definition of function f (given at the beginning of this Appendix):
—  f(x ,B ,C ,D IH 1N ) <= If B(x) th e n  C (y)

e ls e  H (D (x ),f(N  x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ) ! apply schem atic rule 5

can be transformed to the following:
—  f(x tB ,C ,D lH ,N ) <= if B(x) th e n  C (y)

e ls e  f5_ it(N  x )D (x )IB ,C 1D ,H ,N ,H )

This last equation could also be used as our schematic rule.

Also, a slightly different rule can be provided if H has a left identity, u, such that, H (u ,a )= a . I f  

this extra condition is available, we can have the following simpler rule which gives a direct 
relationship between f and f5_it.

Schematic Rule 5a for f5_it
f(x ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N )= f5 J t(x ,u ,B ,C ,D ,H ,N ,J ) s t H (a ,H (b ,c ))= H (J (a Ib )tc )) I H (u ,a )= a  

This is obtained from the previous schematic rule by instantiating w =u , and then simplifying the 
LHS with the identity law, H (u ,a )= a .

A2.4. Combining the Schematic Rules into a Single Tactic

The above collection of schematic rules could be combined into a single transformation tactic. 
Our use of a common linear recursive function, f, is meant to make this integration much easier.

Even the special right commutative transformation scheme, presented in Chapter 2, can be 
based on this linear recursive function. This is done by demanding that H does not depend on its 
left parameter, i.e. H = la m b d a  (a ,b )= > H '(b ) e n d , and C  be a function which returns a constant, i.e. 
c = la m b d a  a = >  c e n d .  Both these requirements are syntactic and can be stated through the 
following possible equations between f and fi J t  (from Schematic Rule 1).
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f 1_it(x ,c, B.H'.N) f(x,B,C,H,N) st C«lambda a«> c end.H-lambda (a,b)«=>H'(b) end

or:

f1 J t tx .c .B .H '.N )  =  f (x ,B ,la m b d a  a * >  c  e n d ,la m b d a  (a ,b )= > H '(b ) e n d ,N )

Based on this common linear recursive function, f, we can devise a conversion-to-iteration 
tactic around the five major schematic rules. Our tactic would initially match a given function to 
the common function, f. After that, it will test the various syntactic and semantic conditions in 
order to determine the most appropriate transformation scheme to apply. A good order for 
testing and selecting the most appropriate scheme is outlined in Figure A2.5. The first choice 
rule is Schematic Rule 1, with the special right-commutative and constant-at-termination 
property. This rule results in an efficient tail-recursive program and is easy to check because its 
applicability conditions are purely syntactic. The last choice transformation is Schematic 
Rule 2. This rule is applicable to all linear recursive functions but it hardly results in any 
program improvement

— conversion_to_iteration (g) < =  ! g is a given function

if g is non linear-recursive? th e n  exit 

e l s e

if g is tail recursive? th e n  exit 

e l s e

if g is special right-com m utative and has constant term ination?

th e n  apply S chem e 1 

e l s e

if g has an associative dual for H? th e n  

if H has a left-identity? th e n  apply S ch em e 5 a  

e ls e  apply S ch em e 5  

e l s e

if g has an inverse function for N? th e n  

if recursion argum ent is of aggregate type? th e n  apply S ch em e 4  

e ls e  if B is a  constant argum ent test?  th e n  apply S ch em e 3 a  

e ls e  apply S ch em e 3  

e ls e  apply S ch e m e 2  ;

F ig u r e  A 2 .5  -  A n  I n t e g r a t e d  C o n v e r s l o n - t o - l t e r a t i o n  T a c t i c

A2.5. A Problem with the Lazy Semantics

One crucial problem of the conversion-to-iteration transformations is that it does not always 
preserve the semantics of programs in a lazy language. In particular, it is occasionally possible 
for non-termination to be introduced into an otherwise terminating lazy program.

As an example, consider the following contrived program which consists of a function flatten  

for flattening a list of lists; a function first to select the first element in a list; and a function inf to 
repeatedly return the same input list as elements of an infinite list of lists.
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— main 

- - -first(a::_)

< *  firs t(fla tten (in f(x )));  

<=  a;

— inf(x) <=  x ::in f(x );

- - -flatten(Q) <=  [];

— flatten(a::x) a o f la t te n (x ) ;

The function, fla tten , is linear recursive and can be transformed by the associative dual scheme 
(Schematic Rule 5a) to the following tail-recursive program.

— flatten(x) <=  f latten  _ it(x ,[]);

- - -flatten_it([],w ) <=  w;

— f latten J t(a ::x ,w ) <=  f la t te n _ it (x ,w o a );

However, this tail-recursive version of flatten  (using f la t t e n j t ) ,  causes the function, m ain , with 
an expression, first(flatten(inf(x)), to become non-terminating. This is so because the tail-recursive 
f la t te n jt  needs to traverse the whole of its first input list before it can produce any result. As this 
input list inf(x) is an infinite list, the entire expression becomes non-terminating. In contrast, the 
original un-transformed program does not have this problem because function flatten  can be 
lazily evaluated to give partial results. The conversion-to-iteration tactic has thus violated the 
lazy semantics2 of this program.

However, not all conversion-to-iteration transformations necessarily result in loss of lazy 
semantics. For example, the following two functions can be converted to their tail-recursive 
counterpart without violating the lazy semantics.

— sum(Q) <=  [];

— sum (a::x) <c= a+sum (x);

- - -rev(O) <=  [];

— rev(a::x) r e v (x )o [a ] ;

The main reason for this is that the arguments for these two linear-recursive functions are of the 
same degree of strictness as their tail-recursive counterparts. In particular, the function sum is 
completely strict3 in its recursive argument, while the function rev is tail-strict4 in its recursive 
argument. Corresponding, the tail-recursive counterparts of these two functions are also of the 
same degree of strictness. This implies that lazy semantics will be preserved in the conversion- 
to-iteration transformations of these two functions.

More specifically, all tail-recursive functions (based on list-type recursion parameter5) are at 
least tail-strict in their recursive arguments. As a result, linear recursive functions must also be 
at least tail-strict if they are to be safely transformed to their tail-recursive counterparts. 
Functions, like sum  and rev , satisfy this requirement and can therefore be safely converted to

2 Apart from this loss of lazy semantics, the earlier tail-recursive version of f la tte n  is actually less efficient 
than its original un-transformed function! This is caused by the inefficient accumulation of list, using the <> 
operator, in function f l a t t e n j t .  There appears to be a possible correlation between this loss of efficiency and 
the loss of lazy semantics. Further investigation is, however, necessary to ascertain this.
3 need to evaluate every element of the entire list to give a result
4 need to evaluate only the spine of its input list to give a result
5 could be analogously formulated for the other types.
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their tail-recursive counterparts. In contrast, the function flatten is only constructor-strict* and 
not tail-strict. It cannot therefore be safely transformed by the conversion-to-iteration tactic.

Such a criterion, based on the appropriate strictness of recursion arguments, could be used to 
identify programs that could be safely transformed to tail-recursive form (for a lazy language). 
A number of static analysis techniques which are capable of analysing this strictness 
information have already been formulated by various researchers [Bum87a,Hughes88]. One 
technique which is particularly suitable for our purpose, is the strictness analysis technique for 
list-type arguments using a non-flat abstract domain [Wadler87b].

In [Rune i man 8 9], a related investigation was made into how certain unfold/fold operations 
could be safely carried out for non-strict programs. In particular, they showed that the 
instantiation step can alter strictness behaviour under certain circumstances. To avoid this 
change of behaviour, it was suggested that strictness analysis should be used to determine 
when it is safe to instantiate. If it is not safe to instantiate, there is still a possibility of shifting 
the instantiation to a safer context with the help of additional intermediate functions.

Runciman et al's investigation is interesting because it is based on a careful consideration of the 
elementary instantiation rule. Using their result, we could probably show that the deforestation 
and higher-order removal tactics (of Chapter 3 and 4) preserve the non-strict behaviour. This is 
because we always make use of safer contexts by introducing new intermediate functions 
before function calls with pattern-matching parameters are instantiated and unfolded.

However, the present strictness consideration for the conversion-to-iteration tactic is slightly 
different from Runciman's result because laws are involved in the transformation. More work 
is therefore needed to generalise his result to cover transformations that use laws.

6 requires only a single constructor in its arguments before a result can be produced
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Appendix 3. Derivation of Parallel Lemmas
An important part of any program transformation system is the laws or lemmas that are needed 
for simplifying and manipulating expressions to more desirable forms. We have already seen 
the necessity for these laws in a number of places, including the two constraint-based 
transformation tactics of Chapter 6 .

These laws can be classified into two main categories. Firstly, there are primitive laws for 
specifying valid relationships of either language constructs or primitive functions. An example 
of this is the following law for the conditional construct 

v ( if  b th e n  c e ls e  d) = if b th e n  v(c) e ls e  v(d)

Such primitive laws represent useful relationships of primitive operators or language 
constructs, and must be available, a priori, in program transformation systems.

Secondly, there are also laws on user-defined functions for specifying additional relationships 
(other than those given in the basic definitions) which may be useful for transformations. As an 
example, the expression double(reverse(x)) of the following two functions:

— double([]) <= [];
— double(a::x) <= 2*a ::d o u b le (x );

— reverse(Q) <= [];

— reverse(a::x) <= r e v e rs e (x )o [a ] ;

requires an additional law, d ou b le (x< >y )=d o u b le (x )< >d o u b le (y ) of function d ou b le , for a successful 
application of the loop combination transformation.

But should such laws or lemmas on user functions be provided? A simple way is to let the 
users supply the necessary laws together with their programs. This approach is presently used 
in most program transformation systems. For example, the PROSPECTRA system 
[KBruckner89] uses additional axioms of algebraic specifications as useful transformation 
laws, while Kestrel Institute's KIDS [Smith89b] requires users to supply some of the 
distributive and monotonic laws in order to let its inference sub-system derive (at a higher-level) 
more complex laws. Such an approach has the advantage of not complicating the transformation 
systems but we are also placing an unwitting burden on the users to come up with the necessary 
laws.

An alternative approach is to provide techniques which could derive!synthesize (probably with 
user help) some of these lemmas for us. In particular, it would be nice to have synthesis 
techniques or methods which are sound and will produce correct lemmas by constructions.

One important class of useful lemmas (which are frequently needed) is the parallel or 
distributive lemmas over simple composition operators, like o  (append for lis t), + (plus for 
n u m ) and u  (union for s e t ) .  These lemmas are typically (but not exclusively) of the form 
f (x o y )= g (f(x ) ,f (y ) )  for list type, f(a + b )=g (f(a ),f(b )) for numeric type and f(p  u  q )a=g(f(p),f(q)) for set type. 
They are useful for two purposes. Firstly, they could be used as semantic laws for program 
transformation. Secondly, they can often act as alternative parallel forms which are suitable for
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obtaining divide-and-conquer algorithms.

The original user-functions of these parallel lemmas are normally based on aggregate data 
types, like list, num, set and bag, whose natural views are sequential. An example of this is:

- - -length([]) <= 0;
— Iength(a::x) 1+length(x);

From such sequential definitions, we are often expected to obtain the corresponding parallel 
lemmas, e.g. Iength(x<>y)=length(x)+length(y).

In this Appendix, we shall outline a constructive method for synthesizing such parallel lemmas 
directly from the user functions' sequential definitions. To illustrate this synthesis method, we 
shall give eight classes of programs (in schematic form) whose parallel lemmas can be 
discovered. Finally, we shall also touch on the scope of this method.

A3.1 Three-Stage Synthesis

Our synthesis method for parallel lemmas is based on a three-stage procedure. The first of these 
three stages is a symbolic evaluation stage on the given sequential definition, in order to obtain 
two or more instances of equations with a common parallel form. These instances of equations 
must then be compared and generalised, in a matching and second-order generalisation stage, 
to obtain a parallel form with unknown functional variables. Using this parallel form, the last 
stage of our synthesis will apply appropriate instantiations and derivation steps in order to 
synthesize the unknown functional variables. Successful applications of these three stages will 
produce for us the appropriate parallel lemma.

To simplify the presentation, we shall restrict our attention to synthesizing parallel lemmas for 
functions with only a single self-recursive function call. We shall not be concerned with 
function definitions that are mutually recursive or have multiple recursive calls in their 
definitions.

A n  example, which we would be considering, is the following definition for sum with one 
recursive call in its second equation.

— sum([]) <* 0;
— sum(a::x) <= a + sum(x);

We shall use this example to illustrate the three stages of our synthesis method.

A 3.1.1 Stage 1: Symbolic Evaluation to obtain Comparable Equations.

The main purpose of the first symbolic evaluation stage is to obtain instances of an appropriate 
parallel form directly from the given sequential definition. To do this, we must apply symbolic 
evaluation to obtain two comparable recursive equations from the original recursive equation.

But what is meant by two comparable recursive equations? Two recursive equations are said to 
be comparable if their RHSs each have an identical skeletal expression that leads to the 
recursive function call. For example, the recursive equation of sum,
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- - -sum(a::x) <=  a +  sum(x);

has a skeletal expression, _ + s u m ( j ,  which leads to the recursive call of sum . The symbol, _, is 
used to represent an arbitrary sub-expression (that is of no immediate concern at this stage).

A second recursive equation, which has an identical skeletal expression to the above recursive 
equation of sum, can be obtained by the following symbolic evaluation.

* - -sum(a::x) <=  a +  sum(x); ! instantiate x=b::x'

- - -sum(a::b::x') <= a + sum(b::x'); ! unfold sum(b::x')
<= a  +  (b+sum(x')); ! a+(b+c)=(a+b)+c

<= (a +  b)+sum(x');

This second equation is obtained (from the first equation) by narrowing the recursive call, 
sum (x), followed by an application of the associative law of +. It is said to be comparable to the 
first equation because it has the same skeletal expression1, _ + su m (J .

A 3.1.2 Stage 2: Matching and Second-Order Generalisation.

These comparable equations (from the first-stage) are actually instances (or symbolic traces) of 
a possible parallel form. To obtain this parallel form, we must subject the two comparable 
equations to a matching and generalisation process.

Our earlier two comparable equations can be re-written as follows,
— su m ([a ]o x )  <=  a  +sum (x);

— su m ([a ,b ]o x ')  <=  (a +  b)+sum (x');

with the LHS altered to take the simple composition operator, o .  These two equations can be * 
compared by matching, with generalisations applied to the places where they mismatch, in 
order to obtain their common parallel form.

The LHS of both equations are compared to give s u m (m o x ) ,  where m is a generalised variable 
for both [a] and [a,b]. This is obtained by first-order generalisation. Similarly, the RHS of the 
two equations are also compared (taking into account the matching which has just taken place 
on the LHS) but this time we need to apply second-order generalisation2. In this case, a 
mismatch occurs between a and a+b, which can only be resolved if we supply a generalised 
expression, H (m ), where H is a functional variable and m is the generalised (or mismatch) 
variable from the LHS. This comparison gives H(m )+sum (x) as the generalised RHS.

Combining both these generalised LHS and RHS, we obtain the following valid parallel form 
for the function sum ,

su m (m o x )  =  H (m )+sum (x) (A3.1)

1 The idea of using skeletal expression fs similar to the first-order generalisation technique used by Arsac and 
Kodratoff [Arsac82] for recursion removal. Their technique identifies a (most general) set of embedded 
functions (leading to the recursive function call) which could be used as a generalised expression for new 
function definitions. The recursive call in this generalised expression is then unfolded, followed by 
manipulations to obtain a matching form - leading to a tail-recursive transformation. Instead of tail- 
recursion, we are using this technique for finding parallel lemmas where second-order generalisation is 
required (see later).
2 First-order generalisation introduces object-type variables, while second-order generalisation introduces 
both object and function-type variables.
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where H is an unknown functional variable.

A 3.1.3 Stage 3: Synthesis of Unknown Functions.

The third stage of our method involves both instantiation and derivation steps to synthesize out 
the unknown functional variables in the parallel form. Where possible, we will try to derive 
each of the unknown functions in terms of the original known function.

Let us look at one way of synthesizing the unknown function, H, in the parallel form of sum. To 
obtain a definition for H(m) in (A3.1), we will need to instantiate its dependent variable, m, to two 
cases, [] and a::m. This is followed by a sequence of derivation steps in each case, as shown 
below.

Case m=[], we have:
sum([]<>x) = H(0) + sum(x)

LHS sum ([]ox) ! unfold []<>x

= sum(x)

RHS H(Q) + sum(x)

H([]) 0

se m=a::m, we have:

sum((a::m)<>x) = H(a::m)+sum(x)

LHS sum((a::m)ox) ! unfold <>

- sum(a::(mox)) ! unfold sum(a::m)
= a+sum (m ox) ! inductive step of (A3.1)
s a+(H(m) + sum(x)) ! associative law (a+(b+c))=(a+b)+c
= (a+H(m)) + sum(x)

RHS H(a::m) + sum(x)

H(a::m) = £H-H(m)

The result of the above synthesis is the definition, H([])=0; H(a::m)=a+H(m), for the unknown 
function, H. This definition of H is actually syntactically equivalent to the definition for function 
sum. As a result, the new parallel lemma for function sum is: 

sum (m ox) = sum(m) + sum(x)

Note that this synthesis is normally a direct consequence of the first symbolic evaluation stage. 
In particular, the laws and unfolding steps used in the first stage are often mirrored in this 
stage.

The above complete instantiations of the dependent variable, m, is one way of synthesizing the 
unknown function, H. However, we could also use a different way of synthesizing the 
unknown function. This technique requires fewer derivation steps and can be used if there is a 
direct relationship present between the unknown function, H, and known function, sum. It 
works by instantiating the dependent variable, x, of the known function, sum , to its base 
case, []. This is followed by a sequence of simplification steps, as shown below.
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su m (m o[]) s H(m) + sum(Q)

LHS = sum(mo[]) ! m o[]= m
e sum(m)

RHS K H(m) + sum(D) ! unfold sum([])
ES H(m) + 0 ! a+0=a
8 H(m)

H = sum

The result of this equational reasoning tells us that H is equal to sum. This method is shorter and 
simpler to implement. However, it is only feasible if there is a possibility of expressing the 
unknown function in terms of the known function. This may not always be possible, and we 
may have to rely on the earlier complete instantiations technique for some of our examples.

A 3.1.4 Embedding Synthesis within the Unfold/Fold Framework

The above two derivations, to obtain the value of the unknown function, are based on 
equational reasoning which involves program manipulation in both the LHS and RHS of 
equations. To perform it under the unfold/fold framework, we must again embed the necessary 
reasoning in newly defined functions, like what we did for inductive proofs in Chapter 2.

For example, w e cou ld  em bed the equation o f  (A3.1) into another n e w ly  defined function, as 
follows:

— synthesize1(m,x,H) <= sum(mox)=H(m) + sum(x);

Direct derivation of H could then be made by instantiating x to [], followed by some 
simplification steps. The result of this synthesis, shown below, indicates that H is equal to sum. «

- - -synthesize1(m,[],H) <= sum(mo[])=H(m) + sum([]); ! mo[]=m, unfold sum([])

<= sum(m)=H(m) +0; ! a+0=a

<= sum(m)=H(m); ! law (vl(m)=v2(m)) = (vl=v2))

<= sum=H;

Alternatively, we could also obtain the definition for H via the complete instantiations of 
parameter, m. This would similarly have resulted in a definition for H that is identical to sum.

The main attraction for embedding this synthesis within the unfold/fold framework is that it 
allows us to perform both synthesis and transformations under a single framework.

A3.2 Classes of Programs which are Synthesizable

The three-stage synthesis method just outlined is a very general technique for deriving parallel 
lemmas. However, it depends crucially on special properties (e.g. associative law) that are 
needed to help manipulate the recursive equations into common parallel forms.

To illustrate specifically what these properties are and at the same time show the range of 
applicability of our synthesis, we shall identify eight classes of programs whose parallel 
lemmas can be synthesized by this method. These classes of programs will be represented by 
program schemes (i.e. higher-order functions). Such a list of schemes may serve as a 
knowledge base for guiding our synthesis method.
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A3.2.1 Scheme 1- simple homomorphic form

The sum function (given earlier) is an instance of the following program scheme.

Program Scheme 1
- - -Fl([].g.f,u) o= u;
- - -Fl(a::x,g,f,u) o- g(f(a),F1 (x.g.f.u));

W H E R E  g is associative, i.e. g(a1g(b,c))=g(g(a,b),c), and u is the identity of 
g, i.e. g(a,u)=a a g(u,a)=a .

Using similar derivation steps as the sum function, we could synthesize the following parallel 
lemma for the above scheme.

F1 (mox.g.f.u) -  g(F1(mlg,f,u),F1 (x.g.f.u))
This program scheme, with its parallel lemma, is also known as a homomorphism  
(homomorphic with respect to o  operator) in [Bird87a]. In his paper, Richard Bird showed 
that such a function is strongly equivalent to a composition of map and reduce, as shown below, 

F1(x,g,f,u) = reduce(g,u,map(f,x))

where g is associative and u is the identity of g.

This scheme represents one of simplest classes of sequential programs which has a direct 
parallel lemma. We shall also see other classes of programs with parallel lemmas (many of 
whom are variants of this basic scheme) in the next few sections.

A3.2.2 Scheme 2 - undefined for the nil or null case

Occasionally, it may be possible to have functions that are undefined in the nil or null cases. An 
example of this is the following function, min, for finding the minimum element in its input list.

— min([a]) <©= a;

— min(a::x) •©= min2(a,min(x));

— min2(a,b) •©= if a>b th e n  b

e ls e  a;

Notice that the base case equation of this function is defined on a singleton element rather than 
on the nil case. As a result, it is not considered to be an instance of the first program scheme. 
Instead, we have to consider it under a variant scheme, as shown below.

Program Scheme 2
- - -F2([a],g,f) <= f(a);

- - -F2(a::x,g,f) <= g(f(a),F1 (x.g.f));

WHERE g is associative, i.e. g(a,g(b,c))=g(g(a,b),c).

In [Bird87a], a technique for handling this class of variant functions was suggested. His 
technique assumes the existence of a fictitious identity, say z, for the outer associative 
operator, g. In the case of the min function, the fictitious identity is the infinite number,

With this assumption, the second program scheme now resembles the first program scheme 
because the null case equation, F2([],g,f)=z, is assumed to exist. Hence, a parallel lemma which 
is identical to the first program scheme can also be obtained.
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However, it is also possible to synthesize the same parallel lemma without resorting to the use 
of fictitious identity. We simply need to perform a synthesis which uses singleton list 
instantiation rather than nil and recursive case instantiations. We illustrate this synthesis by 
using the following possible parallel form (obtained from the first two stages of our synthesis 
method) with an unknown H, as shown below.

F2(mox,g,f) *= g(H(m)g,f),F2(x,gtf))

With this parallel form, we will initially apply the instantiation, x=[a], as shown below,
F2(mo[a],g,f) -  g(H(mIg,f),F2([a])g,f)) ! unfold F2([a],g,f)

= g(H(m,g,f),f(a))

This gives us: 
F2(mo[a],g,f) g(H(m,g,f),f(a)) (A3.2)

which is unfortunately not a definition for H yet. To obtain a definition of H, we have to perform
a further derivation sequence, using another instantiation, x=[b]o[a], as follows.

F2(m<>[b]o[a],g,f)

RHS

LHS

••• H(mo[b],g,f)

g(H(m,g,f),F2([b]<>[a](g,f))

g(H(m,g,f),F2([b]<>[a]lg If))

g(H(m,g,f),g(f(b),F2([a],g,f))

g(H(m,g,f),g(f(b),f(a)))

g(g(H(m1gff),f(b)),f(a))

g(F2(m<>[b],g,f)If(a))

F2(m o[b]o[a],g,f)

g(H(mo[b],g,f),f(a))

F2(mo[bj,g,f)

! unfold F2 
! unfold F2 

! associative law of g 

! apply (A3.2) in reverse

! apply (A3.2)

H F2

Such a derivation sequence gives the same result as Bird's use of fictitious identity because the 
new parallel lemma:

F2 (m ox,g If) = g(F2(m1g,f)IF2(x,gIf))

is identical to the previous parallel lemma for F1.

A3.2.3 Scheme 3 - without the identity element

Another possible variant of the first program scheme, F1, is when u is not an identity of g. In 
this case, we need the presence of an extra semantic condition before we are able to synthesize 
the unknown function in terms of the known function. Specifically, there must a left-inverse of 
g, say g '1, such that:

g"1 (g(a,b),b) = a.

Some examples of such a left-inverse are minus, -, for plus, +, such that -(+(a,b),b)=a (in pre-fix 
notation), and divide, /, for multiply, *, such that /(*(a,b),b)=a.
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A program scheme for this variant can be specified as follows.

Program Scheme 3
— F3([],g.f.u) <= u;

- - -F3(a::x,g,f,u) <= g(f(a)1F3(x,g,f,u));

W H E R E  g is associative, i.e. g(a,g(b,c))=g(g(a,b),c), and there exist a left- 
inverse, g’ 1, such that, g '1(g(a,b),b) -  a .

To derive the corresponding parallel form for this scheme, we must initially obtain the 
following possible lemma with an unknown function, H.

F3(mox,g,f,u) = g(H(mIg If,u)IF3(x,g,f1u)) (A3.3)

After that, we can apply the instantiation x-[], in order to perform the following derivation
sequence.

F3(m<>[],g,flu) = gMm.g.f.uhFSttLg.f.u))

LFIS = F3(mo[],g,f,u)

= F3(m,g,f,u)

RFIS -  g(H(m,g,f,u),F3([]Ig,f)u))

= g(H(m,g,f,u)Iu))

Applying g'*(?,u) to both the LHS and RHS, we have 

g’1(g(H(m,g,flu),u)),u) = g -1(F3(m,g,f,u)lu) 

H(mfg,f,u) = g '1(F3(m,g,f,u),u)

! m<>[]=[]

! F3([],g,f,u)

! F3([],g,f.u)

! simplify LHS using g'*(g(a,b),b) = a

The last equality gives a definition for H, in terms of F3. This result can be substituted back into 
(A3.3) to obtain the following parallel lemma for the program scheme, F3.

F3(m<>x,g,f,u) = g(g’1(F3(m,g,flu),u),F3(xlg,fIu))

A3.2.4 Scheme 4 - with accumulating parameter

Our fourth program scheme is meant to cover programs with additional accumulating 
parameters. This is not provided by the earlier three program schemes, where only one main 
list-type recursion argument and some fixed parameters are present.

An example of this new class of programs is the following function, label, with an accumulating 
parameter, no, for marking a list of items with consecutive numbers.

dec label: list(alpha) # num -> list(alpha # num);

— label([],no) <= [];

— label(a::x,no) <= [(no,a)]olabel(x,no+1);

The associativity of the outer o  operator, in the recursive equation, enables us to obtain two 
comparable equations with the skeletal expression, _ o lab e l(_ ,j.  Second-order generalisation 
should produce the following parallel form with two unknown variables, H and Aux. 

Iabel(mox,no) = H(m,no)olabel(x,Aux(m,no))

The second unknown function, Aux, is caused by the presence of the accumulating parameter. 
This unknown function must also be derived through appropriate synthesis.

Initially, the first unknown function, H, is obtained by instantiating x=[], together with the 
following derivation steps.
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label(mo[],no) ss H(m,no)<>label([],Aux(m,no))

LHS ss label (mo[], no) ! apply law, ao []=a

- label(m.no)

RHS = H(m,no)<>label([]IAux(mtno)) ! unfold label([],a)

= H(m,no)o[] ! apply law, ao []=a

= H(m,no)

.-. H = label

This derivation tells us that H is equivalent to label but is unable to provide a definition for Aux. 

This is because the auxiliary function, Aux, is not directly related to the known function, label, 

and cannot therefore be obtained by this instantiation. Instead, we must apply complete 
instantiations of the dependent parameter, m, of Aux in order to synthesize a fresh set of 
equations for Aux.

Starting from the following partial definition of our parallel lemma,
label(mox.no) « label(m,no)olabel(x,Aux(m,no)) (A3.4)

we could  in itia lly  apply the instantiations m«Q, to obtain a base case equation for Aux.

Iabel([]ox,no)
LHS

RHS

Aux([],no)

label([],no)<>label(x,Aux([],no))

label([]ox,no) ! unfold []<>x
label(x.no)

label([],no)<>label(x,Aux([],no)) ! unfold label([],no)
[]<>label(x,Aux([],no)) ! unfold []<>x
label(x,Aux([],no)) 

no

This is followed by the recursive case instantiation, m*a::m, in order to obtain a recursive
equation for Aux.

Iabel(a::mox,no)
LHS

RHS

Aux(a::m,no)

label(a::m,no)olabel(x,Aux(a::m,no))

label(a::mox,no) ! unfold label
[(no,a)]olabel(mox,no+1) ! apply (A3.4)
[(no,a)]o(label(m,no+1)<>label(x,Aux(m,no+1))) ! apply associative law of <> 
([(no,a)]olabel(m,no+1 ))olabel(x,Aux(m,no+1)) 

label(a::m,no)olabel(x,Aux(a::m,no)) ! unfold label
([(no,a)]<>label(m,no+1))olabel(x,Aux(a::m,no))

Aux(m,1+no)

The synthesized parallel lemma, together with its auxiliary function, is therefore as follows:
label(mox,no) « label(m,no)olabel(x,Aux(m,no))

- - -Aux([],no) <= no;

— Aux(a::m,no) <= Aux(m,1+no);

This example can be more generally formulated under the following program scheme.

Program Scheme 4
- - -F4([]tw,g,f,jfu) <= u;

- - -F4(a::x,w,gIfIj,u) <= g(f(a,w),F4(x,j(a,w)Ig,fIj,u));

W H E R E  g is associative, i.e. g(a,g(bIc))=g(g(a,b),c), and u is the identity of 
g, i.e. g(a,u)=a a  g(u,a)=a.

The accumulating parameter in this program scheme is w. With an associative outer operator, g,
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and the identity element, u, we can derive (in a similar manner to label) the following parallel
lemma,

F4(m<>x,w,g,f1jlu) = g(F4(mlw,glf(jIu)lF4(xtAux(m,w),g,f>j,u))

where Aux is defined by:
---Aux([],w) <= w;

- - -Aux(a::m,w) <s= Aux(m,j(a,w));

A3.2.5 Scheme 5 - requiring generalised programs

Certain sequential functions may not have direct parallel lemmas for their (present) definitions. 
Instead, it may be necessary to obtain generalised versions of these sequential programs before 
proper parallel lemmas are possible. One class of programs with this characteristic is 
represented by the following program scheme.

Program Scheme 5
- - -F5([],g,f,u) u;

- - -F5(a::x,g,f,u) <*= g(f(a::x)1F5(x,g,f,u));

W H E R E  g is associative, i.e. g (a Ig(b,c))=g(g(a,b),c), and u is the identity of 
g, i.e. g(a,u)=a a  g(u,a)=a .

The primary difference between this program scheme and the first scheme, F1, is that this 
scheme's function argument, f, is applied to a::x rather than a (in the recursive equation). Our 
synthesis method could obtain the following parallel form with an unknown function, H. 

FStmox.g.f.u) » g(H(m,x,g,f,u)lF5(x,gff,u))

Instantiating x=[] for this equation will produce the following relationship between the unknown 
function, H, and the original function, F5.

F5(m,g,f,u) = HtfJ.m.g.f.u)

However, this is not a proper definition for H. The proper definition for H can only be obtained 
by the complete instantiations of m, followed by the appropriate derivation steps. This would 
result in the following two equations for H.

- - -H([].y,g,f,u) <= u;

- - -H(a::x,y,gIf,u) <= g(f(a::xoy)IH(x,yIg,fIu));

Such a definition of H cannot be expressed in terms of F5. As a result, we have actually failed in 
the attempt to obtain a parallel lemma for F5. This is because the lemma we get is not a genuine 
parallel form, as H is currently defined sequentially.

Nevertheless, the definition of H is actually a generalised version of function F5. We could use it 
to try and derive another parallel lemma. Applying the three-stage synthesis method to this 
generalised function, H, we can obtain the following genuine parallel form.

H(m<>x,y,g,fIu) = g(H(m,x<>y,gIf)u),H(xIy,gIf,u))

This technique of applying the synthesis method a second time, after the first attempt have
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failed, is an example of productive use o f failure3,. We have made productive use of the 
generalised program, from the failed first attempt, to try and obtain a genuine parallel lemma in 
the second attempt.

So far, all the five program schemes presented, are based on the list data type as the main 
recursion argument. We could also have formulated corresponding program schemes for the 
numeric, set or bag data types. To illustrate this, we will use a numeric-based example that is 
similar to the fifth program scheme, F5. This example is a sequential function for calculating 
factorials, as shown below.

- - -fact(zero) <= 1;

- - -fact(succ(n)) <= succ(n)*fact(n);

The synthesis method must initially analyse two comparable equations, in order to obtain the 
following parallel form with an unknown function, FG.

fact(m+n) = FG(m,n)*fact(n) (A3.5)

This unknown function is a generalised definition of tact because instantiating n=zero, followed 
by some simplification steps, gives: 

fact(m) « FG(m,zero)

The proper definition for FG can only be obtained by the complete instantiations of m to zero and 
succ(m), followed by a further derivation sequence. This would result in the following two 
equations for FG.

— FG(zero.n) <= 1;

— FG(succ(m),n) <= (succ(m)+n)*FG(m,n);

A  lemma, in terms of f and FG, is now available for fact but this is not a genuine parallel lemma 
yet. To obtain a proper parallel form, we must apply the same synthesis method to the 
generalised function, FG. This final application will give:

FG(p+m,n) = FG(p,m+n)*FG(m,n)

as the parallel lemma for FG. With it, we can base the parallel lemma for function, fact, on the 
generalised function, FG, by replacing fact(n) in (A3.5) with FG(n.O), as shown below. 

fact(m+n) = FG(m,n)*FG(n,0)

This last equation (based on the generalised function FG) could be used as a basis for the divide- 
and-conquer algorithm for the factorial function!

A3.2.6 Scheme 6 - deeper pattern-matching

There is yet another variant of the first program scheme, which uses deeper pattern matching 
mechanism in its recursive equation. An example of this variant is the following function for 
testing to see if a list of nodes belongs to a path of a given directed graph. Associated with the 
given graph is a test function, arc, which determines if any two nodes is an arc of the graph. 
Notice the deeper pattern, a::b::x, in the third equation of path.

3 Boyer and Moore's theorem proving system is described in [Bundy83] as capable of making productive use 
of failure. In Boyer-Moore's system, a proof attempt which fails may make use of information from the 
failure to obtain a stronger (more general) theorem which may succeed.
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dec path: list(nodes) -> truval;

— path([]) -0 = true;

— path ([a]) <s= true;

- - -path(a::b::x) <= arc(a,b) a  path(b::x);

Comparable equations can be generated from the above function in order to obtain the following 
parallel form with an unknown function, H. 

path(m<>[b]ox) *  H(mo[b]) a  path(b::x)

Instantiating x=[], followed by a sequence of derivation steps could derive a definition for H, as 
shown below.

path(m o[b]o[]) H(mo[b]) a  path(b::[])

LHS path(m o[b]o[]) ! ao[]=a

= path(mo[b])

FIHS = H(mo[b]) a  path(b::[]) ! unfold path

= H(mo[b]) a  true ! a a  true = a

- H(mo[b])

.-. H = path

This derivation gives us the following parallel lemma. 
path(m o[b]ox) = path(mo[b]) a  path(b::x)

Because of the deeper pattern matching, the final parallel lemma has an intermediate element, b, 
which is shared by the two recursive calls of path. This path function is an instance of the 
following program scheme,-

Program Scheme 6

- - -F6([]lg.f1u) <* u;

- - -F6([a],g,f,u) < * u;

- - -F6(a::b::x,g,f,u) o  g(f(atb),F6(b::x,g,f,u));

WHERE g is associative, i.e. g(a,g(b,c))=g(g(a,b),c), and u is the identity of 
g, i.e. g(a,u)=a a  g(u,a)=a.

Our synthesis method could obtain the following parallel lemma for this scheme. 
F6(m<>[b]ox,g,f,u) <= g(F6(m<>[b],gIfIu),F6(b::x,gIfIu))

The pattern matching, a::b::x, used in the above scheme is presently two constructors deep. 
Corresponding program schemes could also be devised for even deeper patterns.

A 3.2.7 Scheme 7 - tail recursive functions

So far, each of the presented program schemes requires the associative property for its outer 
operator (denoted by the g parameter) to obtain parallel lemma. However, other syntactic or 
semantic conditions may also be sufficient before parallel lemmas can be synthesized.

One sufficient syntactic condition is the presence of tail recursion. However, the parallel lemma 
for this class of tail-recursive functions is not strictly parallel in form because its two recursive 
calls (in the lemma) will be nested. Nevertheless, they are still useful as laws for program 
transformations.
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This class of functions is covered by the following program scheme.

Program Scheme 7
— F7([],w,f) <= w;

- - -F7(a::x,w,f) <= F7(x,f(a,w),f);

The generation of two comparable equations, followed by its matching and generalisation, will 
yield for us the following parallel form with an unknown function, H.

F7(mox,w,f) -  F7(x,H(m,w,f),f)

This unknown function can be found to be equivalent to F7, by instantiating x=[], followed by
the derivation steps below.

F7(mo[],w,f)

LHS

RHS

H

F7([],H(f,m,w),f)

F7(mo[j,w,f)

F7(m,w,f)

F7([],H(m1w,f)If)

H(m,w,f)

F7

! m o[]=m

! unfold F7 
! unfold F7

The parallel lemma from this synthesis is: 
F7(mox,w,f) = F7(x,F7(m,w,f),f)

Notice that the two F7 function calls are currently nested. Such a lemma is not suitable as a 
parallel algorithm but is still useful as a law for program transformation.

A 3.2.8 Scheme 8 - more complex semantic conditions

Our last example is a program which requires more complex semantic conditions for 
synthesizing its parallel lemma. This more complex example will hopefully illustrate the point 
that our synthesis method is quite general and is mainly dependent on the possibility of 
identifying comparable equations.

Consider the following function, comp, for computing a rather complicated value from a list of 
numbers.

— comp([]) < * 0;

— comp((a,b)::x) <= a+(b*comp(x));

Using the following associative and distributive laws of + and *,
a+(b+c) = (a+b)+c

a*(b*c) = (a*b)*c

a*(b+c) *  (a*b)+(b*c)

we can obtain a second comparable equation which has an identical skeletal expression, 
_+(_*comp(_))> to the original recursive equation, as shown below.

- - -comp((a,b)::(c,d)x) <= a+(b*(c+(d*comp(x)))); ! distributive law b*(c+d)=b*c+b*d
<*= a+(b*c+b*(d*comp(x))); ! associative law of +
<= (a+(b*c))+b*(d*comp(x)); ! associative law of *
< * (a+(b*c))+(b*d)*comp(x));

These two comparable equations can be used to obtain the following parallel form with two 
unknown functions, H and G.
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comp(mox) H(m)+G(m)*comp(x)

By instantiating x=Q, we can deduce that the unknown function, H, is in fact equivalent to comp,
as follows:

comp(m<>[]) = H(m)+G(m)*comp(Q)

LHS K comp(moQ) ! law m<>[]=[]
&= comp(m)

RHS S3 H(m)+G(m)*comp(D) ! unfold comp([])
e H(m)+G(m)‘0 ! x*0=0
s H(m)+0 ! x+0=x

» H(m)

H = comp

The other unknown function, G, must also be synthesized. This can only be obtained by 
applying the complete instantiations of m, followed by the appropriate derivation steps. Thus, 
using the following partially known parallel lemma,

comp(mox) = comp(m)+G(m)*comp(x) (A3.6)

we could perform two sequences of derivation steps in order to derive a definition for this 
unknown function, G, as follows.

Case m=[],
comp([]<>x) = comp([])+G([])*comp(x)

LHS = comp([]ox) ! unfold []<>x

= comp(x)

RHS « comp([])+G([])*comp(x) , ! unfold comp([])
= 0+G([])*comp(x) ! 0+b=b

= G([])*comp(x)

••• G([J) = 1

Case m=a::m,

comp((a,b)::m<>x) ss comp((a,b)::m)+G((a,b)::m)*comp(x)

LHS = comp((a,b)::mox) ! unfold comp

= a+(b*comp(mox)) ! apply parallel lemma (A3.6)

= a+(b*(comp(m)+G(m)*comp(x))) ! distribute b*(c+d)=b*c+b*d

= a+(b*comp(m)+b*(G(m)*comp(x))) ! associative law of +

= (a+b*comp(m))+b*(G(m)*comp(x)) ! associative law of *

= (a+b*comp(m))+(b*G(m))*comp(x)

RHS = comp((a,b)::m)+G((a,b)::m)*comp(x) ! unfold comp((a::b)::m)

= (a+b*comp(m))+G((a,b)::m)*comp(x)

••• G((a,b)::m) = b*G(m)

With this synthesis, the parallel lemma for comp, together with a definition for its auxiliary
function G, is:

comp(mox) = comp(m)+G(m)*comp(x)

— G([]) <= 1;
- - -G((a,b)::m) <= b*G(m);

A corresponding program scheme, with the above semantic conditions, can also be provided.
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A3.3 Scope and Limitations of our Synthesis Method

The list of program classes presented in this appendix is fairly extensive but not complete. In 
particular, we have not even considered the various combinations of the different factors 
present in the above list of schemes. For example, we may have programs with deeper pattern 
matching of Scheme 6 , combined with say, accumulating parameters of Scheme 4.

However, each of the parallel lemmas (for the program schemes) has been synthesized using 
the same three-stage method. This is a testament to the generality of this method.

Though general, our synthesis method has its own limitations, as well. One of the main 
difficulties is the symbolic evaluation stage itself (for obtaining two or more comparable 
equations). This stage is quite difficult because it requires the presence of certain syntactic and 
semantic conditions (in particular the associative property of the outer operator) before 
comparable equations and parallel form can be obtained.

Another difficulty, which we may encounter, is that certain sub-expressions (or portions) 
within our programs may sometimes not directly have the required semantic properties. Instead, 
it may only be possible for the generalised versions of these sub-expressions to have the 
necessary property. When this happens, our synthesis method will fail. An example of this 
failure is the following insertion sort function.

— sort([]) <= [];

— sort(a::x) <= insertta.sortfx))1; •

— insert(a.n) <= [a];

- - -insert(a,b::x) <= If a>b then b::insert(a,x)

e ls e  a::b::x;

The outer operator, insert, in the recursive equation of sort does not presently have the necessary 
associative property for synthesizing a parallel form. As a result, we are unable to synthesize a 
parallel lemma directly from this sequential function.

Instead, there is actually a more general merge operator (with insert as a special case), which will 
have the associative property.

- - -merge(x,[]) <= x ;

- - -merge(D.y) <= y;

- - -merge(a::x,b::y) <= If a>bthen b::merge(a::x,y)

e ls e  a::merge(x,b::y);

The use of this merge operator, in place of insert, would have allowed our synthesis method to 
derive a parallel lemma for the above sort function. The open question here is how to obtain 
such generalised versions for our sub-expressions. We presently offer no answers to this 
question.

Notice that this generalisation is not the same as that used in program scheme, F5. In the case 
of F5, we synthesized a generalised program for the scheme itself, while the sorting example 
requires a generalised version for one of its sub-expression, i.e. the insert function.
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Nevertheless, it is more common for program transformation techniques to derive these more 
complex parallel algorithms directly from high-level generate-and-test specifications, rather than 
from the sequential programs. An example of this is the semi-automatic synthesis technique of 
Douglas Smith (in [Smith85,Smith87]) which uses various design strategies to obtain different 
forms of divide-and-conquer algorithms from (certain) high-level generate-and-test 
specifications. Successful derivations of these parallel algorithms could then be used to obtain 
the corresponding sequential definitions.

In contrast, our synthesis method is not suitable for complex functions, like sorting. It is 
primary intended for simpler functions that are more naturally specified in their sequential 
definitions (from which we could derive their parallel forms). In this respect, our method can 
be described as being complementary to the synthesis technique of Douglas Smith.
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Appendix 4. Implementation of Tactics
This appendix briefly describes the implementation of some of the transformation tactics 
presented in this thesis. The implementation is carried out on the IC Transformation-Based 
P rogram m in g  Environment [Darlington89b] where each tactic is implemented as a H o p e  meta
program  of the form:

dec tactic: IntHE # addjnfo -> script;

where IntHE is  an abstract data type fo r H o p e  expression s and a d d jn fo  is  the add itional 

inform ation supp lied  from  analysis o r g iven  by  users. E a ch  o f  these m eta-program s m ust return 

a transform ation  script that is supposed  to be app licab le  to the g ive n  H o p e  expression  (or 

equation).

This appendix presents a top-down description of the implemented tactics. We begin by 
showing a sample session of how the tactics are used to transform programs. This is followed 
by brief descriptions of the various implemented tactics. Lastly, we present two principal 
building blocks for implementing the tactics, namely an intermediate symbolic tree data structure 
(plus its associated support functions) to represent the transformational development, and the 
low-level access functions for performing program manipulations.

A4.1. Overview of the Partial Evaluator and Tactics.

A t  the heart of the IC Transformation-Based Programming Environment is a transformation 
processor, called the partial (or symbolic) evaluator [Pull88]. To invoke this evaluator, there is 
a command (or function) of the form:

dec apply_script: script # program -> program;

which takes a transformation script and a program (in effect a module of functions) in order to 
return another program (or module).

In each of these programs (modules), there may be a number of functions which could be 
transformed. To transform these individual functions, the outermost script must be specified as: 

choose_eqns( list(fname # script))

which takes a list of function names and their corresponding scripts, in order to apply each 
script to its corresponding function.

This simultaneous application of scripts to individual functions (of a module) is available for 
general use. However, for our purpose, we shall assume that only one function from a module 
will be dealt with at a time. This assumption can be handled by a function, called appjactics, 

with the following definition,
dec appjactics: (modulename # fname) # (IntHE -> script) -> program; 

dec get_one_eqn: (modulename # fname) -> IntHE ;

— appjactics((mn,fid),tactic) <= apply_script(choose_eqns [ (fid, tactic(get_one_eqn(mn,fid))) ], mn); 

— get_one_eqn((mn,fid)) <= le t [eqn]==get_eqns(mk_fid(mn,fid)) In eqn;

W H E R E  get, eqns - an access function to retrieve equations from the program repository
mk fid - converts a module and a function name into a function identifier
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which takes a module name, mn, and its function name, fid, together with a tactic of the type 
IntHE -> script, in order to generate a new module where the specified function has been 
transformed by the tactic. Notice that the given tactic is invoked to generate a transformation 
script which is then applied (to the specified function) through apply_script.

Let us briefly illustrate the application of a simple tactic, called loop_combine, which has the 
following declaration.

dec loop_combine : IntHE -> script;

This tactic is a simplified form of fusion transformation (i.e. deforestation). It applies to 
expressions where the composed functions are self-recursive.

Consider a program/module, ex1, of the following definition, 
m odule ex1;

dec sum.sumdb : list(num) -> num; 

dec double : list(num) -> list(num);

— sumdb(x)

- - -sum(Q)

- - -sum(a::x) 

— double([j) 

— double(a::x) 

end ex1;

<= sum(double(x)); 

< =  0;

<= a+sum(x);

< =  11;

<= 2*a::double(x);

A function of this module, which could be transformed by the loop combine tactic, is sumdb. 

This function has a composition of two self-recursive functions, sum and doubJe. It could be 
transformed using the following sequence of issued commands (shown in italic).

tuple -app_tactlcs 

load "ex 1.hop";
! this invokes the programming environment, called tuple

I this loads in the specified module into the environment 

"new_p" := app_tactlcs(("exr’,"sumdb"),loop_comblne);

! this invokes the tactic and partial evaluator to produce a new 

I module, called new_p, which contains the transformed 

I equations

I Notice that := creates a new module in the environment

display_module new_p;

!
module new_p;

dec sum.sumdb : list(num) -> num; 

dec double : list(num) -> list(num);

this displays the contents of the new module

— sumdb([]) 

— sumdb(a::x) 

- - -sum(D)
— sum(a::x) 

— double([]) 

— double(a::x) 

end new_p;

< =  0;

<= 2*a+sumdb(x); 

< =  0;

<= a+sum(x);

<= [];
<= 2*a::double(x);

The first command in the above sequence starts up the programming environment. This is 
followed by a command to load the module, exi, into the environment before the function,
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sumdb, is subjected to the loop combine tactic (using appjactics). In the transformation, a new 
module, new_p, is created to contain the newly transformed function.

This simple session illustrates how tactics are invoked to transform programs in the present 
programming environment

A4.1. Description of Implemented Tactics

So far, three simple tactics have been implemented as meta-programs of the programming
environment. We give a brief description for each of these tactics below, before proceeding to
describe the components used to construct the tactics.

dec tuplingilntHE # set(Functionld) -> script;

This tactic takes an equation, containing a single function call, together 
with a set of mutually or auxiliary recursive functions in order to analyse 
for a eureka tuple by the instantiate and unfold ordering technique.

If an eureka tuple is found, the tactic will produce a script that would 
construct a new non-redundant tuple function.

dec loop_combine:lntHE -> script;

This is a veiy simplified form of fusion where all the function calls used in 
the given equation are self-recursive. It narrows the innermost call of the 
given equation, and performs unfolds (where possible) before a fold step.
If this sequence of transformations is successful, a corresponding script is 
returned; otherwise an empty script is returned.

dec pe: IntHE # (Functionld -> truval) -> scripts; -

This tactic performs a simplified form of partial evaluation (pre- 
computation) by unfolding, simplification and reductions. It uses the 
pattern-matching equations to decide if a call can be unfolded.
To prevent infinite unfolding, this tactic takes a parameter of type,
Functionld -> truval, in order to indicate those function calls which could be 
safely unfolded (without causing non-termination in the transformation 
process). Those functions which may cause non-termination are not 
unfolded by this tactic.

A4.2. Symbolic Tree for Transformation

Program transformation can be viewed as an extended form of execution which operates on 
symbolic rather than ground terms. This unifying view between execution and transformation 
was presented in [Darlington88]. A trace for the program transformation steps could thus be 
recorded symbolically using some form of tree structure. For this purpose, we introduce a 
symbolic tree data structure, called sym jree, to record the history of the transformation steps 
performed. This tree structure is represented by the following H o p e  data structure.
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data expr loc 
data sym tree

«= (loc # IntHE);

—  st_passive(expr_loc)

++ st_active(expr_loc)

++ st_error(expr_loc,string)

++ st_transform(expr_loc # script # sym_tree) 

++ st_branch(list(sym_tree))

++ st_subexpr(expr_loc# list(sym_tree))

++ st_define((lntHE # sym_tree) # sym_tree);

The symbolic tree contains enough information to obtain either the final transformed program or 
the script needed to re-play the transformation. We use it in all our tactics to represent the 
intermediate stages of transformational development.

The tuple data structure, exprjoc, is used to represent the current sub-expression (of the type 
IntHE) together with its location (of the type be) within the present equation. This tuple structure 
is used in various parts of the symbolic tree structure. The symbolic tree contains three types of 
leaves, namely st_passive, st_active and st_error to represent the latest status (stage) of the 
transformation. It also contains four types of (recursive) nodes, namely stjransform, st_branch, 

st_subexpr and st_define to represent the intermediate stages of transformation. We give a brief 
description of the purpose for each of these leaves and nodes, below:

st_passive(ex) - This leaf is used to represent an expression which could not to be 
transformed further (by the present tactic) e.g. a constant or a variable.

st_active(ex) - This leaf is used to represent an expression which could be 
transformed further (by the present tactic).

st_error(ex,msg) - This leaf is used to denote that an erroneous condition lias occurred 
during the present transformation. A common error is when the tactic 
could not apply successfully, e.g. a required fold step is not possible.
The second argument, msg, is used to contain the error message.

st_transform(ex,sc,tr) - This node represents the application of a transformation script, 
represented by sc, to an expression, ex, in order to obtain a new 
symbolic tree, tr.

st_branch(tr_list) - This node contains a list of independent symbolic trees that are being 
branched out for independent transformations. This could arise from 
the narrowing (unfold and instantiate) step where each branch is used 
to denote a different instantiation.

st_subexpr(ex,tr_iist) - This node breaks up an expression, ex, into a number of 
independent sub-expressions, represented by the list of symbolic trees, 
trjist, for independent transformations. An example of its use is the 
separate transformations for each of the arguments of a constructor 
term.

st_define(eqn,tr_i ,tr_2) - This node contains a new function definition, eqn, together with 
its transformation (or development) in the symbolic tree, t r j .  The 
other symbolic tree, tr_2, is used to represent further transformation (or 
development) on the present expression. This further transformation 
may use the auxiliary function, eqn, just introduced.

The symbolic tree is a fundamental structure used by all our transformation tactics. It is used to 
contain the original, intermediate and transformed expressions. It also provides a trace of the 
transformation steps which have been carried out, and could therefore be used to obtain a script 
to re-play the transformations. Even though there are overheads associated with maintaining the
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symbolic tree, it provides us with a re-usable and flexible component for developing tactics.

With this tree, each equation, eqn, which is to be transformed will start of as st_active(([],eqn)). 

This initial symbolic tree could then be developed (transformed) by the tactic into hopefully a 
symbolic tree where all the leaves are of the type st_passive. When this is achieved, the 
application of our tactic will be considered to be successful.

To help us support transformations on the symbolic tree, we have a set of support functions. A 
sub-set of these functions is presented below.

dec one_step_eval: (exprjoc -> sym_tree) # sym_tree -> sym_tree;

dec extract_script: sym_tree -> script;

dec extract_eqn: sym_tree -> list(lntHE);

dec check_error: sym_tree -> truval;

dec finish: sym_tree -> truval;

A brief functional description for each of the above set of support functions follows:
one_step_eval(fn_step,tr) - This applies a single transformation step, represented by the 

function-type parameter, fn_step, to each active leaf of the symbolic 
tree, tr. The result of this operation is a new tree where each active leaf 
has been further developed.
Evaluating the symbolic tree, one step at-a-time, allows us to control 
the transformation. As an example, we may wish to alternate between 
the application of two different sets of lemmas. This is easy to achieve 
with the symbolic tree.

extract_script(tr) - This function can be used to extract the entire script from the given
symbolic tree, tr. This script would allow the re-play of' - 
transformations and is normally invoked at the end of a successfully 
applied tactic.

extract_eqn(tr) - This function is used to extract the final list of transformed equations 
from the symbolic tree, tr. This list may include intermediate functions 
defined and transformed in the tree. It is normally used for display or 
validation purposes.

check_error(tr) - This function is used to check if one or more errors have occurred 
during transformation. This is done by checking for st_error leaves in 
the tree, tr.

finish(tr) - This function checks to see if there are any active leaves left in the 
present symbolic tree, tr. If there are, then further transformation may 
be needed, otherwise the transformation will be considered as finished.

The symbolic tree is used to contain the structure of the transformational development. 
However, to directly manipulate and transform the expressions, we need lower-level access 
functions. These functions are discussed next.

A4.4. Low-Level Access Functions

There are a number of primitive functions which form the building block for all our 
transformations. We call these the access functions. They are used to retrieve equations from 
program repository (but not updates); convert between abstract syntax trees (IntHE) to concrete 
representations (string); manipulate (test, read or build) expressions; and perform matching, 
apply substitutions, or renaming.
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Six of these access functions are:
dec get_eqns: Functionld -> list(lntHE);

Given a function's identifier, this primitive function will retrieve the 
current list of equations for the function from the program repository.

dec IntHEtoStr: IntHE -> string;

Given an expression, this function will convert it into its string 
representation. It is useful for displaying expressions to users.

dec StrtoIntHE: string -> (truval # IntHE);

Given a string (representing the concrete form of an expression), parse it 
to give the corresponding expression. An error flag may be set if the 
parsing is not successful

dec unify: IntHE # IntHE -> truval # substitutions # substitutions;

Given two expressions, make an attempt to see if the two expressions 
unify. If they do, return a true flag together with an input and/or an output 
substitution lists. If they don't, return a false flag, 

dec apply_substitutions: IntHE # substitutions -> IntHE;

Apply a list of substitutions to a given expression, in order to obtain a new 
expression.

dec rename: list(lntHE) -> list(lntHE);

Rename a list of expressions with unique variables.

Apart from the above functions, we also have a number of primitive functions which could 
directly manipulate or access the Hope abstract syntax tree. These functions are divided into 
three groups, to either test, read or build expressions, as shown below.

(A) TEST FUNCTIONS to check for the various expression constructs.
dec ls_HE_eqn: IntHE -> truval; I Is the given expression an equation?

dec ls_HE_applic: IntHE -> truval; 1 apply node?

dec ls_HE_ifexpr: IntHE -> truval; I if construct?

dec ls_HE_let: IntHE -> truval; 1 let construct?

dec ls_HE_letrec: IntHE -> truval; I recursive let construct?

dec ls_HE_lambda: IntHE -> truval; I lambda abstraction?

dec ls_HE_tuple: IntHE -> truval; 1 tuple expression?

dec ls_HE_set: IntHE -> truval; 1 absolute set expression?

dec ls_HE_rel_set: IntHE -> truval; I relative set expression?

dec ls_HE_equiv: IntHE -> truval; I equality?

dec ls_HE_function: IntHE -> truval; I function identifier?

dec ls_HE_data__constr: IntHE -> truval; 1 constructor identifier?

dec ls_HE_variable: IntHE -> truval; I variable?

dec ls_HE_num: IntHE -> truval; 1 number?

dec ls_HE_real: IntHE -> truval; I real?

dec ls_HE_char: IntHE -> truval; ! character?

dec ls_HE_text: IntHE -> truval; I string?
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(B) READ FUNCTIONS to obtain the components of the various constructs;
type lntHE2==(lntHE # IntHE);

type lntHE3==(lntHE # IntHE # IntHE); 

data vcheck(alpha)«valid(alpha) ++ invalid;

dec Get_HE_eqn: IntHE -> vcheck(lntHE2); ! Get the LHS and RH S of an eqn.

dec Get_HE_applic: IntHE -> vcheck(lntHE2); ! Get the function and the argument of an apply node

dec Get_HE_ifexpr: IntHE -> vcheck(lntHE3);

dec Get_HE_let: IntHE -> vcheck(list(lntHE2) # IntHE # IntHE);

dec Get_HE_letrec: IntHE -> vcheck(list(lntHE2) # IntHE # IntHE);

dec Get_HE_lambda: IntHE -> vcheck(vector(lntHE));

dec Get_HE_tuple: IntHE -> vcheck(vector(lntHE));

dec Get_HE_set: IntHE -> vcheck(lntHE # list(lntHE) # list(lntHE2));

dec Get_HE_rel_set: IntHE -> vcheck(lntHE # list(lntHE3));

dec Get_HE_equiv: IntHE -> vcheck(lntHE2);

dec Get_HE_function: IntHE -> vcheck(Functionld);

dec Get_HE_data_constr: IntHE -> vcheck(Functionld);

dec Get_HE_variable: IntHE -> vcheck(Functionld);

dec Get_HE_num: IntHE -> vcheck(num);

dec Get_HE_real: IntHE -> vcheck(real);

dec Get_HE_char: IntHE -> vcheck(char);

dec Get_HE_text: IntHE -> vcheck(string);

(C) BUILD FUNCTIONS to construct expressions from sub-expressions
dec Build_HE_eqn: lntHE2 -> IntHE; ! Given the LHS and RH S  , return an eqn.

dec Build_HE_applic: lntHE2 -> IntHE; ! Given a function and an argument, return an apply node

dec Build_HE_ifexpr: lntHE3 -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_let: list(lntHE2) # IntHE # IntHE -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_letrec: (fntHE2) # IntHE' # IntHE -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_lambda: vector(lntHE) -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_tuple: vector(lntHE) -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_set: (IntHE # list(lntHE) # list(lntHE2)) -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_rel_set: IntHE # list(lntHE3) -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_equiv: lntHE2 -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_function: Functionld-> IntHE ;

dec Build_HE_data_constr: Functtonld-> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_variable: Functionld-> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_num: num -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_real: real -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_char: char -> IntHE;

dec Build_HE_text: string -> IntHE ;

The test and read functions are used mainly for analysis. The build functions could be used to 
construct transformation operations or to generate expressions for new function definitions. To 
assist us in developing more complex functions over the expression type, IntHE, higher-order 
reduce or map functions (based on the above primitives) have also been written. They include:

dec ReduceJntHE: (IntHE # alpha ) # ((IntHE # alpha) -> alpha) -> alpha; 

dec MapJntHE: (IntHE ) # ((IntHE) -> IntHE) -> IntHE;

dec ReducelocJntHE: (IntHE # alpha # loc) # ((IntHE # alpha # loc) -> alpha) -> alpha;

The last higher-order function also maintains a location counter which could be used to indicate 
the tree-address of the present sub-expression being handled.
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Appendix 5. A Termination Proof
For the interested reader, we shall briefly reproduce the main result of Ferguson and Wadler's 
termination proof (for pure deforestation) in this Appendix. We shall also provide an additional 
proof to show that the slight modification we suggested for their algorithm will not cause the 
non-termination property to be lost This additional proof shows the presence of a well-founded 
decreasing measure for expressions encountered by those recursive rules which do not have the 
fold steps, namely T 2, 5 and 6a.

A5.1. Pure Deforestation Termination Proof

As mentioned in Section 3.2.5, Ferguson and Wadler's proof of algorithm termination relies on 
two major results, namely:

1) Function nesting measure, N, is bounded by the T rules
2) Each expression encountered (by the T rules) always satisfies the grammar 

form of fct.

Proofs for the above two results are reproduced in Figure A5.1 and Figure A5.2.

To Prove: For all steps, T  1 1 J <=........... T  H tj 1 ...... v i. N f l t l ] > N I [ t j ] ]

Case for Rule T  1- v : nothing to prove 

Case for Rule T  2- c(ti ,..,tn) :

From Definition: N |c(ti ,..,tn) 1 ■  max{ N p - j ] ] N f l t n]]}

• thus: V i e 1 . . n  N |c(t-j ,..,tn) ] > N  fit; '

Case for Rule T  3- f(vi,..,vn) : nothing to prove 

Case for Rule T  4- g(vo,Vi,..,vn) : nothing to prove

Case for Rule T  5 - ...g(Cj(t'i ,..,t'j),ti t..,tn)..., where g (C j(v1 ',..,Vj,),v1 ,..,vn )=tgj,

From Definition: N |g(Cj(t’i ....t'p.t-j ,..,tn)]l

= 1+max{max{ Nfft'-jl,.., Nflt'j]]}, N f f t ^ N f l t n]]}

1+max{NHt ' i ] ]NJt ' j ] ] ,  N U t - , ] ] N [ [ t nl]}

Also, since g is treeless, N|tgj]]< 1, hence:

> NUtgj !+max{NIt ’l l ] N R t ’jl], N d t - j B N | t nI]}

> NUtgjttVv'-, j,t/vi n]l 
Adding a context to each side:

• N |...g (ci(t,i,..,t,j),t1,.,tn)... 1> N [[...tgj[t7v,1 j.t/V! n]...]]

Case for Rule T  6 - ...f (ti,..,tn)...:

a) Similar to Case for T  5
b) Nothing to prove

c) Similar to Case for T  5

Case fo r  Rule T  7 - ...g(vo,t-| ,..,tn):

a) Nothing to prove

b) Similar to Case for T  5

F ig u r e  A 5 .1  -  P r o o f  to  S h o w  th a t  t h e  N e s t in g  M e a s u r e ,  N ,  Is  b o u n d e d
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To Prove: For each step, T  H t B <=........T  [ tj 1 .......v i. t e fct => tj e fct

Case for R u le  T  1 - v : nothing to prove 

Case  for R u le  T  2 - c(t-j ,..,tn) :

c (t 1,...tn) e fct => c(t-j ,..,tp) € c(ft1...,ftn)

• thus V  i e 1..n => tj e ft

=> tj e fct

Case fo r  R u le  T  3 - f(v-|,..,vn) : nothing to prove

Case fo r  R u le  T  4 - g(VQ,vi,..,vn) : nothing to prove

Case fo r  R u le  T  5 - ...g(Cj(t,1,..,t'j),t1,..,tn)..., where g(ci(v1,..vj')lv 1..vn)=tgi:

...g(Cj(t'i ,..,t'j),t-j ,..,tn)... e fct => V i e  1..jt’je ft,V i e 1..ntje ft

Since g is restricted-treeless, tgj e rt, ...tgj [t’/v’̂  j.t/v-j n]... e fct 

Case  fo r  R u le  T  6 - ...f (t-j f..ftn) ...:

a) Similar to Case for T  5
b) Nothing to prove

c) Similar to Case for T  5
Case fo r  R u le  T  7 - ...g(vo,t‘j,..,tn):

a) Nothing to prove
b) Similar to Case for T  5

F ig u r e  A 5 .2  -  P r o o f  to  s h o w  t h a t  t h e  g r a m m a r  fo r m  o f  f c t  Is  p r e s e r v e d

A5.2. An Additional Proof Step for the Modified Rules

The remaining termination proof of the (slightly) modified pure deforestation rules concerns the 
recursive rules of T 2, 5 and 6a* This set of three rules do not have corresponding fold rules,1" 
and must therefore be shown to have some well-founded decreasing measure. A well-founded 
decreasing measure is one which starts from some finite value and could always decrease to 
some smallest (least) value, within a finite number of steps. If such a well-founded measure 
exists, there could never be an infinite sequence of steps involving just these three rules.

Earlier in Section 3.2.5, we informally argued that there is a decreasing measure present for 
each of the three rules. In fact, we can provide a multi-set (bag1) measure, (which takes into 
account the decreasing measures we informally mentioned) to show that all the three rules will 
always decrease this measure. Now, this multi-set measure for a given expression, e , will 
assign a tuple of three numbers to each sub-expression that is present in the given expression. 
The tuple of three numbers is meant to keep track of the following information:

(1) The function nesting depth of the current sub-expression.
(2) The number of constructors since the last function call.
(3) The function hierarchy number of each sub-expression which is a function 

call (0  if it is a constructor term).

Such a multi-set (of tuples) measure can be defined, as follows:

1 Bags are sets which may contain duplicate elements.
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74(x.y) | v |

M (x.y) |c(ti 

M (x.y) gf(t-, ...,tn)]] 

*f(x.y) Ig(t0 ,ti,..,tn)l

{ (x .y + 1 .0)} U  { M (x ,y+ 1) EIt1 U..., (x ,y+ 1 ) [[tn]]}

{(x+1,0,H[ff 1)} u  74 (x+1,0) Ut iBu . . u * f  (x+1,0) [[tn]J 

{(x+1,0,H [[g]l)} u  74 (x+1,0) dt0I] u . . u  ^f(x+1,0) dtn]]

0

where H [I f J returns the function hierarchy number of its input function, f. The pair of 
parameters, (x.y), of the measure, is used to carry the depth of the function nesting for the 
current sub-expression, and the number of constructors encountered since the last function call.

This multi-set (or bag) measure can be ordered using the classic multi-set ordering, which could 
be defined as follows:

B-) > B2 IFF max(B-|)> max(B2 ) v (max(B-|)=max(B2 ) a  (B-|- max(B-)))> (B2- max(B2 ) ) ) 

where max(B) selects the largest item from bag B

The items (or tuples) of these bags must also have an (total) ordering defined between them. 
The ordering which will be used in our proof is a lexicographic ordering of the following 
definition:

(n-| ,c-j,h 1) > (0 2 ,0 2 ^ 2 ) IFF n-j > ri2  v  (n^ « n2  a  > C2 ) v  (n-j ■* n2  a  c-| = C2  a  h-j > h2 )

Note that we have used the symbol, >, to represent different versions of the ordering operator 
(between bags, tuples and numbers). There should be no confusion here because the various 
versions of the ordering operator should be distinguishable from context.

We shall prove the following lemma which states that the measure, ^  provides a well-founded
ordering for the recursive rules of T 27 5 and 6a.

Lemma A5.1 - Well-Founded Measure for T 2, 5 and 6a Rules
The multi-set measure, 74, on expressions being transformed by the recursive 
rules, T 2, 5 and 6a, can be shown to exhibit a well-founded decreasing 
ordering. This decreasing ordering can be expressed, as follows:

For rules T  2, 5 and 6a, T 11 ] < = .....T  | tj J ...... V  i. 74 (x.y) [ t J > M  (x,y) | tj ]]

To prove that this measure is well-founded we have to establish three results, namely:

1) the measure is finite for each given finitely-sized expression,
2) the measure has a smallest (bottom) value,
3) each expression encountered (on the RHS of T ) by the three recursive rules 

will always have a measure which is less than the measure of its originating 
expression (on the LHS of T ).

Now, M is defined recursively on successively smaller sub-expressions. Such a definition is 
bound to produce a finite value for any given initial expression that is finite. Furthermore, it can 
be shown that 0A has a smallest value of {}, when its given expression is a variable. Most 
importantly, it can also be shown that the measure ^fis decreasing with respect each application 
of rules, T 2,5,6a. This result is given as*a proof in Figure A5.3.

With this well-founded measure, all sequences of steps, involving just T  2,5,6a, will always 
be finite. As a result, they could never extend the overall sequence of the T  rules into an
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infinite one (because there are only a finite number of the explicit define&unfold steps). Hence, 
the slightly optimised rules do not destroy the termination property of Wadler's algorithm.

Proof o f Lemma A5.1
To Prove: For steps, T  2,5,6a T  1 1  ]] <=.......r  I tj J ...... v i. M (x,y) H11 > M (x,y) [ tj j

Case  for Rule T  2- c(ti,..,tn) :

From Definition: M  (x.y)Hc(ti ,..,tn) J = {(x,y+1,0)} u  M  (x,y+1 )|[ti 1 u..u M  (x,y+1) [[tn]]

Also since, M (x,y)|tj J < {(x,y+1)} u  M (x,y+1)|tjD:

• We have: V i e  1..n M  (x,y)[[tj D < {(x,y+1,0)} u  M  (x,y+1)I[tj]]

< {(x,y+1,0)} u  M  (x,y+1)I[tiliu..u M  (x.y+1) [tn]]

< M  (x.y) I[c(t1l.Mtn) l

Case for Rule T  5 - — g(cj(t’i ....t'p.t-i ,..,tn)— , where g(cj(vi'I..,Vj’)lvi ,..,vn)=tgj, and H IgJ =r 

From Definition: M  (x.y) [g(Cj(t'-| ,..,t,j),ti,..,tn) J

{(x+1,0,r)}u*f (x+1.0) ttci(t’i 1..,t,j)l 

u  M (x+1,0) [[ti ]] u  .. u  M (x+1,0) Gtn]]

- {(x+1,0,r),(x+1,1,0)} u M (x+1,1) Gt'i I u •• u M (x+1,1) [[t’jll

u  M (x+1.0) [[t! ]| u  .. u  (x+1.0) Gtn]]

Since g is r-treeless, M (x,y) ftgj ]]< {(x+1,1,0)}, hence:

> {(x+1,0,r),*f (x,y) | [ tg j l } u^ f  (x+1,1) fft']]i j

u  Ot (x+1,0) [[til -| n 

Since M  (x+1,0) |[tj' B< M  (x+1,1) Jtj’ J:

> {(x+1,0,r)} u  M  (x,y) ftg; 1 u  M  (x+1,0) Gt'J  ̂_ j

v t f  (x+1,0) m ^ . . n

Since t'-j j,t-j n (as linear arguments) are each substituted at most once, we also have:

- M  (x,y) Iltgj [t'/v'-j _j,t/vi m,t/vm+1 n] (x,y) Jtgj 1 (x+1,0) Ht’I  j

kj M  (x+1,0) Utl -| n

> {(x+1,0,r)} u  M  (x,y) Htg; [t’/v*! j.t/v-i n] ]

> #  (x.y) Iltgj [tV v '^ j.t/V^n ll 

Adding a context to each side:

M  (x,y)|...g (ci(t,1,..,t,j),t1,..,tn)... } > M  (x,y) I ...tgj [t'/v'-j j.t/v-j n]...]J

Case for Rule T  6a - ...f where f(vi ,..,vn)=tf, and H |f]]=r

From Definition: M  (x,y) |f (t-| ..tn) ]J

-  {(x+1,0,r)} u  M  (x+1,0) Ut B -j n

Since f is r-treeless, and non-recursive M (x,y) |tf ]J< {(x+1,0,r)>, hence:

> { M  (x,y) |[tf (x+1,0) [ft B 1 n

Snce t-j n (as linear arguments) are substituted at most once, we also have: 

M  (x,y) |tf [t /v1<n] J z M  (x,y) Jtf J u ^ (x + 1 ,0 )  fft 1 i..n 

Thus: > M  (x.y) Jtf [t n] J

Adding a context to each side:
• M  (x,y) [...f(t-j ..tn)...]]> M  (x,y) H...tf [t /v-, n]... 1

F igu re  A5.3 - P ro o f o f Lem m a A5.1 [ M  Is  w e l l - f o u n de d )
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